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Network Lessons from the Adinkra1 philosophy of Ghana

                                                          
1 Age old Akan symbolism expressing proverbs and philosophies.

Centuries old Adinkra philosophy of Ghana is quoted here because it expresses some of
the lessons of this study.  The adinkra symbols on the right express each philosophy
summarized on the left.

Funtun funefu
“Unity in diversity”.
Diverse actors can cooperate
to achieve a common goal.
Co-opt and do not demean
the capabilities of others.

Konson konson.
“Cooperation is better than
conflict”.  Social ties are
important and it is wiser to seek
cooperation than conflict.

Bi nka bi.
“Peaceful co-existence for a
common goal”.  The usefulness
of collaboration despite some
differences, in order to achieve
a common goal.
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PART ONE: INTRODUCTION; PROBLEM AREA; OBJECTIVES;
RESEARCH GAP AND JUSTIFICATIONS; AND RESEARCH
APPROACH

This part starts by introducing the broader subject area and narrows down to describe the
specific problem area and the research questions of this study.  Consequently, the
boundaries of the study are clarified in the sub-chapter on scope and limitations, which
is followed by a discussion of the research gap to be filled and this study’s justifications.
The central concepts of this study and related concepts are introduced and briefly
defined in sub-chapter 1.1.

1.1. Introduction

Project business -- the marketing and purchasing of a project -- is a relatively new and
growing sector of international business.  Surveys have shown that over half of the value
of exports of Finland and Sweden are project exports, and this figure is considered
similar in other advanced economies (Artto et al., 1998).  A project in the context of this
study can be defined as a specific set of investments, using the project form of
organization, that are designed to provide productive resources for the involved parties1.

In project business there are at least two parties doing marketing and purchasing and it
necessarily involves methods for managing inter-organizational business interactions
and relationships.  A distinguishing characteristic from other forms of business is that
the main business activities are organized on a project basis.  The variety of advantages
project business promises for purchasers, marketers2, and other actors, has made it an
important feature of certain types of industries, e.g. the construction of infrastructure
and production facilities (Artto et al., 1998; Cova and Hoskins, 1997; Gunter and
Bonarccorsi, 1996; Ahmed, 1993; Hammarkvist, Håkansson, and Mattsson, 1982).

One of the reasons for the growth of project business is a demand pull from purchasers
who lack all the necessary resources or are unwilling, on their own, to manage the
complex relationships and technologies required for systems or infrastructural projects
(Kosonen, 1990; Hammarkvist, Håkansson and Mattsson, 1982; Mattsson, 1973).
Project business is considered an inevitable aspect of company development in small
and open economies like that of Finland (Artto et al., 1998; Kosonen, 1991).  It is seen
to offer a strategic edge for smaller companies who cannot otherwise compete with the
bigger multinationals (Kosonen, 1991).  Above all, in developed economies, systems
and infrastructural markets become saturated in a short time and the fast changes in

                                                

1 Among the parties that are usually involved in or affected by project business are purchasers or clients,
marketers, suppliers, contractors, consultants, regulatory authorities, local community stakeholders, and
interests groups.

2 Among the parties on the marketing side of project business are strategic project marketers, export
marketers, consultants, contractors, and suppliers.
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technology makes technology easily obsolete.  Therefore, companies need to find
markets abroad and the technology that is obsolete in highly developed economies is
often very suitable for less developed economies.  For example Ahmed (1993) argues
that the internationalisation of the Finnish electric power project marketer Nokia, at the
end of the 1950s, was due to the virtual completion of the electricity grid of Finland at
that time.  The uniqueness of many project contexts and technical-economic solutions
allow project marketers to differentiate their offers and to offer specific solutions to
purchasers’ technical-economic problems that cannot easily be copied by competitors.
Project business can also be a useful entry strategy in developing, emerging and unstable
markets.  It allows interested companies to do business in a market where they may not,
at that point in time, want to invest for a longer period.  They are able to maintain
relationships with some important actors in the market as well as gain experience and
references for future business (Owusu, 2002).

On the part of purchasers, many previous studies have shown that, through project
purchasing, they are able to acquire complex products that they could not have created
on their own.  As the case study reported here shows, project purchasers are able to
access technologies and receive training and technology transfer, as well as help from
marketers in arranging financing for paying for the project.

Artto et al. (1998), found that because of the technical and economic complexities of
project business, many Finnish industrial companies enter it in later stages of their
internationalization when they have accumulated a good level of international
knowledge and contacts, financial, and technical resources (cf. Luostarinen 1980).  In
the study by Artto et al. (1998), a significant number of the companies surveyed stated
that networking is one of their two most important strategies for success in project
business.  For its part, the network approach to business and industrial marketing
emphasizes that companies in a business network cooperate to provide and develop
complementary resources (Ford et al., 1998; Möller and Wilson ed., 1995; Håkansson,
1989, Håkansson ed. 1987; 1982).  Thus, we can propose that individual actors in the
project network may be at different stages of internationalization and possess diverse
capabilities, even though the network as a whole must possess all the required
capabilities.  This implies that the capability deficiencies of the project marketer or
another actor in project business contexts may be compensated for by other network
actors.  Therefore, we can further propose that project marketing companies may not
necessarily be big companies with massive resources, nor do they need to possess all the
required capabilities themselves.  A factor for success is, therefore, the ability to manage
multi-actor, business network relationships in which each actor provides capabilities of
its own (cf. Skaates, Tikkanen, and Lindblom, 2002; Welch, Wilkinson, and Young,
1996; Luostarinen, and Welch, 1990).

The capabilities required to market, plan and implement projects include planning,
marketing, relationship management, construction, know-how, design etc.  The case
study in Part Three of this dissertation shows that no single actor possesses all of these
nor has a comparative advantage in all of these.  Thus, even for relatively small
international projects like the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP), the project marketer
often provides only a small part of the capabilities required for the whole project.  The
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creation of a network of companies and organizations that cooperate over the period of a
project to plan, market and implement the project is considered inevitable (Welch,
Wilkinson and Young, 1996; Cova, Mazet, and Salle, 1996; Hammarkvist, Håkansson,
and Mattsson, 1982; Mattsson, 1973).  The network is a kind of temporary project
network (Dubois and Gadde, 2000); “quasi-organization” (Håkansson and Snehota ed.,
1995: 19), “temporary organization” or “project organization”, (Lampel et al., 1996:
563), because, it exists in that form specifically for the project.  Since the network is the
forum for project marketing and purchasing, project management, project financing and
project construction, the successful management of relationships between the involved
actors is seen as crucial to project success (Welch, Wilkinson and Young, 1996;
Luostarinen and Welch, 1990).  Clearly, the principal aim of the network is to achieve
the project business aims through accessing multi-actor capabilities.  Therefore, I
propose here that the aim of the temporary project network is to achieve collective
network capability, i.e combined capability for the purpose of the present project
business.

The concepts of resources and capabilities, as used in this study, borrow mainly from
three main research streams within economics and business studies – the Industrial
Network Approach (INA), Relationship Marketing (RM), and the Resource-based View
(RBV).  There is a lot of ambiguity in the use of these terms and concepts even within
the same perspective.  In this dissertation, "capability" is equated with "competence"3.
Resources are defined as tangible and intangible assets with which actors perform
activities.  Capability is the ability of an actor to successfully undertake activities to
perform the job configuration4.  The term job configuration is used to describe the
collection of assignments, tasks and critical events that should be performed before a
project is completed.  Capability is itself a resource but is based at the same time on the
resource collection of the actor.  An actor's core capability is its major or unique
capability, that which gives it a comparative advantage over other actors5.  It is likely to
be, but not by all means, intangible because intangible aspects of capability may be
more difficult to imitate, rarer, less easily transferable, and less easily substitutable.  The
project network is the group of firms and organizations involved in business interactions
and relationships for project business.  Collective network capability defines the
strength or effectiveness of the network to achieve its project business aims -- that is,
market and purchase the project according to the specifications of the contract (see
Chapters 2, 3, and 4 for a further discussion of the terms).  Collective network capability
consists of the combination of the contributed capabilities of the network actors.
Synergies may be created as a result of the successful combination and governing of

                                                

3Some of the authors discussed in this dissertation use the word capability, while others use competence.
Most of the authors in all the approaches presented in this dissertation either use the terms interchangeably
or do not see any difference between them (cf Håkansson and Snehota, 1995, Easton and Araujo, 1996;
Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Hooley, Saunders and Piercy, 1998; cf., however, Rosenbröijer, 1998).  In this
dissertation the term used by an author is maintained when quoting the author.

4 In many previous studies capability is defined differently from resources and this defined relationship is
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.

5 “Core capability is  equated with “core competence”
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multi-actor capabilities.  Project marketers, purchasers and other network actors need to
better understand the nature of capability that they, individually, possess and contribute
to the network.  The case study in Part Three shows that each of the involved actors
possesses resources that may be crucial for project success.  Particularly when critical
events occur, the possession of technical and financial capabilities by the technically
advanced project marketer, may not be enough to successfully deal with them.  Thus,
this study analyses the accessing and governing of multi-actor capabilities to create
collective network capability.  A major sub-purpose is to develop a conceptual
framework for describing and analysing collective network capability in project
business.

1.2. Problem Area and Research Gap

The assertion that project business requires multi-faceted resources has been made in
some previous studies.  It has been implied that this requirement may bring many
different actors into the project network and that the formation of a network or
“temporary project network” is one characteristic of international project business
(Dubois and Gadde, 2000; Ahmed, 1993; Cova and Hoskins, 1997; Welch et al., 1996).

The reason for the participation of many actors is that each of them possesses certain
indispensable capabilities.  One basic assumption of the Network Approach is that
resources are heterogeneous (Johanson and Mattsson, 1994; Håkansson and Johanson,
1992).  In industrial and other business markets, actors are interconnected and
interdependent due to their need for each other’s resources and capabilities (Easton and
Araujo, 1996; Håkansson and Snehota 1995; Möller and Wilson, 1995; Johanson and
Mattsson, 1994; 1987).  Firms pool together their resources to develop technologies, and
production processes (Håkansson and Waluszewski, 1997; Hultén and Mattsson, 1994;
Håkansson ed., 1987; Håkansson, 1989), or markets (Forsgren and Johansson, 1992).
Similarly Pfeffer and Salancik (1978: 2), emphasize the importance and strategic
wisdom of inter-organizational interactions and relationships for acquiring and
maintaining resources by stating that “organisations must transact with other elements in
their environment to acquire needed resources and this is true whether we are talking
about public organisations, private organisations, small or large scale organisations....”.
The empirical study presented in Part Three shows that even the purchaser in a
developing country who may lack financial resources, and is very often less endowed
with technological resources, possesses unique capabilities that are of considerable use
to the network.  Thus, firms need to co-operate with other firms and each network actor
may be indispensable in some senses.

The earliest studies of project business tended to concentrate on competitive bidding
strategies and were influenced by the marketing mix and the “transaction perspective”

(“Four Ps”)6, rather than relationship-building strategies (cf. Skaates, Tikkanen, and

                                                

6The Four Ps (Price, Place, Product, and Promotion) is a list of strategic and tactical marketing tools that
were suggested  by McCarthy (1960) as an operationalization of the marketing mix concept that refers to a
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Lindblom, 2002; Skaates, 2001; Tikkanen, 1998; Hadjikhani, 1996; Ahmed, 1993;
Cova, Mazet and Salle, 1996; 1994; 1993; Mattsson, 1993)7  The transaction
perspective assumes a short-term profit-oriented marketing strategy and analyses
marketing from the point of view of the marketer as the central marketing actor who
takes most strategy initiatives (Grönroos, 1996; 1994; Håkansson, ed. 1982; cf.
Watershoot and Van den Bulte,. 1992).  Therefore, such studies tended to suggest a
mainly discrete transaction approach to project business.  Hadjikhani (1996), Cova,
Mazet and Salle (1996) as well as Ahmed (1993) argue that such “traditional” studies do
not provide an adequate perspective of project business.  Furthermore such studies tend
to analyse project business narrowly as project marketing8 in which the marketer’s
strategy, activities, capabilities, and experiences are the driving forces.  Therefore, such
approaches lack simultaneous analyses of the purchaser and other focal network actors.
A natural consequence of this is that project marketing success is also seen to be created
only by the marketer’s marketing strategy, project management ability, technical
capabilities etc.  Besides, much of the “project management” literature tends to
concentrate on technical and administrative rules for the “project manager” and to
belittle the importance of the project context and the network9 (cf. Skaates, Tikkanen
and Lindblom, 2002; Skaates, 2001; Tikkanen, 1998; Hadjikhani, 1996; Ahmed, 1993;
Cova, Mazet and Salle, 1996; 1994; 1993, Mattsson, 1993).  The development of the
network approach and relationship marketing has, however, exposed the existence of
relationship-based strategies and stressed the efficacy of the relationship approach for
long-term business success (Ford et al., 1998; Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995;
Grönroos, 2000; 1999; 1996; Gummesson, 1999; Sheth and Parvatiyar, 1995).  As a
result many companies are now organising their business on the bases of network and
relationship strategies.  Likewise, researchers are sharpening relationship-based
frameworks and studying more cases of marketing and purchasing based on relationship
and network strategies.  The perspective of this study is, therefore, in tune with the
emerging marketing paradigm which is seen to have a high potential to become the new

“general theory” for marketing (Sheth and Parvatiyar ed., 199410; Ford et al., 1998;

                                                                                                                                              

list of strategic and tactical ingredients that the marketer combines to achieve a preferred response from a
target market.  The above is generally said to belong to the marketing management school/paradigm
(Sheth, Gardner and Garrett, 1988).

7 I have not gone down to prove this assertion on my own in this study because it is well accepted within
the network and relationship literature and has been well discussed in the cited studies particularly the
reviews of Skaates, 2001; Tikkanen, 1998; Cova, Mazet and Salle, 1993; Ahmed, 1993.

8i.e, marketer centred analysis.

9 This attitude is discernible from some of the “project management” literature which may be said to be
more “practitioner-oriented” compared to the more rigorous academic traditions of academic-related
literature.  The two major project management journals are: "Project Management Journal" (Drexel Hill)
and "International Journal of Project Management" (Elsevier).  However, many of the frameworks
presented there reflect a skewed marketer-centred approach centrering on the marketer's capabilities and
success, and neglecting the holistic network picture.

10In the “Preface and Acknowledgements” the authors state the following about Relationship Marketing:
“Its pervasive nature, and the promise it offers as a paradigm for creating a general theory of
marketing....”
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Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995; Grönroos, 2000; 1999; 1996).  Project business
research and strategy has tended to follow this evolution of research and practice within
marketing, and network/relationship-based analyses of project business are relatively
recent and few, but increasing (cf. Cova, Mazet and Salle, 1996).  However, despite the
fact that many seminal project marketing studies have recognized the importance of the
dyadic or network interaction, the role of the purchaser’s and other network parties’
capabilities as well as the project context have not been adequately highlighted (see
Table 1).  As Table 1 and references for this study show, this study has benefitted
incalculably from previous research.  However, clearly, none of these previous project
business studies have touched on the research questions of this study.  To my knowledge
only the study of Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001), and Foss (1999) have touched
explicitly on the concept of collective network capability in an INA-related publication.
However, the contributions of the above authors have not been integrated into
mainstream INA thought.

In their study, Artto et al. (1998: II) maintain that “studies on project business are rare in
both Finland and abroad”.  Furthermore, Tikkanen (1998), Gunter and Bonacorssi
(1996), and Welch et al., (1996), suggest that more case studies, theories and
frameworks of project business are needed in order to achieve adequate understanding
and conceptualization of the subject.  In the same vein, leading INA researchers also
encourage further conceptualization and case studies as the school is relatively new and
in a developing phase (McLoughlin and Horan, 2000a; 2000b; Araujo and Easton, 1996;
de Burca, 1995).  This advice is even more pertinent in the case of studies dealing with
business in Africa, as there are very few studies of business in that continent.

The importance of the network and relationship marketing for this study was initially
raised by the pilot case study of the Ashanti Electrification Project undertaken for my
Master of Science degree thesis between 1993 and 1994.  The thesis centred on
problems that came up in the interactions, how they were solved and the reasons for
success.  The recurrent answer was that the partners were cooperating well with each
other, adapting to and learning from each other, and this enabled the network to
overcome problems and critical events.  In the thesis, I summarized the overriding
reason for success as the ability to access multi-actor capabilities and the successful
combination of them – i.e. the successful governing of the multi-actor network
relationships.

Important aspects of this process are network formation, relationship maintenance and
relationship governance.  This process is one of not just selecting network partners, but
of combining their capabilities and governing the network to ensure success.  Network
governance involves the creation, coordination and management of the resource
constellation and the activity pattern.  In my view these issues suggest a new and
important perspective to project business -- project business as network formation to
access multi-actor capabilities, and project business success as dependent on the
successful combination of such capabilities as well as the governance of the project
business network -- i.e. the creation of collective network capability.
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Table 1: A sample of seminal and INA-related project business research publications around
the themes “Focus of Analysis” and “Central Business Actor”11.
Author and (Year of
Publication)

Focus of Analysis Central Business Actor
Analysed

Mattson (1973) Marketer’s network strategies and
revenue consequencies in systems
marketing

Marketer perspective but a
strong dose of network
dynamics

Hannaford (1976) The development of successful system
selling strategy for the marketer and
cooperation with purchaser

Mainly marketer-centred

Mattson (1983) The project marketers’ network strategy
considerations regarding technology
transfer in project business

Mainly marketer perspective
and to a smaller extent
purchaser and other actors

Ghauri (1983) Effect of environmental factors on
“package deal” negotiations

Dyadic perspective also
factoring in contextual factors

Hadjikhani (1984) Cooperation in organization sets
regarding manpower training in “package
deal” projects

Marketer and training set

Liljegren (1988) Project marketer’s use of cooperation and
networks

Mainly marketerperspective and
to a smaller extent other actors

Cova and Allen
(1989)

Cooperation and networks as input in the
marketer’s competitive bidding strategies

Mainly marketer perspective
and to a smaller extent other
actors

Kosonen (1991) Systems sales as an internationalization
strategy for Finnish companies

Marketer perspective

Ahmed (1993) The opportunities and paradoxes of
project business for both marketer and
purchaser

Network perspective,
incorporating the role of the
project context

Cova, Mazet, and
Salle (1993)

The evolution of project marketing
strategies in project marketing firms.

Marketer perspective

Cova and Holstius
(1993)

How to achieve success in project
marketing

Marketer perspective and to a
smaller extent other actors

Bansard, Cova, and
Salle (1993)

Project marketing network or partnership
strategies

Mainly marketer-centred and to
a smaller extent other actors

Cova, Mazet, and
Salle (1994)

Analysis of project marketing network or
partnership strategies

Mainly marketer perspective
and to a smaller extent other
actors

Cova, Mazet, and
Salle (1996)

Marketers relationship with networks and
context of project marketing

Network perspective,
incorporating the role of the
project context

                                                

11 This table does not intend in any way to exhaust the literature relating to these aspects of project
business. It is only a sample of related seminal literature, intended to stress the point that while there is a
reasonable history of INA-related project business research, none of them touch explicity on the research
question of this study. Clearly, the list is skewed towards Finnish and Swedish publications. Note that a
more extensive reference of relevant literature can be found in Chapter 2.
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Hadjikhani (1996) Managing the discontinuity of project
marketing

Dyadic focus

Welch et al (1996) Development of project network for
project marketing

Marketing network perspective

Cova and Hoskins
(1997)

Analysis of project marketing network
or partnerships strategies

Marketing network dynamics

Artto et al., (1998) The state of Finnish project business
and success factors for Finnish project
marketers

Marketer’s perspective and to a
smaller extent purchaser and
context roles

Leminen (1999) Perceived gaps between marketer and
purchaser

Dyadic analysis

Skaates (2001) Project marketing of Danish
architectural firms to Germany in 1990s

Marketer perspective and to a
smaller extent purchaser and
context roles

Skaates, Tikkanen,
and Lindblom (2002)

Network and relationship-building as a
success factor

Marketer perspective

Even though these issues have been implicit in the network approach and in some of the
literature mentioned in Table 1, they have not been adequately studied in network and
project business literature (see also Chapter 2, 3, and 4).  The only explicit but limited
recent conceptualization of the phenomenon in INA-related literature, was made by Foss
(1999) and Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001), even though they would not be
considered as mainstream INA or RM scholars.  These articles only briefly introduced
the concept and suggested deeper and more extensive studies to expose and broaden
knowledge of the phenomenon.  In the view of the former author, the concept would
help to improve the analysis of the competitiveness of networking firms and of
networks.  The latter authors also suggest that competition is shifting from firm to
network level and that an improved conceptualization and understanding of “value-
creating networks” are required.  The phenomenon of collective network capability has
not been explicitly conceptualized within mainstream INA literature, nor has its central
role for project business success been propounded.  The need to conceptualize it and
develop theoretical frameworks for analysing it is, therefore, apparent.
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1.3. Objectives and Research Questions

The overall objective of this study is to analyse and understand the structures and
processes for the creation of collective network capability. One sub-objective is to
develop frameworks and models for analysing international project business as inter-
organizational network interactions and relationships in which each actor provides
specific capabilities, and in which the success of the project is dependent on the
successful combination of multi-actor capabilities, i.e. the creation of collective network
capability.  The framework development is aided by the lessons of the empirical data
collected through a longitudinal case study.  The overall objective is achieved by
answering the following research questions:

How is collective network capability created in international project business and how
does it evolve through the course of the project?

In order to illuminate the issues raised by the research questions, the empirical case will
concentrate on the following core questions:

• what were the governance processes and structures in the creation of collective network
capability?

• what was the nature of the job configuration and required capabilities; what changes
occurred in them and how did the network react to them?

• what capabilities did the focal actors contribute?
• what kinds critical events arose and how were they dealt with?

"As scholars we may be able to add value to business through an increase in knowledge about how
networks are created and sustained" (Campbell and Wilson, 1996: 143)

1.4. Scope and Limitations

Scope
The study is concerned with interorganizational relationships during the course of a
single project.  It is interested in the creation and evolution of collective network
capability and its governance in the course of the project.  A processual approach will be
taken by analysing the development of these issues over the course of the project.  In
order to gain the advantages of a multi-actor perspective, the focal network is studied
holistically.  It is the project and its focal inter-organizational relationships that are of
major interest.  As far as the individual actors are concerned, it is their mutual
interactions and relationships relating to the project that are of interest in this study.

The project network is relatively easy to delimit.  The focal project network consists of
the marketer, the purchaser, their close network partners who are connected to the
specific project, major sub-contractors, suppliers and consultants for the project.  These
may be considered as the main actors.
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Also the stages of the project are easy to define.  The beginning of the project is defined
to be the period of first contact for marketing, purchasing and planning.  The end of the
project is the end of the guarantee period or the end of the initial facility management
stage by the marketer in turnkey-plus projects.  The post-project stage is only briefly
studied in this dissertation.  The holistic focal network approach means that this study is
concerned with the roles of each of the focal network actors.  As the case study shows,
the capability inputs of all network actors and their cooperation, adaptations and
learning were the foundation for success.  The holistic approach defines the differential
scope of this study in comparison with those that have studied projects from the
perspective of only the seller's, the consultant's, or the purchaser's strategy, capabilities,
success factors and relationship management issues.

Limitations
The holistic objectives of this dissertation are, partly, due to the need to develop the
framework for and increase understanding of a phenomenon that has previously been
only implicitly referred to within project business theory.  At the same time, this limits
our ability to examine some important cause and effect relationships.  Furthermore, the
limitations of a contextual case study cannot be glossed over.  Whereas such studies
satisfy the important need to factorise the role of context in any conclusions, as well as
to satisfy the requirements for good processual studies, the conclusions may only be
generalizable to similar contexts.  The multi-actor perspective adopted here takes a
heavy toll on data collection and analysis, even though it enables an integration of
different interviewee perspectives.  Coupled with the longitudinal data collection
process, the demands on research resources makes this study difficult to repeat.

1.5. General Contributions of and Justifications for this Study

The framework developed in this study is eclectic in sources, but positions its
contributions in the industrial network approach (INA).  While the concept of capability
has been well treated in business strategy literature, its use there has been largely limited
to understanding the strength and competitiveness of single firms (see, e.g. Hamel and
Prahalad, 1990).  Capability has not received very wide treatment in the network
perspective, but it has been conceptualized as the usefulness of an actor for others in a
relationship or network: as the actor's ability to access and mobilize resources for the
network (Håkansson and Snehota ed., 1995); as its ability to offer resources in a dyadic
or network relationship (Ford, Håkansson and Johanson, 1986); and as an actor’s
“ability and willingness to organize a mix of resources for productive activities”, within
or outside the network (Rosenbröijer, 1998: 36).  A noteworthy conceptual implication
of this study is the capability created for a collection of firms through accessing varied
multi-actor capabilities and governing their combinations.  This implication is
interesting because, despite the recognition by the network approach of the importance
of heterogeneous resources, the phenomenon of capability created for a focal network by
the combination of multi-actor capabilities has only recently been suggested as a
concept to improve the analysis of the competitiveness of networking firms and of
networks, by scholars outside mainstream INA research (Kothandaraman and Wilson,
2001; Foss, 1999).  Moreover, as Foss, (1999) states, very little has been done to create
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a framework for understanding and analysing the phenomenon of network capability.
Since the network approach has emphasized that markets consist of networks of
companies and that cooperation between groups of companies in their business activities
creates a new form of competition between networks rather than between individual
companies, it is useful to conceptualize the capability of networks in achieving their
aims.  In the same way, as strategy literature uses the concept of capability as a measure
of the strength or effectiveness of firms, collective network capability could define the
strength or effectiveness of networks.  Furthermore, despite the recognition that project
business networks clearly exist to achieve specified project objectives, the phenomenon
has not been explicitly studied in project business literature either.  Whilst the
importance of multi-faceted resources in project business has been acknowledged by
previous researchers, it is necessary and useful, for both academic and management
purposes, to thoroughly explore the process of accessing and governing multi-actor
capabilities in order to fully illuminate its dimensions and dynamics.  The frameworks
and models developed in this study should help the conceptualization and understanding
of the nature and roles of multi-actor capability contributions in international project
business.

Another justification for pursuing this study is seen to be the discussion of success
factors in international project business.  As noted in Chapter 1.2, many seminal project
marketing studies dealing with strategy formulation and success have recognized the
importance of the dyadic or network interaction, but still the role of the purchaser’s and
other network actors’ capabilities as well as the project context have not been
adequately highlighted.  This study suggests that the achievement of collective network
capability is a critical aspect of network dynamics, and a closer look at the literature
provides implicit but disparate frameworks for analysing the phenomenon
Understanding this factor should enlighten management personnel involved in project
business as well as create the necessary knowledge base for expanding research on the
subject.  The case reported in Part Three suggests that a likely cause of project failure is
the attitude of project managers and personnel from the marketing company who
overrate their knowledge and skills over those of the staff of the purchaser, and who do
not, therefore, appreciate the creation of collective network capability.  This problem
results from the tendency of some project managers to exaggerate the importance of
their technical and administrative procedures over relationship aspects.  Improving
project management skills in this regard should be helped to a large extent by
understanding the dynamics of collective network capability.

A further justification for this study is considered to be the empirical context.  It was
assumed on the bases of my Master of Science degree thesis12 and literature review that
the variety of capability requirements as well as the uniqueness of project contexts and
interactions are likely to be more pronounced in projects involving actors from widely

                                                

12 My Master of Science degree thesis completed in 1995, gave me an initial insight into project business.
At that time the project whose network is studied here – the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP) was still
being constructed and the study gave me a preliminary understanding of the project network issues up to
mid-1994.
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different economic, social, legal, and technological contexts, as e.g. from a developing
African country and a developed Northern European country.  Therefore, the empirical
context of this study, involving a project case in an African country, is considered to
provide an interesting case for analysing the creation and evolution of network
capability.

This dissertation details how cooperation within the project network was organized and
how a collective capability was achieved from the disparate individual capabilities of
the network actors.  It shows the wide variety of capabilities needed in such a project
and details ways of accessing them.  The suggestion made by leading project business
and network researchers (Chapter 1.2) to do more case studies in project business and
business-to-business marketing as a whole reflects the general acceptance among project
business researchers and practitioners that many unique features exist in every project
context.  Conceptualization and understanding is, therefore, very much helped by an
increasing number of case studies from different project contexts.  As project business is
an empirical business form, researchers' theories can be grounded in the empirical
business so that the developed explanations and solutions are relevant and properly
explain reality.  This is what this dissertation is doing.  The theoretical approach is
based on frameworks that help to theoretically explain the recognized empirical
relationships, and that provide concepts for developing an integrated framework
enabling understanding and analyses of the phenomenon in similar contexts.

Therefore, this study contributes a framework and understanding of collective network
capability.  The concept is not just brought to the fore, but a thorough discussion of it is
undertaken here.  Frameworks and methodology to study, analyse and understand it are
presented.  The typology of resources and capabilities provide a clarification of the types
of resources and capabilities used in project business.  The governance framework
makes new contributions to the analysis of network governance and network dynamics.
The developed framework enables a thorough analysis of network governance and
dynamism based on the two layers of major and minor governance processes.  The
framework and contributions enrich the network approach since the concept is implicit
but not previously explicated within the approach.  The study contributes to the
understanding of success factors in international project business.  It shows that the
discontinuity, uniqueness and complexity (D-U-C) features are pronounced in cases
involving a purchaser and marketer from widely different backgrounds.  This problem is
solved by accessing multi-actor capabilities.  Therefore, the creation of collective
network capability is an important factor for success in project business.  A thorough
understanding of this process is provided since a thick description and analysis is made
of the process of its development.

1.6 Structure of this Dissertation

This study will be structured into three main parts.  Part One, which includes this sub-
chapter, contains the introduction to the subject; a specification of the problem area and
the research gap to be filled; a statement of the research questions; a discussion of
justifications for and general contributions of this study; and a discussion of the research
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strategy and justifications for the selection of theoretical perspective.  Part Two
discusses concepts and theoretical perspectives used to develop the conceptual
framework which is presented in the same part. Part Three fully narrates the case study
and analyses it and Part 4 discusses the results and conclusions, the validity and
generalizability of the study, and makes suggestions for further research.

Table 2: Structure of the dissertation

1.7 Research Approach

This sub-chapter discusses the research approach of this dissertation.  The adopted
approach is justified with reference to the research school in which the contributions of
this study are positioned, as well as to the logic and aims of this study.  The chapter
begins with a review of some authorities on the subject.  Their suggestions are discussed
in relation to the aims and logic of this study.  Finally, the methods used in this study to
achieve the requirements for a processual research are discussed.  The chapter also takes
up the bases for selecting conceptual schools/paradigms that offer input for this study.
As stated earlier, this study is focused on the creation of collective network capability in
project business.  The specific problem area concerns multi-actor business relationships
in a project business context.

1.7.1 Suggestions for Network and Project Business Research

The industrial network approach (INA), which is the major school in which the
contributions of this study are positioned, concentrates on understanding complex
interorganizational relationships in which the roles of context and embeddedness, as
well as the understanding of processes are fully explicated (McLoughlin and Horan,
2000a; 2000b; Halinen and Törnroos, 1998; Easton, 1995; de Búrca, 1995; Håkansson
and Snehota, 1989).  Also, Benassi (1995: 274) reminds us that “a process approach is
crucial to a better understanding of networks”.  He suggests two main ways of achieving
this: to understand the way in which small components affect network development; and
to understand the governance factors.  Ahmed and Törnroos (1995) emphasize that
project business is processual in nature and has to be studied and analysed by factoring
in temporality, contextuality and dynamism.  Project business is defined as necessarily
leading to the creation of a business network (Bansard, Cova and Salle, 1993; Gunter
and Bonarccorsi, 1996; Welch et al, 1996), and relationship and network approaches are

Part Issue Chapter(s)
Part One Introduction; Problem Area and Research Gap;

Objectives; Justifications; Research Approach.
1

Part Two Conceptual Framework 2, 3, and 4
Part Three Complete Case Study; 5, 6, 7
Part Four Summary, Implications, and Contributions of Study;

Suggestions for Further Research; Validity, Reliability,
and Generalizability of Study.

8, 9
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the dominating, and strongly recommended conceptual frameworks used in research on
it (Gunter and Bonarccorsi, 1996; Cova, Mazet and Salle, 1996; Welch et al., 1996;
Ahmed and Törnroos, 1995)13.  Easton (1995: 480) maintains that industrial networks
are best researched by case studies, and the use ".....of a sample of one is often
appropriate, and sometimes unavoidable" (cf., McLoughlin and Horan, 2000a; 2000b).
The characteristics of the connectedness and complexity of network links, and their
socio-economic as well as technical nature require a method that can trace links over a
period, across various levels and towards different directions as well as linking events to
their context.  Also multiple forms of data collection and triangulation are often required
to understand the full extent of industrial networks.  All these requirements are well
catered for by case studies.  At the same time a strong suggestion is made for network
researchers to include longitudinal aspects that capture dynamics, change and the role of
time in their analyses (Easton, 1995; Halinen and Törnroos, 1995; Ahmed and Törnroos,
1995).  Another useful suggestion is for an eclectic source of references, which may
borrow useful concepts and frameworks from related network conceptualizations as well
as related interorganizational relationship perspectives (Araujo and Easton, 1996).  In a
related vein Foss (1999) suggests that the analysis of network capability needs to be
eclectic and to borrow, particularly from the RBV.

1.7.2 Requirements for Processual Studies

In Figure 1, Pettigrew, (1988: 5) (cf. Pettigrew, 1997; 1990) suggests that good process
research should ".....explore content, context and process linkages through time" and
explore the links between them.

According to this view, the three sides of the triangle also represent the three important
questions to answer in any process research: Why?. What?, and How? questions are
concerned with context, content, and process respectively.  Why? (context) has two
aspects: the inner context consists of the corporate culture and power arrangements
inside the companies and organizations; and the outer context includes the national and
international, social, economic and political environment in which the processes take
place, particularly the nature of network links relating to the market or industry.

In our case the context is international project business in a developing country.  What
(content) is concerned with the research questions that the study focuses on, i.e. the
creation of collective network capability for an international project business network.
How (process) questions are concerned with the flow and interconnections of the
interactions and relationships that unfold in relation to the specific project business.  In
this endeavour the importance of a holistic understanding is emphasized.  (Pettigrew,
1997) suggests that this is achieved by comparison within or between cases; relating
cases to real times, actors, contexts and outcomes; and clearly explicating

                                                

13Other streams of research on project business can be discerned in the publications of journals like:
"Project Management Journal" (Drexel Hill) and "International Journal of Project Management"
(Elsevier).
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connectedness, rather than "...abstract, timeless scores on variables" (the last is the
essence of quantitative analyses).

On his part, Van de Ven (1992: 182) makes three general suggestions for structuring
process studies: (1) define the meaning of process, (2) clarify the theory of process and,
(3) design research to observe process.  Process theories are theories of how and why
certain issues or variables change or develop.  (Van de Ven and Poole, 1995: 512).
Furthermore, Van de Ven (1992) summarizes three meanings of process which have
often been used in research: "as a logic that explains a causal relationship between
independent and dependent variables"; "a category of concepts or variables that refers to
actions of individuals or organizations"; and "a sequence of events that describes how
things change over time".

Figure 1: The Research Triangle. Modified from Pettigrew (1988: 5), and Whipp,
Rosenfield, and Pettigrew (1988: 18).

In order to design research that successfully observes process, Van de Ven, (1992: 181)
suggests that a good processual study should preferably be a real-time longitudinal study
including both "regularly-scheduled data collection as well as "intermittent real-time
data".  The design of the study should be in accordance with the definition and theory of
process that the researcher subscribes to (cf. Van de Ven and Huber, 1990; Van de Ven
and Poole, 1995).

The iterative nature of processual research is stressed by Pettigrew (1997: 343) when he
states that "process research is best characterized in terms of cycles of deduction and

    Context (Why?)

Outer – International, national,
             industrial – (Project Business
             Network Context)

Inner (Inside the companies and
           organizations)

Content (What?)
Research questions, i.e collective
network capability, international
project business, network
interactions

Process (How?)
Interactions, relationships –
cooperation, adaptations, links,
ties, and learning
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induction" (cf. Woiceshyn, 1997).  Furthermore, individual "intuition, judgement and
tacit knowledge" play a considerable role in the researcher's success, even though
certain rules exist to guide the design, structuring, and presentation of processual
research.  An important rule of thumb is to codify and clearly present the methods of
data collection and analysis used (Bengtsson, Elg and Lind, 1997; Hinings, 1997).  The
research questions of process research can be presented with varying degrees of
formality and can never be as exact and specific as with quantitative research.  The
purposes of the research should, however, be well grounded in existing theories and
research and should fill gaps in, and contribute to, existing knowledge (Pettigrew, 1997;
Hinings, 1997; Bengtsson, Elg and Lind, 1997).

In sum, criteria for good processual research are expected to be holistic explanations and
analyses that factor in the role of embededdness, context, time and outcomes.  Rigour
and the clear definition of concepts, documentation of methods of data collection and
analyses, as well as the clear positioning of the subject in existing theories are also
required.

1.7.3 Requirements for Qualitative Studies

Process research methodologists generally agree that processual research is inherent in
qualitative case studies (Pettigrew 1997; Van de Ven, 1992; Bengtsson, Elg and Lind,
1997; Dawson, 1997).  Van Maanen (1983: 9) defines qualitative methodology as "....an
array of interpretative techniques that seek to describe, decode and translate and
otherwise to come to terms with the meaning, not the frequency, of certain more or less
naturally occurring phenomena...".  For Miles and Huberman (1994) qualitative data are
a source of well-grounded, rich analyses of processes in identifiable local contexts.
"With qualitative data one can preserve chronological flow, see precisely which events
lead to which consequences, and derive fruitful explanations" (p. 1).  The most
important characteristic of qualitative methods is that they eschew statistical-based
frequency analyses and aim at creating meaning through deep and relatively holistic
understanding; i.e. they are "systemic, encompassing, integrated"; (Miles and
Huberman, 1994: 6); (Silverman, 2000; Easton, 1995; Mason, 1996; Yin, 1993).
Qualitative methods create meaning using language and symbols.  Hypothesis testing is
here considered improper, even though the results of qualitative case studies can be
presented as propositions or hypotheses (Bengtsson, Elg and Lind, 1997; Yin, 1993).
Therefore, the Siamese link between processual and qualitative case study research
seems inextricable.  Another characteristic of these methods is that data collection
involves intense and long contact with respondents and the context of study, a factor
that poses dangers for reliability and validity (Miles and Huberman, 1994).

Maxwell (1996), suggests five main aspects of research design: purposes, conceptual
context, research questions, methods, and validity.  He notes that in qualitative research
each of these components may be modified in the course of the research, as new
knowledge or obstacles, or opportunities become clear.  Work on all these aspects go on
"more or less simultaneously each influencing the others" (p. 3).  Because of a flexible
and loose research design without specific hypotheses and relationships to test,
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qualitative studies can actually be laborious, time-consuming and frustrating, and are
iteratve.  Yet, while insisting on the clear presentation of the research design and data
collection and analysis methods, the vast majority of writers agree that some flexibility,
and intuition, will always remain important to achieving good qualitative research
(Miles and Huberman, 1994; Mason, 1996).

1.7.4 Requirements for Case Studies

Yin (1994: 13) defines a case study as "an empirical enquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries
between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident".  Case studies are the
preferred method when contextuality is important to the research; when the research
focuses on relatively contemporary, rather than historical events; and when the
researcher has little control over the events he is investigating, (in contrast to an
experiment).  Further, they are the most suitable methods for doing descriptive and
explanatory/causal research answering "how" and "why" questions tracing events,
processes, as well as causes and effects.  They are, thus, not limited in usefulness only to
exploratory research as has been asserted in positivistic quarters (see also Hartley,
1995).  They can also be used to test or generate theory (Eisenhardt, 1989).  In the final
analysis, case studies enable the understanding of complex social phenomena mainly by
allowing research "to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real life
events......such as...... organizational and management processes........" (Yin 1994: 3;
Gummesson, 1991).

The scientific usefulness of case studies is attacked by some positivists on the grounds
that the results of case studies cannot be generalized.  Yin (1994; 1993) and
Gummesson (1991) distinguish between different types of generalization and show that
the results of case studies are generalizable using different criteria and within different
limits.  Easton (1995: 475) continues that, whilst case studies do not offer much in
statistical representativeness, their advantage is in depth and comprehensiveness (see
Chapter 9.3 for a detailed discussion of the generalizability of this study).  Furthermore,
Hartley (1995), states that what has been seen by positivists as a primary flaw of case
studies – the flexibility of issues and frameworks – is actually the strength of the method
in allowing the development of new theory (cf. Yin, 1994).  On her part, Eisenhardt
(1989) argues that theories built from cases are likely to be more empirically valid, and
more easily testable partly because they are generated from direct empirical evidence.
However, she mentions that there are many practical and theoretical difficulties with
qualitative case studies.  For example, the lack of summarizing quantitative methods
make it difficult to manage the large volume of data, and the resulting theories may be
"narrow and idiosyncratic" (p. 547).

In sum, a case study, qualitative or quantitative can be as good a scientific work as any
other, as far as rigour is maintained in design, data collection and analysis, connection to
existing research, method presentation, and presentation of results.
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1.7.5 Abductive Reasoning and Theory-Building

Traditionally, the method of theory-building in social science research is considered
either inductive or deductive.  Inductive theory building refers to theory-building based
directly on empirical results, while deductive theory building concentrates on first
developing theoretical propositions or hypotheses without direct relation to empirical
evidence, and then testing them by conducting empirical research (Mason, 1996; Strauss
and Corbin, 1990; Gläser and Strauss, 1967).  Therefore, inductive research is more
related to qualitative methodologies where the researcher attempts to understand issues
through an open-ended approach (Patton, 1987; Hunt, 1983).  Most researchers consider
their method of theory generation to fall under one of the above two alternatives.
However an increasingly influential group emphasizes that the two approaches are,
actually, extreme cases, and that neither of them adequately represents the process and
method of theory building used in many contemporary studies.  According to Alvesson
and Sköldberg (1994), most case-study based theorising actually involves the use of
both extreme methods to various degrees in a method that is termed abduction14, and
that is considered as old as the two better known alternatives.  Abduction starts with an
empirical observation, which leads the researcher to theorising, but which theory is
improved with new empirical studies.  These processes will often go on simultaneously
or the researcher will move "....back and forth between data analysis and the process of
explanation or theory construction" (Mason, 1996: 141). The views above are confirmed
by Miles and Huberman (1994) and Eisenhardt (1989: 546) who notes that “the process
of building theory from case study research is a strikingly iterative one".  Likewise
Wilson (1987: 116), in suggesting further theory building in organizational buying
behaviour, notes that it is "....never purely a deductive process or a purely inductive one,
but an iterative process that at times involves the theory builder with the practical
context of the theory domain, and at other times requires reflective thinking and
deductive reasoning".  Miles’ and Huberman’s (1994) and Eisenhardt's (1989) suggested
method for building theory from case study research is to specify the research focus by
clearly defining the research question, which helps to define the kind of data to be
collected from specific types of organizations and also to specify, in advance of
fieldwork, constructs to guide the study.  The research questions and constructs so
specified, should, however, in no way be considered final, but can be changed in the
face of evidence from fieldwork.  A final piece of advice is not to be unduly skewed by
existing theories, even though reference to existing literature should be made.  This
means that researchers should discover the patterns in their own data and put them
forward even if the ensuing conclusions go against the grain of existing theory.
Furthermore, the usefulness of pre-understanding is emphasized.  "Building a theory
that is reflective of reality generally requires a base of experience within the theory
context" (Wilson, 1987: 116; cf. Gummesson, 1991).  Pre-understanding implies a
certain amount of basic knowledge of the empirical or theoretical subject area that
allows researchers to formulate their objectives properly.  Understanding is developed

                                                

14Mason (1996: 142) mentions both "abductive reasoning" and "retroductive reasoning" as two different
extra alternatives, and she suggests that all research, combine aspects of the four approaches (i.e.,
inductive, deductive, abductive and reductive)
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as pre-understanding is improved with more knowledge as the research continues
(Gummesson, 1991).

1.7.6 How the Requirements for a Processual Research are Catered for
in this Study.

The choice of research methodology, framework, and the presentation and analysis of
this research report are done with a view to achieving the objectives implied by the
research triangle (Figure 1) as well as the above mentioned requirements of good
processual, qualitative, case studies.  The most important process aspects are
interactions and relationships.  Within these, cooperation, adaptations, learning and their
accompanying links and ties are analysed.  The inner context (inside the companies and
organizations) is not studied in this dissertation.  The outer context consisting of the
industrial context (project business), the network context (network links), and the
international business context (some of the political, social, economic etc. factors
governing business relationships between the countries of origin of the focal actors, and
the national cultural and business factors), are factored in.  The content issues are clearly
stated in the research objectives.  Unnecessary breadth is avoided by being strict in
presenting and analysing only aspects of the data directly useful to achieving the
objectives of the study.

The integrated logic of process used in this dissertation defines process, as "a sequence
of individual and collective events, actions, and activities unfolding over time in
context" (Pettigrew 1997: 338; Van de Ven, 1992).  Three explications of this definition
of process are presented in Figure 2.  As shown in the figure, the definition explicates
the structure as well as evolution of events and phenomena, and analyses the causal
relationships involved in the evolution.  In the context of a network and relationship
approach as used in this study, this process perspective implies that we would narrate: 1)
the history of the interactions and relationships – how they started, actors involved
activities undertaken to ensure positive relationship development; 2) resources
contributed and used in the process, adaptations, ties and links developed in the process;
3) the structure of the network at various time periods, narration and analysis of critical
events, their flow, effects, and the network’s effort to deal with them.
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Figure 2: Three ways of explicating process. Author’s own conceptualization.

1. Process as narration – historical narration, where the flow of phenomena is important, e.g. how

adaptations developed over time

2. Process as causes and consequences

(CE A happens
i.e Critical Events
at period A)

(CE B happens, i.e
Critical Event at
Period B)

Period 1 Period 2,
reflects the effects
of Critical Events A
as well as activities to
deal with them

Period 3
reflects the effects
of Critial Events B
as well as activities
to deal with them

Period 1 is data collection point 1
Issues to deal with in this analysis:
•What happened at CE A?
•How did it affect the situation at
that point and what were its
consequences at Period 2

Periods 2 is data collection point 2
Issues to deal with in this analysis:
•What happened at CE B?
•How did it affect the situation at that
point and what were its consequences
at Period 3

Period 3 is data collection points 3
Issues to deal with in this analysis:
•What happened at period 3?
•How was it affected by  CE B?

Time

3. A basis of process explication: detailed structure at various points

A B C D

Structure at Various Points

Time
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Figure 3: The research process of this dissertation.

The Abductive Research Process of this Dissertation
The process of this dissertation, as represented in Figure 3 is reminiscent of the
abductive path discussed in the foregoing.  As Figure 3 shows, the process started with
the analysis of two sets of interviews which culminated in my Master's Degree thesis.
The thesis gave a good pre-understanding, and the bases for defining the research
questions of this study, as well as clarifying the relevant theoretical perspectives used in
this study.  The continuing abductive research process has included three sets and a total
of 30 interviews, done between 1996 and now.

The knowledge gained from the literature made possible the definition of gaps needing
to be filled, a definition of the research questions, as well as a decision to position the
perceived contributions within INA.  The process has, thus, moved back and forth

Master's Thesis

Pre-understanding
(Success Factors in

International Project
Business)

Pre-understanding
(Network Capability)

Theories of Interorgani-
zational Relationships

(IORs)
Industrial Network

Approach
(INA)

Interorganizational
Theory (IOT)

Resource-based View
(RBV)

Relationship Marketing
(RM)

Empirical Study
Interviews

in pilot study

Three sets of interviews
in doctoral study

Conclusions of the Study
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between the empirical material and theory.  The involved, circular but forward-moving
process has continued throughout this study.

1.7.7 Constructing the Theoretical Framework

Figure 4 shows the main theoretical perspectives that contributed to the conceptual
framework of this study.  The main anchor of this study is the Industrial Network
Approach (INA) and by extension Relationship Marketing (RM).  Likewise, the
conceptual framework contributed by this study is seen to reflect a network approach to
collective network capability and project business.  The selection of theoretical
perspectives was informed by both the pre-understanding achieved from the initial case
study and the demands of theoretical saturation.  The initial interviews revealed the
importance of multi-actor resource contributions and network governance for the
success of the project business effort.  Thereafter, a literature search led to the discovery
of the network approach, which showed itself to be an intuitive and yet structured way
of framing the initial observations.  Furthermore, as many network scholars have
observed, the industrial network approach holds the characteristic of being a relatively
young theoretical school that is still developing rigorous concepts and methodologies
(McLoughlin and Horan, 2000a; 2000b; Turnbull, Ford, D. and Cunningham, 1996;
Johanson and Mattsson, 1994; de Búrca, 1995).  Therefore, the dissertation has
developed through an iterative and abductive spiral of comparing empirical material
with the literature, positioning the empirical results within existing theory as well as
recognizing and developing concepts to guide the later data collection and analysis.

As I was open-minded in my search for conceptual perspectives with which to design
my study and better understand my empirical results, I was not in any way pre-guided
towards the frameworks I have used -- INA, RM, RBV, and IOT.  In Table 3 a
summarized comparison is made between the main research approaches used, in order
to clarify their basic similarities and differences.   As summarized in Table 3, IOT
shares some basic assumptions with INA and RM.  All of them have some fundamental
differences with RBV.  However, RBV is best known for its study of capability
configurations in firms and of capability as a competitive factor, and this represents its
main contributions to this dissertation.
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Figure 4 further shows that the case study is integrated in the development of the
conceptual framework as well as in the conclusions of this dissertation.

Important issues to discuss here are the justifications for the choice of theoretical and
research frameworks for this dissertation.  What are the justifications for choosing these
particular frameworks and how are the selected frameworks related to each other?  Are
the selected frameworks not actually mutually exclusive of each other?  Moreover, are
there any of their basic assumptions that are so incompatible with each other that it is
theoretically unjustified to integrate their propositions to develop a research framework?
(cf. de Búrca, 1995).

A first note of caution is that I do not in this study intend to claim that the four main
research frameworks I use are perfectly compatible, but that many of their assumptions
and propositions are compatible enough to merit their use in developing an integrated
framework for this study.  Moreover, I argue that their main assumptions and
propositions are not mutually exclusive.  Furthermore, for the sake of the demands for
brevity made by such a dissertation as this one, INA will be discussed in more detail
than the other frameworks since it provides most of the theoretical anchor of ideas for
this study.  Even though the chapter on RM itself is relatively short, I suggest, on the
basis of the views of leading RM scholars, that the INA-based frameworks developed
here are fully applicable within RM (see Chapter 3.5.1).  Moreover, even though the
framework of this dissertation is eclectic in sources, contributions are positioned in INA
and RM.  Of the remaining two main approaches, only the specific concepts,
assumptions and propositions that are integrated in this study's theoretical framework
will be presented.

INA originally borrowed some of its basic assumptions from IOT and the RBV, among
others (Johanson and Mattsson, 1994; 1987; Möller and Halinen-Kaila, 1998; Tikkanen,
1997).  RM, on its part has added INA to its service and consumer-marketing
frameworks to form a wider version.  There is a clear similarity in many of the basic
assumptions of INA, RM, IOT and, to some extent, RBV – e.g. the assumption of
variation in and heterogeneity of resources and their combinations, as well as the
assumption of the need by actors to exchange resources in order to survive (see Chapters
3.7.1, 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 for a more detailed presentation of RM, RBV and IOT
respectively).  All of these four theoretical approaches are clearly concerned mainly with
the survival of the organization or firm in a multi-actor environment where the firm
controls only a part of its own resource and capability requirements.  However, the
specific strategies to reach this goal are often different, particularly between RBV and
INA/RM
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The main and important difference between INA and RBV is that RBV essentially
concentrates on the strategies of a single firm in ensuring its survival through resource
exchange, whereas INA is concerned with several inter-linked relationships – the whole
network or a part of it, and would rather adopt "a systemic focus or level of explanation"
(Easton, 1992: 5-6; Johanson and Mattsson, 1994).  In other words, RBV concentrates
more on how to overcome competition by developing the firm's internal resource and
capability advantages, whereas INA, RM and also IOT consider cooperation,
adaptations and resource interdependence between firms in a market as the important
means of survival.  Despite this profound difference, RBV offers the advantage of
advanced analyses of firm resources and capabilities as a competitive factor for success
in a market (see Chapter 3.5.2 for a more detailed presentation of RBV).  Therefore,
many network researchers have integrated RBV in their frameworks (see e.g.
Rosenbröijer, 1998; Easton and Araujo, 1996).  The heavy contributions made by IOT to
INA are apparent in the similarity of their approaches.  Similarity are evident,
particularly, in the assumptions of resource interdependence, the role of socio-
psychological factors in interactions, as well as the processual and longitudinal
perspectives in research.  The need for an eclectic source of references, which may
borrow useful concepts and frameworks from related network conceptualizations as well
as related interorganizational relationship perspectives is stressed (Araujo and Easton,
1996).  Foss (1999) suggests that the analysis of network capability needs to be eclectic
and to borrow, particularly from the RBV.

Another aspect of conceptual integration to clarify is the relationship between INA and
RM.  Mattsson (1997) concluded that the “extended” view of RM is very similar to INA
in its general propositions.  Some of the differences found by Mattsson (1997) have
been addressed by leading RM scholars and in more recent publications.  The view
adopted in this dissertation is in line with leading RM scholars like (Grönroos, 2000;
1999; 1996; 1994; Gummesson, 1999; 1995; Sheth and Parvatiyar, 1995; Kotler, 1992;
Hunt and Morgan, 1994; and Morgan and Hunt, 1994).  These scholars see INA as the
precursor to RM and state that RM covers INA, i.e INA tenets and research, and
frameworks deal with RM in an industrial context.  The metatheoretical comparison of
RM done here is based on the “extended” view of RM as proposed by Mattsson (1997)
and as continuously argued by leading RM scholars mentioned above (see Chapter
3.5.1).
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PART TWO: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS

The aim of this part is to present in detail the concepts, models and conceptual
frameworks that this study draws on as well as the conceptual framework developed for
this study.  The structure of the part is summarized in Table 4.  Literature and existing
conceptual frameworks on project business are first reviewed, followed by a similar
review for the industrial network approach and collective network capability.  Finally
Chapter 4 presents an integrative framework of resources, capability and the creation
and evolution of collective network capability

Table 4: Chapters in part two
Chapter Summary of Contents
2 Literature review of and conceptual frameworks for project business
3 Literature review of and conceptual frameworks for collective network

capability within the network and related approaches.
4 Integrative framework of resources, capability and the creation and

evolution of collective network capability

2. PROJECTS AND PROJECT BUSINESS

In this chapter the characteristics of “projects” and "project business" will be discussed
The discussion is fairly detailed, in order to clearly demarcate the perspective which this
study takes.  It is noteworthy that project is defined separately from project business.
This is done to clarify the difference between a project as an organizational form that is
used to manage business activities both in intra-organizational as well as
interorganizational contexts, and project business as interorganizational marketing and
purchasing in dyadic or network contexts.  Furthermore, project business can cover
more than one project.  The perspective is informed by both a literature review and the
case study.

2.1. Projects
This sub-chapter clarifies the concept of project.  The concept is first defined, followed
by a clarification of its constituents and characteristics.

2.1.1. Definition of Project

Wikstrom (2000: 11) defines a project as “a sum of the activities that are directed
towards an agreed goal.  The activities should be carried out in a specified time period
with limited resources”.  Ahmed (1993: 1) defines a project as an “integrated package of
resources to solve techno-economic problems”.  On their part, Cova and Holstius (1993:
107) define a project as “a complex transaction covering a discrete package of products,
services and other actions designed specifically to create capital assets that produce
benefits for the buyer over an extended period of time”. The first two definitions
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concern projects as an organizational form for managing business activities.  The third
definition refers specifically to an interorganizational context, consisting of a buyer and
a seller.  In their research, all the foregoing authors highlight the fact that
interorganizational projects consist of parties exchanging products, services, know-how
etc to create capital assets or to provide resources to solve techno-economic problems.
Ahmed (1993) stresses in his propositions that interorganizational projects do not
provide resources only to the purchaser but also to the marketer and other involved
actors (cf. Cova and Hoskins, 1997; 546; Pmbok Guide, 1996: 4; House, 1988: 9).
Skaates (2001: 49) reviewed, among others, the foregoing latter two definitions and
summarized the common elements and characteristics of construction projects.  She
stressed that construction projects have different characteristics than other types of
projects, e.g. purely service projects like architectural design projects.

In this study I suggest a related definition of projects concentrating on interactions and
relationships involved in them as follows:

A project consists of interactions and relationships that are carried out over a specified period of
time, to achieve specified goals for the actors involved.  The interactions and relationships cover,

in general, the use of resources for activities to achieve set goals.

The definition suggested in the foregoing fits well into a network and relationship
perspective, since it concentrates on inter-actor interactions and relationships which are
the primary analytical unit of such studies.  The latter definition integrates ideas from
the former definitions and literature review of Skaates (2001).  The main advantage of
this definition is that it uses the most important concepts and terminology of the INA
and related-schools (e.g. relationship marketing), covers the most important
characteristics of project business, but uses a higher level of abstraction that avoids the
pitfalls of some previous definitions mentioned in Skaates (2001: 49).  The definition is
suitable for both interorganizational and intraorganizational projects.

Projects have become an important organizational form in modern business (Wikström,
2000).  As mentioned above, the project form of organization is used both within an
organization (intra-organizational projects) and between organizations (inter-
organizational) projects.  They may also be national or international projects.  The
empirical study in this dissertation is an international inter-organizational project, even
though its conceptual framework and some of its findings may apply to other types of
projects.

2.1.2. Constituents and Types of Projects

The classification below showing types of projects, also emphasizes how projects differ,
seen from the separate perspectives of purchasers and marketers (Luostarinen and
Welch: 1990, 126-153; cf. Skaates: 2001),.  It also illustrates the different requirements
for network formation between the different types of projects, and further clarifies our
subject of study.
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Partial projects
Here the purchaser is planning and managing the project by itself, but is buying parts or
systems of the total project from various suppliers who are involved only in specifying
their own supplies of inputs, equipment, technology or know-how.  The purchaser is
relating to each marketer/supplier on a dyadic basis, and a network does not, by
definition, exist between the project marketers/suppliers.  The purchaser is undertaking
its own intraorganizational project and this is not, therefore, considered as creating
“pure project marketing” for the marketer (Bansard, Cova and Salle, 1993: 127).  The
purchaser is buying several systems, and putting together a project by itself.

Turnkey projects
Here the ”turnkey” marketer (supplier, consultant or contractor) is involved in the
overall technical and economic planning of the project from the beginning.  The
marketer would bid for the project based on its own specifications.  In the traditional
legal sense, after contract award, the marketer takes full responsibility for completing
the project.  It is expected that the purchaser will finally receive a completed,
functioning facility and pay the contract price.  According to Luostarinen and Welch
(1990: 126) the turnkey project thus "generally includes: 1)supply of technology and
know-how, 2)basic design and engineering, 3)supply of complete plant and equipment,
4)design and construction of civil works, 5)commissioning of the total plant facilities up
to the start-up stage".  The term turnkey project is both an industrial and legal term.  It
usually defines the extent of marketer responsibility and liability for a successful
project.

Turnkey-plus projects
Here after completion of what would be a usual turnkey project the marketer continues
to manage the facility, for a period, on a management contract.  The marketer may also
license the plant to produce some goods using its technology or those of its network
partners, or undertake a contract to train the personnel of the buyer.  In some cases the
marketer may help to market the products of the plant or even take equity shares in the
investment

This study is concerned with turnkey and turnkey-plus projects.  As implied above, the
classical view of these projects is that after contract signature, all responsibility for
completion of project supplies, construction and start-up are shifted to the marketer.
Literally, the purchaser is assumed to just wait for the completion of the project and its
responsibility is to pay the project price after the completed and functioning facility have
been handed over by the marketer.  This view is originally implied in the terms turnkey
and turnkey-plus.  Thus, classical project marketing and project management literature
are filled with this perspective where the ”turnkey” project marketer is assumed to be a
know-all who has a massive advantage in technology, know-how and management
abilities over the purchaser.  Therefore, the turnkey marketer is expected to undertake all
the design on its own or based on its own superior know-how.  Studies based on this
perspective tend to be marketer-centred and to disregard the importance of capability
contributions from other actors, particularly those from the purchaser’s country.  The
basic proposition of this study is that a turnkey contractor that is left to its own good
luck in the foreign country without being able to access the capabilities of local actors
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will have very few chances of success.  This is due to the uniqueness of projects
discussed in Chapter 2.1.3.  This issue was clearly evident in the case study for this
dissertation – the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP).  It shows that the success of the
project business effort was due to the ability of the network to access the varied
capabilities of the wide range of network actors, as well as the overwhelming sense of
cooperation, adaptations and long-term strategic perspective that the actors displayed.
Again, as the FIDIC rules show (Chapter 2.6), despite the turnkey agreement, a division
of responsibility and tasks between the marketer, the purchaser and other actors is
recommended.  The suppliers and sub-contractors bear their own responsibilities for the
success of the job configuration for which they are paid.  This study shows that the
classical definition of turnkey projects is valid only to the extent that it emphasizes the
heavier involvement of the project marketer in relation to the partial project.  This study
shows that close cooperation with the purchaser and the accessing of multi-actor
capabilities including those of the purchaser are important for success.

2.1.3 Characteristics of Project

A literature review reveals a wide variety of characteristics of projects.  The
characteristics are related to the extent of service, know-how and physical asset
components of projects (Skaates 2001).  Therefore different types of projects have
different characteristics.  The characteristics mentioned below are related to the specific
research interests of this study.

Temporal Limitations
Time limitation is a central characteristic of projects, but this does not mean that the
duration of projects is necessarily short (Wikström, 2000; Pmbok Guide, 1996: 4).  Each
single project life cycle can stretch to over ten years and include several phases.
However, specific time schedules are set for each specific project and they are a very
important part of the legal contract in interorganizational projects.

Uniqueness and Complexity
Each project is unique and complex both in technical and management respects
(Wikström, 2000; Mandjak and Veres, 1998; House, 1988).  The uniqueness and
complexity of projects imply that technically, economically and organizationally, each
project is different from apparently similar projects, and the technical, organizational,
and economic solutions are complex.  Furthermore, the level of resource needs for
different projects can vary widely. Aspects of project uniqueness and complexity of
relevance to this study are classified below.

Organizational Uniqueness and Complexity
A source of project uniqueness and complexity is that it is not possible, in advance, to
detail all aspects of the technical, economic and organizational bottlenecks and
opportunities that distinguish each particular project, but that these technical and
organizational bottlenecks and opportunities specific to each project may become more
explicit only with time and experience of each particular project (Dubois and Gadde,
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2000).  An increasingly common arrangement in project business where the purchaser
insists for itself or its agents to be employed as subcontractors or suppliers of some
inputs for the project makes the activity links and resource ties in the project complex
(Ahmed, 1993).

Uniqueness/Complexity of Industrial Context
The uniqueness/complexity of projects may vary depending on the nature of the
facilities or infrastructural solutions to be supplied or constructed.  In that sense the
project may be unique with regard to technical, managerial or economic solutions.  For
experienced marketers, suppliers, contractors or purchasers, every project would contain
some routine elements.  Project designers or contractors make efforts to reduce
uniqueness by increasingly developing the capacity to prefabricate systems and other
project components.  Nevertheless, a level of uniqueness/complexity remains as a result
of the uncertainty of the performance of connected and interrelated systems (Bonacorssi,
Fabio and Tani, 1996; Lemaire, 1996).  Bonacorssi, Panmoli and Tani (1996: 545)
emphasize that a project consists of systems17 -- that is a number of interdependent
product components or systems.  The technical performance of systems is always
“uncertain“ and subject to many “unpredictable phenomena”.  This is because the
mathematical prediction of the performance of systems is not watertight.  House (1988)
suggests that resources used in one project may either not be available or may be
unsuitable for another project, because the uniqueness of the other project requires
different capabilities and efforts.  Furthermore, the level of resource needs for different
projects can vary widely.  Therefore, a successful project is considered a custom-built
and a tailor-made solution to a very specific problem situation.

Uniqueness/Complexity of Network Context
The nature of third party connections impinging on the focal network relations affect the
nature and development of the interactions.  Old and new network connections would
include supply, product development, patent ownership, financial and relationship ties.
Some dyadic and network relationships survive single projects and the strategy of some
network actors is to maintain long-term relationships beyond individual projects (Cova
and Salle, 2000).  Yet the time lapse between a completed project and the next ones
means that not all actors might be around for the next project.

Contextual Uniqueness/Complexity of International Infrastructural Construction
Projects
The uniqueness of contexts in which international infrastructural construction projects
are undertaken cannot be overemphasized.  This aspect of uniqueness is concerned with
the fact that the technical, economic and organizational design and implementation of
such projects is made more novel, challenging or difficult, or offers unusual
opportunities, as a result of the industrial or geographical context of the recipient foreign
country.

                                                

17 The terms Systems Marketing and Systems Business are used by some researchers who are
pathbreakers in project business research, e.g, Mattsson, 1973; 1975, 1979; Page and Siemplenski, 1983;
Paliwoda and Bonaccorsi, 1993; Hanan, Cribbin and Donis, 1978).
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Uniqueness/Complexity of Developing Country Context
Other aspects of uniqueness and complexity may be due to the political, economic, and
social situation of a developing county.  In the design of infrastructural projects like
roads, power installations, or production facilities, geographical conditions of the the
situation in a developing country may create uniqueness affecting design and
performance specifications.  Also legal and extra-legal rules of project participation
exist in many countries, which may impose their idiosyncrasies on the project.  In the
developing country context the uniqueness of political, bureaucratic and legal/extra legal
context has caused problems for many foreign project marketers.

Uniqueness/Complexity of Economic/Financial Context
Aspects of the economic context are the economic conditions of the recipient country,
the economic aspects of the project itself, and the financial arrangements needed to be
made for the project.  In the case of developing countries, at the same time as there is a
high demand for infrastructural projects, there is a lack of funds to pay for them.
Economic and political instability usually makes the financial problems even more
complex.

2.2 Project Business: Characteristics and Definition

This sub-chapter continues the clarification of the concepts of project and project
business.  While a project was defined as a specific set of investments designed to
provide productive resources for the involved parties, or the multi-actor interactions and
relations involved in such activities, project business is the purchase or marketing of a
project.  As discussed further below, in talking about project business we are necessarily
talking about interorganizational projects where at least a dyad, but most likely a
network, is involved.  We may study projects or project business from the perspective of
only the purchaser or the marketer, or from the perspective of the purchasing net or the
marketing net separately or from a focal network or holistic perspective.  In order to
clarify the perspective of this study the characteristics of project business will be
summarized in detail.

Characteristics
Mandjak and Veres (1998) discuss the D-U-C (Discontinuity, Uniqueness, and
Complexity) model that was developed by a group of INA-related project business
researchers and is accepted within the INA research school as modelling the three most
significant project business characteristics.  In a study of Finnish project business by
Artto et al. (1998), a highly significant portion of the surveyed companies stated that the
main differentiating features of project business were product uniqueness and the
importance of networking.  Due to the uniqueness of projects, each project sale or
purchase is also considered unique.  Uniqueness is found in technical, economic and
organizational aspects regarding the parties, their resources, the activities carried out,
and the business contexts.  There are usually long and complex interaction processes
before contract award and during implementation (Bansard, Cova and Salle, 1993).
The project business process usually starts with a purchaser calling for tenders for the
project, or a marketer taking a pro-active step at convincing a prospective purchaser of
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the superiority of the marketer’s solution for a technical/economic problem or
opportunity of the purchaser.  Project business is, at this stage, a series of promises by
the actors to undertake mutual business activities in the future.  As a result of the
uniqueness, novelty and complexity of projects, neither the purchaser nor marketer is
sure of the exact nature of the final project (cf. Bonarcorssi, Pammoli and Tani, 1996:
540) or if a business deal will be consummated.  Due to the above, a high level of risks
is involved in bidding, and the actors take risks in accepting promises to be met in the
future (Paradox of Establishing Credibility: Ahmed, 1993).

Project marketing involves organizing the delivery of high levels of services and
transferring technology and know-how (Ahmed 1993; Hadjikhani, 1984).  These aspects
involve a high level of knowledge of the purchasing organization, as well as interactions
and relationships that may involve many variables on an international level.  Interactions
and relationships continue through the project and beyond.  They help to define the
resource needs and contributions of the actors.  Case studies of project business (e.g.
Ahmed 1993, Wikström and Storholm, 1996, Welch et al., 1996) and of inter-
organizational business interactions and relationships in general (e.g., Håkansson ed.
1982; Halinen, 1994; Håkansson and Snehota ed., 1995) have shown these interactions
to be complex, and multi-faceted. As the case study in this dissertation shows, a large
number of different actors may be involved in project business (Figure 5).  Public and
institutional actors from both the marketer's and purchaser's as well as other network
members' governments may be involved in project business.  Governments or
public/parastatal companies and organizations may themselves be purchasers, in the
case of infrastructural and military purchases; financiers, in the case of foreign loans and
aid grants or investment guarantees to its exporters; or regulators.  International
financiers like the International Monetary Fund (IMF), International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), or the African Development Bank (ADB)
may also be involved.  The involvement of governments may either complicate the
process or make it easier by bringing in political issues or using government influence,
connections or legislation to hasten negotiations.18  Many other types of inter-
organizational actors and stakeholders are often involved in project business
(Björkman and Kock, 1995; Cova and Hoskins, 1997).  The most common are
consultants who are technical experts involved in design, supervision and inspection
(Ahmed, 1993).  Sub-contractors are hired to do part of the work.  They may be part of
the supplier's or the buyer's network.  Many projects will not be possible without
subcontractors (Dubois and Gadde, 2000).  Financiers bring to the network their
financial, organizational and marketing capability.  In some cases they have links with
only one actor to whom they have given financing but in most cases they have contact
with both the major parties, and maintain a good deal of contact and activity within the
network in order to safeguard their investments.  Financiers, like sub-contractors, are
often inevitable for the success of project business.  The Pmbok Guide (1996: 15)
suggests a broad view of project “stakeholders”.  Stakeholders include “........media

                                                

18 Ahmed (1993 266-297) gives an excellent account of the role of both the Egyptian and Finnish
governments in consummating electricity project deals in Egypt.
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outlets, individual citizens, temporary or permanent lobbying organizations, and the
society at large”.  Thus, as opposed to the sale and purchase of standard goods, project
business is defined as necessarily involving multiple interorganizational actors on both
the purchasing and marketing sides (Bansard, Cova and Salle, 1993: 127), in addition to
actors and variables in the project context.  Consequently, project business requires
network and relationship management capabilities.

The prevailing view of project business suggests very high know-how differences
between the marketer and purchaser and does not adequately emphasize the importance
of multi-actor capabilities for project business success.  The marketer is seen as one who
is an expert in all aspects of the project and can control both project specifications and
price.  However, this study shows that each of the actors in the project network
contributes important resources, and the marketer’s capabilities are usually quite limited
in the situation of uniqueness and complexity.

Figure 5: Actors in project business. From Kock and Owusu, 1998.

The traditional division of roles in projects whereby the marketer is not involved in
arranging financing for the project is changing in the view of much of the literature and
as a result of a large number of cases where project purchasers ask for prospective
marketers to help in arranging financing (Ahmed, 1993; Lemaire, 1996).  This was the
case in the AEP too.  In the light of the above, some see project business as an extreme
case of business-to-business marketing (Wikstrom, 2000; Cova and Mazet, 1996: 213)
which requires a different set of knowledge and capabilities (Luostarinen, 1980).

Project business is concerned with the interaction and relationship processes, structures
and issues concerned with marketing and purchasing projects.  Interactions and
relationships can be summarized in terms of activity links (mutual activities), resource
ties (jointly contributed and connected resources and capabilities), and actor bonds
(bonds between the network actors) (see Chapters 3.1.3 and 4.4).  In the perspective of
this study, project purchasing and marketing are defined broadly to encompass all the
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functional areas in which network actors and other stakeholders may be involved within
project business.  These include areas traditionally defined as: “management”;
"marketing" or “selling”; "purchasing" or “buying”; “engineering” and “design”;
“construction”; “product development”; “financing”; “technology transfer”; “politics”,
“administration” and “diplomacy”; “interest group activity”; “support for human and
economic development” etc.  Thus, according to the perspective of this definition, even
the very technical dimensions which may be undertaken, not by personnel of the typical
“marketing” department but by those of the engineering department, are considered
marketing or purchasing.  In undertaking the development of technical specifications
and in construction, the engineering and technical staff are considered in this perspective
as marketing or purchasing the project (cf. Grönroos’ and Gummesson's, 1985) idea of
"full time and part-time marketers")19 (cf. also Kotler, 1992; Webster, 1992; Webster
and Wind, 1972).  As far as project business is concerned, the engineering staff will
ultimately be concerned with interacting and relating either personally or by electronic
communication media with personnel of other network actors20.  The interaction and
relationship issues also apply to these functions.  The term project business summarizes
all the functions of selling and purchasing as defined here.  This classification enables
us to subsume all possible functions in projects under the two terms “marketing and
purchasing” and under the single term “project business”.  This should in no way imply
that we would consider the traditional “business” functions as more important than the
traditional ”technical” or “engineering functions.  Furthermore, this definition makes it
easier to keep in mind the equal importance of both purchasing and marketing tasks in
the project business network.  It is important to simultaneously investigate and analyse
the purchasing and marketing functions in business interactions in order to properly
understand the processes and structures of interactions (Håkansson ed., 1982).  This is
another reason why interactions and relationships are considered key elements of project
business.  Additionally, a relationship or network perspective implies that the unit of
analysis is at least the dyad, the primary one of which is the marketer-purchaser dyad
(Easton, 1992).

A Relationship-based Perspective of Project Business
As stated earlier the perspective of this study is based on the fact of project business as
necessarily involving multiple actors on both the marketing and purchasing sides who

                                                

19This reference belongs to the Nordic School of Service and Relationship Marketing, which see
marketing as the concern of all personnel in a company who come into contact with customers and other
stakeholders.  In that perspective, marketing to customers and other stakeholders is defined as “external”
marketing while “internal” marketing is concerned with internal management policy and activity that
prepare all staff for external marketing tasks.

20 Governments and political actors, institutional actors as well as local interest and pressure groups are,
traditionally, not considered to be “marketing” or “purchasing” but to be “playing politics” “implementing
policy”, “applying pressure” or “defending local interests”, “administering”, etc.  Actors like the
purchaser and marketer, bankers and financiers, sub-contractors or consultants are more traditionally
understood to be marketing or purchasing.  INA and other modern marketing paradigms agree that
marketing and purchasing cannot be limited only to specifically purchasing and marketing functions, but
to all functions relating to the marketing and purchasing tasks within organizations, and government
departments, including both for-profit and not-for-profit ones.
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are concerned with network interaction and relationship management (cf. Artto et al.,
1998; Cova and Hoskins, 1997; Bansard, Cova and Salle, 1993).  Each specific project
is a discrete set of business interactions (cf. Dubois and Gadde, 2000; Holstius, 1987;
1989), and project business is, therefore, said to be discontinuous (Mandjak and Veres,
1998).  Alajoutsjärvi (1996) and Skaates, Tikkanen, and Lindblom (2002) clarify the
issue by differentiating between “two levels” of relationship management in project
business – the level of a single discrete project and the level of relationships
encompassing multiple projects.  Despite the assumption of discontinuity i.e., existence
of sometimes large time gaps between the purchase of discrete projects by the same
client, Cova and Salle (2000) and Hadjikhani (1996), found that project network actors
make planned efforts to maintain active “sleeping relationships” during the post-project
phase in order to market new projects to the purchaser.  Maintaining active sleeping
relationships is a way of preventing a total break in the relationship after the completion
of a single project.  Cova and Salle (2000) found out that an attempt is made to manage
the “extra-business relationship” through various social activities or “rituals”.  In this
sense project business can encompass several and continuous project relationships and
not just a single discrete project.  Hadjikhani (1996:320) put it this way: `.......the
presumption is that every project is an episode in project marketing.  The goal of
marketing is defined as repetitive selling to the same buyer'.  The definition suggested in
this dissertation, therefore, stretches project business to encompass a medium or long-
term relationship approach.

Therefore, this study makes a relationship-based definition of project business as
follows:
project business is the sale and/or purchase, as well as completion within a specified period of time, of a
unit of productive resources as well as the management of relationships between the network partners for
completing the current project and for marketing future projects.

This definition stresses interactions, relationships and the necessity of a positive
relationship development through interactive relationship management.  It does not
necessarily imply that all network actors have a long-term relationship approach, but
that some may have such an approach.  Neither does it suggest that all project business
actors should adopt the long-term relationship approach with each particular project
business partner.  On the one hand it is intended to provide a framework for viewing
project business beyond single discrete projects, or as a strategy for project business
companies. The perspective suggests that, despite the indisputable fact that each project
has a specific beginning and end, project marketers and purchasers could look beyond
each discrete project to manage and maintain their project nets and networks so that
subsequent projects would benefit from the relationships and experiences of current
projects. The definition emphasizes that many project purchasers would, in future, buy
new projects or refurbish old ones.  In that case, relationships from previous projects
could be useful, not forgetting the high possibility that the original marketer and
network partners could be in a good position to win related contracts.  Skaates,
Tikkanen, and Lindblom (2002) found a positive relationship between good relationship
development and management and the success of the project marketer.  Conceptually, it
is in tune with the INA framework (see Chapter 3.1).
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It should be noted that the relationship view of project business has attracted opposing
views, but has not been rejected in debates within INA related project business research.
On the practitioner front, the short to medium-term perspective said to be prevalent in
project business is said to work against the relationship perspective in practice.
Therefore, in reviewing literature on the debate, Skaates (2001: 75) called the
relationship view “problematic”.  On the research front the kind of processual,
longitudinal study required by the relationship perspective and called for by Ahmed and
Törnroos (1995) and Owusu (1997) and by INA is few and far between in project
business research (Gemunden, 1997).  One example of a historical longitudinal study of
project business is that of Ahmed (1993).  A contemporary longitudinal study that will
involve real-time data collection done with a company and a set of respondents is, of
course, very difficult to achieve (Easton 1995).  A relationship study of the sort
suggested here would involve studying an actor’s project marketing or purchasing over
several projects with different customers and thereby being able to make knowledge
contributions about the strategy and results with the different relationships.

2.3 The Bases of Project Business – A Search for Resources

Project business requires that the purchaser allows the seller a close view of its needs,
resources and organization.  The seller, on its part, takes bigger responsibility for the
success of the project than it would as just a supplier of components.  Both of the major
actors have to establish and manage relations with other network actors.  A justifiable
question to ask is why purchasers do not implement projects themselves, save money,
and build their expertise?  Page and Siemplenski (1983) note that since the 1970s
industrial marketing shifted from selling single products to selling systems.  Since then
systems marketing21 has become the foremost approach to success in the industrial
marketplace (Mattsson, 1973).  The foregoing authors suggest reasons for the increasing
popularity of project business.  In their view, the evolution of the marketing concept led
to the understanding that customers' real needs were not being adequately satisfied by
single product sales.  Therefore, some marketers developed integrated systems and
projects to satisfy the customers' more and more integrated, varied and complex needs.
Technological developments are also noted to have led to more complex products,
systems and projects, which no single market actor can provide alone (cf. Mattsson,
1982; 1973) and Hammarkvist, Håkansson and Mattsson, 1982).  Most purchasers do
not have all the capabilities needed to develop integrated project or system solutions to

                                                

21 "Systems Business” is equated with Project Business in this dissertation.  The terms "Systems
Marketing" and "Systems Business" are used by some researchers who are pathbreakers in project
business research (Mattsson, 1973;  Page and Siemplenski, 1983; Paliwoda and Bonaccorsi, 1993; Hanan,
Cribbin and Donis, 1980).  In this dissertation, systems are defined in line with many of these researchers
as consisting of sub-systems and components as well as services that serve a particular need of the
purchaser (cf. Kosonen, 1991).  Systems are often sold and delivered as projects.  Thus, Kosonen (1991)
defines projects as the "delivery mode of systems) which means that systems are units in projects (cf.
Bonacorssi, Panmoli and Tani, 1996: 545).
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their needs.  Purchasers in developing countries often lack knowledge of the latest
technologies.  They are also faced with an increasing financial crunch (Lemaire, 1996)
because,. while the demands for social, economic and production technology is very
great in the poorest developing countries those very countries often lack financial
resources to pay for the project (Owusu, 2000).  The need for financial solutions in
project business is one of the reasons for the increasing use of project business by
developing country actors.  In general there is a desire to cooperate with others actors to
develop the required solutions (Lemaire, 1996).

In another vein, project marketing is a strategy by marketers to survive and grow by
differentiating their offers (Kosonen, 1990; Ahmed, 1993).  In many technologically
mature industries the basic technical solutions are widely available.  To carve a niche a
company must differentiate its product by offering a mix of goods, know-how and
services.  Each project, as noted earlier, is a unique combination of products, systems,
know-how, services, planning and organization.  Thus, even though a product or system
can be mass-produced, a project never can.  Therefore, project marketing is considered
an inevitable part of a company’s growth, and a strategy for small companies to compete
effectively against bigger ones in the international market.  For example, Ahmed (1993)
says that Nokia´s decision to market electricity projects abroad was precipitated by a
drying up of the Finnish electricity market after the major electrification of the country,
at the end of the 1950s.  For actors in project business, the advantages in terms of
profits; organizational development; improvement of research and development;
production capacity; and building new network relationships; development of integrated
solutions; technology transfer etc., outweigh the problems of risk, relationship
management, and technical/engineering complexity that accompany project business.

Clearly, most of the reasons given in the foregoing for the development and increasing
importance of project business support the proposition of the perspective of this study:
that project business results from a search for resources, and for cooperation and
collaboration by actors who possess unique resources but who, because of the wide
variety of heterogeneous resources required to successfully complete a project, enter a
business network with other actors to access each other’s resources and achieve project
business success.

2.4 Stages of Project Business

Many researchers have used phasing frameworks to help the analysis and understanding
of project business.  Holstius (1987 ) used a six-stage ”project marketing cycle” while
Ahmed (1993) used a four-phase framework.  The underlying logic of the phase
frameworks is that marketing and purchasing of a particular project starts from the point
of first contact and continues until the necessary infrastructural or production facilities
are completed, and the guarantee period ends.  The project marketer or purchaser as well
as other actors involved in project business need to understand the process stretching
over the several stages and the varying characteristics of each stage.  On the whole, the
phasing framework used by different authors reflect their views of important aspects of
the process that should be highlighted for insightful analysis.  It also reflects the specific
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research issues of interest for their research.  A five-stage framework is developed for
this study based on insights from the project business and INA frameworks and
literature, as well as the case study of this dissertation (Table 5).  The stage framework
presented in the table describes the life cycle of a single project.  The characteristics of
each phase, the resource and activity requirements, as well as interaction and
relationship characteristics are different.  Each of these phases can take several years.
The stage framework is a good way to structure the processual analysis.  It provides
logical time points for longitudinal data collection and analysis.  The theoretical
underpinnings are discussed further in Chapter 4.4 and are summarized here.  The
following summary of the characteristics of each phase shows the uniqueness of each
phase.  The post-project phase is included mainly for illustrative reasons, but is not
studied as deeply as the others.

Pre-Project Phase
This is defined as the phase before the purchaser and marketer have contacted each other
concerning the project in question.  In this phase the purchaser or marketer may have a
"sleeping relationship", that is, knowledge of each other from a previous project, but
very little current contact (Hadjikhani, 1996), as project business has a high rate of
intermittency of orders from the same buyer (Hadjikhani, 1996).  This stage ends with a
call for tender by the purchaser or initiative-taking by the marketer concerning the
potential project.  Marketers who maintain active contacts during the intermittent period
are in a better position at this stage, because they may be informed of potential projects
before the phase ends (Hadjikhani, 1996).  Also proactive marketers, even when they are
starting a new relationship, are in a position to encourage a purchaser to concretize a
latent project idea.

Project Negotiation Phase
At this stage a call for tender has been made by the purchaser, or a proactive marketer
has suggested a project idea, and the two are interested in discussing project ideas.  In
the case of a marketer and purchaser who are totally new to each other, this phase may
take much longer as it involves a period of learning to know each other.  At this phase
the purchaser and marketer may be joined by a consultant, and the negotiations could
involve contact with other planners, institutional actors like regulatory authorities;
business actors like banks, suppliers and sub-contractors etc.  The negotiations concern
the design of the project, the design of the network, the job configuration and the
required capabilities needed to perform it, and ends in an agreement on the provision of
capabilities.  Initially, they are interacting as individual units, but by the end of the
negotiations they may have agreed to form a close network, governed by some legal,
business and social rules, to create a pool of capability for project success.

Project Implementation Phase
This phase starts when the installation of project items begin.  It is the stage of
"matching realities with plans" (Ahmed, 1993: 106).  In the case of international
infrastructural or production facilities, they will be installed in a foreign country than
that of the marketer and some of the suppliers.  In some cases suppliers and sub-
contractors may come from abroad, even though many countries insist on the use of
local sub-contractors, and the relationship as well as economic capabilities of local sub-
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contractors and suppliers may be very useful.  This is the stage where the governance
processes and the coordination of multi-actor capabilities are at their most intense.  The
various time deadlines, as well as requirements and standards for time, cost,
performance, use, effectiveness, and satisfaction success (Pinto and Slevin, 1988b: 67)
place a heavy burden on governance processes and structures.

Operational Phase
At this stage supply and installation of facilities have been completed.  "This is the
moment of truth to ascertain whether the outcome really matches the promise" (Ahmed,
1993. 107).  It starts with a project completion report that certifies the successful
completion of the previous stages.  The rest of the period is a guarantee period to certify
the proper functioning of supplied and installed facilities.

Post-Project Phase
At this phase the guarantee period is over and the project network is legally dissolved.
There might be continuing contact for marketing and purchasing new projects, for
supplies of parts, or for servicing and repairs.  Beyond that, most continuing contact is
voluntary and strategic – the actors attempt to maintain active contacts in order to be in
a good position to gain future projects (Cova and Salle, 2000; Hadjikhani, 1996).
Actors who have had a relationship strategy will be active in this phase.  They would
have invested in this phase by sacrificing short-term profit for maintaining a good image
with the other network members.  Therefore, they have both an underlying desire as well
as the contacts to maintain an active post-project phase.
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Table 5: Stages of project business and general job configuration (assignments and tasks). Author’s conceptualization.

Phase Pre-Project
Phase

Project
Negotiation
Phase

Project Implementation
Phase

Operational
Phase

Post- Project
Phase

Assignments
And Tasks
(General)

Establishing
and
maintaining
contacts and
relationships

Establishing, maintaining,
and strengthening
relationships;
project negotiations; project
design and appraisal;
designing network
capability

Installing and constructing
facilities, implementing
network capability;
governing interorganizational
network relationships

Managing the
facilities;
dissolving network
capability; managing
guarantee period

Managing the
"sleeping
relationship"
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2.5. Job Configuration: Assignments, Tasks and Critical Events

The term job configuration is used in this study to define the collection of assignments,
tasks and critical events that the project network is confronted with during the course of
the project.  These consist of all undertakings that the network will have to perform to
complete all stages of the project.  Assignments are defined as jobs to be completed.
They are jobs that are routinely performed in project business.  For such jobs the
capability of an actor is almost assured – the actor has, most likely, performed similar
such jobs in its previous projects or in its business dealings.  Even in cases where the
actor has not performed such jobs before, assignments are relatively easy to perform
because they consist of jobs similar to what the actor usually performs in its daily
business.  The actor may have established guidelines or may have developed product
systems which make that job quite routine.  Tasks are jobs that involve uniqueness in
performance and are relatively difficult and challenging.  Such jobs put the capabilities
of actors and the network to test.  An important aspect of the task system in projects is
the context surrounding its performance.  Even though the technical and organizational
aspects of the project are less difficult, the international and national context
surrounding it may make it unique (see Chapter 2.1.3).

In modern projects the major assignments and tasks are documented in the contract and
its accompanying technical guidelines, including a stipulation of which actors will
provide which capabilities.  Time frames may also be made for completing each block
of tasks and assignments.  Moreover, as part of their production planning and
technological development many project actors have pre-designed, prefabricated, or pre-
manufactured components or even systems, which may turn certain jobs into
assignments.  All these are well accepted aspects of modern management and industrial
planning – planning in advance, forecasting, pre-empting problems and difficulties, and
preparing to make maximum use of opportunities.  However, certain other jobs come up
unexpectedly leading to conflict or difficulty in planning their performance.  These may
also be aspects of assignments and tasks that develop unexpected new opportunities
and/or problems that must be dealt with to ensure continued forward movement of the
network.  Many such unexpected or new aspects may be the result of the unique
environment of international project business.  Such jobs are here defined as critical
events.  Critical events are, therefore, very important or critical opportunities or
problems that must be dealt with or solved for the network to move forward.  If properly
dealt with they have a positive effect, but if unsuccessfully dealt with they may lead to a
deterioration in the network relationships or failure for the network.  Critical events
would, therefore, require a high level of capability, network coordination and successful
governance.

The definition and classification of assignments, tasks and critical events in the studied
case is made both by the interviewees and myself.  The job configuration of the project
became clear to me from the interviews and the project documents.  In describing the
job configuration the interviewees could make a distinction between routine and easy
assignments and unique tasks.  The Critical Incident Technique (CIT) also enabled me
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to find out the interviewees’ perceived critical events (see Chapter 5 for a detailed
discussion of the method of data collection and analysis).

It should be noted that whilst I define and differentiate between assignments, tasks and
critical events in the theoretical analysis, I only clarify some critical events and do not
differentiate between assignments and tasks in the empirical analysis. The reason is that
even though such a differentiation is very useful from a general theoretical and
empirical analysis perspective, it is not done in this case as, unlike critical events,
assignments and tasks are well anticipated in this case and their solutions properly
planned for in advance.

2.6 Contract-Based Network Interactions

The Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs-Conseils (“FIDIC”) (International
Federation of Engineering Companies22) "Conditions of Contract for Electrical and
Mechanical Works" are a comprehensive list of rules, rights and responsibilities
governing the relationships between purchaser (“employer” in FIDIC terminology);
marketer (“contractor” in FIDIC terminology); consultant, (“engineer” in FIDIC
terminology); sub-contractors; political authorities and other actors mainly during the
implementation, operational and the post-implementation phases of international
interorganizational electrical and civil engineering projects.  They are recommended
conditions for inclusion in a comprehensive contract between the actors in project
business.  Basically, the FIDIC conditions suggest mutual cooperation between the
actors.  Resources, capabilities and information are to be shared for the success of the
project.  They state the rights and responsibilities of all involved actors as well as the
penalties for deviant behaviour.  Even though the FIDIC rules use the term "turnkey"
contract, the project marketer or contractor is not left on its own, but the purchaser is
required to provide facilities and support within the national context as well as protect
the marketer from unnecessary liability and costs related to national contextual factors
that the marketer is incapable of controlling.  In other words, the type of "turnkey"
contract envisaged by the FIDIC conditions of contract put responsibility for correct
installations and construction on the marketer, on condition that the purchaser and other
actors within the purchaser’s network meet their own responsibilities.  In other words,
the FIDIC "turnkey" contract does not mean that the marketer (contractor) alone is
responsible for ensuring the success of the project.  On the contrary this responsibility is
placed on all the main actors.  All actors are required to perform their tasks to their best
ability, and to protect the others from unwarranted liabilities and costs.  A suggested
guarantee period implies that although responsibility for maintaining the facilities pass
on to the purchaser after hand-over, the marketer is still liable for defects that arise at
that time.

FIDIC conditions make many suggestions for creating a project network consisting of a
wide range of actors possessing varied resources.  Apart from the purchaser (employer),

                                                

22 My own English translation.  The full official name is only in French.
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the marketer (contractor) and their representatives, FIDIC rules recognize as necessary
actors in the project network the consultant (engineer) and its representative (engineer's
representative), as well as sub-contractors.  The purchaser appoints a consultant
(engineer) to supervise technical specifications and standards.  The consultant on its part
should have a regular representative on site.  Despite being appointed by the purchaser,
the consultant is expected to be an impartial technical expert and referee who supervises
the marketer (contractor) and advises both purchaser and marketer on technical and
organizational issues.  The marketer/contractor is responsible for the quality of materials
installed, quality of work done, and is liable to allow for inspections by the engineer.  It
may employ sub-contractors to carry out part of the works, but cannot sublet all the
works.  The marketer should have representatives on site, who would be experts with
the required technical and organizational capabilities.  In that sense the aim of the FIDIC
rules is to create satisfied project partners who would all have a strong sense of
commitment to the project.  The end result would be a successful project, i.e. one
completed on time, within the planned cost schedules, and which meets the technical
performance specifications.

In the final analysis, the spirit of FIDIC conditions envisage cooperation between the
actors and envisages a network that draws on the varied capabilities of all the actors.
The conditions are designed to help establish trust, cooperation and adaptations in the
network. There is an assumption here that the contract is not and cannot be watertight,
and that the overwhelming spirit of cooperation is necessary to prevent and overcome
disagreements.  As mentioned, the consultant (engineer's representative) who is
expected to be impartial and professional, is the first arbiter in case of disputes.  A
provision for obligatory arbitration, rather than law suits, is made in Clause 50.2 where
unresolved disputes are suggested to be referred for arbitration to the International
Chamber of Commerce (FIDIC, 1987: 36).

2.7 The Concept of Project Business Success

Success implies the achievement of the aims set up for an activity or the achievement of
certain standards that can reasonably be expected of an activity.  Project business
researchers have measured success on various levels.  Some have measured success
from the perspective of a specific actor within the focal network and outside it – like the
marketer or even pressure groups and local interest groups.  Success is sometimes also
seen on the level of the project as an investment; in terms of technical and engineering
achievements; or in terms of durability – and each of these can be seen in a long-term or
short-term perspective.  In fact, the different network actors and stakeholders may even
have some conflicting objectives and, thus, different views of success in the project
(Pmbok Guide, 1996: 17).  Thus, some researchers have tried to achieve integrated
measures of project success, while agreeing that success can still be seen at various
levels and from the perspectives of various actors (Shenhar, Levy and Dvir, 1997; Cova
and Holstius, 1993; Freeman and Beale, 1992; Holstius, 1989; Pinto and Slevin, 1988a;
Pinto and Slevin, 1988b.  Pinto's and Slevin's (1988a: 67) model takes into account
various aspects from the project and the client (purchaser) perspective separately.  In
their model, project success can be seen either from the client or project (investment)
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perspective in terms of cost, time, performance, use, satisfaction or effectiveness.  In the
model of Skaates, Tikkanen, and Lindblom (2002), success is seen from the marketer
perspective and in a relationship frame, and measured in terms of the ability to secure
subsequent projects.  This agrees with the relationship-based definition presented in
Chapter 2.2 seen from the perspective of the marketer.

In this dissertation it is assumed that the overarching objective of the focal network
actors in project business is to complete the project according to the specifications --
technical, economic, managerial -- that are agreed to in the project contract.  Therefore,
despite the existence of individual actor interests of various types, the overarching
objective is as stated in the project contract.  As the FIDIC rules require in the case of
electrical and civil engineering infrastructural projects, the minimum achievable
standards are stated clearly in a contract which is signed by the focal parties.  The
contract and required performances can be seen at the level of various actors in the
network.  The sub-contractors are expected to achieve the standards required of them in
terms of supplies and construction etc.; the consultants and engineers are expected to
achieve the standards in terms of technical efficiency etc.; the purchaser is expected to
achieve the standards in terms of need specification, relationship capabilities etc.  Two
aspects of success mentioned in the FIDIC regulations and the studied project contracts
are: 1) accounting and business yardsticks and 2) relationship management and network
governance goals.  Project accounting yardsticks like cost, time, performance, use,
satisfaction, and effectiveness are mentioned.  In addition, relationship management and
network governance goals like cooperation, trust, adaptations, and coordination are
mentioned or implied.  In the empirical case presented in Part Three, all these
requirements were integrated in the contract requirements and the Project Completion
Report.

The perspective of this study is to see success in terms of the holistic, integrated, and
overarching objective of the focal network which is to complete the project according to
the specifications that are agreed to in the project contract.  In the case study here these
holistic, integrated, and overarching aims are not assumed by the researcher.  They were
agreed to by the parties and stated in the contract and other communication.  The overall
aim is to complete the project facilities and achieve related aims like technology
transfer.  This is done by achieving successful interactions and relationships mediated
by successful network governance.  Additionally, some or most of the actors would
want to maintain good continuing or sleeping relationships after the current project in
order to be well positioned for future projects together.  The Project Completion Report
(PCR) is a legal requirement for confirming the success of the project network for the
current project.  It is prepared by the Consultant and signed by the main parties.  In fact
the main function of the consultant is to evaluate the performances of all actors.  The
final report, after the project has been completed, mentions its success or otherwise.
Therefore, this study uses the PCR to measure the success of the network.  Success is,
therefore, evaluated only up to the point of the publication of the report and the
immediate guarantee period.  The acceptance of a positive PCR clears the way for the
continuation of payments by the purchaser and absolves the marketer, suppliers and
contractors of certain kinds of liabilities, whilst a guarantee period of about 1 year is
provided for.
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2.8 Summary

Projects are unique or complex undertakings that, in an inter-organizational context,
lead to the formation of a network of companies.  The network members each contribute
their capabilities to achieve the overarching aims of the network.  In analysing project
business it is useful to adopt a stage framework and to understand the different contents
of each stage.  This study suggests the concept of job configuration, consisting of
assignments, tasks, and critical events, as a way of analysing the different types of jobs
for which capabilities were contributed.  The completion of the job configuration
through interactions and relationships mediated by the governance factors create project
business success.  In general, project business success can be defined in terms of the
success of the focal network or of a specific actor on a specific project, as well as in a
longer term perspective in terms of the success in creating or winning future projects.  In
the case study of this dissertation, success is measured according to the stated and
implied aims of the project network.

While recognizing the discrete nature of each specific project, this study suggests a
relationship-based perspective that focuses on long-term relationship strategies where
the actors make efforts to maintain sleeping relationships between single discrete
projects.

It should be noted, however, that the empirical study of this dissertation is limited to
collective capability creation within a single discrete project.  The lessons of the post-
project phase of the studied project are only briefly mentioned to throw light on the very
interesting and informative continuation of relationships between many of the actors in
the focal network.
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3. ANALYSING THE BUSINESS NETWORK

This chapter presents various theoretical perspectives that are borrowed from and
integrated to create the theoretical framework for this study.  They are the Industrial
Network Approach (INA), the Resource-based View of Strategy (RBV), and Inter-
organizational Theory (IOT).  The reasons for borrowing from these perspectives and
their relationship to the perspective of this study are discussed in Chapter 1.7.7.  In some
parts, the lessons of the case presented in Part Three are integrated to produce parts of
the process model of international project business that is summarized in Chapter 4.4.

3.1. The Industrial Network Approach (INA)

This chapter presents the basic research approach and implications of INA23 that are
relevant for the propositions of this study.  The chapter starts with a brief presentation of
the approach, and follows with some concepts and frameworks that are used in this
study.

3.1.1 Introduction

INA is a framework for understanding and analysing interorganizational
cooperative/collaborative relations involving dyads (two-party), triads (three-party) or
other multi-actor relationships.  ‘The term business networks refers to exchange
relationships between multiple firms that are interacting with each other’ (Möller and
Wilson, ed. 1995: 9; cf. Araujo and Easton, 1996.).  Thus, the network involves
voluntary transfers of resources between two or more actors for mutual benefit.  The
companies and organizations in this exchange are otherwise autonomous and legally
free, but now work together in a common business endeavour that creates
interdependence between them.  The network model emphasizes business exchanges as
dynamic and sees them as means to access resources controlled by other actors.  In this
way business activities and resource development are governed for the benefit of the
network parties (Johanson and Mattsson, 1994; Håkansson, ed., 1987; Håkansson,
1989).  Exchange combines the unique and heterogeneous resources of the various
actors and produces a functioning whole.  Since the resource contributions are unique
and heterogeneous, the network could produce synergistic effects (Foss, 1999: 7).  As
Håkansson (1992: 130), insists that: "....it is possible to increase through cooperative
actions the total benefits that are divided between the players".  The companies coming
together to develop a new drug or to develop a new technology or production process

                                                

23The “Industrial Network Approach” presented here is mainly the International Marketing and
Purchasing Group (IMP)-related research tradition or "industrial networks" tradition (see Araujo and
Easton, 1996).  Defence for the relevance and validity of the network approach to interorganizational
research is cited also from researchers outside this tradition.
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may have been less effective or may have been less successful on their own (Håkansson
and Johansson, 1988; Håkansson and Waluszewski, 1997).

The core formative unit of the business network is the relationship.  Holmlund and
Törnroos (1997: 305-306) define a business relationship as "... an interdependent
process of continuous interaction and exchange between at least two actors in a business
network context".  Their definition stresses the intensity or a certain length of interaction
and exchange.  However, a relationship can still exist in the context of a single
transaction, like a project, which may take many years to complete.  Business
relationships are of varying types, degrees of intensity and duration (cf. Easton, 1994;
Wilkinson and Young, 1996).  Conceptually, a relationship involves a dyad (two actors)
whereas a network is an aggregation of relationships.  Therefore, a network involves at
least three actors, i.e. interconnected relationships.  A network can, therefore, be seen as
a structure and process of multi-actor interrelationships.  The understanding of
connectedness and interdependence of a large number of relationships is important in
the INA perspective (Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995).  There is, therefore, the
potential for network studies to be laborious.  Many network researchers have avoided
this by delimiting their studies to the dyadic level; even sometimes by making
theoretical propositions on relationships based on empirical studies of one side of the
dyad only (de Burca, 1995; Gemunden, 1997).  However, the preferred industrial
network study would be a holistic study done by integrating the perspectives of at least
the focal buyer and seller sides, and by considering the relationship history and strategy
of the actors (Gemunden, 1997; Turnbull, Ford, and Cunningham, 1996; Benassi, 1995;
de Burca 1995).  One methodological result of the research styles and agendas of the
industrial network school is the preponderance of holistic, and inductive case studies of
both qualitative and quantitative art (Gemunden, 1997; de Burca, 1995).  (see Chapter
1.7.1 for a discussion of methodological considerations of INA and Chapter 1.7.7 for a
comparison of INA with other models that have contributed to this study.)

3.1.2 International Marketing as International Networking

According to INA, internationalization or international market entry is a process of
establishing and developing positions in foreign networks (Johansson and Matsson,
1995), in which “interorganizational resource dependence and creation” is the most
important activity (Blankenburg, 1995: 377; Blankenburg, Eriksson and Johanson,
1996).  Therefore the ubiquity of networks (markets-as-networks) is true for both the
domestic and foreign market.  In that vein INA presents a different picture of
international marketing process and strategy than received theory or the Uppsala model
which initially held sway in international marketing modelling.  The Uppsala model
(Johanson and Vahlne, 1977) stresses the role of risk perceptions and gradual
accumulation of knowledge.  As the firm lacks knowledge of foreign markets in the
beginning, it moves gradually from nearby to more distant markets, and from less to
more involvement in foreign markets (Petersen and Pedersen, 1997).  On its part,
however, INA suggests the importance of establishing relationships in foreign networks.
For INA, the crux of international marketing is network relationship management, and
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interorganizational resource interdependence with international actors.  This implies that
firms can enter international markets without having all the necessary knowledge and
can limit their risks through network relationships.  It also means that the firm’s path in
international marketing will be determined as well by its network partners.  A firm
without its own experience in international markets could still enter and succeed in
international markets by using information, knowledge, and capabilities provided by its
network partners.

3.1.3 Temporary Networks and Relationship Dissolution vs. Long-Term
Relationships

The industrial network approach (INA) emphasizes that the typical relationship between
buyer and seller in industrial markets is long-term and close.  (Håkansson and Snehota,
ed., 1995; Håkansson, ed., 1982: 1, 14;).  Relationships are expected to develop along a
continuum from initial distant interactions to close, intense, cooperative, trusting,
marriage-like relationships (Halinen, 1994; Dwyer et al., 1987; Ford, 1982)24.  The
long-term nature of relationships implies that the actors have a desire to continue the
interactions beyond a single transaction and that they consider mutual long-term
business prospects in their strategic planning.  One practical reason is that to develop the
business relationship the parties adapt to each other.  Interdependence develops between
them with time so that, to a certain extent, there is both a difficulty as well as a lack of
desire to break the connecting bonds.

Easton (1994: 373) considers the long-term relationship "stereotype" involving
relationship trust and intensity as exaggerated  Likewise, Wilkinson and Young (1996)
stress that the marriage metaphor is not accurate and they suggest replacing the marriage
metaphor with one of relationships as "business dancing".  The metaphor of business
dancing would incorporate many of the network research findings but would suggest
new dimensions that have been underrepresented, particularly the fact that relationships
of shorter duration, different levels of trust, coordination and cooperation may be useful
and preferable depending on the different situations.  Still it is overwhelmingly accepted
that establishing relationships and properly managing the interaction is the most
important marketing and management challenge for both the marketer and purchaser
(Ford et al., 1998; Håkansson and Snehota, 1995; Wilkinson and Young, 1996).  In
other words, an important normative lesson of the network perspective is that long-term
business success is not dependent on a short-sighted manipulation of the marketing mix,
but on a long-term strategy of establishing and developing mutually beneficial
relationships with all actors in the environment (Ford et al., 1998; Håkansson and
Snehota, 1995; Håkansson ed., 1982).  Due to the interest and belief in long-term
relationships, network-related researchers are encouraged to do longitudinal research

                                                

24This is not to say that the authors did not at all recognize the possibility of some relationships
terminating prematurely.  However, until recently, the main thrust of the network approach has been to
stress the long-term, close, cooperative, and intense nature of business relationships. Relationships that
terminated prematurely were aberrant.
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that unearth and analyse processes within the business contexts and in which the role of
antecedent and consequential factors and strategies are fully understood to the extent
that they affect the analysed relationships (Easton, 1995;  Halinen and Törnroos, 1995;
Möller, 1994).

Project networks have been called “temporary networks” (Dubois and Gadde, 2000)
because, they exists in that form specifically for the project (cf. Lampel et al., 1996;
Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995).  A distinction can be made in project business
between the “temporary” network and the “permanent” network.  The temporary
network is the network for a current project and the focus of this study.  Beyond this
each of the actors has its more permanent project business relationships and nets that
include some or none of the actors in the temporary network.  Some nets within the
temporary network may be part of some more permanent networks, i.e. nets with a
longer history and future that the current project business (Dubois and Gadde, 2000).
Some or many of the actors in the project network may have long histories of
relationships with each other as suppliers, purchasers, product and technology
development partners, marketing partners etc.  The temporary project networks are
legally dissolved at the legal end of the project.  This deliberately temporary character
and certainty of dissolution of the temporary project network raises issues of to what
extent the project network is typical of the industrial network of INA, and therefore to
what extent propositions based on project networks are relevant for other industrial
networks.  This issue is considered worthy of discussion in this dissertation, especially
as this dissertation suggests a new framework to be positioned in INA.

In this sub-chapter I will only briefly present INA’s research approach and implications
concerning temporary and project networks.  (Part of the discussion is done in Chapter 2
where the formation, characteristics, temporal limitations, job configuration and legal
outlines of project networks are discussed and Chapter 3.2.2 where their governance is
discussed).  Additionally, some definitions of relationships have suggested a clear
distinction between interactions (short-term) and relationships that are defined to occur
after a certain period and intensity of interactions (Holmlund and Törnroos, 1997;
Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995).  This is because of the process aspect and the
existence of a certain level of intensity of interactions and bonds as pre-requisites for the
existence of relationships.  Another reason is that INA was initially positioned as an
alternative to the short-term “transactional” view of the Marketing Mix or Four Ps then
prevailing in marketing (Turnbull, Ford and Cunningham, 1996; Möller and Wilson,
1995), and the preamble to the approach stated that the approach was interested in more
enduring relationships than the “single, discrete purchase” (Håkansson, ed., 1982: 1).
However, as mentioned above, Easton (1994) and Wilkinson and Young (1996), among
others, state that, in the final analysis, INA should not concentrate only on permanent
networks or avowedly long-term relationships and strategies.  In fact short-term
episodes and interactions are the basic analytical unit of INA and they form the
analytical bases of longer-term relationships.  Many well established project business
researchers within the INA tradition have for a long time analysed project business with
INA concepts and frameworks.  The recent growth of research within relationship
dissolution has started to emphasize the fact that many networks are temporary by
design or due to changed circumstances or ensuing problems (Tähtinen and Halinen
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2002; Halinen and Tähtinen 2002; Tähtinen, 2001).  Among others, the foregoing
research has clearly positioned within the domain of INA research, networks that are
either deliberately designed as temporary or that are later dissolved as a result of
changed circumstances or ensuing problems.

3.1.4 The Substance and Dynamism of Business Relationships

The Relationship Substance Framework
To describe and analyse the substance of business relationships, Håkansson and
Snehota, (ed., 1995) suggest three layers of structure and processes – actors, resources,
and activities.  Their framework concentrates on the interdependence, adaptations, and
cooperation between the network actors as well as the process and dynamism of
interactions.  The framework differentiates between the company level, the relationship
level and the network level (Figure 6).  Therefore, actors, resources, and activities exist
at the company level, relationship level and network level.  For example, resources at
the company level – a specific actor's resource and capability collection – are termed the
resource collection.  The combination of resources at the relationship level are resource
ties, and they become a resource constellation at the network level.  (See Chapter 3.3.2
and 3.3.3 for a detailed literature review of definitions of resources and Chapter 4.4 for
an integrated discussion of the model suggested by this study).  In Figure 6 a sub-level is
added to the network level – the net level -- which is implicit but not adequately
explicated in Håkansson’s and Snehota’s (1995) model.  Within a network we want to
be able to analyse nets of actors, as well as their resource and activity chains.  These are
parts of the network that form perceptible nets differentiable from the other nets in the
network.  They may have historical relationships or some strategic common interest that
keeps them as a net (group or bloc) in the network.  They may be performing or
completing certain particular activity chains using the necessary resource chains (cf.
Johansson and Mattsson, 1994; Easton, 1992).  We can take the example of a network
involved in international project business.  Particular nets of actors involved may have a
history of relationships with each other, but not with the others.  For example, the
institutional actors from the developing country (government ministries and parastatal
companies) or the export finance net from a developed country have their own separate
historical relationships.  Within the project there are various activity chains, i.e. separate
parts of the total activity pattern, e.g. project finance, supply, technology transfer,
logistics, or project design.  These activity chains may be performed by nets within the
network based on resource chains.

Actor Bonds, Actor Nets, the Web of Actors.
Actor Bonds are the ties that bind the network actors together and that influence their
mutual perception of each other.  These ties restrict the network actors from deviant
behaviour, and encourage or force them to undertake activity that show their
commitment to the relationship.  The ties also help to maintain the trust of the other
actors.  Trust is one of the most important aspects of actor bonds and is inevitable in
their development.  Cooperation and adaptations also create strong foundations for trust.
These bonds may exist on both the purely organizational level or may also exist on the
individual level between the company personnel.  Companies in a relationship must
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trust each other and this trust is built partly through cooperation.  Bonds between actors
shape their identities in the network.

Company Relationship Nets                                    Network

Resource Ties, Resource Chains, and the Resource Constellation.
Resource Ties are the connections between the various resource elements of the
relationship parties.  The network relationship uses resources, produces new resources
in the process, and creates a resource constellation, i.e. the totality of resource ties.  The
use of resources is made easier by adaptations.  In the network perspective the
combination of resources can create synergies.  Also in this case, in an international
project network, the actors will have to learn about the new environment and each other;
they would have to adapt their capabilities and resources to fit each other; and all the
links and ties and critical events are dealt with through a high level of cooperation.

Activity Links, Activity Chains, and the Activity Pattern.
Activity links are the links connecting the activity structures and processes of the actors
in a relationship.  They are also the mutual activities performed in the relationship or in
the individual actors in support of the relationship.  Linked activities may be said to
create an activity chain which may extend to various levels of analysis.  We can
conceptualize various activity chains in the network or in the various actors.  The
structure that links the activity chains of the actors may be called the activity pattern,
i.e., the totality of activities within the network.  Activity linking is made possible by
cooperation, adaptations, and learning.  In an international project network the actors
may have to learn about the new environment and each other; they would have to adapt
their business strategy and tactics as well as technical procedures and all the links and
ties; and critical events are dealt with through a high level of cooperation.

Processual and Dynamic Aspects
The relationship substance model sees the network relationships changing/developing as
a result of the dynamics of activity links, resource ties and actor bonds, which form the
substance layers of the relationship.  Actor bonds develop as a result of the activities of
the actors in developing resource ties and linking activities.  Cooperation, adaptations
and learning are some of the process factors that create and develop the substance layers,
as well as their consequences (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995).  Continuing cooperation,
adaptations and learning increase the level of activity links, resource ties and actor
bonds and will lead to an increase in relationship intensity.  The model stresses mutual

Company Relationship Nets                                   Network

Actors Organizational
Structure

Actor
Bonds

Actor Nets                         Web of Actors

Resources Resource
Collection

Resource
Ties

Resource Chains               Resource Constellation

Activities Activity
Structure

Activity
Links

Activity Chains                 Activity Pattern

Figure 6: Actors, resources and activities at firm, relationship, and network levels.
Adapted from Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995: 45.
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action and interaction.  Dynamism is created as the activity structures, organizational
structures and resource collections of the individual actors are developed through the
activity links, actor bonds and resource ties of the relationships into activity patterns,
webs of actors and resource constellations of the network.  It is worth stressing that, on
the whole, network models of relationship development stress that it is much more the
active relationships between actors in relationships and networks, rather than the
”invisible hand of the market” that ”....govern transactions between buyers and sellers”
(Mattsson and Hulten, ed., 1994: 15).

3.1.5 Critical Events and the Dynamics of Business Relationships

While ongoing activity links, resource ties, and actor bonds develop the relationship, it
is the critical event that “....triggers radical change in a business dyad and/or network”
(Halinen, Salmi and Havila, 1999: 786; cf., Havila and Salmi, 2000).  For the authors
the critical event awakens the actors to action in one way or another or it may be the
“last straw” that leads to action in one or another direction.  Critical events can arise
from happenings within the companies, within their interactions or from the general
economic and social environment.  The foregoing authors emphasize that it is not the
incidents on their own that make or break the relationship but how the actors deal with
it.  Therefore, analysing critical events should simultaneously bring to the fore preceding
and consequent activity links, resource ties and actor bonds.  In the same vein, Liljegren
(1988) stresses the importance of analysing critical events in project business research..
In the context of the project, critical events are the most, difficult part of the job
configuration.

The perspective of critical events with regard to relationship dynamics used in this study
has similarities with the interpretations of Halinen, Salmi and Havila (1999) (cf., Havila
and Salmi, 2000).  In this study, critical events are defined as important or critical
opportunities or problems that must be dealt with or solved for the network to move
forward.  If properly dealt with they have a positive effect, but if unsuccessfully dealt
with they may lead to a detorioration in the network relationships or failure for the
network.  Dealing with critical events would, therefore, require a high level of
capability, network coordination and successful governance. The main sources of
critical events in a project business context would be:

� the negotiation, service and other encounters in business or social settings within the
project business interactions and relationships – opportunities or problems arising from
incidents during interactions, satisfaction or dissatisfaction with service or business
encounters.  During the interactions problems may arise that need to be dealt with within
a certain time frame for the network to move forward.  They may also be opportunities
that must be grasped within a specific time frame and are critical for the progress of the
network.

� the marketing, interaction and relationship strategies and tactics of the parties for the
project business relationships – the strategies or tactics of the actors which create
opportunities or problems within the network

� the general economic, political, social, and technological conditions and environment of
the project business countries – economic, political or social situation or changes in any
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of the project countries that changes the economic, social or policy environment of the
network

� the capabilities of the actors in dealing with issues confronting the network – ability of
the network to create adequate activity links and resource ties or renew bonds.

To investigate critical events I use a modification of the “Critical Incident Technique”
(CIT) which has been used in many network and service marketing studies as an
additional data collection and analysis method (see Chapter 5 for a discussion of CIT in
data collection). The definition and classification of critical events in this study is made
both by the interviewees and myself.  The CIT method also enabled me to find out the
interviewees’ perceived critical events (see Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion of the
method of data collection and analysis).

Two Related Concepts: Gaps and Conflicts/Competition
Leminen (2001; 1999) studied gaps in buyer-seller relationships and defined them as
“….the difference between the perceived experiences by actors in interorganizational
and intraorganizational interfaces of business relationships” (Leminen, 1999: 45).  In
other words, gaps are perceived problems or shortcomings in the dyadic marketing
relationship.  As gaps are at the perceptual level they could lead to critical events and,
vice-versa: critical events could also create gaps (cf. ibid, 10).  However, the view in
this study is that gaps cannot be assumed to necessarily lead to specific critical events
(CEs) or to concrete activity links, resource ties or other governance processes.
Furthermore, this study maintains that CEs can be the result of different types of gaps,
as well as problems, difficulties, conflicts, opportunities etc.  Therefore, CEs cannot be
equated with gaps (cf. Ibid, 10).  CEs are concrete problems or opportunities and are
clearly relevant to achieving the aims of this study, since they spark off governance
processes to deal with them.  Furthermore, CEs cover not only issues related to the
ommissions and commissions of the actors but also those relating to the industrial,
national, and local contextual aspects.

Another related concept that is widely acknowledged as accompanying cooperation and
governance processes in networks is conflict (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Wilkinson
and Young, 1996).  Bengtsson and Kock (2000) suggested the term coopetition as an
analogy to represent the cooexistence of cooperation and competition while Wilkinson
and Young (1996) suggested that business interactions are more a case of “business
dancing” because simultaneous or consequent cooperation and conflict are more akin to
paired dancing.  Leminen (1999: 10-11) compared gaps with conflicts and concluded
that conflicts may result in gaps and vice-versa.  In this study, the phenomenon of
conflict is integrated in CEs.  As stated above, CEs are concrete problems and
opportunities within the project interactions.  In this study the interest in CEs extends to
their effect on network interactions and the consequent governance processes
undertaken to deal with them.  Competition/conflicts are part of the dynamic interaction
processes and can, therefore, lead to CEs.  As discussed above, not all CEs are the result
of competition/conflict within the project network but also result from environmental
and contextual factors.  Therefore, the use of the concept of CEs in the model is more
relevant to the aims of this study than would a study of only conflicts/competition.
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Summary
In sum, we could say that the primary research interest of the network approach is to
understand interorganizational business interactions (shorter-term interactions) and
relationships (longer-term interactions) within both dyadic and network contexts.  The
effort at understanding relationships and networks is approached through an analysis of
their structures and dynamics.  The relationship substance model together with an
investigation of critical events provides tools for analysing relationship structure and
dynamics. Combining these with the stages framework (Chapter 2.4) in a project
business study, gives it an explicit longitudinal dimension.  Therefore the model of the
creation of collective network capability developed in this study (Figure 12) looks at
activity links, resource ties and actor bonds at each stage (structural analysis); and the
process factors through which activity links, resource ties and actor bonds are created
and made dynamic i.e. the governance factors -- (process analysis).  Critical events are
dealt with through activity links, resource ties and actor bonds.  Because critical events
have the capacity to derail the network, their analysis gives us a look into some of the
problem areas and potentials, as well as a useful perspective on the process factors.

3.2 Network Governance

In this chapter a framework of network governance in project business is presented.  The
dynamics of the project business network are analysed as an issue of network
governance.  The network substance and dynamism framework presented above is
integrated with the governance concept to create a more encompassing framework
suitable for analysing the dynamism of project business networks.

3.2.1 Governance and Network Structure

Heide (1994: 72), defines interorganizational governance as:
"....a multidimensional phenomenon, encompassing the initiation, termination and ongoing relationship
management between a set of parties".  "Essentially, governance includes elements of establishing and

structuring exchange relationships as well as aspects of monitoring and enforcement".

Also Håkansson and Johanson  (1993: 42) define it as the "organizational forms and
processes" through which inter-organizational interactions are managed.  They are,
therefore, the processes for managing the creation, maintenance, and termination of
activity patterns and resource constellations in the network; the processes of interaction
whereby the network is formed, organized and managed (cf. Johanson and Mattsson,
1992).  Håkansson and Johansson (1993) classify governance structures into four main
types based on the nature of relations and the source of forces influencing the actors.  In
that sense, the model also distinguishes between four types of relationships involving
business actors.
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Figure 7: Classification of governance structures. From Håkansson and Johansson,
1993: 45.

The types of relationships reflect the different structures and processes of
interorganizational governance.  The characteristics of these different types of
relationships reflect the way that actors relate to each other, the primary driving forces in
the relationships, the tightness or looseness of the network, and the power relationships.
One important difference between the network (Square 1) and the other forms are that
actors in the network are directed by their individual interests and by external forces
channelled through their specific other exchange relationships (or other actors) to whom
they are connected.  In the hierarchy, norms are created and imposed by a central
authority; in the market the external forces come from the general market context,
whereas in culture/profession general market relations and norms relating to industry,
national culture or profession influence the actors.  In the final analysis, Håkansson and
Johansson (1993: 46-47) caution us:

"......we do not mean that any of the above forms can be found in a pure form in reality; they should
be considered as theoretical types.  In the real world one finds different mixes" (p. 46).  "To some
extent they are complementary".  "In the same way, one can expect networks in the real-world will
coexist with and interpenetrate hierarchies, markets, and cultures" (p. 47)

It is clear from the above that networks are of various forms and shapes and include
varied levels of interdependence, power and control.  They can be tight or loose in
structure.  The networks presented in Håkansson, (ed. 1987) are mostly tightly
structured networks.

"......In such a network the actors have tightly defined roles that are known to all.  The
preconditions for technological development in such networks differ from those in loosely
structured networks" (p. 164).

Therefore, within the network square (Square 1) networks featuring different levels of
hierarchy, market and culture/profession would be found.  They would be positioned at
various points in the square and some would be skewed at various positions towards
Squares 2, 3, 4.  They would include, in that sense, different levels of hierarchy, culture,
and market.  Following these differences, governance forms may also differ to reflect
the different needs of the structures they are dealing with. Governance processes in
business relationships would range from more formal, bilateral or multilateral
governance characterized by "formalized rules and structures for mutual decision
making" to less formalized interaction based on trust, adaptation and mutual adjustment
(Park, 1996: 810).  Some networks are based on recurrent contracting which means that
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contracts are renegotiated at some intervals, whilst others use relational contracting,
which means that the actors invest in long-term mutual resource interdependence, which
involves some legal contracts, but are governed more by trust, adaptations and mutual
adjustments than by resort to the legal strictures (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; 1992).
Examples of such networks are found within distribution channels, between
international or national marketers and purchasers, or between firms supplying semi-
manufactures, industrial equipment and technology to each other.  A wide variety of
socio-economic networks, and levels of formalized/informalized interaction, and the
need for an eclectic approach in the industrial network studies is suggested and used in
the Industrial Network Approach (Araujo and Easton 1996; Törnroos, 1997; Tikkanen,
1996a: 87; IMP Conference Publications).  Therefore, any discussion of governance and
interaction structures and processes should take into account more formalized and
tighter networks as in project business.

It is relevant to ask the question what kind of cooperative formation is a project
network.  The discussion in Chapter 2, (particularly, 2.6) showed that project networks
have a good level of hierarchical, market, and culture/profession characteristics.  If we
place them in Figure 7, they will surely fall within Square 1, probably at point PN.  The
project network is characterized mainly by cooperation, and coordination through
interactions and adaptations, but also legal strictures.  In other words, while they are
usually put together by the interaction of the buyer, seller and consultants, or even "the
strategic action of one or a few companies" (hierarchical influences) they are partly
governed by express legal arrangements (cultural/professional influences).  They consist
of independent companies that are, however, interdependent for the purposes of the
project.  The legal arrangements of the contract are agreed to in negotiations among the
actors.  Project networks are, legally, temporary, and some of the actors may have a
short-term strategic view rather than a long-term relationship view.  Thus, whereas
many networks may have very loose governance and coordination processes, project
networks have some legally-based governance and coordination structures and processes
which imply more intense and rule-bound interaction (this is true also of distribution
networks and some other types of networks).  Even though some governance processes
are market, hierarchical, or industry/profession-based, the underlying processes driving
project networks are more akin to industrial networks (see Håkansson and Sharma,
199625).  Therefore, the overwhelming view considers project networks as involving
more governance characteristics of networks, rather than markets, hierarchies or
culture/profession (Skaates, 2001; Gunter and Bonarcossi, 1996; Welch et al., 1996;
Cova, Mazet and Salle, 1996).  Indeed for Campbell and Wilson (1996), more tightly
organized networks are advantageous mainly because of the purposeful nature and
relatively better defined coordination processes.

                                                

25 The authors discuss the differences between the network approach and strategic alliance theory, and
find out some similarities between the phenomena themselves, but greater differences in the assumptions
and normative advice of the approaches.
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3.2.2 Governance in Project Business Networks: Major and Underlying
Processes

Even though legal contracts are used by project business networks, not all contingencies
are catered for by the contracts.  Some of the actors aim at long term relationships
governed more by cooperation and adaptations than by resort to legal means of
governance.  Because not all contingencies are provided for, cooperation and
adaptations are important to deal with critical events.  Examples of such networks are
also found within distribution channels, between international or national marketers and
purchasers, or between firms supplying semi-manufactures, industrial equipment and
technology to each other.  Figure 8 shows the governance model developed for this
dissertation.  Governance processes consist of two levels – major and underlying
governance processes.  The major processes are activity links, resource ties and actor
bonds that create an activity pattern, resource constellation and web of actors.  The
underlying processes are mobilization, coordination, integration, cooperation,
adaptations, and recurrent and relational contracting.  The underlying processes are pre-
requisites for the creation and sustenance of the major processes.  On the other hand all
the processes are interwoven with each other.  However, cooperation and adaptations
are seen as the central governance factors.

Mobilization
Lundgren (1992) suggests mobilization processes as one of the organizational factors
creating activity patterns, resource constellations, and effectiveness in networks.
Mobilization refers to processes and actions for forming networks, galvanizing
resources, and activating actors for activities (Lundgren, 1992).  Therefore, mobilization
processes are at work both in initially forming the network and in maintaining it
afterwards. The network is not hierarchical and mobilization is assumed to be
interaction processes among a number of actors, and not a situation of a "hub firm"
sharing out activities (cf., however,  Jarillo, 1988).  Even though it is possible that a
fewer number of actors are initially involved in seeking other actors into the network, or
in, at times, activating them into various activities, it should be remembered that the
temporarily less active actors are not, on the whole, passive market actors, but are only
relatively less active in starting the network in question. They would have been engaged
in opportunity-seeking and other pre-project activities.  In a project business network,
mobilization may start with the marketer studying the business potentials of a
prospective project purchaser and taking contact thereby, or with a purchaser putting up
a call for tender.  Mobilization may continue with the efforts of the project purchaser,
project marketer, consultant or political actors to put together the network.  At other
times, other actors like sub-contractors may take the initiative at mobilizing the network.
This is seen as a wholly positive and integrative factor for the project network and not as
a possibly disruptive factor for an established project network (cf. Lundgren, 1992:
162).  For this purpose Lundgren (1992: 162) distinguishes between "network
integrative mobilization": "the process of expanding or extending the network in
accordance with existing activity cycles" and "network changing mobilization" -- "the
process of establishing new activity cycles or the breaking of old ones" which is
potentially destructive for the network.  For a project network whose common goals are
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clear, both kinds of network processes defined above work towards performing the job
configuration of the network.

Figure 8: Governance processes in networks. Author’s conceptualization.

Coordination
Johanson and Mattsson (1992: 208) suggest that when actors establish an “exchange
relationship”, “they are prepared to interact with each other in order to coordinate and
develop interdependent resources that each actor controls.  Lundgren (1992: 157)
defines coordination in a network context as "....the organising of functions and flows,
that is, activities and relationships, within a network, to increase the effectiveness of the
activity cycle".  The network assumption of interaction between autonomous, but
interdependent, active market actors implies that coordination is not order-giving by a
"hub firm" but a "process of mutual adaptation and learning".  Coordination may be
based partly on written contracts, but cannot, logically, be based wholly on written
contracts.  In the real world this legal gap in laws and rules is met by constant
adjustment of laws by politicians, judges or convention.  In networks, adaptation and
cooperation are seen to be more important than expressly formulated contracts.
Therefore, the network approach, while acknowledging the existence of written
contracts for coordination, emphasizes the importance of adaptations, and cooperation.
After a time, coordination factors can become institutionalized norms and routines.
Dubois and Gadde (2000) found that whilst the project network is temporary,
interactions and relationships are very intense during its existence.  The project is
characterized by a large proportion of unique and difficult tasks and critical events.
Continuous intense interactions and coordination are needed to solve the technical and
managerial tasks, and critical events.
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Integration
Hertz (1992: 107) introduces the concept integration to denote the movement towards
the formation of a network whole out of its separate components.  In a network approach
this implies the creation of stronger ties between the actors.  The function of integration
is to improve effectiveness by better coordinating activities and resources.  Integration
can exist on levels of formal-legal involving levels of written contracts or informal
contracts.  One extreme of legal integration is full ownership (take-overs, and subsidiary
relationships) and another extreme would be fully independent actors coordinating their
activities by fully autonomous interaction without any control by the other actors.  As
Hertz (1992) reminds us, INA theory traditionally disregards the role of legal
agreements and has rather emphasized the role of trust as an integrative factor.  This
dissertation accepts the role  of trust in governing relationships, but as Hertz (1992: 109)
implies, the role of formal and informal contracts has been underestimated, and cannot
be overemphasized.  She reminds us that formal agreements are used in reality to
regulate part of the network’s business dealings, and also informal contracts are
important in network governance.  She states (ibid) “  in many countries, an informal
agreement can also be legally valid”. The issues of legal vs. trust-based governance are
discussed further in the following section on recurrent and relational contracting.

Recurrent and Relational Contracting
The network approach stresses governance mechanisms between autonomous, legally
independent and equal, but resource interdependent actors.  This means that the network
actors cooperate voluntarily on the bases of some organizational or common interests.
However, in practice, many of the defined networks use some “recurrent” or “relational”
contracts as underlying governance mechanisms.  The contracts are one way to plan and
formalize activities, but also a way to pre-empt conflicts as well as detail procedures for
dealing with conflicts when they arise.  In recurrent contracts the actors "repeatedly"
exchange assets and contemplate or develop a more embedded relationship with time.
The underlying bases of the contracts is cooperation.  The contracts are not made to and
cannot cover all contingencies, but some contingencies are expected to be resolved
through trust, adaptations and cooperation (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; 1992).
Relational contracts involve long-term investments by the parties, and a greater level of
embeddedness and stronger bonds.  In this form, governance is multilateral and
"disputes are resolved through internal mechanisms designed to preserve the
relationship and ensure that both the efficiency and equity of outcomes sought in the
long-term relationship are realized" (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Ring and Van de Ven,
1992: 487).  Recurrent contracting is the norm within the ongoing project in project
business.  For each particular project contracts are signed with a good deal of effort put
at defining the job configuration, capability contributions, and liabilities under the
limited project period.  New contracts are signed for new projects as they come up.
However, within the current project business network there might be nets with very long
relationship histories or, if one may, more permanent relationships which are brought
into the focal project network.  The more permanant nets might be governed by
relational contracting.
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Trust
Trust is an important variable in any business relationship (Ring and Van de Ven, 1992).
Its existence allows actors to expect the best possible behaviour of other actors.  Above
all it “..enables negotiation partners to overcome short-term conflicts of interest,
personal confrontations, or even communication misunderstandings” (Usunier, 1990:
549).  Where the network relationship is old, the actors may already have a good deal of
trust based on previous activity.  In a new network trust may need to be built from
scratch (Ring and Van de Ven, 1992).  This may be made difficult by the cultural
differences that exists in an international network.  (Usunier 1990; 2000).  In project
business the desire to achieve clearly stated objectives at a clearly specified budget and
in a clearly specified time has led to the need to state the job configuration, capability
requirements and some governance procedures in a written contract.  Still trust is
necessary for the growth of the relationship through stages.  Some network members,
like financiers, must have a great deal of trust in the other partners to be convinced of
joining the network.  Usunier (1990) talks about "oral-based" or "personal trust", which
is not based on written agreements, and "written-based trust", which is based on written
agreements.  The former is most needed at the beginning of a long negotiation and also
after that, and the latter is created after signing a contract or written agreement.  He
argues that both are necessary for the success of project business.  In particular, complex
industrial negotiations may require a good deal of trust.  As has been stated by Ahmed
(1993), in the beginning stages only a promise of a project exists yet the purchaser,
marketer and other actors have to invest a good deal of resources in the deal.  This
problem of lack of trust may, however, be mitigated by connected or other relationships
of the actors.  Even though the negotiations may, in some cases, be mainly driven by
transactional exchange strategies, previous or other relationships of the actors will
surely mitigate the tendency towards opportunistic behaviour.  The case study here
shows that a high level of trust developed soon after the negotiations between the focal
purchaser and marketer due to the role of a connected relationship (relationship
facilitator), as well as the strong presence of institutional actors in the network.

Cooperation and Competition/Conflict
Despite the fact that competition and conflict can co-exist with cooperation in various
combinations in relationships and networks (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000; Wilkinson and
Young, 1996), the raison d’être of a goal-oriented network such as a project network is
cooperation.  Competition/conflict are assumed to exist in the interactions and there is
no attempt in this framework to belittle their effects and role within the governance
processes.  However, since the actors are independent but only resource interdependent,
cooperation for mutual or collective goals and interests can be considered the most
important factor.  The use of recurrent or relational contracts should not be seen in any
way as eliminating the importance of cooperation.  As noted, the contracts cannot and
are not meant to be watertight, so that the spirit and acts of cooperation (as well as trust,
and adaptations) are at least as equally important as the contracts.  Such mutual activity
for mutual or collective goals and interests starts from the very early stages of the
interactions.  Contracts can only come later, when some understanding has been
achieved after the initial negotiations which would entail cooperation as well as trust,
and adaptations.  This is exemplified by the case study in Part Three of this dissertation.
The parties in project business have to reach a level of cooperation and understanding
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about mutual activities and goals before legal contractual negotiations take hold.
Cooperation occurs on both formal and informal levels (Håkansson and Henders, 1992;
Håkansson and Johanson, 1988).

 Learning
 Relationships provide an opportunity to learn from the partners, for example technology
transfer, and is an important reason for entering business relationships (Håkansson,
Havila and Pedersen, 1999; Håkansson, 1993).  Learning is positively linked to
adaptations (Hallen, Johanson and Seyed-Mohammed, 1991) and to relationship
development.  Håkansson, Havila and Pedersen (1999), suggest two main groups of
factors influencing learning in business relationships: 1) the characteristics of the
parties; their organizational fit; and their willingness to learn and 2) the type of
relationship in which the parties are involved, for example the type of product
exchanged, and the age of the relationship.  Thus, learning in a project network may be
due to the characteristics (capabilities) of the actors and the type of project relationship.
Håkansson (1993: 214-218) suggests "collective learning" or "joint learning" as
simultaneous learning among several actors which enables them to collectively develop
their capabilities.  An important aspect of learning in a project network is technology
transfer and the experiences that each actor gains from the project that could improve its
future marketing capabilities.  One aspect of learning in international business
relationships is that the network actors gradually learn how to interact with each other as
they get to know each other and learn of the cultural expectations, similarities and
differences, as well as how best to manage them.

Adaptations
Cooperation and trust are intertwined with adaptations (Brennan and Turnbull, 1999;
1997; Hallen, Johanson and Seyed-Mohamed 1991; Ford, 1982; 1984).  A spirit of
cooperation may lead to adaptations which will help to build trust.  The position of
independent, intermediate, and dependent variable can well be changed for any of the
three variables cooperation, adaptations and trust.  Adaptations enable the actors to
continuously align themselves towards each other, which both pre-empts and solves
problems and critical events cropping up in the relationship (cf. Brennan and Turnbull,
1999; 1997; Hallen, Johanson and Seyed-Mohamed, 1991).  For Brennan and Turnbull,
(1995: 178) "the defining characteristic of a "relationship" is that at least one of the
parties adapts to the needs of the other.  In an international project network various
technical, cultural and environmental challenges cannot all be predicted and provided
for in contracts and have to be solved through long-ranging adaptations (as well as
learning and cooperation) (cf. Usunier, 2000).  Two sub-processes within adaptations
are negotiation and bargaining.  Negotiation and bargaining are used at various times to
reach agreement on governance issues and the activity patterns and resource
constellations.  As stated earlier, in this dissertation I maintain that most networks have
some formal and even legal aspects in their relationships, but they have many aspects
that are dealt with only through cooperation and adaptations.  The actors would rather
not resort to legal and formal means of governing relationships, but want to maintain
mutual trust and commitment without legal threats.  Adaptations are a means to
overcome conflicts and problems resulting from competition.
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Summary
Network governance is concerned with the structures and processes by which network
activities are coordinated.  The governance processes manage the network activities as
well as pre-empt and deal with critical events when they arise.  The factors discussed
above are interrelated, and cannot always be clearly separated.  Cooperation and trust
must exist or be created for mobilization, coordination, and integration to be possible.
Adaptations is interlinked with cooperation, mobilization, and integration.  The use of
formal contracts shows that the actors want to formalize the rules, even though not every
detail of possible activity is written down. The analysis above is meant to show,
conceptually, the various faces and complexities of network governance.  In this
dissertation we hold that governance factors are indispensable to understanding the
dynamics of project business networks and the creation of collective network capability.
The governance framework presented above makes new contributions to the analysis of
network governance and network dynamics.  The framework integrates the traditional
governance factors with Håkansson’s and Snehota’s ed. (1995) framework of network
substance and dynamism.  The developed framework enables a thorough analysis of
network governance and dynamism based on the two layers of major and underlying
governance processes.

3.3 The Concept of Capability26 in the Industrial Network Approach
(INA)

This chapter discusses the concept of resources and capability in INA.  The aim is to
briefly review literature and research on the subject that have contributed to the
perspective of this study and, moreover, to discuss the concepts that are necessary to
understand the frameworks and contributions of this study.  First, the phenomenon of
capability within networks is defined, followed by a presentation and discussion of the
concepts of resources and capabilities as existing in the network approach and related
publications.

3.3.1. Capability through Relationships

As noted earlier, a basic interest of INA is resource exchange between market actors.
However, the concept of capability has been treated explicitly only in a few works.
Håkansson and Snehota, ed. (1995: 127) define capability within a network context as
the ability of an actor to do "something special" for the others.  Ford, Håkansson, and

                                                

26As noted earlier the concept of capability is equated with competence in this dissertation.  Some of the
authors discussed in this dissertation use the word capability, while others use competence.  Most of the
authors in all the approaches presented in this dissertation either use the terms interchangeably or do not
see any difference between them (cf Graham, Saunders and Piercy, 1998; Easton and Araujo, 1996;
Håkansson and Snehota, 1995; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; cf., however, Rosenbröijer).  In this
dissertation the term used by an author is maintained when quoting the author, but not when paraphrasing
them.
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Johanson (1986) stress that it is interaction that gives essence to an actor’s “passive
resources”.  Therefore, an actor’s capabilities are latent until inter-firm interaction
enables capabilities to be “developed” and “employed”.  The authors clearly mention the
need for analysing the roles of all parties in the relationship when they state that: “In
examining capability we see both counterparts together forming a functional entity
and are concerned with the functional interdependence between their capabilities”
(p. 29).  It is agreed that the starting point of a company’s capability is its own
resources, which are tangible and intangible.  However, the resources that come into the
relationships are only latent.  Within the relationship, the actors learn and, therefore,
develop their capabilities by developing their resources.  An important means of
developing its capability that inter-firm relationships make possible for the firm is to
give it access to the resources of its interacting partners.

Rosenbröijer (1998: 36), defines capability as “..the ability and willingness to organize a
mix of resources for productive activities...”.  In order to avoid the evasiveness of the
concept, he defines capability on three levels – on the level of the firm, on the level of
the relationship (dyadic) and on the network level (several actors).  On the firm level
capability refers to the firm's "ability and willingness to organize a mix of resources for
productive activities"; on the relationship and network levels capability is developed
within the relationships and networks and consists of what the actor can do for its
partners and the network.  In line with other network views, Rosenbröijer’s definition
differentiates clearly between the latent resource/capability possessions and the active
deployment and development of them through relationships.  His study of the capability
development of a paper producer shows how a company developed its capability
through various types of relationships with other market actors.  Through these
relationships the paper producer not only improved its technical capabilities, but also
secured new customers as well as product development, marketing and distribution
partners.  Thus, the company improved its market position greatly.   Similarly Awuah
(1994; 1997) studied how the capabilities of local firms and a multinational located in
Ghana developed mutually through their market relationships.  He defines capability, in
line with the network approach, as the ability of a firm to meet demands of its network
partners and it business context.  This capability or “total capacities” include the firm’s
own “internal capacity”, i.e. control of resources and /or activities; and “external
capacity”, i.e. indirect control of the resources and/or activities of other relevant actors
in a network” (Awuah, 1994: 123).

Capability is also considered situation-specific (Ford, Håkanson and Johanson, 1986;
Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995).  The extent of a firm’s capability is not absolute,
but is a dynamic phenomenon that takes shape in relation to the specific situation.  As
noted, before interaction in a specific context, a firm only possesses a latent capability
(passive resources) and only a specific interaction deploys and develops it.  It is clear
that every firm has some resources that it brings into an interaction, but the extent of
capability that is created cannot be predicted in advance because capability is dynamic.
A firm selling a project or undertaking project construction may have a considerable
amount of latent capability, but only the “moment of truth” where it undertakes project
marketing or construction in, for example, a developing country enables it to deploy and
test its resources.  The firm will also learn from the situation and, thus, its capability will
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be affected positively or negatively.  Part of the single firm’s capabilities would include
its networking and relationship capability, i.e. its ability to successfully interact and
network with the other actors.

3.3.2. Resources and their Classification

Resources are defined in the network approach as tangible and intangible assets with
which organizations perform activities.  Two central aspects of resources from a INA
perspective are scarcity and development.  For INA, the idea of scarcity of resources
suggested in classical economics implies that the availability and control of resources is
important for the single actor or network.  Besides there are possibilities to develop new
resources within relationships.  Business relationships are necessary to exploit the fact
of resource heterogeneity and they lead to resource ties between actors.

Resources are classified under various headings, but the classification into tangible and
intangible headings (Håkansson and Snehota, 1995; Håkansson and Johanson, 1992;
Kock, 1991) is widely used in the network approach partly to emphasize their multi-
faceted nature.  In addition, Kock (1991) suggests that a classification into direct and
indirect resources is very useful for the network perspective.  Direct resources are under
the direct control of the focal actor.  Indirect resources are those that a focal actor does
not possess by itself and that it may access through relationships.  Such a classification
stresses the importance of business interactions and relationships in the competitive
strategy of the organization (Kock, 1991).

Rosenbroijer (1998) borrows Grant's (1991) six-dimension resource typology for his
classification of resources.  Thus, he suggests six categories of resources: financial
resources exemplified by money; physical resources exemplified by buildings; human
resources exemplified by personnel; technological resources exemplified by patents;
reputation resources exemplified by brands; organizational resources exemplified by
organizational structure and relationships.  Easton and Araujo (1996) suggest that any
useful schema of resources should avoid unnecessary generality, should be consistent
with as well as add to its theoretical perspective; and should enlighten the phenomena it
is studying.  They imply that resources have still not been adequately classified in the
network approach when they state that the "major limitation of the ARA [Actors,
Resources, Activities] model as it currently stands is the lack of a clear articulation of
what types of ..... resources exist ...... ".  The authors borrow from "traditional strategy
theory" but insist that they maintain the "concerns of industrial network researchers".
They present fourteen dimensions of resources under four groups -- "existence,
evaluation, relationships to actors and relationships to other resources and activities" (p.
190).  As Table 6 shows, the dimension existence is concerned with issues of the
creation of resources, their depreciation and replacement.  In other words, when we
discuss resources important characteristics to ponder over include whether they exist in
nature or whether we are able to create them ourselves. Depreciability is concerned with
the extent to which we will have to maintain them to keep them productive, while
durability is concerned with the extent to which they diminish despite maintenance.  The
dimensioin evaluation is concerned with issues of determining their value. Here sub-
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characteristics include the mode of valuation, the ease of difficulty of evaluing them,
their scarcity or abundance and the nature of their current value.  The dimension
relationship to actors is concerned with ownership and control of the resources.

Table 6: A summary of Easton's and Araujo's (1996) characteristics/dimensions of resources.
Modified from Easton and Araujo (1996).

Main Characteristics/
Dimensions (Meaning)

Sub-Characteristics/Dimensions (Meaning)

Existence (issues
concerning the
creation of resources,
their depreciation and
replacement)

Creatability (resources as given in nature or our ability to create
them)
Depreciability (the extent of maintenance needed to maintain the stock
of resources over time)
Durability (the extent to which the stock of resources diminishes,
despite maintenance)

Evaluation (issues
concerning the
evaluation of resources)

Valuation (how the resources are valued, e.g. according to book
value or future earnings)
Evaluability (ease or difficulty of evaluing resources)
Scarcity (are the resources "scarce" or "abundant"?)
Value (are resources currently positive/negative for the company, e.g.
poor brand image, positive brand equity?)

Relationship to actors
(issues concerning
ownership of resources)

Controllability (ability to monopolize usage of the
resource)
Accessibility (ease of access to the resource)
Tradeability (ease of exchange of the resource)

Relationship to other
resources and
activities (combination
possibilities of resources
with others and for
performing activities)

Integrity (is the resource a simple unit or a compound unit;
is it subdivisible?)
Versatility (the ability to adapt the resource to different
demands)
Complementarity (ease of combination with other resources
and activities)
Understandability (ease of recognizing a resource and comprehending
its properties)

Sub-characteristics of concern here include full ownership and control of the resource or
vice-versa; ease of access; or its ease of exchange.  The dimension relationship to other
resources concerns the ability to combine the resources with others and for performing
activities.  The important issues here are whether the resource is a single unit or
compound unit and the extent to which it is divisible; the ability to adapt it to different
demands; the ease of combination with other resources; and the ease of recognizing it
and comprehending its properties.

Some of the dimensions suggested here by Easton and Araujo (1996) imply new
characteristics of interest to network researchers, but others have previously been
discussed directly or indirectly within the approach.  Easton's and Araujo's (1996)
schema differs from the others by presenting an extensive list of characteristics of
resources, whereas the others have presented broad or narrow categories of resources.
Most other network researchers have been concerned with emphasizing the importance
and the mechanisms of resource exchange through relationships, but discussions of the
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relationship between the characteristics of resources and the nature of the relationship
process are limited.  The extensive list of characteristics presented by Easton and Araujo
(1996) include some that have been previously only implicitly discussed in INA.  The
explicit discussion of these characteristics profoundly enriches the network view on
resources.

The foregoing discussion has summarized some of the most important definitions and
characterizations of resources in the network approach.  Resources are a central item in
business relationships and therefore a central theme in the network approach.  The
discussion shows the  variety of ways in which resources have been characterized – in
terms of various categories/classifications or dimensions/characterisitics.  All these
provide conceptual armour in a network study.  Since we maintain that business actors
are drawn into networks in order to access, exchange, and jointly develop resources and
capabilitities, the concepts above enable us to clarify the related resource/capability
issues.

3.3.3 Capabilities and Resources

Håkansson and Snehota (1995) consider capabilities as based on the resource collection
of an actor.  "The resource base a company can mobilize limits its capabilities.  The
broader and more varied the resource base, the better the conditions to develop the
capabilities of the company" (p. 186).  Furthermore, as noted earlier, capabilities are
also developed through and within relationships, which are resources in themselves
(Ford, Håkansson and Johansson, 1986).  In the same way, Easton and Araujo base the
source of a firm's capabilities partly on its resource collection and partly on its
relationships.  Rosenbröijer (1998) emphasizes that capabilities are dependent on
resources but the two are not the same thing.  He sees resources as tangible and
intangible assets used to perform activities, whereas “capability on the firm level is
created when resources from different resource groups are mixed for a certain purpose”
(ibid., 39).  This means, on the other hand, that capability is based on resources.  It
comes from a mix of resources, which means that the mode and technology (both
tangible and intangible) of mixing may make a difference for how much capability is
created.

The views above lead us to a characterization of a firm's capabilities as based on both
internal and external resources.  On the other hand, the foregoing authors seem
ambiguous on the question whether capability is strictly equivalent to the whole
resource collection or whether it is some special, intangible resource.  What is clear,
however, is that in a network context, capability is concerned with an actor's
contributions to the performance of the network.  The view of this dissertation is that the
capability contributed by actors in project business networks is based on three possible
situations: areas of capability where they have a comparative advantage compared to
other network actors (i.e. areas of core capability); a sharing of the network’s job
configuration on the bases of some ideas of fairness, national origin, legal reasons or
long-term relationship-building; and a contribution of capabilities based on the extent to
which the actors’ resources are accessible, valuable, complementary, versatile or
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tradeable.  On the whole the network members agree on the contribution on the bases of
some ideas of fairness, business effeciency, relationship considerations, legal
requirements etc (see Chapter 4.3).

3.4 Collective Network Capability27 in the Network Approach

As noted earlier, a conceptual implication of the perspective of this study is the idea of
collective network capability -- capability created for a network of firms through the
combination of their varied capabilities.  In this chapter, implicit or explicit references
to a collective network capability perspective within INA and some very closely-related
views are discussed.  Surprisingly, there are mainly only indirect references to the
concept in the mainstream industrial network tradition.  The concept has only been
explicitly mentioned in two recent papers related to INA but not authored by
mainstream INA scholars (Kothandaraman and Wilson, 2001; Foss, 1999).  However,
this dissertation finds, on the basis of the basic research approach, assumptions and
findings of INA, (See Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3) that the phenomenon itself lies at the
very heart of the industrial network tradition, and is, therefore, worthy of explicit
conceptualization within the mainstream INA literature.

Håkansson and Snehota (1995: 19) emphasize that
"generalised connectedness of business relationships implies existence of an aggregated structure, a form

of organization that we have chosen to qualify as a network".  (my emphases)

Various core industrial network studies have shown that companies develop their
technical and marketing capabilities through market relationships with others
(Rosenbröijer, 1998; Håkansson, 1989; Håkansson, ed., 1987; Easton and Lundgren,
1992).  Håkansson (ed. 1987:3 ) and Håkansson (1989: 7) imply that in some cases
technology and product development may not be possible without combining the
capabilities of a varied set of network actors.  In some of such cases, some or all the
actors may only be strategically and selfishly interested in developing their own
capabilities through these relationships.  Even though the success of each company is
linked with the success of others, there may not be a feeling among the actors of
working towards any sort of collective capability of their network.  However, this lack
of perception of any collective capability on the part of some actors cannot imply that
such collective capability does not exist or should not be conceptualized.  While not
explicitly conceptualizing the phenomenon, the studies reported in the above-mentioned
research enable us to assume that joint capability was created for the networks and that
it formed the bases of success of the network as a whole and of the parties individually.

                                                

27 As stated earlier collective network capability is different from “networking capability”.  The definition

of collective network capability used here is similar to Foss (1999) and that of networking capability used
here is similar to Håkansson, ed. (1987: 124).  The concept is presented in more detail in Chapter 4.
There, an integrated framework of collective network capability is developed with the help of all the
streams of literature presented in this dissertation
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Collective network capability is more obvious in cases of tighter and closer networks
where the network actors are purposefully developing their joint capability to, for
example, compete against other networks.  Discussions of governance imply a
conceptualization of integrative and coordinative processes similar to the concept of
collective network capability.  Benassi (1995: 275) in a discussion of network
governance suggests "focusing on the "invisible" architecture that guides network
building and management ..."

Campbell and Wilson (1996) insist that firms can create value and improve their
competitive positions vis-à-vis firms outside the network through network relationships
that use each firm's core capabilities.  Examples are quoted of such successful inter-firm
networks involving IKEA, WalMart, and Toyota, among others.
"The value-creation abilities of interconnected dyadic relationships can be seen in industries as diverse as
furniture, automotive parts, and retailing".  "IKEA's strategy of operational excellence is achieved through
a series of interconnected partnerships with furniture manufacturers that optimise their business processes
across organizational boundaries"  (p. 126).  "This value concept is based on accessing the core
capabilities of external firms through vertical linkages and relies on effective network management to
coordinate the skills and resources of independent firms" (p. 136) (my emphasis).

Kothandaraman and Wilson (2001: 380; 382) stress that “today businesses have moved
deep into a cooperative paradigm…” in which the core business aim of delivering value
to the customer is achieved by “… the assembling of core capabilities beyond the
capabilities resident within the firm” within “value-creating networks”.  Therefore, they
suggest that the major strategic thrust of the firm is to cooperate in such networks
combining core capabilities to achieve a greater collective capability.  Consequently, the
problem arises of how to manage these networks.  As a result, competition is shifting
from firm to network level, and an improved conceptualization and understanding of
these “value-creating networks” is required.

Probably the most explicit discussion of the concept of collective network capability
related to the industrial networks approach is made by Foss (1999)28.  The author
proposes the concept of collective network capability to improve the analysis of
"competitive advantage within the network approach".  The concept will allow us to
analyse collective network capabilities, to be able to say
"... that one collectivity of firms has a competitive advantage relative to other such collectivities" and the
"benefits that firms participating in networks may achieve relative to firms from other networks". (p. 9).

Foss sees the idea of collective network capability as being implicit in both the network
approach (e.g., in Håkansson’s (1993) idea of "collective learning"), and the resource
based view to strategy, but not explicated.  He continues that it is relatively more
explicated in some other approaches that have suggested and discussed ideas of joint

                                                

28 Foss calls the phenomenon network capability.  However, in Ritter (1999) and Gemunden and Ritter
(1997) the same term is used to define the ability of an actor to use its network relationships for its benefit.
I name the phenemenon collective network capability partly in order to avoid the use of the same term and
so avoid confusion of the concepts.  The concept of Ritter (1999) and Gemunden and Ritter (1997) is
called networking capability in this dissertation.
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capability among groups of firms in industrial districts, regions or nations (e.g., works of
Marshall, Porter, Hayek, and Richardson).  Unfortunately, the idea is only implicit and,
therefore, not studied in the industrial networks approach.  According to Foss, network
capability
"....refers to what collectivities of firms - networks - know about the production of goods and services, the
organization of this production .... and how they learn about it (collective learning)" Foss (1999: 3)
Foss (1999) adds that there is a synergistic aspect to this collection of capabilities:
"There may, however, be other such network capabilities, that is to say, capabilities that emerge from the
interaction of firms in networks, but is not fully reducible to the capabilities of individual firms" (Foss,
1999: 5).

This synergy is a result of the "systemic effects" of interactions such as "collective
learning", or "interactive learning over several actors".  The author emphasizes that such
network capabilities "emerge from the interplay of firm capabilities and not the other
way around" (p. 3).  Their characteristics and their bases for competitive advantage are
similar to those for single firm capabilities as espoused in the RBV, i.e. value, rareness,
imperfect imitability and imperfect substitutability.  The author shows that the concept
is also implicit in the RBV and he, therefore, suggests that the RBV should be consulted
in any formulation or understanding of the subject.  Particularly, the analytical
categories for resources developed within RBV are suggested as very useful.  Collective
network capabilities develop through the interaction process – "they must be built up or
allowed gradually to emerge" (p. 10).  However, they are so specific to the network that
they "cannot be purchased", unlike firm capabilities, and "cannot easily be transferred,
copied, reverse-engineered etc.". (p. 11).

3.5 OTHER THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES

In this chapter three other theoretical perspectives that are related to INA or provide
concepts used in this study are presented.  The justifications for using these perspectives
and their relationship with INA are discussed in  Chapter 1.7.7.

3.5.1 Relationship Marketing (RM)

Many of the basic tenets of RM are similar to those of INA.  They include: 1) the
importance of a long-term relationship approach towards relevant actors for sustainable
success of a company; 2) a general belief in partnering, networks and mutually
advantageous relationships, i.e a win-win rather than win-lose relationships; 3) the
proposition that interactions, relationships and networks are the core of marketing
behaviour and should be the core of research (cf. Grönroos, 2000; 1999; 1996; 1994;
Gummesson 1999).  In fact, some RM scholars have argued that RM and INA represent
two sides of an emerging relationship paradigm, the former dealing with consumer
contexts and the latter with industrial contexts, and they do acknowledge INA as a
forerunner of RM (Grönroos, 1999; 1994; Gummesson , 1999; 1995; Kotler, 1992, Hunt
and Morgan, 1994).  For them the definition of RM incorporates relationships in all
business contexts which, naturally, covers interactions, relationships and networks in
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business markets.  Therefore they suggest RM as an umbrella term and general theory
that covers consumer, service as well as industrial contexts.  However, some INA
scholars have stressed the differences between the theoretical and empirical sources of
the two, and are concerned that some of their basic assumptions are so different that the
integration is flawed (Möller and Halinen-Kaila 1998; Mattsson, 1997).  Mattsson
(1997) suggests that RM should be classified into two streams – the “extended
interpretation” which is the most recent formulation (e.g Grönroos, 2000; 1999; 1994;
Gummesson, 1999; 1995) and the “limited interpretation” which is the original
formulation (e.g Berry, 1983).  The extended interpretation expands the application of
RM and brings it closer to INA.  Mattsson (1997) agrees that the extended interpretation
is very similar to INA.

Grönroos (2000: 26) defines marketing as “….
to identify and establish, maintain and enhance, and when necessary terminate relationships with
customers (and other parties) so that the objectives regarding economic and other variables of all parties
are met…..”.

He adds that “hence, the basic concept of marketing is the relationship itself rather than
singular exchanges that occur in the relationship” (Grönroos, 1999: 329).  For
Gummesson (1999: 1), “relationship marketing is marketing seen as relationships,
networks and interactions”.  Both scholars clarify the differences between the service
and consumer contexts as opposed to the industrial context, but emphasize that their
view of interactions, relationships and networks are applicable to all contexts.  Other
RM works including Hunt, (1997); Sheth and Parvatiyar (1995); Hunt and Morgan
(1994); Morgan and Hunt (1994); and Kotler (1992) state clearly that the partners in
such exchanges would include all actors in the firm’s enviroment including business
units, suppliers, competitors, non-profit organizations, government agencies and
customers.  Therefore, the rationale for these relationships with market actors is the
long-term profit of each firm by exchanging resources.
 
 The methods for establishing, maintaining, and enhancing relationships as suggested by
these scholars are very similar to those suggested in INA.  On a general level, proactive
strategies are suggested for soliciting cooperation and relationships with other market
actors.  The partners will oil the relationships by ensuring mutual gain in a long-term
perspective.  Here the words cooperation, partnerships, partnered networks, win-win,
mutual gain etc. are used.  The underlying governing processes (“key mediating
variables”) of these win-win relationships are commitment, trust, cooperation, and
adaptations (Grönroos, 1999; 1994; Gummesson 1996; 1995; Berry, 1995; Hunt and
Morgan, 1994; Morgan and Hunt, 1994; Kotler, 1992).  In addition, Grönroos (1999)
suggests changes in the strategies and tactics of relationship-marketing partners both
externally and internally.  Through these changes, the firm would, internally, be better
oriented towards the relationship perspective as a whole as well as better organized to
meet the demands for commitment and trust within the interactions.  Externally the firm
will more actively solicit relationships and create a flexible mind-set, structures and
processes for meeting the variable needs of business interactions.
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 Furthermore, Grönroos (1997) calls the attention of relationship marketers to the need to
concentrate on their resources and capabilities in implementing the relationship strategy
he proposes.  He emphasizes that the strategy is applicable both within consumer
marketing contexts and interorganizational networks.  He divides the resources of a
firm, in a relationship marketing context, "into five groups: personnel; technology;
knowledge and information; customer's time and the customer".
 
 Calonius, (1992: 44) defines resources as "tangibles or intangibles" that have "actual or
potential....but not necessarily money value.." and that can be employed for activities.
He makes a dual classification of resources -- according to "centrality" and according to
"exploitability".  The classification according to centrality is intended to show the
relative importance of the various resource types while the classification according to
exploitability is done according to how exploitable "they are in the mind of a person" (p.
50).  With regard to centrality he suggests six classes:
 • Conation - willpower or the will to do something
 • Mental ability - the ability to feel, think and analyse
 • Physical ability - the physical ability to make concrete things
 • Things - material products and objects not included in the remaining two groups
 • Money - common medium of exchange with a standard value
 • Promises - assurances to do or refrain from doing something
 
 With regard to exploitability, Calonius (1992: 48-51) makes a useful sub-classification
into four types:
 • "Freely exploitable resources or exploitables", i.e., "all resources a person feels
he can avail himself of without restrictions of any kind"
 • "Constrained resources or resources to be used for certain purposes only", i.e.,
"resources that a person feels restricted in using"
 • Committed resources", i.e., "that part of a person´s resources which he has
promised to give to someone else, or to use for some more or less specific purpose"
 • "Unexploitable resources or unexploitables", i.e., resources that cannot be
accessed without restrictions.  (Calonius, 1992).
 
 Both Calonius' and Grönroos' classifications add useful insight and categories to the
understanding and classification of resources.  Particularly, Calonius' classification on
the basis of exploitability is very useful in a relationship and network context. Resources
that are unexploitable are of no use; committed resources are unavailable in other
relationships; constrained resources cannot be used in other business contexts etc.

Two RM scholars who have written specifically on competition between networks are
Hunt and Morgan (1994) and Kotler (1992).  In defining a business network, Hunt and
Morgan (1994: 22) add that:
"although each firm is independently owned, the extent of cooperation and coordination among the firms
is so great that company boundaries become "fuzzy"...(my emphases)

For them the era of "network competition" has started.  Companies cannot succeed on
their own, but must be involved in a network where resources are pooled together for
success.  Because "some networks achieve extraordinary success, while others fail
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abysmally" the reasons behind the success of networks cannot be taken for granted (p.
19).  "The current situation in the auto industry" is described as an example of network
competition.
"Ford no longer just competes with Nissan and Volkswagen; rather, Ford and all its partners compete
with Nissan and all its partners" (italics original).

Kotler (1992: 13) adds to the network competition view when he states: "the fact is,
single companies no longer compete; their networks do".  In comparing the competitive
successes of companies against each other ,e.g. of Levi's against Wrangler, the author
adds that "much depends on the relative efficiency and effectiveness of the two
competitor's networks".  Thus, competition between individual companies is being
replaced by competition between networks.  “Ford no longer competes with just Nissan
and Volkswagen; rather Ford and all its partners compete with Nissan and its partners
and Volkswagen its partners" (Hunt and Morgan, 1994; 22).  "Competition is between
networks, not companies!  The winner is the company with the better network" (Kotler,
1992) (my emphases).

It should be noted that the foregoing references do not provide specific analytical
frameworks, and, n general, RM, on its own, has provided very little of specific
frameworks and studies within interactions in industrial markets.  Most of the studies
and frameworks within RM still deal with services marketing – issues of service quality
and other aspects of service marketing within consumer contexts.  Some models of
relationships within RM relevant to industrial markets are found in Liljander and
Strandvik (1995), and Holmlund (1995).  Also (Grönroos, 1979) presents a framework
for the application of service marketing knowledge in the study of industrial services.
Therefore, INA scholars and others have criticized RM för general suggestions but not
specific studies and frameworks relating to industrial marketing (Mattsson, 1997;
Möller and Halinen-Kaila, 1998).  However this dilemma is solved if we remember that
leading RM scholars acknowledge INA as a precursor and also integrate it into RM.
Therefore INA frameworks and lessons can be used to make RM-related contributions.
The specific aspects in which RM wishes to use INA frameworks are within areas
mentioned by Mattsson (1997) as areas where RM lacks its own elaborate frameworks,
i.e areas within “dyadic interaction and adaptation, embededdness of dyads, time
perspectives of change and stability...” which are also within the subject area of this
dissertation.  On the other hand, large number of studies and established frameworks of
RM that deal with service interactions and service and relationship quality (Grönroos,
2000; Grönroos, 1990; Grönroos, 1996; Liljander and Strandvik, 1995; Holmlund,
1999a) can also be used for studies of marketing of industrial services.  Since service
aspects are strong in many industrial marketing situations the teachings of service
marketing are relevant here (Grönroos, 1979).  Service interactions models can
contribute to studies of network interactions and relationships.

In the final analysis, RM is a useful contribution to the framework of this dissertation in
the following ways.  The research and propositions regarding the importance and modes
of establishing and maintaining relationships and networks support the relationship
approach to project business suggested by this dissertation.  The definition of marketing
supports the propositions of INA and provide armoury for the assumptions and
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propositions of this dissertation.  Both Calonius’ and Gronroos’ classifications give
useful insights to the classification of resources.  Particularly, Calonius’ classification
on the basis of exploitability is very useful in a relationship and network context.
Resources that are unexpoitable are of no use; commited resources are unavailable for
the project network; and constrained resources are limited in their usefulnes for the
project network.

3.5.2 The Resource-based View (RBV)

The formulation of RBV presented here includes the newer strand of research
sometimes referred to as business strategy research.  Even though business strategy
research (see e.g., Prahalad and Hamel, 1990) has some differences with the traditional
RBV (see e.g. Penrose, 1959), many RBV and strategy researchers combine them.
RBV, as we know it today, started with the work of Penrose (1959).  She defines the
firm as a collection of resources and its aim is to acquire and organize these resources
for its survival and for the satisfaction of the demands of the market (cf. Grant 1997:
110).  Traditional economics had recognized the role of resources (classified as land,
labour and capital) in the survival and growth of economic units, but Penrose (1959)
expanded the traditional view of resources and renewed interest in the analysis of them.
According to Barney (1991: 101)
“....firm resources include assets, capabilities, organizational processes, firm attributes, information,
knowledge, etc. controlled by a firm that enable the firm to conceive of and implement strategies that
improve its efficiency and effectiveness”

The main thrust of the view is to identify the varied resources of a company, their role in
its survival and how the company develops them for “sustained competitive advantage”
(Penrose, 1959; Wenerfelt, 1984; Barney, 1991; von Krogh and Roos, 1995).

According to Barney (1991) two important assumptions lie at the bases of the RBV:
firms, even within the same industry, may possess heterogeneous resources and the
resources are not perfectly mobile across the firms.  This means that the resources
possessed by different firms are different and they cannot easily be transferred.  He
suggests four further attributes of resources that make them sources of “sustained
competitive advantage” -- value, rarity imperfect imitability and imperfect
substitutability – the existence of which enable companies to create “sustained
competitive advantage” by properly managing their resource base.  Valuability means
that the resources enable the firm to “improve its efficiency and effectiveness”.  Rarity
implies that the resource is possessed by only a small number of firms.  Imperfect
imitability means that the resource or the firm’s mode of using it cannot easily be
copied.  Imperfect substitutability means that perfect substitutes for the resource do not
exist, or that it is impossible for other firms to perfectly imitate the resource (see also
von Krogh and Roos, 1995).

Whereas the RBV recognizes a wide range of possible resources, it further assumes that
no firm can possess all resources.  Furthermore, the particular range of resources
possessed by a firm may not all be imitable or immobile, and imitability and immobility
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may not last forever.  Therefore, many RBV-strategists suggest that firms should
develop “core capabilities” as unique and imitable resources for their survival (see
Prahalad and Hamel, 1990).  As a result, some RBV theorists suggest a difference
between resources and “capabilities” and recent RBV-strategists tend to concentrate on
firms’ “core capabilities” (or core competencies).  For example, Grant (1991: 191),
states that “there is a key distinction between resources and capabilities”.  “Resources
are inputs into the production process – they are basic units of analysis”.  “A capability
is the capacity for a team of resources to perform some task or activity”.  Other RBV
theorists are interested in a limited range of “core capabilities” which refers to “that
which a firm is able to perform with excellence compared to its competitors” (Grönhaug
and Nordhaug 1992: 440).  von Krogh and Roos (1995: 60) consider these “unique
capabilities” as “costly-to-copy inputs”29.  To make the concept of capability precise,
von Krogh and Roos (1995) suggest that it should be seen as knowledge applied to solve
specific tasks.  A firm has a capability to supply certain products if it has the knowledge
to meet a specific order.  This suggests that a firm’s capability is context and problem-
specific.  On their part Hamel and Prahalad (1990:82) give a broader definition of “core
capabilities” (or “core competencies”) as “.....knowledge, know-how, technology,
organizational skill” which “unlike physical assets....do not deteriorate as they are
applied and shared”.  It is important to emphasise that Hamel and Prahalad (1990) see
core capability as being intangible, as the organizational, individual and management
ability to “co-ordinate diverse production skills”, “integrate multiple streams of
technologies”, “harmonise know-how”, and achieve the right “organization of work and
the delivery of value” (p, 82).

While the extent and quality of a company’s resource possessions are considered
crucial, the acquisition of resources through relationships and networks is not a
cornerstone of RBV.  The use of acquisitions and strategic alliances is mentioned in
Prahalad and Hamel (1990), and Barney (1986) discusses “strategic factor markets” as
markets for acquiring resources.  (cf. Nelson and Winter, 1982: 62-65).  On the whole,
RBV has been very much an “intra-company” perspective that strongly stresses the
dependence of the company on its own resources and capabilities (Hooley, Saunders,
and Piercy, 1998) and inter-firm competition rather than co-operation, in contrast to the
network perspective.  To be exact, this is more true of the “business strategy” literature
and less so of the traditional RBV (see Penrose, 1959).  In general, however, a company
pursuing an RBV-strategy is expected to base its market moves fully on its own
resources and capabilities and its aim is to compete out other firms in the same business
and not to co-operate with them (see e.g. Prahalad and Hamel, 1990).  However, the
RBV has contributed to the INA frameworks of resources and capabilities.  It provides
some basic conceptual armour for this dissertation, even if not all its propositions are in
line with those of INA.

                                                

29 According to von Krogh and Roos (1995: 60) “In the literature such resources are discussed under a
variety of names, e.g. “distinctive competences”, “invisible assets”; “core competences”; “core
capabilities”, “internal capabilities”; “skill and capability” accumulation; “embedded knowledge”;
“business experience”; “corporate culture”; “valuable heuristics and processes”; and “unique managerial
talent.
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3.5.3 Inter-Organizational Theory (IOT)

This strand of research focusing on inter-organizational relationships and networks is a
forerunner to the Industrial Network Approach (INA) (Johanson and Mattsson, 1994).
IOT is in many ways very similar to INA.  The main differences are in the purposeful
design of the IOT network, the strong place given to relational contracts, and the initial
concentration of IOT on non-profit and public organizations (cf. Araujo and Easton,
1996).
Van de Ven, Walker and Liston (1979: 21) define the "the interagency network" as:
the pattern of interrelationships among organizations that are meshed together as a social system to attain
collective and self-interest goals or to resolve specific problems for a target population" [my
emphases]).

These networks use "recurrent and relational contracting" based on trust,
interdependence, and mutual benefit and lie between two extremes of governance
mechanisms -- markets characterized by "market-based discrete contracts" and
hierarchies (Ring and Van de Ven, 1992: 485).  Three main reasons are suggested for
the emergence and development of inter-organizational relationships – the need for
external resources, the desire to work together towards solving an external problem or
opportunity, and the social and psychological dispositions of personnel representing the
cooperating organizations (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Van de Ven and Walker, 1984;
Van de Ven, Walker, and Liston, 1979).  Interactions and events are suggested as the
important episodes that shape the developing relationships.  Within the interactions, the
role of individuals, trust, socialization, institutionalization, and negotiations as well as
assessments of the equitability of the relationships are among the most important factors
(Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Van de Ven and Walker, 1984).  One interesting finding is
that the kind of resources in the interaction determines the pattern of inter-organizational
coordination (Van de Ven and Walker, 1984).

IOT emphasizes the importance of processual and longitudinal approaches to
understanding interorganizational relationships.  The processual aspect is "focused on
the sequence of events and interactions that unfold to shape and modify an IOR over
time" (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994: 90), and is also aided by a stage-by-stage analysis.
The suggested process framework for the emergence and development of cooperative,
inter-organizational relationships perceives relationship development as a cyclical
process, rather than a sequential one (Ring and Van de Ven, 1994: 97).  This means that
each of the three main stages of negotiations, commitments and executions feed into the
other.  Importantly, the parties assess each stage for its efficiency and equity and may
decide to terminate it if unsatisfied.  Finally, the relationship may terminate when
certain aims are achieved and the parties agree as such.  A renogotiation process may
start again and the cycle will continue.

According to Park (1996: 798), the interorganizational network creates "collective
strengths" which is synergistic capability beyond that of single firms.  Tasks are divided
between the firms based on their core capabilities, which means that there is an effective
division of labour leading to "a higher level of efficiency and economies of scale and
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scope".  Park argues that the success of networks cannot be taken for granted (see also
Ring and Van de Ven, 1994).  Many networks fail to achieve their goals, and in general
they face formidable obstacles.  Governing an interorganizational network is a difficult
task (Park, 1996: 805-806).

Provan and Milward (1995) note that the array of interorganizational perspectives that
have studied networks have actually paid little attention to the network as a whole,
except for network governance and structure, and have ignored issues of network
outcomes and effectiveness.  In a comparative study of interorganizational networks of
public service providers they state, that the “critical issue”, both for clients, system-level
planners of the service providers (organizations), and funders of the organizations, “is
the effectiveness of the entire network of service providers, not whether some agencies
do their job better than others" (p.2).  The authors studied the relationship between the
structure and context of interorganizational networks of non-profit public service
providers and their effectiveness.  Structure was studied in terms of integration and
coordination.  Network effectiveness was defined as the extent to which clients and
some interest groups were satisfied with the services provided by the whole network.
The authors conclude that such a network will be most effective in conditions of
"centralized integration and direct, non-fragmented external control" and with network
stability and relatively abundant environmental resources (p.24).  This means that there
needs to be strong and close connections between the interorganizational actors, with a
central actor clearly in charge of network governance and coordination.  Even though
resource bounty is suggested as a reason for network effectiveness, the authors suggest
that it is not adequate on its own.  In their view it needs to be coupled with integration
and stability for high effectiveness.  However, the authors consider their findings to be
“preliminary” by agreeing that the findings need to be tested to ensure if other reasons
may not better explain the variations in performance between the studied networks.

While the preliminary model, findings and research methodology are informative, the
foregoing study is limited from an industrial network perspective because it deals
wholly with non-profit public organizations.  The desire for centralized integration and
direct, non-fragmented external control may be weak among for-profit market actors
compared to public agencies partly because of the need for profit which may create a
stronger desire among for-profit actors to avoid external control in their network
relationships.
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4 AN INTEGRATIVE FRAMEWORK

In this chapter the various frameworks presented earlier are used to develop an
integrated framework for analysing how collective network capability is created.  The
framework will enable us to view project business as network formation to access multi-
actor capabilities, and project business success as dependent on the successful
combination and governance of such capabilities, that is the creation of collective
network capability.  This framework also integrates the lessons of the case study
reported in Part Three.  An integrative definition of capabilities, resources and the
relationships between them is first presented.  A framework for collective network
capability then follows.  Finally the full process model for the creation and evolution of
collective network capability is then presented.

4.1 Defining Capabilities

The project business network exists to perform specific, clearly defined assignments and
tasks and to deal with critical events (see Chapter 2.5).  From the very beginning the
interactions are purposeful but initially involve only the central actors.  The project
network evolves by including new actors and by further clarifying the assignments and
tasks as well as time periods for performing them (project design and planning).  These
assignments are clearly documented at the stage of contract signature and divided up
among the actors.  In international project business there are a relatively large number of
tasks and critical events because the technical, contextual and relationship uniqueness of
the international project makes marketing unusual and demanding compared to the
firm's home or usual environment.  The successful performance of assignments and
tasks is a litmus test of capabilities (cf. von Krogh and Roos, 1995; Roos and Krogh,
1992).

There are also governance and coordination issues requiring activity links between the
actors.  Capability, then, is directly linked with the tasks of the network – actors are
given assignments because they are deemed to have the capability to perform them and
their capability is confirmed when they complete the assignments.  Therefore, on a
single actor level, capability is the ability of an actor to successfully perform its job
configuration.  In a relationship or a network, by completing its required job
configuration, the single actor contributes to the success of the network.  Therefore, a
single actor’s capability in a project network context defines its ability to contribute to
the activities undertaken collectively by the dyad or the network to perform the project
job configuration.  Conceptually, capability is a resource for a company, but it is also
based on a combination of the firm’s resources (cf. Rosenbröijer, 1998).  A firm
completes its assignments and tasks of product development, marketing, construction,
manufacturing etc. using a wider or narrower range of the resources listed in Table 7.
As noted above, many studies tend to be interested in the “core capabilities” or “core
competencies”.  In this dissertation, core capability is defined as the actor’s unique, or
major capability, that which gives it a competitive advantage over other actors (cf.
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Rosenbröijer, 1998; Grönhaug and Nordhaug 1992; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990). A firm's
core capability is likely to be, but not necessarily, intangible because intangible aspects
of capability may be more difficult to imitate, rarer, less easily transferable, and less
easily substitutable.  A business actor's core capability can include a piece of equipment
that enables it to successfully undertake activities to complete a task, or may be just
equipment or machinery, which of course may include some intangible capabilities.
This piece of equipment may be unique and may be protected by secrecy, collusion,
patents etc.  Other aspects of resources/capability of interest in a project business
context are discussed below.  They include aspects of the classes/functions of
resources/capabilities and their characteristics/dimensions.

In the final analysis, capability is more than the inactive resource base.  It is the
dynamism of resources; it is measured in terms of achievements.  In that sense it is not
possible to talk of capabilities without talking about resources, or activities, as well as
the completion of the job configuration.

4.2 Classification and Dimensions of Resources and Capabilities in a
Project Network Perspective

Classification
In practice “resources” and “capabilities” are so intertwined that it is difficult to
distinguish between them.  Despite the efforts of some researchers to do so (see
Chapters 3.3.3 and 3.5.1), the two are difficult to separate.  “Capabilities” are, in the
final analysis, based on resources but are resources in themselves.  As stated in the
foregoing, we define capabilities as the ability to complete the job configuration.  Actors
do this by using the resources listed in Table 7.  On one level, each of the resource units
or groups can create a capability of its own so that each resource group can also be seen
as a capability group.  Technological resources are also technological capabilities, so
that in practice the two terms cannot but be used interchangeably.  Usually, an actors’
capability is achieved using a combination of the different resource/capability groups.
To achieve pole erection and wiring in an electrification project, for example, an actor
will need a combination of physical, financial, technical, human, marketing and
relational resources/capabilities.

The classification in Table 7 intends to clarify the main categories of resources and
capabilities that are useful in project business.  It reflects an inter-organizational and not
intra-organizational resource perspective.  The third column “Functions in Project
Business” describes the possible functions of the resources in the context of this study.
The given examples of the resource groups are not exhaustive but suggest some
examples of them in a project business context.  The range mentioned here is wide.  The
actors in a network will possess some or all of the resources types.  We are looking at
the resource groups from the standpoint of the project.  Because of their wide range and
complexity, the project network arises to access them from a wide range of actors.
Additionally, the resource groups are not meant to be mutually exclusive.  For example,
human resources are intertwined with organizational, entrepreneurial, managerial and
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relationship resources.  This is because part of the organizational, entrepreneurial and
relationship resources exist in the personnel.
Different types of projects -- national or international; type of industry; size and duration
of project; new or old network partners; involving institutional actors or only private
business actors etc., will require different combinations of these resources and
capabilities.  The mix of various resources possessed by actors is a basis of their
capability and, thus, an important consideration in trusting them to deliver the
capabilities they have been tasked to deliver according to the job configuration to
achieve collective network capability.

Physical Resources/Capabilities
Physical resources are fixed and durable organizational resources that enable the actor to
provide support to the project network.  They include machinery and equipment, offices
and work facilities, and other physical assets.  Within the project recipient country, the
physical resources of the local actors are extremely useful for the foreign project
marketer.  Whilst the foreign project marketer will establish its own project office and
import durable project resources, it will most likely depend on physical resources like
offices, work facilities and other physical assets provided or arranged by the local actors.
If some of these are available locally, the foreign project marketer will be saved a lot of
money and effort.

Financial Resources/Capabilities
The financial wealth of the actor is a jump pad for participation in international projects.
The project marketing period is often long, so that financial resilience of the marketer,
in particular, is important.  It is equally important to have financial networks,
relationships and capabilities to arrange financing for the project.  Financial planning
capability is useful for the financial planning of both the project and the actor’s
participation.  Some big international projects involving rich countries have even
involved financing by the project marketer itself, for which the project purchaser has
paid through some kind of higher purchase arrangement30.

                                                

30 An example is the Finnish government’s purchase of Hornet jet fighters from McDonell Douglas.
Another recent example is mobile phone network builders financing the 3G investments of major mobile
phone companies in Germany, France etc. This is reported to have nearly caused the bankruptcy of some
major mobile phone network project marketers.
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Table 7: Classification of resources and capabilities. Author’s own conceptualization.
Resources/
Capabilities

Examples Functions in Project
Business

Physical  Machinery, equipment and other
physical assets of use for the actor’s
participation in the project.

Machinery and equipment for construction;
physical assets that support project activities
like offices, warehouses etc.

Financial Financial assets; financial planning
capabilities; financial relationships
and networks

Liquid or near-liquid assets for financing
project activities such as communications,
offers; negotiations, project planning, and
construction; financial planning and access to
financial relationships that provide solutions to
financing questions

Technological/
Technical

 Level of technology, e.g. possession
of state of the art technology and
technical solutions in terms of suita-
bility, durability and price/quality;
project design and technical planning;
technology transfer capabilities

 Price/quality sensitive, effective, suitable,
advanced and durable technology for solving
project problems; ability to design project to
meet set goals; transferring technology to the
recipient

Human Abilities of staff working directly or
indirectly on the project; staff's
experience in international project
business and ability to learn fast and
adjust to, among others, working
cultures of network partners and
project context

Abilities of personnel to undertake project
activities effectively; ability to work with other
network partners’ personnel ; ability to work
effectively in different (foreign) work and
social culture.

Marketing  Market and marketing knowledge
and capabilities; negotiation
capabilities; marketing relationships
and networks

Initiative-taking in marketing the project;
ability to overcome marketing hurdles like
offering, negotiation, communication and
logistics; accessing marketing relationships to
solve project problems

Reputational Images of social and environmental
responsibility; brand reputation of
products; relationships with local and
environmental interest groups

A good reputation with environmental, social
and political groups in major infrastructural
projects; usage of relationships with local and
environmental groups for the benefit of the
project.

Organizational;
Managerial,
and Entrepre-
neurial

Coordination and integration
capabilities; management ability,
organizational and entrepreneurial
skills of management; ability to learn
fast and adjust to new situations by
management.

Entrepreneural ability to recognize problems
and to deal decisively and correctly with them;
maintaining good relations with project
network partners; ability to create and access
relationships and networks for the benefit of
the project

Relationship and
Networking
Capability

Previous networks such as
technological, supply and financial
networks; contacts with, and ability to
influence political and institutional
actors, pressure groups, local interest
groups, etc.; relationship-building and
networking capabilities

 Previous contacts that easily provide
good network partners, e.g. uppliers, and
financiers; good contacts with political actors,
local interest groups etc. who would support
the project.
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Technological/Technical Capabilities
The level of technology, e.g the posession of state-of-the-art technology, and technical
solutions are useful in project design, construction and solutions to related problems that
crop up in the course of construction and installation of project facilities.  Another
aspect is required learning and technology transfer.  The relative level of capabilities of
the focal actors determine the type and process of technology transfer.  Therefore, the
technological/technical capabilities of local actors in developing countries should not be
overlooked or underestimated because they play an important role towards achieving
technology transfer.  Within technology transfer, no success can be achieved if the local
actors do not have some basic capabilities of their own.  This resource is also linked
with human resources

Human Resources/Capabilities
Relevant human resources/capabilities are the abilities of staff working directly or
indirectly on the project, the experience of staff in international project business and
their ability to learn fast and adjust to, among others, working cultures of network
partners and project context.  The staff involved in project business from all sides
should be able to handle the unique and complex situations of project business.  Human
interactions are intense, and experience might not help in all situations, but constant
learning, adaptations and adjustments will be needed in work and related social
situations.  Many multi-cultural contexts can be made or spoiled by behavioural
correctness or failure.  The human aspect is among the most important input to building
trustworthiness, learning, and adaptations.

Marketing Resources/Capabilities
Marketing knowledge and networks is usually a base from which to get to know of
potential projects.  When marketing starts, negotiation capabilities are required in
addition to other marketing capabilities to keep up the momentum and success.  Here
the assets provided by marketing networks should be noticed separately from the more
dynamic marketing and marketing knowledge capabilities.  The former is linked to
relationship capabilities and the latter to human, organizational / managerial /
entrepreneural, as well as networking capabilities.  These classes of capabilities are
responsible for initiative taking, and the ability to overcome marketing hurdles within
the offer, negotiation, communication, and logistics processes, for example.

Reputational Resources/Capabilities
Nowadays, the environmental effects of projects are more and more being considered by
financiers.  Even a relatively small, clear-cut project like the AEP was put through
environmental effects analyses.  Power projects like dams are susceptible to severe
environmental pressure.  The implementation of the planned Bui hydro-electric dam in
Ghana is meeting problems caused by complaints launched by environmental pressure
groups.  One could mention, as an illustration, that heightened environmental awareness
has shifted the opinions of many multilateral project financiers against big hydro-
electric dams that Ghana had very strongly planned to provide much of its electric
power needs.  Also the reputations of particular local actors might help or compound
such issues.  The actors should be able to negotiate these concerns with environmental
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organizations both in and out of the project recipient country.  This class of capabilities
is very much related to marketing, human, and relationship capabilities

Organizational, Managerial, and Entrepreneural Resources/Capabilities
Managerial, administrative, coordinative, and entrepreneural capabilities are required in
all phases.  In addition to their experience and skills, the ability of staff to learn fast and
adjust to the demands of the new situation in terms of these issues is important.
Entrepreneural ability is the basis of the inititial project search while managerial and
organizational ability probably takes greater momentum during the implementation
stages.  These are intertwined with marketing capabilities in project recognition,
appraisal, and negotiation.  They are required within project management, particularly in
organizing a project marketer’s new base in a foreign country.

Relationship, and Networking Capability
Networks are important for information gathering, and for establishing contacts with
financial and other actors to co-opt them into the network.  But a continuous capability
to create, maintain and access network relationships is also required.  The former is
more static, but the latter - networking capability – is the more dynamic ability to
establish, maintain, and develop relationships and networks.  It determines the ability of
staff to maintain the trust of important parties, local actors, local interest and pressure
groups, political actors etc.

Different Levels of Resources and Capabilities: Individual vs. Organizational
Capabilities
As noted, the resource groups mentioned in Table 7 are multi-faceted.  Some exist
within individuals (personnel), while others have their own existence as organizational
capabilities.  This dissertation deals with inter-organizational relationships, but as the
organizations are represented by individuals, the capabilities of these individuals are a
very important part of the whole capability structure and its evolution in the network.
Network researchers do mention the fact that individuals do the work of organizations
and that it is always important to factor in the issue in discussing organizations as actors.
It is individuals, representing their organizations, who apply their capabilities in
business interactions, or who, as managers, make the strategic decisions that guide the
moves of the company (Håkansson and Snehota, ed., 1995; Hamel and Prahalad, 1994;
1990; Stalk, Evans and Shulman, 1992).  However, since the individuals represent their
organizations, their capabilities work towards the organizational goals, especially in the
context of this study dealing with inter-organizational business relationships.  On the
other hand, organizational resources are a pre-requisite for the adequate functioning of
the individual. These include the organization’s physical, financial, technological and
other resources.

The point in raising this issue of the “dichotomy” between individual level and
organizational level resources is to recognize that the resource/capability classification
above includes resources/capabilities on various levels and lacking mutual exclusivity,
as discussed earlier.  The lack of mutual exclusivity is an inherent characteristic of the
resources, and has nothing to do with the classification itself.  The classification is
considered useful, among others, because it provides a better understanding and an
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analytical platform for viewing the diversity of resources and capabilities of actors in
international project business.

Dimensions
The dimensions of resources determine the bases of their contributions and their
combinations within the resource ties to perform the network’s activities.  Not all the
sub-dimensions presented in Table 6 (Easton and Araujo, 1996) are equally relevant in a
project network perspective.  Table 8 lists the more relevant sub-dimensions and their
meanings in a project network context.  The starting point of the analysis is that an actor
joins the network interactions because it possesses a range of the classes of
resources/capabilities listed in Table 7.  The issue here is then the dimensions of the
resources/capabilities within the links and combinations in the creation of collective
network capability.  The dimensions listed here determine which of an actors’
resources/capabilities can be considered for contribution to the network or which can be
successfully linked or combined with those of other actors.  Table 8 implies that, for the
sake of collective network capability, the capaibilities of networking parties should be
durable, evaluable, valuable, accessible, tradeable, versatile, and complementary.
Scarcity raises the value of the resource and its importance for the project network.

Table 8: Relevant dimensions of resources/capabilities in a project network context.
Author’s conceptualization based on literature review.

Sub-characteristics/Dimensions (Meaning)
Durability (the extent to which the stock of resources/capabilities diminishes despite
maintenance
Evaluability (ease or difficulty of valuing the resources/capabilities)
Scarcity (scarcity or abundance of the resources/capabilities)
Value (are the resources/capabilities currently positive/negative for the company)
Accessibility (ease of access to the resources)
Tradeability (ease of exchange of the resources)
Versatility (the ability to adapt the resource to different demands)
Complementarity (ease of combination with other resources)

4.3. Collective Network Capability
Aspects of the integrated model of collective network capability are presented here.  The
concept is defined and its structures and content, creation and evolution are modelled.

4.3.1. Defining the Concept

The concept of collective network capability refers to the collective capability created
for a network of actors through the combination and governance of their varied
capabilities.  It is, however, not merely a simple addition of the capabilities of all the
network actors.  The interactions and relationships can create synergistic capabilities.
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Therefore, collective network capability can be more than a simple addition of the
actors' individual capabilities.  It can also create negative collective network capability -
- network capability that is less than the sum of the individual capabilities of the actors.
In a situation of negative collective network capability, the activity links and resource
ties would not have functioned successfully, and network governance would have failed.
In that case, a number of actors could become highly dissatisfied with the network and
may terminate their participation.  Alternatively, the network will not achieve its aims at
the end of a period of evaluation.  Both the capabilities of individual actors as well as
collective network capability are considered dynamic.  This means that the amount of
network capability created by any network of actors will be very difficult to predict in
advance.  There are many factors that affect the amount of collective network capability.
They include processes and structures of the interaction, including the classes and
characteristics of resources/capabilities contributed; network governance; and
environmental structures and processes that affect the network.

Even though collective network capability cannot be a simple addition of the
capabilities of the actors, its level can be measured.  At least two types of measurement
can be developed – qualitative and quantitative concerning different measures of
business and social performance.  First we could use an input-output base in which case
we look at a Period 1 where an input is made or measured and compare it to Period 2
where an output is made or measured.  The level and quality of output will establish the
direction of collective network capability.  We could also measure collective network
capability against goal achievement.  In relation to projects that have specific goals,
success could be measured against the goals.  In situations where the specific goal is
unclear, periodic measurement could be made on the bases of productivity, sales
performance, relationship maintenance performance, competitive performance,
satisfaction etc.  They could be goals made by the network members themselves or by
the researcher or other outsiders.  The size of one dissertation does not enable a
development of measures on all the aforementioned end results, nor is it the intention to
exhaust the examples of bases of measurement here.  This dissertation measures
collective network capability on the bases of the achievement of the stated and
recognizable goals of the project network.  These goals are stated in the project contract
and other documents and operationalized in the job configuration.  On another level it
should be emphasised that here both positive and negative outcomes are seen at the level
of the network.  This means that, while the network as a whole may show positive
performance, some of the actors may show negative performances.  For example, in a
project to build a power station, the goals of the whole network are clear: completing the
power station according to certain technical, economic, financial, social, and time
measures.  The capability of the network could be related to its success on one or several
of the measures.  If the project is finished on time and within the budget then we can
talk of success on that level.  Where certification of the completed project is required,
the documented certification of completion will provide information about success on
various aspects.  Therefore, the type of criteria used is very important.  For example, if
success is measured in relation to the effect on ecosystems, then the technical or
financial success is immaterial.  But once success or failure is noticed, we can look into
how it was achieved from the perspective of network capability.  We may also then want
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to look at the processes and structures involved in the success or failure of creating
network capability.

This is not to say that the level of collective network capability would be easy to
measure.  One variable that makes the level of collective network capability created by
network interaction unpredictable is that each individual actor's capability can be in a
state of flux due its own internal organization and its relations with parties outside the
focal network.  Each actor may develop its capability as a result of network interactions,
and the level of network capability is also in a state of flux as a result.  But another
aspect of the dynamism of network capability is that, being a measure of the success of
activities for performing tasks, its adequacy is also determined by the level of task
difficulty.  This is why network capability is seen as an informative phenomenon – there
is a very high level of uniqueness of tasks, critical events, and environment in
international project business.

The capabilities contributed by actors in project business networks is based on three
possible situations: areas of capability where they have a comparative advantage
compared to other network actors (i.e. areas of core capability); a sharing of the
network’s job configuration on the bases of some ideas of fairness, national origin, legal
reasons or long-term relationship-building (i.e required capabilities); and a contribution
of capabilities based on the characteristics/dimensions of the resources, i.e the extent to
which the actors’ resources are durable, evaluable, abundant, valuable, accessible,
tradeable, versatile, or complementary (i.e suitable capabilities).  The agreement on
contributions follows a process of negotiations and evaluation from the early stages of
project negotiation until a selection of actors and capabilities to contribute are agreed
upon and formalized in the project contract and non-written contracts.

4.3.2 The Structures and Content of Collective Network Capability

Activity Links, Resource Ties and Actor Bonds as Structures of Collective Network
Capability
There exists at any point in time a structure of major governance factors -- activity links,
resource ties and actor bonds that make up the activity pattern, resource constellation
and web of actors in the network.  Figure 9 shows that actor bonds connect the actors to
create the web of actors.  The resource ties connect the resource/capability contributions
of the actors to create the resource constellation while the activity links connect the
activities of the actors to create the activity pattern.  Actors control resources and
perform activities.  Resources/capabilities and activities are closely dependent on each
other.  Actors come into the network with resources/capabilities of their own, but the
essence of the resources/capabilities is realized in the performance of activities at the
same time as the performance of activities creates new resources/capabilities within the
network.

As in Figure 9, the three component groups are interconnected in the general network
structure.  They are both structural and process aspects of the project network.  As noted
earlier, some of this structure is planned in advance with the division of assignments and
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tasks, but part develops as new tasks and critical events arise.  In this dissertation the
structure of collective network capability at various stages are described and analysed in
order to understand the process of creation.

The Content of Collective Network Capability
Collective network capability consists of a synergistic combination of the capability
contributions of the network actors.  As Figure 10 shows, each actor contributes some
capabilities into the network.  For some assignments, tasks, and critical events some
actors may work single-handedly, others require joint activity.  Joint activity is made
possible by the governance factors.  Even in the few cases of single-handed performance
of assignments, tasks, and critical events, we emphasize the fact that different actors are
performing different tasks in order to reach the common goal of the project network.
For the network as a whole, the success achieved in reaching the common goal is due to
the ability to access a varied range of contributed capabilities.  Joint activity is
materialized in activity links and resource ties that create an activity collection and
resource constellation.

Figure 9: Activity pattern, resource constellation and web of actors. Modified from
Håkansson and Johanson, 1992.

Figure 10 shows that the contributions of the actors to the focal collective network
capability may be only smaller or larger parts of their capability collections.  The
contributions might be core, suitable or required capabilities.  On the whole, the network
members agree on the contributions on the bases of some ideas of fairness, business
efficiency, relationship considerations, legal requirements etc.  Some actors may be
involved in many projects at a time and the focal project may even be relatively
unimportant for the whole organization or its project portfolio.  However, the actors
from each organization (the department, project goup or responsible personnel) who are
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involved in the focal project can be expected to take it very seriously, even if the project
is not important for the organization as a whole.
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Figure 10: The content of collective network capability. Author’s own
conceptualization.

4.3.3 Creating Collective Network Capability

The governance processes create a resource constellation, an activity pattern and a web
of actors (see Chapter 3.2.2).  As Figure 11 shows, these layers form the general creative
processes and underlying structure of collective network capability.  The conceptual
framework developed by this study integrates the reality of international project business
with the concepts as developed by network theorists.  The aspects of the conceptual
framework presented and discussed here reflect the focus of this dissertation on the
inter-organizational relationships of the network for project business.

Governance Factors as Processes Creating Network Capability
Project business starts through the initiative of one or several actors.  An institutional
actor may make a call for tender, or may contact business actors who are new or known
from previous project networks over the possibility of the business actors participating
in supply, construction or consulting.  In other situations, a proactive business actor
contacts an institutional or private actor and requests cooperation in reaching a business
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deal.  From this moment of first contact31 activity links for the project in question
would have been started.

Figure 11: The creation of collective network capability. Author’s own
conceptualization.

Activity links would connect parts of the individual actors' internal activity structures.
As implied by Figure 11, activity links are defined to connect a dyadic relationship.  On
the network level the whole pattern of directly and indirectly linked activities creates the
activity pattern.  Activity Links are ongoing processes as the nature of assignments,
tasks, and critical events are changing; as the nature of the interaction processes are
changing; as the actor composition of the network is changing; and as the capabilities of
the actors are changing.  Resource Ties are both the background to as well as the

                                                

31"First contact" here means first contact for the project and does not neccessarily mean that the actors
would be previously unknown to each other.  An old "sleeping relationship" may have been re-awakened.
Analytically, we want to consider every single project as discrete even though the business relationship
can be continuous.
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consequences of activity links.  Resource Ties connect the resources and capabilities of
the actors and become a resource constellation for the whole web of actors.  The
network draws on the resource constellation at various times to deal with assignments,
tasks and critical events.  Beneath the major governance processes are the underlying
processes which are more fluid and are sub-processes that underlie the major
governance processes.  The underlying processes of mobilization, coordination,
integration, cooperation, adaptations, recurrent and relational contracting are the bases
for creating the web of actors, activity pattern, and resource constellation.

Figure 10 also shows that the actors may be contributing only parts of their total
resource structures to the focal network.  Many project actors may have many projects
going on simultaneously, and otherwise have other kinds of businesses and
organizational activities employing their resources.  This is an important point to
remember, because the capability contributions may not necessarily be core capability
contributions but may be based on suitability or need. (cf. Dubois and Gadde, 2000;
Calonius, 1992).

4.3.4 Evolution of Collective Network Capability

The capability of the individual actors can evolve in a positive or negative way during
and through the interactions (Rosenbröijer, 1998).  Therefore, the capability of network
members or of the focal network may not be the same at the end of a project compared
to its beginning.  Industrial network studies have shown that the interaction is a complex
social, political, and business process.  The behaviours of the actors playing out not just
their official business roles, but also their social and political roles (Håkansson and
Snehota, ed., 1995; Cunningham and Turnbull, 1982), are intertwined with their
capabilities, and, therefore, affect the final form of collective network capability.

This dissertation  studies the evolution of collective network capability over the phases
of the project (see Chapter 2.4 for a discussion of the phasing of the project life cycle).
The aim, therefore, is to analyse changes and the reasons for them

Table 5 compares the types of general assignments and tasks that could exist in a project
network with the type of capability required to perform them; Table 9 shows the
existence or otherwise of collective network capability and summarizes the types of
capability required at various phases.

Pre-Project Phase
This is defined as the phase before the purchaser and marketer have contacted each other
concerning the project in question.  As Table 9 shows, no collective network capability
exists at this stage; rather the firms are acting as single units, trying to reach their own
business and other goals.  In this phase the purchaser or marketer may have a "sleeping
relationship", i.e knowledge of each other from a previous project but relatively little
current contact, as project business has been found to have a high rate of intermittency
of orders from the same buyer.  Even though many marketers maintain contacts with the
former buyers during the period between projects we can only talk about single firm
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capabilities at this stage because there is only a minor effort towards a common project
aim.  It is also possible that some or all of the actors are involved together in other
projects and have established collective network capability there.  Such a situation
provides them with a good relationship basis to build on.  However, collective network
capability from other projects is not wholly transferable to the focal project because of
the uniqueness that each project is likely to have.  The single firm capabilities will be
one or several of the resources/capabilities listed in Table 7, but as noted above these are
mainly of interest to the individual firm itself as by definition no contacts have been
taken for the current project yet.  The important capabilities at this stage will be
relationship capabilities.  In a situation where sleeping relationships exist between the
parties, such capabilities help to oil them in a way that can make their awakening easier.
The network contacts and relationships posessed could be a source of information, and a
conduit to other relationships which might turn a company’s attention to a latent project
opportunity.

Project Negotiation Phase
At this stage negotiations are going on concerning the shape or form of a planned
project and collective network capability.  To create collective network capability, the
purchaser and marketer may be joined by consultants; and the negotiations will involve
contact with other planners, institutional actors like regulatory authorities; business
actors like banks, suppliers and sub-contractors etc.  The negotiations concern the
design of the project, the design of the network and collective network capability -- the
required capabilities and who will provide them -- and ends in an agreement on the
provision of capabilities.  Initially, they are interacting as single, fully-autonomous units,
but by the end of the negotiations they have agreed to form a close network, governed
by some legal and business agreements, to create a pool of capability for project success.
The greatest dangers to collective network capability are critical events.  These can
come in the form of disagreements and conflicts between negotiating parties, for
example, about how to design the project (the nature and division of assignments and
tasks); the level and sharing of project costs; the nature and formulation of collective
network capability etc.  As shown in Table 9, this is the stage when collective network
capability is formed.  The table shows that the types of resources and capabilities
required at the negotiation phase are marketing, organizational, relationship, human, and
financial resources and capabilities.

Project Implementation Phase
This phase starts when the installation of project items begins.  As shown in Table 9, it
is the moment for testing collective network capability.  The planned level and capacity
of collective network capability is put to the test as the network has to meet various time
deadlines, as well as requirements and standards for time, cost, performance, use,
effectiveness, and satisfaction success.  The assignments and tasks of the network have
been divided out, and governance issues are very important at this stage.  The most
important aspects of governance and interactions at this stage are cooperation,
adaptations, and learning.  At this stage the potential number of actors involved in the
maintenance of collective network capability is large – project purchaser and its network
partners, project marketer and its network partners, consultants and their network
partners, banks and financial institutions, suppliers, sub-contractors, regulatory
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authorities, local interest groups etc.  Here too, the greatest dangers to network
capability are critical events.  Here failure would be extremely costly, as actors have
committed their capabilities and resources towards a specified form of collective
network capability.  Critical events could concern the implementation of project
requirements; disagreements in interpreting project requirements; events originating
from the national context and from actors outside the network like local interest groups
etc.  As shown in Table 9, the types of capabilities and capabilities required at the
implementation phase are marketing, organizational, relationship, human, financial,
technological, physical, and reputational resources and capabilities

Table 9: Existence of collective network capability (CNC) and types of capability
required at various phases of project business. Author’s own conceptualization.
Phase Pre-Project

Phase
Project
Negotiation
Phase

Project
Implementation
Phase

Operational
Phase

Post- Project
Phase

Existence
of
collective
network
capability

Individual
firm capability
or collective
network
capability in
other projects

Creation of
collective
network
capability for
focal project

Testing
collective
network
capability.
Issues of
cooperation,
adaptation, and
learning

Collective
network
capability
or its
dissolution

Individual firm
capability. Ease of
recreating
collective network
capability for
follow-up project

Operational Phase
At the beginning of this stage, the supply and installation of facilities have been
completed.  If the project completion report certifies the successful completion of the
previous stages, a guarantee period usually starts.  In cases of "turnkey-plus" projects
where the marketer is managing production or infrastructural facilities and continuing to
transfer technology for a period, collective network capability is maintained to some
extent.  It should be noted, however, that many of the actors in the network up to this
stage will be involved very little even in the turnkey-plus aspects, even though the
guarantee requirements would concern them.  As Table 9 shows, at the end of this
period, collective network capability is dissolved.  Further, the table shows that the
types of resources and capabilities required at the implementation phase are marketing,

organizational, relationship, human, financial, technological, and physical resources and
capabilities.

Type of
capability
required

Relationship
resources and
capabilities of
individual
firms

Marketing,
organisational,
relationship,
human,
financial
resources and
capabilities

Marketing,
organizational,
relationship,
human,
financial,
technological,
physical,
reputational
resources and
capabilities

Marketing,
organizational
relationship,
human,
financial,
technological,
physical,
resources and
capabilities

Relationship
resources and
capabilities of
individual
firms.
Capabilities
reminiscent of
implementation
phase for follow-
up projects
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Post Project Phase
At this phase the guarantee period is over and the project network is finally dissolved.
There might be continuing contact and follow-up projects for supplies of parts, and for
servicing and repairs.  Beyond that, most continuing contact is voluntary and strategic –
the actors attempt to maintain active contacts in order to be in a good position to market
and purchase future projects.  Actors who have had a relationship strategy will be
maintaining an active post-project phase.  Collective network capability is non-existent
at this stage, as shown in Table 9, as we can only talk of individual firm capability.  The
table also shows that relationship resources and capabilities are the main types required
at this phase.  However, if follow-up projects are undertaken for services, supply of
parts or technology transfer, many of the collective network capability requirements of
the operational phase will be called for.  Such follow-up projects are reminiscent of the
operational phase of the project even though they will likely involve a much smaller
network.

4.4 The Main Model

A Process Model of International Project Business: The Creation and Evolution of
Collective Network Capability in Project Business
This chapter and the model shown here summarize the discussions and sub-frameworks
presented earlier.  Figure 12 illustrates the full-scale model of the creation of collective
network capability in project business.  The model is also a process model of project
business in this perspective.  Various parts of the model and their theoretical and logical
rationale have been presented in the foregoing conceptual parts.  The model is also
informed by lessons from the empirical study presented in Part Three.  It describes and
analyses the development or evolution of project business relationships, particularly
relating to the creation of collective network capability.  The model shows that from the
early project negotiation phase when existing connected or unconnected actors take
contact to seek project business relations, the parties start activity links and resource
ties, and develop bonds through which they determine the contours of a project business
network, plan for collective network capability, and apply the capabilities to achieve the
aims of the project network.   The project business relationships develop through the
phases, mediated by governance structures, processes and critical events.  Governance
factors form the structures and processes of the network relationships.

The stage framework simplifies the analysis and presentation of the sequence of events.
This does not imply a deterministic approach to project business.  It is worth noting that
the perspective on relationship development adopted in this study and the model in
Figure 12 integrate the following analytical categories:

• input-output -- the study analyses significant inputs to the relationship process and their
outputs with regard to collective network capability.  Examples are relationship
investments in the form of resource contributions, adaptations, and cooperation.  Other
inputs would be reactions to critical events, activity links and resource ties and their
consequences.

• the nature of and changes in some specific variables – assignments, tasks and critical
events, the nature of actor bonds, activity links and resource ties and how they changed
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• process in the sense of the sequence of events unfolding over the period of the project –
the processes involved in the assignments, tasks and critical events, actor bonds, activity
links and resource ties.  The sequence of events is also analysed in the form of stages of
the relationship.

• major and underlying governance processes which are the process factors that cause the
creation and development of activity links, resource ties and actor bonds over the stages
and which determine

• the evolution of collective network capability over the period of the project

Intervening Process Factors
They consist of the governance factors and critical events.  These are the factors that
move the relationship from one stage to another.  They describe, explain and enable
analysis of the processes and factors that cause development of relationships.  It is
necessary to understand the intervening process factors in order to fully understand the
process of project business.  The underlying governance factors are the factors that start
the relationships, and that establish and maintain the network.  Major governance factors
develop on the heels of the underlying factors.  Together they build, develop and
maintain the network.  Critical events are the make or break events that test the strength
of the governance factors.  Regarding the governance factors, this study presents those
that are necessary to analyse the case study.  A researcher can select the factors which
explain his model best, and not necessarily all the possible intervening process factors.

Critical Events (Ces)
These are critical opportunities or problems that must be dealt with or solved for the
network to move forward.  If properly dealt with they have a positive effect, but if
unsuccessfully dealt with they may lead to a detorioration in the network relationships
or failure for the network.  The project business network is characterized by, among
others, cooperation/conflict, adaptations, and learning.  There is a strong desire among
the network actors to move forward and achieve the aims of the project.  However,
inspite of, and even as a consequence of a mutual desire to cooperate, adapt and learn,
opportunities and problems arise that can make or break the network.  Critical events are
solved by a combination of governance factors.  They are an important part of the
intervening process factors.  Studying them provides good knowledge of the process of
the governance factors.

Finally it is pertinent to say that there is an inherent process aspect in this model – the
issue of the creation of the network, the accessing of multi-actor capabilities, and the
movement through stages.

Using the Model
With this model, one can study the factors affecting the creation of collective network
capability and the project business process by collecting longitudinal data relating to
various stages of project business.  The researcher can investigate the nature of
relationships at every stage through examining activity links, resource ties and actor
bonds (the major governance processes).  Underlying governance processes can also be
studied, separately or together with the major governance processes.  The underlying
processes reveal the dynamic sub-processes that create the major governance processes.
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The researcher can also analyse project business relationships on specific layers, e.g.
activity links, over all the stages.  He can also look at a specific layer or various layers at
a specific stage or analyse one or several of the process factors through the relationship.
Critical events can also be studied on their own and questions can be asked, for
example, to what extent they affected the creation of collective network capability.
Another layer that can be studied alone or in combination with some of the others is the
resource/capability contributions of actors and the nature of the job configuration.  More
incisively, the researcher could investigate the changes of capability requirements at
different stages or compare different projects on those issues.  The researcher can do a
concurrent longitudinal study, or a longitudinal study where he collects data pertaining
to all stages only at a specific stage, e.g., only at the pre-project and operational stages,
or even only at the post-operational stage.  The requirements of a longitudinal data
collection methodology might be satisfied by collecting data even at the post-project
stage only, if only the researcher collects data pertaining to the previous stages so that he
understands the situation at each stage.  However, in that situation the danger of low
validity and reliability may be compounded, but are not insurmountable.
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Figure 12: A model of the creation of collective network capability in international project business. Author’s own conceptualization.
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PART THREE: CASE STUDY PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

The empirical study is reported in this part.  The study and the report here follow the
logic of the model summarized above (Figure 12; Chapter 4.4).  As Table 10 shows, the
empirical chapter starts with a presentation of the process and rationale underlying case
selection, data collection, and data analysis.  This is followed by a presentation of the
actors involved in the network.  The evolution of collective network capability is then
analysed over the stages of the project.  The analyses for the pre- and post-project
phases are briefer than for the project negotiation, project implementation, and
operational phases.  The analysis for the pre-project phase presents the background to
the network interactions and the genesis of the network.  For the purposes of this study,
a brief presentation suffices, because activities related to the project in question we very
limited at that time.  The post-project phase shows us how the relationships have been
maintained or withered.  At that time this specific project is legally over, and the project
network activities are formally completed.  However, I briefly describe the general state
of relationships between the main actors in order to illustrate the end stage of the
relationships for the AEP with regard to the dissolution of collective network capability.

Table 10: Chapters in Part Three
Chapter Summary of Contents
5 Rationale for selection of case study, rationale for and description of

process of data collection and data analysis including critical events32

6 Presentation of network actors and the project context
7 Analysis of the creation and evolution of collective network capability over

the phases of the project

5 CASE STUDY

In this chapter the case study is described and analysed.  The aim is to discuss
thoroughly the interactions and relationships in the Ashanti Electrification Project
(AEP) regarding the creation of collective network capability.

5.1 Case Selection, Data Collection and Analysis

In this chapter I briefly discuss the research decisions made and the background factors
that influenced the choices.  A thorough discussion of the methodology/research science
bases of the decisions made is done in Chapter 1.7.  Here, the reasons for selecting the
specific case are first presented, followed by the rationale for and administration of the

                                                

32 A thorough discussion of the methodology/research science bases of the decisions made is done in
Chapter 1.7
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data collection method, as well as the data analysis methods used, and finally, the
rationale for and administration of the critical event method.

5.1.1 Case Selection

This case was initially studied for my M.Sc. Degree thesis that I completed in 1995.
The research questions were different from the present ones but I gained a valuable pre-
understanding of collective network capability in international project business.  After
convincing myself that the phenomenon had been very little studied previously, even
though it had been alluded to in INA, I proceeded to design the present study.  The
original case selection decision was based mainly on a desire to study a project business
case involving Ghanaian/African and Finnish/Nordic partners.  The basic aim for the
M.Sc. thesis was to understand how project business was organized between
Ghanaian/African and Finnish/Nordic partners, and to explore what specific problems
came up and how they were dealt with.  One justification for this original selection was
that project business was an important form of business between Nordic and African
partners.  Another justification was that very little knowledge existed of business
between African and Nordic companies.  Therefore, the original case selection was
based on theoretical/purposeful selection (Maxwell, 1996; Eisenhardt, 1989).  In the
present study, however, the main criterion and advantage of the case is the fact that it is
known, on the bases of pre-understanding, to fit the conceptual/theoretical framework
within which the research questions fall.  Therefore, the present decision is mainly
theory-based and the selection is a theory-based sampling.  The case could also be said
to be intense, or confirming/disconfirming (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 28).  The
following aspects of the case have been useful for developing and explicating the
theoretical framework contributed by this study, mediated by the methodology of
abduction (see Chapter 1.7).  They are: a project business case involving
Ghanaian/African and Finnish/Swedish partners; involving a complex network of
private, and parastatal companies, and organizations; and an international project in
which the main partners come from very different business and economic contexts.
Therefore, the case satisfied criteria that were developed for making contributions
concerning the concept/phenomenon of collective network capability (see Chapter 1.7).
These include the uniqueness and complexity of the business interactions between the
project marketer and project purchaser, the complexity of network interactions, and a
wide variation in the characteristics of participating actors.

5.1.2 Data Collection

Rationale, Administration, and Sources
This study was considered to be best done as a qualitative, processual, single case study.
These decisions further implied an abductive study in which the role and effect of
context were important and had to be factored in (see Chapter 1.7).  Therefore the face-
to-face interview method (primary data) supported by project documents/archival
records (secondary data) were the available sources of information.  These two methods
support each other in providing the necessary information for the empirical study.  The
main problem of documents and archival records – retrievability (Yin, 94: 80) – came
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up very early in the research.  In the beginning of my doctoral studies, as the AEP had
just ended, the interviewees were reluctant to provide project documents.  Some of the
reluctance was apparently due to an uncertainty by individual parties about whether the
others might dislike the idea of providing me with the documents.  With time I managed
to establish the necessary trust and received some useful documents.  They were a very
welcome addition to the face-to-face interviews.  The semi-structured questionnaire was
used for the face-to-face interviews.  My experiences with using it quite well coincides
with the two main advantages suggested by Yin (1994: 80) – targeted and insightful.
During the interviews I usually started a topic by asking a series of questions on the
topic.  After the respondent’s narration I would request clarifications where necessary or
would continue to the next topic.  I also used the critical incident technique as a probing
device (see Chapter 5.1.4).  For example regarding the topic roles of actors there were
many aspects and contexts of actor roles, and I wanted to know both what the actor itself
thought were its expected and performed roles, as well as what other actors perceived of
the actor in question.  Therefore, I asked each actor what it was expected to do, e.g.
regarding technology transfer; what it actually did; how and when it performed its
activities; who else was involved; how the interactions were organized; and critical
events and how they were dealt with.  I requested clarifications for example on leads
that I had got from the present or previous interviews with other actors.  Each interview
took between one and two hours.  I was careful to be focused and as brief as possible in
order to be welcome next time around.  For my doctoral studies, I have made a total of
30 interviews relating to all the phases of the project (i.e excluding those made for my
M.Sc. thesis) (see Table 45, and Appendix 3).  Before then, several interviews had been
done for my M.Sc. thesis in 1992-94, on a different set of research questions, but
nevertheless providing a good pre-understanding for the doctoral studies.  The first set
of interviews for this dissertation were done in Ghana with both IVO and the Ghanaian
actors mainly in 1996.  Another set of interviews were done in Ghana with the Ghanaian
actors and in Finland with IVO in 2000.  A final set of interviews was done with IVO,
and other Finnish actors in Finland, and with the Ghanaian actors in Ghana in 2001.
Whilst the interviews (for my M.Sc. thesis) provided good pre-understanding for
formulating the present topic it is the last three that have focused on the present research
topic.  All the interviews were recorded on audio tape and later transcribed onto the
computer.  Most interviews were done face to face, except those with all other Finnish
actors with the exception of IVO.  The interviews were very well augmented by the
documents.  The documents were mainly 23 sets of minutes of the monthly meetings of
the project management group, 4 sets of monthly progress reports, 4 biannual progress
reports, and a varied mix of communication between the major actors (see References).

5.1.3 Data Analysis

Data analysis in this study can be broken down into three parts – data reduction, data
display, and conclusion drawing and verification (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  Since
the first sets of interviews for my M.Sc, degree thesis provided pre-understanding of the
present research area, data reduction can be said to have begun at that early stage.  This
oriented the creation of the theoretical framework and the later interviews.  Part of the
data reduction work consisted of interpreting the interviews and documents as well as
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summarizing and integrating information and knowledge from them.  The underlying
sub-process for analysing the information collected has been qualitative content
analysis.  This has been the main process interpreting the information from the audio-
taped interviews, transcribed written texts, as well as documents.  In displaying data I
have tried to use different forms of qualitative data display – extended text, matrices,
charts, and networks (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  The aim has been to provide a
varied and rich perspective to the phenomenon and to clearly connect it with the context
and the complex network.  The process of analysis has continued with conclusion
drawing and verification.  Part of the iterative, abductive process of this study has been a
constant comparison of the information from different interviewees and sources;
comparison of theory and previous research with the emerging knowledge of the
empirical study; and corroborating the interview information with the available
documentary information, thus achieving some level of verification and validity (Miles
and Huberman, 1994: 11).  Not least have been the very many occasions where this
study or its derivatives have been presented and discussed at local departmental and
external seminars, workshops and conferences.  Another important aspect of data
analysis used in this study is the structure of the whole study – pre-understanding that
guided the formulation of the research questions and conceptual framework and,
furthermore, helped to guide data collection, data display and conclusion drawing and
verification. The point is that the collection, final presentation and analysis of the data
followed the aims and structure set out in the research questions and framework finally
developed (see Yin, 1994).  On the other hand, the abductive research processes meant
that the above process was not linear but had iterative elements.  Finally the transcribed
interviews and an initial draft were given for comment to Mr. J-E Johnsson, (IVO
International), Mr. Asare (ATP), as well as to Mr. Abeasi (MOE) in November and
December 2001.

5.1.4 Investigating Critical Events as a Method in Data Collection and
Analysis

The role of critical events in relationship dynamism was discussed in Chapter 3.1.5.
Also in Chapter 2.5 the job configuration of the project network was defined to consist
of assignments, tasks and critical events.  Critical events are defined in this study as very
important or decisive opportunities or problems that must be dealt with or solved for the
network to move forward.  Even from its everyday language meaning, it is easy to
intuitively understand the importance of critical events in business interactions.  What is
not self-evident is the process of their effects, and what activity links and resource ties
are developed to deal with them in relation to specific contexts like project marketing of
the type exemplified by AEP.  As a result I am interested in this study in knowing the
critical events of the project network, their process of development, the activity links
and resource ties organized to deal with them and their effects on the collective
capability of the network.  Therefore a request to interviewees to discuss the critical
events and their effects on collective network capability is included in the interview
guides.
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The method of data collection by finding out about critical incidents owes its formal
origin to Flanagan (1954).  He formally introduced the “Critical Incident Technique”
(CIT) as a technique for eliciting the recollection of respondents to describe critical
incidents on issues of significance for the research.  Even though this was initially in the
contexts of occupational psychology, he suggested that the method could be used in
other research contexts as well.  As he put it “It should be emphasized that the CIT does
not consist of a rigid set of rules governing such data collection.  Rather it should be
thought of as a flexible set of principles which must be modified and adapted to meet
the specific situation at hand” (Flanagan, 1954: 335).  This has justified the modified
use of the method in various marketing research schools.  In services marketing the
method has been used to investigate the reasons for customer satisfaction/dissatisfaction
with services.  It has formed the bases of questionnaires in which customer recollections
and narrations of incidents which they found to be important in the service process and
which have influenced their perceptions of service quality or satisfaction have been
elicited (Edvardsson and Strandvik, 2000; Bejou, Edvardsson, and Rakowski, 1996;
Liljander and Strandvik, 1995; Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault, 1990).  In relationship
marketing research, critical incidents have been studied in order to understand their
nature and effects, on a longer term basis, in both service and business-to-business
relationships.  In this vein, Holmlund (1997) investigated the effects of critical incidents
on perceptions of relationship quality.  Roos (2002; 1999) compared the “traditional
CIT” by Flanagan (1954) with three variations of it.  In her view, the main drawback of
the previous methods is that they concentrated on “short-term interactions, i.e. service
encounters”.  She created a working modification for her study, the Switching Path
Analysis Technique (SPAT), since in her view, none of the existing methods fully met
the aims of her study.  The SPAT technique concentrates on a relatively longer period
and elicits recollection of several critical incidents that occurred before the recognized
termination in order to delve more thoroughly into the processes preceding and resulting
from the termination.  A similar idea suggesting the analysis of critical incidents in a
relationship perspective, i.e. considering the processes and effects of several incidents
that may have occurred in marketer-customer relationships, is suggested by Edvardsson
and Strandvik (2000).  The authors suggest that the “criticality of critical incidents”
varies over time and between customers.  Two intermediating factors are time (history
of the relationship and expected future developments), and situational aspects (e.g. the
competitive market-industry environment surrounding the relationship).  Likewise,
Voima (2001) studied the effects of negative critical incidents in internal relationships.
She developed a method called the “Negative Internal Critical Incident Process Analysis
Technique” (NICIPA) with which a researcher can capture and analyse negative internal
critical incident processes.  In industrial marketing research the focus has been on long-
term relationships and a processual perspective.  Studies by Holmlund (1997); Halinen
(1994); Liljegren (1988), have been concerned with the nature and long-term processual
effects of critical events on business relationships.

As stated earlier, the focus of this study is the interorganizational network relationships.
Therefore, the interest is in critical events within the interorganizational relationships of
project business.  Furthermore, this study is interested in their preceding and resulting
processes, activity links, and resource ties.  The method used in this study is a
modification on the original CIT of Flanagan (1954) and is influenced by most of the
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studies discussed above. Basically, interviewees were requested to narrate critical events
during the project business interactions (see Interview Guide).  They were encouraged to
recall and narrate events that they considered crucial either in a positive or negative
sense.  Another variation of the method was to help respondents to remember events
that they did not remember despite the foregoing probing.  These were events that I
knew about from other interviews and wanted to hear the versions or views of the
present interviewees.  In such cases I would tell the present interviewee that I have been
told that one or another event happened, or that somebody did or did not do something
at some time.  Their responses were often in the form of: “Oh yes, now I remember”,
which was followed by a narration of the interviewee’s recall.  I found this critical event
technique to be a very useful tool for eliciting recollections of issues and events in the
business relationships I studied.  The interviews were done after the events happened.
As a result of the period of the study, clarifications of some events and issues had to be
made several years after the events happened.  These facts meant that the respondents
did not always immediately recall events or did not describe them in the detail that I
needed.  Since I interviewed actors from several companies and organizations, I got to
know of some events after some initial interviews.  The CIT technique I used enabled
me to help other respondents to remember the issue, and to get more detailed accounts.

In sum, it should be noted that the term (critical event) is used in three different contexts
in this study: 1) as a method for eliciting recollections of past business interactions from
interviewees (discussed in this chapter); 2) as a method for probing and analysing
crucial events in the development of the business relationships (discussed in this chapter
and in Chapter 3.1.5); and 3) as a conceptual tool for differentiating between different
components of the job configuration facing the project business network (discussed in
Chapter 2.5).  The emphasis in using the method is to understand the precedent and
consequent events relating to the incident.

6. ACTORS AND THE PROJECT CONTEXT

6.1 Actors Involved in the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP)

In this chapter I briefly present the main actors who were involved in the network for the
Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP).  It should be noted that some of the actors
presented here have been reorganized over the period of this study and taken new
names.  The presentation here is designed to briefly present them both then and now.

Ghanaian Parastatals

The Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning (MOF)33

Ghana’s MOF was the ministry in charge of both economic planning and accounting for
the government’s finance.  It represented the government in financial negotiations.  The

                                                

33 After the change of administration in January, 2001, the functions of the ministry have been divided
between Finance, and Economic Planning.
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Ministry prepared recommendations for the approval or otherwise of all external loans
and grants received by all companies, institutions and organizations in Ghana.  In many
financial negotiations MOF negotiated directly on behalf of the government
organizations involved.  Even though final decisions on external loans and grants were
made by the President and Parliament, the ministry’s recommendations were among the
major inputs in the decision-making process.

The ministry usually appointed a committee to take charge of loan negotiations.  This
committee considered and decided on the appropriateness of loans and grants and made
recommendations to the Minister.  It worked together with the appropriate company or
government organization in the appraisal of loans and financial packages.  In cases of
loan negotiations abroad, the Ghanaian delegation could be made up of experts from the
MOF and the concerned ministry, company, or government corporation.

MOF possessed wide experience of negotiating with foreign companies and financiers.
Both the Akosombo and Kpong Dams, as well as much of the national grid were partly
financed by foreign loans.  In addition, the MOF had continuously negotiated financing
for a large number of projects and companies in the country.  Within the NES, the MOF
had been simultaneously negotiating with other foreign financing agencies for the
commencement of work on the other parts of Phase 1.

The Ministry of Energy and Mines (MOE)34,
MOE was in charge of planning, constructing and maintaining the country’s energy
facilities.  Most energy facilities in Ghana were state owned which gave the ministry a
big responsibility.  It called for tenders and awarded contracts relating to energy
projects.

There was a semi-autonomous Secretariat at the ministry that oversaw the planning and
implementation of the NES under which the AEP fell.  The Secretariat was headed by a
project officer, who, together with all of the other members, was an able professional
and civil servant.  During the period of the AEP, the country’s main energy facilities
were two big hydro electric dams (the Akosombo and Kpong Dams making up the Volta
River Project) as well as several oil-powered stations across the country35.  Both of the
hydro electric dams are sited downstream on the Volta River less than 100 kilometres
north east of the capital city.  From the two projects, extension lines run across most of
the country, even to neighbouring Togo and Côte d´Ivoire with both of which power is
interconnected.  Fuel-powered generators supply power to some communities that lie
outside this main grid.
                                                

34The ministry underwent a change of name and functions during the period of the project.  In 1991 when
the National Electrification Planning Study was completed and published and during the first visit of the
Minister to Finland in July 1992, the ministry was called Ministry of Fuel and Power.  Its name was
changed with the addition of the mines portfolio in late 1992 to Ministry of Energy and Mines.  The new
government that came into power in January, 2001 has restructured the ministry. The energy portfolio now
comes under the Ministry of Energy, which is now separate from the Mines portfolio.

35 As noted earlier, a number of significant new energy production facilities are being completed in the
country, thus increasing the level of power production considerably.
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MOE had wide experience negotiating with foreign project marketers.  It also knew very
well the various foreign standards in the power industry as well as price and quality
levels.  It had earlier worked with foreign project marketers on the Akosombo and
Kpong Dams, and with foreign and local actors in designing and constructing other
energy facilities, including the national power grid.  It worked simultaneously on other
projects within Phase 1 of the NES.  The project manager of the NES said, however,
that he had only general knowledge of the Scandinavian electricity industry and
technological capabilities.  Trans-Electric was the first Scandinavian company to seek
participation in Ghana’s electricity industry.

Volta River Authority (VRA)
VRA is a company under MOE.  It owns and operates most of the energy-producing
facilities as well as the high tension grid running from the dams to all parts of the
country and two neighbouring countries.  At the time of the AEP, VRA had taken over,
in the interim, the ownership and operation of the medium voltage and electricity
distribution systems in the four northern regions of the country.  The main reason was to
allow the authority to undertake a major improvement of the national grid in the area.  A
small part of the AEP fell within VRA’s jurisdiction.  The medium and low tension grid
for the remaining economically more significant six regions in the southern part of the
country was still owned and operated by the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG).
Power is sold from the VRA’s national grid to the ECG.  At the beginning of the NES,
the VRA was being re-organized in order to adopt a more businesslike approach to its
mission.  In the early 1980s, the energy facilities under the VRA were in need of
rehabilitation, and a severe drought in the early 1980’s had led to severe power
rationing, a fall in the revenues of the authority and a severe loss of public confidence in
the stability of power supplies.  Major rehabilitation of the VRA’s facilities as well as
the construction of new facilities are being done under the NES.

Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG)
This also a corporation under the MOE.  ECG owns and operates medium voltage and
distribution systems in the whole country.  It buys bulk power from the VRA-managed
national grid and manages the retailing of power and the planning, maintenance and
management of related facilities.  Thus, ECG takes charge of all electricity connections
to consumers all over the country (temporarily excluding the four northern regions).  It
designs and constructs all medium voltage and low voltage systems and supervises them
when another company has a contract to do so.  ECG insists that any new designs or
equipment must fit its overall design and equipment.  Even though contracts under the
NES are signed by MOE, ECG is the actual recipient of the projects.  The ECG has also
dealt with the other foreign companies involved in previous projects and in other
projects under Phase 1 of the NES.  The nearest that ECG had come, however, to
dealing with Scandinavian companies before Trans-Electric was, according to the
Divisional Manager for Projects, a Norwegian fellowship programme that had sent ECG
staff for courses to Norway.
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Ghanaian Consultants
Asare Tsibu and Partners (ATP)
ATP is the foremost Ghanaian consultant in the power industry.  The company was
formed in 1981 by two former officials of the VRA who had many years of experience
in Ghana’s electricity industry.  Since then the company has been the leading consultant
in the industry and has been involved in many smaller and larger projects.  It was
involved from the very beginning in the planning, feasibility appraisal, and design of the
NES and worked with Acres International (a Canadian company) in preparing an overall
feasibility report.  The company also completed the Ashanti Regional Electrification
Feasibility Study in January, 1990.  The study analysed design alternatives and their
feasibility for the Ashanti Region.  This study was a basic reference text for any future
projects in the region.  ATP was, thus, the most knowledgeable and competent company
with regards to Ghanaian electrification in general and the NES in particular.  Therefore,
it was easily selected as the main consultant (“engineer’s representative”) for the
project.

PowerDok
At the start of the AEP, Power Dok was a newly formed company whose owner was
also a former official of VRA.  The company was appointed as the junior consultant for
the AEP specifically in order to help it to gain experience in the industry.  This was part
of a policy to transfer technology through the project and to develop Ghanaian technical
and management capacity.

Ghanaian Sub-Contractors and Suppliers36

Sub-contractor 1
This is one of Ghana’s foremost indigenous electricity extension construction firms.  It
was formed in 1975 by the owner who still runs it.  The company has very wide
experience in the Ghanaian electrical extension and construction sector and has
extensive references of work with MOE, ECG, VRA and with many foreign companies
that had worked on projects in Ghana.  Within the NES, Sub-contractor 1 has worked on
various phases including the Accra Electrification Scheme with Best and Crompton of
India; Central and Western Electrification Schemes with Norelec of France; Western
Electrification Scheme with Nottenbouw bv (Int.) of Holland.  Sub-contractor 1 was one
of the companies included in a list given by MOE and ECG in response to a request by
IVO for certified Ghanaian electrical contractors.

Sub-contractor 2
This was a new company formed by a former senior engineer of the VRA who wanted
to apply his expertise as an entrepreneur.  As a company, it was inexperienced and had
shaky resources, but its owners (partners) were well respected and experienced
engineers in Ghana’s electrification industry.  Sub-contractor 2 was not included in the
list given by MOE and ECG because it was formed just about the time when the AEP
negotiations were being completed.  The company contacted IVO on its own initiative.

                                                

36 Three of the Ghanaian sub-contractors requested anonymity in this report.
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Sub-contractor 3
Sub-contractor 3 was an established civil surveying firm that had experience of
surveying for electrical line construction.  Sub-contractor 3 was one of the companies
included in a list given by MOE and ECG in response to a request by IVO for a list of
certified Ghanaian electrical contractors.

Sub-contractor 4
This was a small civil construction company that had experience in civil construction
and forest clearing. Sub-contractor 4 was one of the companies included in a list given
by MOE and ECG in response to a request by IVO for a list of certified Ghanaian
electrical contractors.

Wood Company37

Wood Company is a 20-year-old timber and sawmilling firm that has 60% of the market
for wooden poles for electrification lines in Ghana.  The company has 2 factories, and a
work force of about 660.  It has a close and trusted working relationship with the major
institutional players in the Ghanaian electrification industry.  Its supplies have been used
in all phases of the NES.  It was encouraged and supported by MOE under the measures
to protect and help Ghanaian companies to benefit from NES contracts.

IVO International (IVO)
At the time of AEP, IVO International was a subsidiary of the Finnish company Imatran
Voima Co. Ltd..  Imatran Voima Co. Ltd. was the leading power company in Finland,
commanding a 45% share of the electricity supply of Finland.  The mother company was
formed in 1932 and had since been at the forefront of power generation and technology
in Finland.  It had expertise in building and managing power plants and facilities
including hydro, nuclear, thermal, and gas turbine units.  IVO International was
established in 198138 to take care of the international marketing activity of the mother
company.  It had since then carried out projects in over 50 countries, including Kenya,
Tanzania, Egypt, Sudan and Ethiopia as well as Middle Eastern and South East Asian
countries.  Its "average turnover" at that time was about USD 288.5 million (ca. 288.5
million euros) and it employed about 1300 workers in the mid-1990s.  The company
purchased TE as a wholly-owned subsidiary in 1990, but left it almost intact and TE
continued to be based in Sweden.

Among the areas of expertise IVO International offered its customers were:
• feasibility studies,
• planning and engineering services,
• project management and supervision,
• construction management,
• operation and maintenance training,
• testing and commissioning services,
• R and D and laboratory services

                                                

37 This is not the real name of the company

38Up to 1986 the company was called IVO Consulting Engineers Ltd.
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As mentioned, IVO International had a long history of international project marketing in
many African, Asian and Latin American countries.  The company regarded itself as
being very knowledgeable about Africa.  However, this was the first project business in
Ghana.  IVO had, in any case, the benefit of previous work done and good relations
established by TE, that had pioneered the Ghana business.  IVO considered its entry into
Ghana as a central plank of its West African strategy.  Its project marketing had
previously been concentrated in East and North Africa in addition to parts of Asia.

In 1998, the mother company, Imatran Voima Co Ltd., was merged with another Finnish
corporate giant, Neste, to form Fortum.  After the merger, the functions of the former
IVO International were taken over (within the Fortum Group) by IVO Transmission
Engineering (IVO-TE).  In June 2001, Fortum sold IVO-TE to a company that renamed
it Eltel Networks Ltd.  All of the former business areas of IVO-TE and its subsidiaries
have been maintained in the new company.  TE remains a subsidiary of Eltel Networks
on the same bases as previously.  As Table 11 shows, IVO/TE have been continuously
involved in projects in Ghana since TE’s project marketing started in 1989.  At the same
time as IVO was marketing the AEP, TE was marketing the EEP.

Table 11: IVO’s and TE’s projects under the NES, 1989-2001. Author’s illustration
based on interviews and project documents.
Period: 1992-1995
Project Specification Period
Eastern Regional
Electrification Project
 (EEP) (TE)

Turnkey rural electrification including
330 km of lines with transformer
substations and 2500 consumer
connections

Marketing
started in 1989;
implementation
during 1992-1995

Ashanti Regional
Electrification Project
(AEP) (IVO)

Turnkey electrification including 330
km of lines with transformer
substations and 2500 consumer
connections

Marketing
started in 1989;
implementation
during 1992-1995

Period: 1995-2001
Material Supply and
Management Consultancy
(TE)

Material supply and technology
transfer for 540 km of lines with
transformer substations and consumer
connections

Implementation
during
1995-1996

Material Supply and
Management Consultancy
(IVO)

Material supply and technology
transfer for 360 km of lines with 64
transformer substations and 7320
consumer connections

Implementation
during
1996-1997

Greater Accra Regional and
Volta Regional
Electrification Projects
(TE)

Design, material supply, and
construction of 555 km of lines, 162
transformer substations and 8120
service connections.

Implementation
during
1996-2001
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Trans-Electric (TE)
Trans-Electric is a Sweden-based fully owned subsidiary of Eltel Networks Ltd.  It was
formed in 1955 as the international marketing subsidiary of AB Linjebyggnad which
was itself formed in 1939.  In 1986 the company was re-organized as an independent
profit unit of the mother company and allowed to market projects also in Sweden.  By
the early 1990s it had extensive expertise from projects of its mother company in
Sweden as well as of its own in over 25 countries in Africa, Asia and Latin America.  In
1998 30% of the total turnover of the company (in both Sweden and abroad) was from
business in Africa.  TE was purchased by then IVO International as a wholly-owned
subsidiary in 199 , but was left almost intact and continued to be based in Sweden.

The company has always been actively searching for new project business.  It learnt
about the NES and AEP when it studied Ghana as a possible project purchaser after
learning of Ghana’s electricity development plans.  While this was TE’s first project
marketing to Ghana, the company had wide experience of marketing to African and
other third world countries.  It was during its project in neighbouring Sierra Leone that it
found out about Ghana’s electricity development plans.

Table 11 shows that IVO/TE have been continuously involved in projects in Ghana
since TE’s project marketing started in 1989.  At the same time as IVO was marketing
the AEP, TE was marketing the EEP.

The Finnish Export Credit Co. Ltd.( FEC)
FEC was established in 1956 by Finland’s major commercial banks and a number of
industrial companies.  In 1963 the Finnish government acquired majority holdings in the
company and followed up in 1990-92 with full-scale purchase of the private shares.
FEC is a specialised financial institution whose main aims are to finance the
international operations of Finnish firms and to grant medium to long-term credits for
the purchase of Finnish exports.  A report described FEC as Finland’s most solid
financial institution for 199339.  In that year it made a profit of FIM 180 million (USD
34.6 million) of which FIM 100 (USD 19.2 million ) came from export credits and the
rest from investments40.

At the time of the AEP, the company’s loans consisted of officially supported credits
and market-term credits.  Market-term credits were given on purely commercial terms.
Officially supported credits consisted of credits under the terms of OECD agreements
including concessional credits given to developing countries.  The company itself got its
funds by borrowing from international capital markets.  When FEC financed a project it
loaned 85 % of the project costs.  The whole of the amount loaned by FEC was to be
used for purchases in Finland or from a Finnish company.  The repayment period was
usually up to 10 years with an interest rate of 0-4% depending on the grace period,
repayment terms and currency.  In addition, a charge was made by the bank for

                                                

39 The year in which it granted the AEP loan

40"Ilta Sanomat" 11.3.94.
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commitment fees, arrangement fees and legal and out-of-pocket fees.41  FEC demanded
a collateral, which, in principle the borrower could arrange by itself, but which can also
be given by the FGB.  While FEC had not earlier given such a loan to Ghana it has
given loans to many other African and third world countries and electricity projects.
FEC was, thus, well aware of the issues involved in such projects.  The Senior
Marketing Manager in charge of the Ghana portfolio remarked that his knowledge of
Ghana before this loan was limited to media news.  FEC has gone through a number of
re-organizations and was recently “re-established” in December 2000 as 100% owned
by the Government of Finland.

The Finnish Guarantee Board. (FGB)
FGB was established in 1989 to continue the operations of the Export Guarantee Board
and the State Guarantee Board, which were established in 1963.  It was a government
agency under the Ministry for Trade and Industry.  Its activities and liabilities were and
still are supported by the Finnish Government.  One of its main aims at the  time of the
AEP was the promotion of Finnish exports by granting export guarantees to Finnish
exporters and financial institutions.

Under its export credit guarantee, FGB guaranteed loans given by FEC.  It, thus, made
possible some loan grants by the FEC, by enabling some loan applicants to meet the
collateral demands of FEC.  FGB charged premiums for its guarantee and paid its
administrative and other costs with the income from guarantees.42  Also for the FGB,
this was the first guarantee to a project in Ghana.  FGB´s methods are, however, similar
in all cases.  The board’s decisions are based on an assessment of the country’s ability to
repay the loans, a credit rating based on reports of the country’s economic performance
and payment of its external loans.  On January 1, 1999 FGB was merged with Kera
Corporation, a Finnish corporate financing company, to form Finnvera.  The new
company combines the guarantee services of FGB with the financing services of Kera
Corporation.  The new company offers both export financing and guarantee services.

The Finnish International Development Agency (FINNIDA )43

FINNIDA was a department of the Foreign Ministry of Finland.  It implemented
Finland’s foreign aid programme and managed the foreign aid budget.  It represented
Finnish government policy in aid matters.  FINNIDA was headed by the Minister for
Development Cooperation who was appointed by the President.  The administration of
specific aid packages was carried out by various divisions e.g. the Division for East,
West and North Africa.  However, the minister made the final approval.

Whenever concessional credits (CCs) were awarded FINNIDA granted development aid
to help pay for interest on FEC loans.  In such cases FINNIDA carried out its own
                                                

41Finnish Export Credit, Annual Report (1993), Concessional Credits (1993) and other brochures and
reports of the company.

42Finnish Guarantee Board, Annual Report (1993), and other brochures published by FGB.

43 FINNIDA was recently reorganized.  It is now called the Department for International Development
Cooperation of the Finnish Ministry for Foreign Affairs (DCD).
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feasibility study on the project to see that the project fell in line with Finland’s
development aid policy and also contributed to the economic development of the
developing country as well as being technically viable.  FINNIDA usually sent an
appraisal team consisting of experts from a Finnish institution or consultant
knowledgeable of the issue in question.  For 1993 an amount of FIM 104.4 (USD 20
million) was budgeted and for 1994 an amount of FIM 155 million (USD 29 million)
was proposed for total interest subsidies on all concessional credits.44.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs has recently re-organized its development cooperation
activities.  The functions of FINNIDA have been taken up by the Development
Cooperation Department.  The reorganized department continues to take care of
concessional credits which continues with some changes made in its composition.

The Mixed Credit Committee (MCC)
The law required the Mixed-Credit Committee to oversee the CCS.  The Committee was
made up of representatives from FINNIDA, FEC, FGB, and the Ministry for Finance, i.e
the Finnish institutional project financing network.  Its function was to review all CCS
grants and to apply the rules of the scheme.  My research showed that the most
important views on the Board were those of FEC and FINNIDA.  The Board did not
need any contacts of its own in Ghana.  Its decision is usually based on the decisions of
FEC and FINNIDA, and the appraisal report.45

The Concessional Credit Scheme (CCS)
This is the arrangement under which FEC and FINNIDA provide financing for Finnish
exports to developing countries.  It is a combination of normal export credits subsidised
with public funds whose main aim is to promote Finnish exports to and economic
cooperation with developing countries.  A concessional credit grant is always supported
by an aid grant from FINNIDA that is used to finance the interest payment.  Thus, the
borrower gets the credit without having to pay full interest on it.  The borrower will,
however, pay certain charges to the bank and the guarantee agency.  Under the rules of
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (the Helsinki
Package) at the time of the AEP credit grant, concessional credits could be extended
only to creditworthy developing countries whose annual per capita income did not
exceed USD 2000 or, in special cases, USD 2465.  The projects should be those that
will normally not be viable if financed on commercial terms, but that are, at the same
time, technically and economically feasible.  The effect of the Helsinki Package, which
came into force in 1992, was to reduce the amount of concessional credits, concentrating
them on infrastructural and environmental protection projects.  FEC would provide a
loan of up to 85 % of the project costs.  The whole of the amount loaned by FEC was to
be used for purchases in Finland or from a Finnish company.  The repayment period was

                                                

44Finnida News, 2/1993, Export Credits and Aid, Report of Evaluation Study as well as other brochures
published by FINNDA.

45Since early 1992 the rules of the CCS have changed such that many CCS grants do not have to be
approved by the Committee.  If FGB, FEC and FINNIDA approve of the project after considering the
Appraisal Report the project can proceed.
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usually up to 10 years with an interest rate of between 0-4% depending on the grace
period, repayment terms and currency.  FINNIDA would then grant development aid to
cover the chargeable interest payments.  However, charges were made by FEC for a host
of fees.  Also FGB charged a guarantee fee.  Despite these charges CCS was still a very
cheap medium-term source of financing for poor countries.  Changes in the scheme have
recently been published (see Appendix 2).

Non-Ghanaian Suppliers
There were four important non-Ghanaian sub-contractors to the project: Nokia; Potila;
ABB Strömberg of Finland; and three British suppliers.

Nokia Cables
NOKIA Cables was a division of the large and multi-purpose Finnish company Oy
Nokia Ab.46.  Since 1962, the international project marketing arm of the company had
itself been involved in electrification project business and it had carried out over one
hundred electrification-related projects in countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
In the early 1990s the company was one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of various
power, construction and communication cables.  Nokia Cables had developed its own
versions of the Aerial Bundle Cable (ABC) called AMKA and SAXKA.  ABC consists
of insulated electrical cables bundled together to form a single insulated wire that is
easier to handle and install.  AMKA and SAXKA come with accompanying fittings and
accessories.  Nokia Cables and IVO International had a long history of cooperation.
Nokia has supplied IVO International for many of its projects in Finland and abroad.

ABB Strömberg
ABB Strömberg is a subsidiary of Asea-Brown Boveri (ABB) a Swedish-Swiss
electrical engineering corporation.  Before its purchase by ABB in 1987, The Finnish
company Strömberg had been producing electrical equipment since its establishment in
1889.  It was known as a Finnish leader in transformer production.  Strömberg had long
supplied IVO International with equipment for its international contracts, and therefore
the two companies knew each other well.

Potila
Potila was a Finnish manufacturer of steel constructed transmission towers.  Its total
work force was 30 people but it exported about half of its production.  It had been sub-
contracting to IVO International since 1991, delivering steel towers and cross-arms to
various projects, including one in Tanzania in 1992.  It delivered about 90 tons of steel
arms for AEP.

British Suppliers
There were three British companies who made supplies for AEP.  Hawker Siddeley,
Lucy, and Bowthorpe all produced electrical equipment and accessories. Hawker
Siddeley had a long experience of its own of contracts in third world countries, and it

                                                

46In the early 1990s Nokia employed 29000 people in 33 countries and its net sales in 1991 totalled FIM
15500 million (USD 2980 million).
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had previously supplied IVO International for previous projects abroad.  It supplied IVO
International with drop out fuses and fuse boxes, and autoreclosures.  Lucy Co was new
to IVO, but was well known to Trans-Electric.  It supplied fuseboxes for consumer
connections.  Bowthorpe was new to IVO.  It supplied mainly surge arresters.

6.2 The International Project Business Contexts of Ghana and Finland
(1985-1996) 47

This chapter presents the policy, regulatory, and business framework of Finland and
Ghana that impinged on the project.

6.2.1 The National Electrification Scheme (NES) and the Expansion of
the Electrical Power Sector

The NES is a programme aimed at connecting the national electricity grid to all parts of
Ghana within a 30-year period from 1990 to 202048.  In the late 1980s only about 35%
of the population of Ghana were connected to the national electricity grid.  With the
implementation of the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) and the Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP) from the mid-1980s the country had been moved from
the brink of economic bankruptcy to moderate economic growth.  The NES was one of
many programmes to rehabilitate and expand the country’s socio-economic and
production infrastructure.

It is divided into six 5-year phases.  Phase One, which includes the AEP, took off fully
in 1992 and most of the projects under the phase were completed by the end of 1995.
Phase One cost ca. $100 million and the total cost of the six phases wass estimated at
$729 million in 1990.  Phase 2 was completed in 2000, and Phase 3 will cover the years
2001-2005.  The programme includes both extension to and improvement of the existing
grid as well as construction of new generating capacity.  The overall scheme is also
broken down into regional and sub-regional projects that will be implemented over the
30-year period.  There are plans within the programme for the construction of a large
level of new generating capacity.  These are projected to consist of a combination of
hydroelectric, gas turbines and thermal plants.  The plans to construct new generating
capacity are proceeding smoothly: a new thermal plant in the south west of the country
to be fed by the country’s very small off shore natural gas and oil reserves has been
completed; the Bui Hydro-Electric Dam is to be implemented49; and the West African
                                                

47 Ghana's economic and political history, current economic situation, and the current project contexts of
Ghana and Finland are included in Appendices 1 and 2.

48See Ministry of Fuel and Power, March 1991: 11 "National Electrification Planning Study. Executive
Summary.

49 The previous government of the National Democratic Congress (NDC) had already awarded the
project business contract for the Bui Hydro-Electric Dam to Brown and Root Consortium which was to
help the VRA get some of the needed foreign loans.  However, the new government of the New Patriotic
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Gas Pipeline from Nigeria through Ghana which will supply gas for power production
and industrial use is under construction50  Whereas VRA’s generation capacity at the
start of the programme (late 1989) was ca. 1060 MW, it had increased to 1434 MW in
2000.

Part of the financing and implementation of the NES is expected to be done with foreign
loans and the participation of foreign project marketers.  The National Electrification
Board (NEB) is expected to prepare project specification packages about five years in
advance of every project commissioning date.  The package will include, among others,
technical, geographical and economic details of the project.  It will then be presented to
potential loan agencies for consideration51.  The Government of Ghana has expressed
its intention to encourage and help develop Ghanaian industries to participate in and
benefit from the projects.  This means that foreign project marketers who would team up
with Ghanaian sub-contractors would be viewed more favourably.  Furthermore, the
government requires effective programmes from foreign project marketers for the
training of the necessary staff of the Volta River Authority (VRA), Electricity
Corporation of Ghana (ECG), and sub-contractors as part of each project design and
contract package.

The Asare Tsibu and Acres International Reports
A serious beginning to the NES was made when Asare Tsibu and Partners (ATP), a
Ghanaian electrical consultant and Acres International, a Canadian firm with experience
in Ghana were commissioned in 1989 to do a feasibility study (The National
Electrification Planning Study) into the NES.  The basic contours and goals of the
programme had already been laid largely by ATP in various feasibility and
planning/design studies undertaken in the mid-1980s.  The initial studies done by ATP
concentrated on some of the country’s regions only.  Now a national Master Plan to
more clearly analyse the economic potentials and the technical possibilities of the
scheme for the whole country was required.  The main report of the study was published
in March 1991.  Before then ATP had published a report (the Ashanti Region
Electrification Feasibility Study) in January, 1990.  The total scheme in the Ashanti
Region, the country’s most populous region and second in economic importance to the
capital region, is among the most important parts of the scheme.  The project studied in
this dissertation (AEP) covers four administrative districts in the north-western and
south-western parts of the region and was expected to benefit about 101,000 people (see

                                                                                                                                              

Party (NPP) which took power in January 2001 decided to scrutinize the contract.  The government
assured Ghanaians that the project itself would go on but that it wanted to make sure the contract was in
the interest of the country. (www.ghanaweb.com : General News of Friday, 13 April 2001). In general,
however, the new government’s more democratic attitude has tended to raise the voices of environmental
opponents who argue that the project will flood important farmland as well as a natural park.

50(www.ghanaweb.com : General News of Saturday, 24 February 2001; Business Watch, Vol. 3, No. 1,
1998: 16-17

51 All parts of Phase 1 of the NES have been completed and were largely financed with loans taken from
foreign financing agencies from Sweden, France, Japan, Canada, the European Community and the World
Bank and with the participation of foreign project marketers
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map of the project area in Appendix 4).  Note that the AEP is only a very small part of
the total project for the Ashanti Region planned under the NES).

6.2.2 The Finnish Project Marketing Context and the Concessional
Credit Scheme (CCS).

Two strong traditions of Finnish economic and development policy support Finnish
exports to and international project marketing in the developing countries.  As a small
but highly developed economy, Finland sees its economic growth and the competitive
development of its companies as requiring internationalization.  As a member of the EU,
there are both national and union-level financial and other supports for Finnish exports.
For project marketing to developing countries the Concessional Credit Scheme (CCS)
was available to help provide some loans to the purchaser to pay the Finnish marketer.
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has drawn up a
code of conduct under the Helsinki Package, which regulates the CCS.  In general the
Finnish institutional/private project marketing network was active and positive in
participating in infrastructural projects that were seen as contributing to economic and
social development in the developing country and/or profitability for the Finnish
company.  Usually, a Finnish company going into such a project would inform the
developing country of the possibility of getting a loan and some financial aid from
Finland.  When the developing country secured the loan, the payments to the Finnish
marketer for supplies or work done would be made directly from the Finnish bank to the
Finnish project marketer.  FINNIDA usually provided a grant to cover most of the
interest payments, so that the developing country enjoyed a liberal payment regime and
a below-market interest rate as well.  In the early 1990s, the FEC loan could be at most
85% of the project cost, and the whole of the loan amount was to be used for purchases
from Finland, or for payment for work done by a Finnish company.  The scheme has
recently been reviewed (see Appendix 2).
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Table 12: Phase demarcation of the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP). Author’s own illustration based on interviews and project
documents

Pre-Project Phase Project Negotiation
Phase

Project Implementation
Phase

Operational Phase Post Project Phase

Time Period

Summary of
Activities

Up to the end of 1989

T-E undertook project
market scanning in
West Africa and
discovered Ghana’s
electrification
programme

Early 1990-
March 1993

T-E took contact with
and started and
negotiating with
the Ghanaians.  IVO
entered the
negotiations
from September,
1991.

Initial period: April
1993-April 1994 :
Late period: May 1994-
October 1995

Mobilization in
Finland; mobilization
and construction in
Ghana

One year after
commissioning of
facilities

Observation of
project facilities for
performance;
New material
supply and
supervision
contract

After end of
operational phase

Further project
marketing;
New contracts in
Ghana secured by
IVO and TE
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7 THE CREATION AND EVOLUTION OF COLLECTIVE
NETWORK CAPABILITY THROUGH THE PROJECT PHASES

The creation and evolution of collective network capability is now presented and
analysed.  The analysis continues according to the main model presented in Figure 12.
As Table 13 shows, the analysis starts by presenting the job configuration, followed by
the resources/capabilities contributed by each actor.  Then the major governance
processes are presented and then analysed by presenting and analysing the web of actors,
activity pattern, and resource constellation.  Following these, the underlying governance
factors are also analysed (the analyses are less extensive for the pre-project and post-
project phases, as explained further below in Chapter 7.1).

In Table 12 the whole period of the AEP is divided into five phases: the pre-project
phase, the project negotiation phase, the project implementation phase, the operational
phase, and the post-project phase (the theoretical bases of phasing are discussed in
Chapters 2.4 and 4.4).  The phases are also time-demarcated.  This is done by monthly
exactness and are approximate demarcations because the phases feed into each other.
Some deadlines for the start and finish of some parts of the job configuration were made
in the contracts, and the general beginnings and endings of the various phases were
apparent to the actors.  As a result of the demands placed by the legal contract,
particularly the financial aspects, the completion of each phase and the beginning of the
next were formally confirmed.  Even then some of the sub-projects of some phases
continued after the approximate completion of the phases in question.  In that sense,
some of the sub-projects of some phases fed into the following phases.  Therefore, while
not watertight, the phase demarcation of Table 12 is the time-basis for the following
sections.

Table 13: Project issues discussed in Chapter 7
The Creation of Collective Network Capability
♦ Job configuration
♦ Resources/Capabilities contributed by each actor
♦ Major governance processes
      Web of Actors, Activity Pattern, and Resource Constellation
♦ Underlying Governance Processes
      Mobilization, Integration, Coordination, Trust, Recurrent Contracting,
      Cooperation, Mutual Learning and Adaptations
♦ Critical Events

An important aspect of the presentation and analysis is that, in contrast to the strict
conceptual separation of activity links-activity chains-activity patterns, resource ties-
resource chains-resource constellations, and actor bonds-nets of actors-webs of actors
done in Chapter 3.1.4, as well as underlying governance processes in Chapter 3.2.2, it is
often difficult and sometimes not very meaningful to strictly separate actor bonds,
activity links and resource ties as well as underlying governance processes in the
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empirical presentation.  In practice, many major and underlying governance processes
are often symbiotically tied together to an extent that the flow and logic of presentation
is improved by presenting them together.  Therefore in the following presentations and
analyses on these layers there is no attempt to achieve a strict seperation.  Rather, each
part concentrates on the specific layer in question but its links and relations with the
other layers are brought to the fore.

7.1 The Pre-Project Phase

The pre-project phase is defined as the phase before IVO/TE took contact with the
Ghanaian actors for project business.  The presentation of this phase is intended to
illustrate the pre-project background in order to better clarify the subsequent
relationships, activities, and resources that created the ensuing network.  As noted
earlier in Chapter 3, in INA research the history of the relationship bonds are useful to
know.  The importance of the actors’ nets at this stage for the focal project lies in the
fact that those relationships of the focal actors were significant in determining the course
of the project.  The underlying governance processes will not be discussed for this stage.
As the specific activities for the focal network have not been started at this stage, the
purpose of the presentation of the stage is well catered for by the discussion of major
governance processes.  The discussion of underlying governance processes for the
following phase (the project negotiation phase) will mention any necessary background
issues from this stage.

7.1.1 Major Governance Process

7.1.1.1 Actor Bonds and Nets at the Pre-Project Phase

In this chapter I briefly present the actor bonds and nets that existed at the pre-project
phase.  The presentation of actor bonds in this dissertation is limited to describing the
various actors who were involved in the interactions and relationships and analysing
their general relationships to each other during the phases of the project.  The
presentation of actor bonds themselves is general and the factors underlying bonds like
issues of trust are analysed separately under governance factors.  The nets show the
nature of bonds between the actors who became significant for the project in the
following phase, the project negotiation phase.

As Figures 13, 14 and 15 show, the webs of actors in the pre-project phase can be put
into three groups: those in Ghana, those in Finland, and foreign business actors.  The
foreign business actors were not a single net because they were not clearly connected
between themselves for project business purposes.

MOE and ECG were the two major institutional actors in the Ghanaian electrification
network.  Through previous projects they were closely linked to ATP and, to a lesser
extent, to all but one of the other Ghanaian sub-contractors and suppliers who came to
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work on the project (the exception being Sub-contractor 2, which was quite new).  The
Ghanaian electrification net was, therefore, very evident.  IVO and TE were very new to

Ghana and so there were no “sleeping” relationship bonds between them and the
Ghanaian actors.  IVO bought TE only in 1990, so that the pre-project period shows no
bonds between them.  However, both IVO and TE were active project marketers and
their own project marketing networks were important in their activities.

MOF  =  Ministry of Finance and Economic
Planning
MOE  =  Ministry of Energy
ECG   =  Electricity Corporation of Ghana
ATP   =  Asare Tsibu and Partners
PD      =  Power Doc

TE’s Project Marketing Network

TE

IVOs Project Marketing Network

IVO

MOE

MOF

ECG

P D

W Co

ATP

Su-c

 # 4

Su-c

 # 2

Su-c

 # 1

Su-c

 # 3

Figure 13: Web of Ghanaian actors and their bonds with IVO/TE at the pre-project
phase. Author’s own illustration based on interviews and project documents
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The Finnish project business network related to IVO was also clearly evident.  The
company had a core of suppliers that it knew very well, even though the company
treated each project on its own merit in terms of suppliers the company purchased from.

Table 14 shows, among others, IVO’s business network as well as the Finnish
institutional network.  The Finnish business actors were not directly connected to the
institutional actors regarding such infrastructural projects, but IVO had been involved in
many previous projects together with the institutional actors.  The institutional actors
were, together, well connected through the CCS.

Of the foreign suppliers, IVO had previous bonds only with Hawker Siddeley, but TE
had done business previously with Lucy, while Bowthorpe was new to both of them.

Therefore, as Table 14 and Figures 13, 14, and 15 show, there were two unconnected
webs of actors, activity patterns and resource constellations at the pre-project phase in
Ghana, and Finland, and several abroad.  Due to the lack of previous project interactions
between the Ghanaian network and the Finnish network, there was no “sleeping
relationship” to build on.  As such, efforts to start project relationships could be
expected to be slow and even difficult.

Figure 14: Web of Finnish actors and their bonds with the MOE/ECG at pre-project
phase. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents.

ECGMOE ECGECGMOEMOE

MOE’s and ECG’s Project Marketing 
Network

POTILA

IVO
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NOKIANOKIA

ABBABB

FECFEC
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FGBFGB
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IVO           = IVO International Company Ltd
FEC = Finnish Export Credit 
MCC = Mixed Credit Committee
FGB          = Finnish Guarantee Board
FINNIDA = Finnish International Development Agency 
NOKIA = Nokia Cables Company Ltd 
ABB = Asea Brown Boveri
POTILA = Potila Company Ltd 
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Figure 15: Bonds between IVO and foreign actors at pre-project phase. Author’s
illustration based on interviews and project documents.

7.1.1.2 Activity Links/Chains and Resource Ties/Chains (ALs/ACs and
RTs/RCs): Marketing and Purchasing Activities at the Pre-Project Phase

ALs and RTs are first described in terms of project marketing and purchasing activities
and later analysed more closely to illustrate them further.

The marketing and purchasing efforts of IVO International on the one hand, and the
Ministry of Mines and Energy (MOE), and the Electricity Corporation of Ghana (ECG)
on the other, went on almost simultaneously until the first meeting between the parties
for project business. Even though IVO had been marketing projects in many African and
non-African countries since 1981, the nearest it had come to West Africa was as a
consultant for an electrification project in Senegal financed by the African Development
Bank in 1983-84.  It was, however, very interested in marketing projects to West Africa
and had decided to bid for projects there.  In 1990 the company purchased Trans-
Electric (TE) a Swedish company with extensive project business experience in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America since 1955.  TE had marketed several projects in several West
African countries, but never in Ghana.  Therefore, despite the lack of any knowledge of
each other that could have stemmed from an earlier project relationship, there existed a
large amount of contextual knowledge of TE and the Ghanaian institutional actors for
each other.  The large level of international and African business experience possessed
by IVO and TE gave them a good pre-understanding of the process of marketing
projects and establishing business relationships with the Ghanaian parties.  Both IVO's
and TE's pre-project activity had included studying the electrification project business
possibilities of Ghana, and following the activities of the Ghanaian actors in defining
and specifying potential projects under the National Electrification Scheme (NES).  TE
first got to know of the NES in 1988.  On their part the Ghanaian actors were very well
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experienced in project business with foreign project marketers.  As noted earlier, the
MOE and ECG had both been involved in many previous electrification projects with
foreign project marketers and many sub-projects within the NES were going on
simultaneously with the AEP. Table 14 shows the project-related activities of the
various actors at this phase.  Table 14 and Figures 13, 14, and 15 also illustrate the
actors, some of their relationship bonds, resource ties and activity links in the pre-
project phase.

Table 14: Project marketing activities of the actors as well as some actor bonds at the
pre-project phase. Author’s own illustration based on interviews and project documents.
Main Ghanaian Network
Company/Organization
(Main Function in
Network)

History of
relationship
with Purchaser and
Project Owner

Activities in connection with
AEP at this stage

Ministry of Energy (MOE),
(Central Purchaser)

Close long-term working
relationship with ECG

 Planning the project; Commissioning
feasibility report on project; Calling
for tenders/Seeking partners for
project business

 Electricity Corporation of
 Ghana (ECG)
 (Project Owner)

 Close long term working
 relationship with MOE

 Planning the project; liasing with
MOE in feasibility report on project

 Ministry of Finance (MOF)
 (Financial Partner)

 Close long term working
 relationship with MOE

 Assessing financial preparedness
 of the Ghana Government

 Asare Tsibu and Partners
(ATP) (Main Consultant)

 Close long term working
 relationship with MOE
and ECG

 Planning the project; Preparing
feasibility report; Seeking partners
for project business

 Power Dok
 (Trainee Consultant)

 Much less experience in
electrification projects
than ATP

 Seeking partners for project business

 
 Individual Ghanaian Actors
 Sub-contractor 1  Well known to MOE and

ECG in  electric
contracting

 Seeking partners for project
business

 Sub-contractor 2  Unknown to MOE and
ECG

 Seeking partners for project
business

 Sub-contractor 3  Known to MOE and ECG
in electric contracting

 Seeking partners for project
business

 Sub-contractor 4  Known to MOE and ECG
in electric contracting

 Seeking partners for project
business

 Wood Company
 (supplier)

 Very well known to MOE
and ECG in electric pole
contracting

 Seeking partners for project
business
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 Finnish Business Network
 Company/Organization
 (Main Function in
Network)

 History of relationship
 with Project Marketer

 Activities in connection with
AEP at this stage

 IVO International
(Supplier)

 Medium term working
relationship with NOKIA,
ABB, POTILA

 Seeking partners for project
business

 NOKIA Cables and
Electricals (Supplier)

 Medium term working
relationship with IVO

 Seeking partners for project
business

 ABB Strömberg
 Finland (Supplier)

 Medium term working
relationship with IVO

 Seeking partners for project
business

 POTILA (Supplier)  Medium term working
relationship with IVO

 Seeking partners for project
business

 
 Finnish Institutional Network
 Company/Organization
 (Main Function in
Network)

 History of relationship
 with Central Marketer

 Activities in connection with
AEP at this stage
 

 Finnish Export Credit
(Financier)
 

 Long term working relationship
with IVO International and the
 other institutional actors

 Very willing to finance Finnish
project exports

 Finnish Guarantee Board
(Financier)

 Long term working relationship
with IVO International and the
 other institutional actors

 Very willing to participate in
Finnish project exports

 Finnish International
Development Agency
(Financier)

 Long term working relationship
with IVO International and the
 other institutional actors

 Very willing to participate in
supporting Finnish
infrastructural projects in
developing countries

 Mixed Credit Committee
 (Financier)

 Long term working relationship
with IVO International and the
 Other institutional actors

 Very willing to participate in
Finnish infrastructural project
business in developing countries

 
 Foreign Business Actors
 Company
 (Main Function in
Network)

 History of relationship
 with IVO International

 Activities in connection with
AEP at
 this stage

 Trans-Electric
 (IVO’s Subsidiary)
 

 No previous working relationship
with IVO

 Seeking partner in project
business

 Hawker Siddeley
 (Supplier)

 Medium term working relationship
with IVO and Trans-Electric

 Seeking partner in project
business

 Lucy (Supplier)  Medium term working relationship
with Trans-Electric

 Seeking partner in project
business

 Bowthorpe
(Supplier)

 No previous working relationship
with IVO International

 Seeking partner in project
business
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 As Figures 13, 14, and 15 above show, the situation was one of disjointed nets.  The two
relevant nets, however, of crucial importance for the later stages.  Actors within these
nets had activity links and resource ties between themselves.  However, IVO had no ties
with the Ghanaian network, neither with TE before it purchased TE.  The purchase of
TE, however, created new ties for both of them, which were very important for their
project marketing efforts in Ghana.
 
 The various nets were introduced earlier in order to acquaint the reader with the various
actors/nets that were connected to the pre-project bonds.  The presentation above
idicates that implicit activity links and resource ties in connection with the AEP at the
pre-project phase can be traced only to the Ghanaian net and the IVO/TE nets as
illustrated in Figures 13, 14 and 15.  Therefore only these two nets are further illustrated
below.
 
 Activity Links and Resource Ties of the Core Actors at this Stage
 Both IVO and TE were well experienced in project business in Africa.  By purchasing
TE, IVO had also committed its financial resources to support it.  However, IVO’s
knowledge of Ghana was very limited.  Therefore, TE’s knowledge, contacts and
relationship capabilities in Ghana were decisive for IVO’s project marketing efforts in
the county.  It was TE that informed IVO of the project and that introduced IVO to the
situation and the actors in Ghana.

 Figure 16: Resource ties and activity links (italics) at pre-project phase between IVO
and TE. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents..
 
 
 As shown in Figure 16, IVO’s and TE’s resource collections were tied mainly in the
financial, relationship, and entrepreneurial/knowledge spheres.  Each of these areas of
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resource ties enabled joint activities as well as links between each company’s activity
structure.  Thus the two companies were connected for their project business activities.

 Within the existing Ghanaian network, MOE, ECG and ATP had very strong ties at the pre-project
stage, as shown in Figure 16.  MOE’s capabilities were very strong in the policy-making sphere –
influencing policy for the improvement and expansion of the power sector.  ECG, as the manager
of the power grid and as the retailer of power, was resource rich in managing the power grid, and in
helping to plan projects in the sector.  As the economic planner and decision-maker on resource
allocation, MOF was important in the financial decisions that helped to implement planned
projects.  MOF's links were wholly to MOE.  ATP, on its part, depended on the capabilities of the
four in creating power projects, and in creating a positive institutional atmosphere for the
implementation of such projects.  ATP was resource-rich in planning and implementing power
projects, and in their technical, financial, and management consultation.  The three formed a
relatively close-knit net which was very active from the beginning of the early 1980’s in planning
the expansion and improvement of the country’s power sector.
 

 
 Figure 17: Resource ties and activity links (italics) at pre-project phase between MOE,
ECG, MOF and ATP. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents.
 
 
 When the National Electrification Scheme (NES) was on the drawing board, ATP was
the major player which carried out feasibility studies, initially for regional parts of the
scheme like that for the Ashanti Region and then for the whole NES.  ATP was given an
office in the offices of the Secretariat of the NES.  According to Mr. Asare (ATP):

 “We were involved from the very beginning with the extension of the VRA’s national grid to the
north.  We did the route planning, load forecasts etc. already in 1981.  After the change of
government there was a cooling down period but we were again contracted in 1987 to do the
distribution design.  Later, when the NES came up we were contacted to do the planning for the
Western Region.  By this time we had done the same for the Brong-Ahafo, Northern, and Upper
West Regions.  The Ministry decided to put all this together into a National Master Plan.  We did
this together with Acres International of Canada.  In fact we had to do a lot of basic work like even
computerizing the locations (coordinates) of towns and villages from the scratch because these
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records did not really exist in a suitable form.  We had an office at MOE in order to make our
coordination with them easier”

 
 At this stage each of the actors was, however, heavily involved in its other networks and
other ongoing projects.  These other relationships were resources that the actors could
draw upon to contribute to collective network capability in later stages.
 
 Summary

The Ghanaian network had laid the concrete foundations for the project by
commissioning the feasibility studies on the National Electrification Scheme.  Among
the earliest foundations were the feasibility reports prepared by ATP on various regional
sub-projects in the 1980s.  The most interesting one in point was the Ashanti Region
Electrification Feasibility Study that was published in January, 1990.  The National
Electrification Planning study was made by a consortium of ATP (a Ghanaiana
company) and Acres International (a Canadian company) and completed in 1991.
Through these the general contours of the whole national scheme had been specified.
This clarified the project for TE, which had been studying possibilities in Ghana.  At the
same time IVO had been studying project possibilities in Ghana and its purchase of TE
opened up new relationship horizons, as TE was well established and competent in
project marketing in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.  By the time of IVO’s purchase of
TE, TE has already been in contact with the Ghanaian actors for ca. 2 years.  An
understanding had already been reached between TE and the Ghanaian actors on the
EEP as well as the AEP.

 7.2 The Project Negotiation Phase
 
 The project negotiation phase can be divided into two sub-phases: the period before IVO
purchased TE and the period after.  The whole phase took about 4 years, and each sub-
phase about two years.  In the period before IVO purchased TE, the latter was marketing
its project business expertise for both the EEP and AEP.  After the IVO purchased TE,
the former took over AEP business.  Firstly, the job configuration and the capability
contributions of the web of actors are presented.  Then the governance factors are
analysed by first looking at some major activity and resource chains.  Finally, the
underlying governance factors are discussed.
 

 7.2.1 The Job Configuration
 
 Table 15 shows the job configuration during the project negotiation phase.  During this
phase, the job configuration was characterized by the activities of individual actors and
very little network coordination.  Analytically we are still able to recognize and analyse
the configuration, and there are activity links, resource ties and actor bonds between the
parties as well as adaptations, and cooperation.  There are joint activities like project
planning, project appraisal and contract signing.  However, the parties may still see
themselves very largely in an individualistic mode.  One should note that whilst a strict
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differentiation is made between between assignments, tasks and critical events in the
theoretical analysis, such a differentiation between assignments and tasks is not made in
the empirical analysis.  Only critical events are clarified and analysed in Chapter 7.6.
The reason is that even though such a differentiation is very useful from a general
theoretical and empirical analysis perspective, it is not done in this case as, unlike
critical events, assignments and tasks are well anticipated and their solutions properly
planned for in advance.
 
 Table 15: A summary of the job configuration during the project negotiation phase
 Period: Late 1989-March 1993. Author’s own illustration based on interviews and
project documents
 Summary of Job
 Configuration
 

 Project Planning and Appraisal
 Project Negotiations
 Contract Signing

 Examples of
Assignments,
 Tasks and Critical
Events

 Project Design: meetings, technical and economic planning,
contacts and planning with potential suppliers and sub-
contractors

 Contacts and Interactions: visits, meetings, getting to know
each other

 Relationship-building: visits, meetings, getting to know each
other, adaptations, cooperation

 Visit of Finnish appraisal delegation and writing appraisal
report

 Negotiating and completing contracts with various parties
involved

 
 
 As Table 15 shows, the job configuration at this stage consists mainly of networking and
relationship-building (contact-taking, getting to know each other), as well as
negotiations towards contract-signing.  Table 16 shows the actors and their capability
contributions (discussed below).
 

 7.2.2 Major Governance Processes: Web of Actors, Activity Pattern, and
Resource Constellation
 
 In this chapter the web of actors, activity pattern, and resource constellation are
presented and analysed.
 

 7.2.2.1 Actor Nets and the Web of Actors
 
 The presentation of actor bonds in this chapter is limited to describing the various
parties that were involved in the interactions and relationships, their activities in
connection with project business and the resources/capabilities they contributed at this
stage.  Also their general relationships to each other during this phase of the project are
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presented.  The brevity of this chapter is due to the fact that these issues are further
discussed in other sections to which they are closely related and relevant.  For example,
activities/capabilities contributed to the network are discussed to some extent in the
discussion of the activity pattern and resource constellation, while other aspects of actor
bonds like issues of formal and informal trust are discussed separately under governance
factors.  The reason is that while it is conceptually useful to clearly separate actor bonds,
activity links and resource ties in the conceptual discussion (see Chapter 3.1.4),
empirically they are so intertwined that it is not possible to strictly separate them.
Therefore, we are avoiding repetition by being brief here.
 
 Table 16 shows the actors that were involved in project business at this stage, as well as
their activities and capabilities contributed to the project.  All the actors were introduced
earlier in Chapter 6.1.  Nets that existed at the pre-project phase were being connected at
this stage through negotiations and other project marketing and purchasing activities.
The main nets were the Ghanaian institutional network, the Finnish institutional
network, and the Finnish business network.  The foreign actors and the Ghanaian sub-
contractors are individual actors, but the Ghanaian sub-contractors were loosely
connected to the Ghanaian institutional network.
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 Table 16: Summary actor capability contributions at the project negotiation phase. Author’s conceptualization based on interviews and
project documents
 Ghanaian Institutional and Business Network
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in
network)

 Activities in connection with AEP
 at this stage

 Summary, Core Contributed Capabilities

 Ministry of Energy (MOE)
 (Purchaser)

 Planning the project; Providing expert knowledge on Ghana’s
electrification system; Planning technology transfer; Negotiating on
technical, economic etc. shape of the project with project marketer;
Political influence to maintain the importance of the project in national
budget; Connecting project marketer with important actors in project areas

Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Technological/Technical; Marketing and
negotiation; Relationship/Networking

 Electricity Corporation of
 Ghana (ECG)
 (Project Owner)

 Planning the project; Providing expert knowledge on Ghana’s
electrification system; Planning technology transfer; Negotiating on
technical, economic etc. shape of the project with central project marketer

Organizational / Managerial / Entrepreneurial;
Technological / Technical; Marketing and
negotiation; Relationship/Networking

 Ministry of Finance (MOF)
 (Financial Supervisor)

Assessing financial preparedness of the Ghana Government; Providing
expertise in negotiations

Financial; Marketing and negotiation

 Asare Tsibu and Partners
(ATP)
 (Main Consultant)

Planning the project; Providing expert knowledge on Ghana’s
electrification system; Negotiating on its participation as consultant

Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Technological/Technical; Marketing and
negotiation; Relationship/Networking

 Power Dok
 (Second Consultant)

Negotiating with ECG, MOE and ATP on its participation Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Technological/Technical; Marketing and
negotiation; Relationship/Networking

 

 Ghanaian Supplier and Sub-Contractors 52

 Sub-contractors 1, 2, 3,
and 4

Negotiating with IVO on their participation
as sub-contractors

Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial; Technological/Technical;
Marketing and negotiation; Relationship/Networking

 Wood Company
 (supplier)

Negotiating with MOE and IVO on its
participation as supplier

Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial; Technological/Technical;
Marketing and negotiation; Relationship/Networking

                                                

52 Sub contractors are treated collectifvely here because their activities and capabilities at this stage were very similar
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 Finnish Business Network
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in
network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed
Capabilities

 IVO International Planning the project; Providing expert knowledge on electrification project design,
particularly ABC technology; Planning technology transfer; Negotiating on
technical, economic etc. shape of the project with project purchaser; Connecting
project purchaser with project financiers in Finland

Organizational/Managerial/Entrepren
eurial; Technological/Technical;
Marketing and negotiation;
Relationship/Networking

 Trans-Electric Providing expert knowledge on electrification project design; Connecting IVO and
the Ghanaian central project purchasers

Technological/Technical;
Relationship/Networking

 NOKIA Cables and
Electricals

Negotiating supply contract; Providing expertise on ABC technology Technological/Technical;  Marketing
and negotiation

 Asea Brown Boveri
(ABB) Finland

Negotiating supply contract; Providing expertise on transformer technology Technological/Technical;  Marketing
and negotiation expertise

 POTILA Negotiating supply contract
Providing expertise on steel arms for electrification lines

Technological/Technical; Marketing
and negotiation expertise

 
 Finnish Institutional Network
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed Capabilities

 Finnish Export Credit (FEC) Negotiating project finance loan; Assessing
Ghana’s creditworthiness

Marketing and negotiation expertise; Financial expertise

 Finnish Guarantee Board
(FGB)

Assessing Ghana’s creditworthiness; Negotiating
terms of loan guarantee

Marketing and negotiation expertise; Financial expertise

 Finnish International Deve-
 lopment Agency (FINNIDA)

Assessing project’s development effects; Political
influence to secure monetary allocation for project
in national budget

Marketing and negotiation expertise;
Organizational/Entrepreneurial/Managerial

 Mixed Credit Committee
(MCC)

Project appraisal report Marketing and negotiation expertise; Specialist expertise of
economic and social development
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 Foreign Business Actors (Individually)
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed Capabilities

 Hawker Siddeley Negotiating supply contract; Providing expertise on
electrification technology

Marketing and negotiation expertise; Electrification
technology

 W. Lucy Negotiating supply contract; Providing expertise on
electrification technology

Marketing and negotiation expertise; Electrification
technology

 Bowthorpe Negotiating supply contract; Providing expertise on
electrification technology

Marketing and negotiation expertise;
Electrification technology
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 7.2.2.2 Resource Constellation and Activity Pattern: Creating Network
Capability by Establishing Relationships and Building the Network
 
 In this chapter some major activity links and chains, and resource ties and chains are
analysed and finally the activity pattern and resource constellation are summarized.
 

 7.2.2.2.1 Trans-Electric’s (TE's) efforts
 
 First contact was made between TE and MOE in 1989.  After receiving a positive reply
to its initial contacts, TE took further contact with the Ghanaian partners and expressed
interest in bidding for two sub-projects under the NES -- the Eastern Electrification
Project (EEP) and the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP).
 
 Visits were made by TE staff to Ghana to acquaint themselves with the country, with the
potential purchasing network and other potential network partners like suppliers, sub-
contractors, relationship facilitators etc.  The preliminary negotiations had concerned
both technical and financial issues.  The outlines of the projects had been suggested in
the NES programme and the Acres Report.  However, potential project marketers
needed to study the technical and economic contexts and more importantly, develop and
market their designs.  This process could be extremely difficult for a project marketer in
a new foreign project environment.  Together with, among others, MOE, ECG, and
ATP, the parties made extensive technical and economic assessments of the proposals.
They involved, among others, a survey of the terrain and calculation of required material
quantities.
 TE received a high level of cooperation from the Ghanaian actors in that regard..
According to Mr Danielsson (TE), whose company did the initial relationship building
and survey:

 “....in the case of the AEP, our partners in Ghana told us where to concentrate.  Our man travelled
through the area and suggested possible line routes, which were discussed with the ECG people.
During his trip he met the ECG people as well as local chiefs – the officials in Accra had
introduced him.  So it involves close, important cooperation.  Seriously, we cannot know in which
part of the country electricity is needed, and our knowledge of the economic viability in different
parts of the country........... is limited”.

 
 
 TE informed the Ghanaian parties of the possibility of project loans from the Swedish
Board for Investment and Technological Support (BITS).  BITS and other members of
the Swedish institutional export and project business network were long-time partners of
TE in its international project business.  Contact was made within the focal network at
this stage (TE, MOE/ECG, MOF with BITS) on that matter.  Later BITS decided to
finance only EEP.  After the ownership of TE changed, it informed its new owner IVO
International which saw this as a good business opportunity.  Therefore, by the time
IVO entered the picture in December 1991, soon after its earlier purchase of TE, a
fledgling relationship had already been established between TE and the Ghanaian net.
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 7.2.2.2.2 The Entry of IVO
 
 In September 1991, a delegation from IVO went to Ghana to meet the Ghanaian actors.
Before this first visit TE had told the Ghanaians about IVO and continued to negotiate
for the project on behalf of IVO.  The strategy of TE and IVO was to meet all who
mattered concerning the project, to collect necessary information and establish as many
contacts as possible.  Both interviewees at IVO were on the delegation to Ghana.  They
mentioned the necessity of getting to know the other parties to as high a degree as
possible in new situations like this.  IVO and TE had also hired the services of a
Ghanaian representative secretary and relationship facilitator who took care of their
business in-between the visits of the staff from Finland and Sweden.  The Ghanaian
representative secretary was to arrange the itinerary of TE and IVO staff, and to make
contacts on the companies´ behalf.  As Mr Vuorilehto (IVO) put it:

 “…… if a letter was to be sent to someone in Ghana it was better it was delivered personally by the
representative in order to ensure that it reached the right person.

 
 As TE has already been marketing its project expertise for the AEP before the entry of
IVO, the former had already made its own project designs.  However, despite the
groundwork already laid by TE, IVO staff travelled with the engineers of MOE/ECG
through all towns and many villages in the project area, discussing technical details and
meeting people, and getting to know the terrain.  The IVO personnel were introduced to
the local leaders and people -- traditional Chiefs, District Chief Executives and other
Civil Service and Administration personnel, as well as important local non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) like the Town Development Committees.
According to Dr. Oteng-Agyei (MOE):

 “we took time to take them through every district capital and we introduced them to every District
Secretary, so that anytime [they are in the area] they can go to the District Secretary and get things
done.  So we think we have put them through things that will enable them enjoy the work and
hopefully they can work faster”

 
 The IVO interviewees stressed the importance of meeting with local officials and
traditional leaders in the project area and getting to know them.  As Mr Vuorilehto
(IVO) put it:

  “It is very important to get to know the people and those who matter.  You have to gain their trust
and cooperation.

 

 7.2.2.2.3 Initial Project Design Interactions
 
 At this early stage of marketing, IVO had to have a suggested project design framework
for its bid.  Apart from the initial groundwork TE’s laid, its initial design blueprint was
also used by IVO.  According to Mr Johnsson:

 “most of the general project design and drawings were made by TE, i.e. the initial project designs
and drawings that TE had made when it initially bid for the project were passed on to us.  We
really used their blueprint, but we mainly changed the suggested suppliers to Finnish suppliers”

 
 Mr. Danielsson (TE) stresses the Swedish content of their design and project
technology, mentioning that they incorporated a basic electrification design which had
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been built on a framework developed by Swede Power53, but mentioned ECG's role in
adapting it to the Ghanaian grid:

 “………. the design was based on a basic frame (which was [a technology transfer] from Sweden
(of Swede Power) and adapted to Ghana with the help of ECG”.

 
 In the view of Mr. Asare (ATP), his company was also very active in project design, a
view confirmed by both Mr Danielsson and Mr Vuorilehto.  As Mr. Asare put it:

 “Before IVO came we were in contact with the Swedes (TE).  Then IVO came in for the AEP, for
which we were appointed as consultants by the Ministry.  So what we did was to supervise the
design.  IVO suggested some changes, based on their own technology.  We had the power to
evaluate and approve every design made by IVO”.

 
 The statement of Mr. Danielsson and other similar ones makes sense against the
background of certain facts concerning the project.  First, as an electrical power
extension project, it was to be connected to the national grid which would feed it.  It
needed to be compatible with the existing distribution and retailing system. Therefore,
information and knowledge from those who managed that system -- the ECG and MOE
were very important.  The ECG would operate it after hand-over, and aspects like the
end-customer connections needed to be very workable from the ECG's perspective.  As
a result of the above, a clause was included in the agreement specifying that the ECG
should approve of design specifications made by IVO.  However, as shown in the
foregoing, cooperation in design started already in the very early project negotiation
phase, before a contract had been signed.
 
 Both TE and IVO stressed the importance of close cooperation with MOE, ECG and
ATP in making their designs.  It was a strategic policy of the two; coming out of their
business wisdom about the need to access local capabilities, to learn from other actors
like consultants and the purchaser itself, as well as to better understand the real needs of
the purchaser.
 
 Negotiations
 In this section I briefly mention some of the negotiations between IVO/TE and the
central Ghanaian actors, and between the central Ghanaian actors and the Finnish
business and institutional actor net.
 
 Table 17 summarizes the mutual visits of the Ghanaian actors and IVO/TE regarding the
AEP.  The Ghanaian visitors to Finland included the Secretary of Power who came to
negotiate the credit agreement and also acquaint himself better with IVO and Finland.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                

53 A Swedish electrical power consultant.
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 Table 17: Mutual visits of Ghanaian parties and IVO. Author’s illustration based on
interviews and project documents.
Visits by Ghanaian staff to Finland
 Date  Members of Delegation  Reason for visit
 December
1991

 Including Project Manager of
 NES

 To meet Finnish parties and present
NES and AEP

 July 1992  Delegation led by Secretary for
 Power and including a
 Principal Secretary at the same
ministry.54

 At invitation of IVO, to meet IVO and
  other parties

 December
1992

 A joint delegation of MOE and
 MOF

 To discuss loan agreement with FEC
 and final contract prices with IVO

 

 Visits by IVO staff to Ghana
 Date  Delegation  Reason for visit
 5 visits before
 December
 1991

 Trans-Electric staff  To negotiate on both Trans-Electric’s
  and IVO International’s behalf

 September
1991

 IVO staff  To negotiate on AEP and to meet
 Ghanaian parties

 March 1993  IVO Project Manager  To complete arrangements for the
 start of work on AEP

 August 1993  IVO Project Manager and two
 other staff

 To start construction and training

 
 
 Negotiations took place continuously during the visits of IVO and TE staff to Ghana and
 in-between the visits.  During visits of the Ghanaian representatives to Finland,
negotiations, facilitated by IVO, were made with other important actors in Finland.
These include FINNIDA, FGB and FEC.  Another issue of negotiations was during the
visit of the Appraisal Committee to write the Project Appraisal Report for the Mixed-
Credit Committee.  The three-man Appraisal Committee consisted of economic and
technical experts to appraise the socio-economic development credentials of the project.
The final negotiations with FEC to enable the granting of credit took 3 days to complete
and are described as having been “intense but productive”.
 

 7.2.2.2.4 Network Formation
 
 As stated in Chapters 2.4 and 4.3.4, the project negotiation phase can be characterized as
a stage of network formation.  A large part of the negotiations concern the selection of
participants in the network and their accompanying capability contributions.  In the AEP
there were certain general demands of the Government of Ghana requiring the
participation of Ghanaian companies in all projects purchased by parastatal companies

                                                

54Before early 1993 the ministry was called Ministry for Power.
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or organizations from foreign marketers.  The Government of Finland, on its part,
demanded that the whole loan amount granted by FEC should be used for purchases
from Finland.
 
 Selecting the Consultant (Engineer’s Representative)
 The consultant (ATP) was selected by MOE, and was considered an obvious choice,
having been working with MOE/ECG for a long time and having been involved in
planning and designing the NES as well as in advising both TE and IVO from the very
beginning.  Since the choice was considered obvious, and due to the large experience
possessed by ATP, MOE took the decision without detailed negotiation with ECG.  This
was inspite of the fact that the consultant would in effect become the ECG’s
representative (engineer’s representative) and would have to liase heavily with the ECG.
In addition, PowerDoc, a newly formed consulting company was selected as a junior
consultant. This was not required in the contract, nor suggested by the FIDIC rules but
was an arrangement to give PowerDoc a chance to gain experience in consulting, in line
with the technology transfer aims of the MOE.  IVO’s consent was sought and received
for the arrangement.
 
 Selecting Sub-Contractors in Ghana
 The Ghanaians made it clear from the beginning that they wanted Ghanaian companies
to participate in the contracts awarded to foreign project marketers, as suppliers and sub-
contractors in order to ensure technology transfer and employment of Ghanaians through
the projects.  However, this preference was not a legal obligation in any way.  The
foreign project marketer was free to select its own suppliers and sub-contractors.  As
Mr.Vuorilehto (IVO) put it:

 “We have not been obliged into anything”.  “But the Ghana Government has a policy of promoting
the use of Ghanaian items”.  It was clear to us that they would want us to work with Ghanaian
companies, use Ghanaian suppliers and transfer technology”.

 
 However, IVO itself saw advantages in using local suppliers and sub-contractors.
According to Mr. Vuorilehto:

 “  I think it is quite necessary for ourselves.  In these kinds of projects price is very important.
Using local manpower is a very important way to be competitive.  We usually send only
supervisory manpower from Finland.  Manpower is anyway quite available in Ghana”.

 
 IVO International requested and received from MOE and ECG a list of approved sub-
contractors and suppliers.  Some other Ghanaian companies took contact with IVO and
made offers.  In the final analysis IVO was in contact with about “30-40” Ghanaian
companies and made its own selection of companies to work with.  As mentioned
earlier, four companies were selected.  Of the four Sub-contractor 2 (survey and line
construction) had contacted IVO on its own initiative and had not been recommended by
the ministry.  Sub-contractor 1 (line construction); Sub-contractor 3 (survey); and Sub-
contractor 4 (forest clearing) were part of a list of approved contractors suggested by
MOE. and ECG.
 
 Selecting the Ghanaian Wood Pole Supplier
 The selection of a Ghanaian wooden pole supplier was, however, a bitter pill for IVO to
swallow.  Even though IVO was not legally obliged to buy wooden poles from Ghana,
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the customs’ duty regime would have raised the price of wood imported from Finland to
a very high level.  Moreover, IVO rightly inferred that it would make more friends if it
used a Ghanaian supplier.  This agreed with their long-term relationship approach to
remain in Ghana and market more projects.  On the other hand, IVO would have
preferred its established Finnish suppliers that it trusted highly for quality and delivery
schedules through long periods of business relationships.  It should be remembered that
the whole of the CCS and FEC loan had to be used for purchases from Finnish
suppliers.  Partly as a result of this, most other tools and equipment were being
purchased from Finland.  Wooden poles were among the most important supplies that
needed to come at the right time and specifications in order for the construction stage to
be completed successfully.  IVO knew that delays of such central supplies could throw
the project timetable into chaos.  As a result IVO insisted on an arrangement to protect it
from possible problems in that event.  The solution reached was that the wooden pole
supply agreement was signed between IVO and MOE.  Legally then, the supplier
became MOE and the ministry would then become responsible for paying any damages
in case of a breach of contract.  The real supplier was, however, Wood Company which
was at that time the major wooden pole supplier in the country (over 60% market share).
 
 Selecting Project Financiers
 When IVO came into AEP business it was quite clear that the immediate continuation of
the project was dependent on securing a loan for the Ghanaians from abroad.  TE’s sale
had been anchored on securing a loan from BITS.  When BITS decided to finance only
EEP, AEP was left without any financing and TE passed on its interest in AEP to IVO.
IVO informed the Ghanaians of the high probability of securing a loan from Finland
through its participation.  Together, IVO and the Ghanaians introduced the project to
FEC and FINNIDA, and a process of negotiations for the loan started.  Ghana’s MOF is
responsible for overseeing all loan and grant agreements involving parastatal companies
and organizations.  Therefore, MOE had to consult MOF on the issue.  The rules of the
Concessional Credit Scheme (CCS) under which the loan would be granted, demanded
that a project business agreement should be first reached between the project marketer
and purchaser.  The CCS loan could be a maximum of 85% of the project price and all
of it was to be used for purchases from the Finnish marketer.  Furthermore, the
purchasing country was expected to satisfy certain economic, social and political pre-
conditions.  There were several other actors in the financial deal.  FGB would provide a
guarantee for the borrower, and FINNIDA would provide an aid grant that could cover
most of the interest payments.  The initial project business agreement was signed
between IVO and the MOE on 19th December, 1991.  Only then could an application be
formally made to FEC and FINNIDA.  FINNIDA’s interest support was signed on 1st

November, 1992 and the final loan agreement was signed between FEC and MOF on 3rd

March, 1993.  (The loan agreement is described in more detail in Chapter 7.2.2.3.3).
 
 Selecting Suppliers in Finland
 As the project specifications were being negotiated, IVO was looking at its Finnish
supplier chain.  One link was its old network in Finland and abroad, and another was
new sources that would provide a good price/quality relationship.  Therefore, the old
network was not to be used blindly, but the business issues were to be negotiated and
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business done on the bases of IVO’s strategic and tactical aims.  According to Mr.
Vuorilehto:

 “..we don’t manufacture our own products.  We depend on material suppliers.  But surely we want
to buy the cheapest, most suitable materials.  We have had offers from companies......  These are
our normal suppliers and the relationship with them remains the same as if the project was in
Finland”.

 
 The requirements of the FEC loan tied 85% of the project cost to purchases from
Finland.  This, added to the technical design parameters of the project, clearly limited
the range of suppliers in Finland.  The ABC-AMKA system that was to be used had
been developed by NOKIA Cables.  The supply relationship for ABC-AMKA materials,
tools and equipment was continued in this project too.  ABB-Strömberg was also a long-
time supplier of transformers and POTILA supplied cross arms and steel transmission
components in the same vein.
 
 Selecting Suppliers Abroad
 In all, there were three British suppliers who supplied various components for the
project.  Hawker Siddeley was known to both IVO and TE and had previously supplied
them for projects.  It supplied dropout fuses and autoreclosures for this project.  W.
Lucy and Co. was new to IVO but known to TE and it supplied fuseboxes for consumer
connections; whilst Bowthorpe Co. was new to IVO International and TE, but had
previously done business with another department of the mother company.  It supplied
surge arresters for this project.
 

 7.2.2.3 The Project Contracts55

 
 7.2.2.3.1 The Main Contract
 The main contract for the AEP was signed between IVO International and MOE on
December 19, 199156  .  An appendix contract for the supply of wooden poles was
signed on the same day between IVO and MOE.  The main contract was also based on
two important documents that had been made earlier: the Price Lists, and the Proposal.
The Price Lists was a preliminary estimation of the total price of the project, while the
Proposal was an initial bid from the project marketer.  Amendments were later made to
the main contract on February 17, 1993.  It finally came into force on October, 1 1993,
after the loan agreement had been signed.  Its total value was USD 12.7 million.  It was
called a turnkey contract, but was based on the FIDIC regulations (see Chapter 2.6).
The FIDIC regulations are aimed at pre-empting and solving critical events in project
business by suggesting procedures for coordinating interactions between the various
actors who are usually involved -- marketer, purchaser, consultant, sub-contractors,
suppliers, and other actors.

                                                

55 This is the contract for the AEP only, excluding the EEP that TE was undertaking in its own name.

56 In the main contract, the marketer (IVO) was called the "contractor"; the purchaser (MOE) was called
the "employer", the ECG was called the "owner"  and "engineer", and the consultants were called the
“engineer’s” representative.  However, in the credit agreement the MOE was called the "buyer", IVO was
called the "supplier" and MOF was called the "borrower".
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 On the whole, the project consisted of the building of 178 kilometres (km) of 33 kV
(kilovolts) (medium voltage) lines and 200km57 of O.4 kV (low voltage) and other
extensions totalling ca 378 km of lines.  In addition, 69 pieces of 33/0.4 kV distribution
transformers and 500058 service connections were installed.  The project electrified 45
towns along the route of supply.   The 33 kV lines were built using bare overhead lines,
the 0.4 kV lines using ABC-AMKA59. There were to be five main lines in all, as
follows: Bechem-Tepa; Barekese-Mankranso; Kumasi - Manso Nkwanta; Obuasi - New
Edubiase; and Nkoranza - Sekyedumase.  These were five disjointed areas mainly in the
Ashanti Region, and a small part to the adjoining Brong-Ahafo Region.  The total
population of the area that would be directly or indirectly affected was  about 101,000
(estimated in 1992) with an estimated population growth rate of 4.58 % pa.
 
 IVO International’s responsibility was stated to cover design, installation and
construction, material delivery as well as staff training:
• Line survey for the 33 kV and 0.4 kV lines.
• Detailed design of the 33 kV and 0.4 kV networks.
• Material specifications, procurement and deliveries.
• Complete construction and installation of the 33 kV and 0.4 kV networks including
the lines, distribution transformers, customer service connections and connection points
to the existing network.
• Delivery of line tools and vehicles.
• Training of the staff of the purchaser on the new technology
 
 The contract required IVO International to perform the works stated under the
supervision of a consultant engineer to be appointed by the purchaser.  The consultant
engineer was to represent the interests of the purchaser, to supervise the observance of
the contract, the quality of delivery, and to act as contact person between the MOE/ECG
and IVO International.  The contract stated that IVO International would perform all
other things which may be reasonably implied and inferred from it, even if these were
not specifically stated in the contract documents.  This could imply many potential areas
of critical events due to disagreements on what was "reasonably implied" and not
"specifically stated".
 

                                                

57 The figure originally in the contract was 116 km of 0.4 kV lines, which were the lines that directly fed
the customer connections. Later the number of customer connections was increased and this increased the
final kilometreage of lines

58 The original figure was 2000 service connections, but more than doubled as the number of customer
connections increased.

59. The Aerial Bundle Cable (ABC) consists of a series of inventions credited largely to Americans.  It
consists of insulated electrical cables bundled together to form a single insulated wire that is easier to
handle and install. Nokia Cables has developed versions of the ABC called AMKA and SAXKA. AMKA
and SAXKA come with accompanying fittings and accessories developed by Nokia Cables and its
network. AMKA stands for the Finnish words alumiini (aluminium), muovi (Plastic), kannatin
(Conductor), and alumiini Seos (Aluminium Alloy) which are used to manufacture the cable.
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 As stated the project contract had to await the loan agreement.  In the event of financing
from Finland not materializing, certain aspects of it regarding sources of supplies may
have had to be changed.  In order to meet the loan requirements it had been stated in the
contract that “all the equipment supplied shall be of Finnish manufacture whenever
possible”.  Whilst IVO's high level of expertise was without doubt, the possibility of
financing from Finland was instrumental for taking over the project negotiations from
TE.  In that sense, the credit agreement from Finland was a necessary condition for the
fulfilment of the business.
 

 7.2.2.3.2 The Wooden Poles Supply Agreement

 A separate contract for the supply of wooden poles by MOE to IVO was signed on the
same day as the main contract described above (December 19, 1991).  In this contract
the roles of purchaser and supplier were reversed – MOE was the supplier and IVO was
the purchaser.  In reality, the poles were to be supplied by Wood Company, a private
company in which MOE had no control, a fact which was well known to the two
signatories.  There was, however, a national policy of supporting local industry and, as
the undisputed market leader at that time, Wood Company had close and good working
relations with MOE.  This unusual supply agreement was necessitated by the insistence
by IVO for guarantees from MOE itself for the supply of wooden poles.  Specifically
IVO insisted that MOE should assume the legal role of supplier.  This would put
responsibility for correct supplies on MOE.  MOE and not IVO would be responsible for
keeping contact with Wood Company regarding wood pole supply.
 

 7.2.2.3.3 The Loan Agreement
 
 In order to receive the loan and to benefit from the interest subsidy, three processes had
to be completed: 1) Ghana had to be confirmed as a developing country that could
benefit from the CCS; 2) the project had to be certified as a socio-economic
infrastructural project that met the requirements for concessional loans; 3) Ghana’s
economy had to be certified as solvent enough to repay the loan;.  One aspect of
solvency would be solved by the guarantee from FGB, and another by a grant from
FINNIDA covering most of the interest payments.  The final decision was to be made by
the MCC on the bases of assessments of Ghana’s social, political, and economic
situation.  As stated earlier, an Appraisal Delegation was sent to Ghana to assess the
situation and to meet the concerned parties.  The delegation had studied background
information on Ghana’s economic, social and political situation before its visit to Ghana
and had continued in Ghana through gaining first-hand knowledge of the country and
through discussions with officials.  The report and recommendations of the delegation
was the basis for the decision of the MCC.
 
 The decision of the MCC was interlinked with the positive guarantee decision by FGB
and the credit decision by FEC.  FGB would not guarantee a bankrupt country, and
without FGB guarantee, it would be very difficult to get an acceptable guarantee from
other sources.  FEC would not give the loan or would only give it at a much higher
interest rate to a borrower without guarantee. The MCC decision took the decisions of
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FEC and FGB into consideration.  These Finnish institutional-financial network actors
coordinated their information and analyses.
 
 The loan agreement was reached between the MOF and FEC and signed on March 3rd,
199360.  FEC agreed to loan an amount of USD 10.790 million or 85% of the contract
price (whichever is the lesser amount) to the MOF under the terms of the credit
agreement to enable the MOE to pay part of the contract price.
 
 Another part of the loan agreement was an interest subsidy of the equivalent of 5.58% of
the total loan provided by FINNIDA to pay off the interest that was charged on the FEC
loan.  This meant that the borrower (MOF) did not have to pay any interest on the loan.
However, there were several bank and other loan administration charges the MOF
would pay.  There was a "commitment fee" of 1/2% (one-half percent) per annum to be
paid on the undisbursed balance of the credit to be assessed every half year.  The
borrower would also pay an "arrangement fee" of 3/8% (three eighths of one percent)
flat on the credit payable 30 days from the date of the credit.  Further the borrower was
to pay all present and future taxes and documentary taxes, costs, charges or expenses
incurred outside Finland in connection with the agreement as well as costs and charges
related to the agent and the process agent61.  In addition the borrower would pay to the
lender all reasonable costs, charges and expenses arising out of the credit insurance
which the lender incurs.  The loan itself was to be repaid in 17 equal instalments every
half year starting April 15 1995, i.e. approximately two years after it had been given.
The loan amounts were to be paid directly to IVO by the lender.  Each payment was to
be made after the delivery of a Certificate of Drawdown and a Promissory Note to the
lender by the MOF.  The amounts could be paid according to an agreed schedule listed
in the agreement.  A condition of the loan agreement was that the non-Finnish
equipment, tools and components used in the contract must not exceed 20% of the
contract price, in other words not more than 5% of the amount granted by the FEC.
 
 A further part of the loan agreement was the guarantee for payment or credit insurance
provided by the FGB.  The FEC functioned as a profit-making bank which demanded
repayment guarantees.  Under the rules of the Concessional Credit Scheme (CCS), the
guarantee could be provided by the FGB.  The CCS had development objectives – it was
meant to support projects of national benefit to developing countries for which loans
from the open market would be too expensive.  The FGB's credit insurance was
absolutely necessary for the FEC's positive decision.  The FGB's decision was based on
an economic evaluation of the country's ability to pay.  The positive FGB decision
attracted an insurance charge from the borrower.
 

                                                

60 In the agreement FEC is called the Lender, MOF is called the Borrower and MOE is called the Buyer.
The Agreement states that the MOF is acting on behalf of the Government of Ghana.

61 The Agent was Postipankki Ltd, Helsinki, and the Process Agent was the Embassy of the Republic of
Ghana, Copenhagen, Denmark.
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 7.2.3 Analytical Summary: Major Governance Processes
 
 The foregoing presentation shows that there is a very wide range of joint activities and
resource contributions between the actors in the aspects of network formation and
collective capability-building at this stage.  From the pre-project phase, the disjointed
nets of the major actors had now been brought together into an infant project network in
which activity links and resource ties were now being established across the original
pre-project relationships.  This chapter summarizes the activity and resource chains and
the nets of actors involved for the most important aspects of the job configuration at this
stage.  The summary enables us to analyse and further clarify the activity and resource
chains and the nets of actors involved.
 
 Financing
 The financial activity and resource chain is shown in Figure 18.
 

 
 Figure 18: Activity and resource chain regarding financing issues at project negotiation
phase. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents.
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 The main actors involved here were the purchaser, and the project owner in Ghana
(MOE, and ECG), as well as the ministry responsible for overseeing financial
negotiations of government departments and parastatal companies and organizations in
Ghana (MOF).  On the Finnish side, apart from the marketer (IVO) there was the
Finnish project-financing network consisting of FEC, FGB, FINNIDA, and MCC.  MOF
became involved in the negotiations as the financial supervisor for the Government of
Ghana.  It supervised and had the decision-making power over the loan negotiations of
MOE.  The Finnish institutional network was multi-faceted, including FEC, a parastatal
export financier; FINNIDA, a government international development agency; and FGB,
a commercial loan guarantor.  Table 18 summarizes the actors providing specific
capabilities to deal with some activity and resource aspects of this activity chain.  It
shows that IVO, as the Finnish marketer, was initially the relationship connector and
facilitator to bring the institutional Ghanaian project purchasing and the institutional
Finnish project financing network into contact.  It should be noted that the chain needed
not just raw financial assets, but also financial planning and negotiation capabilities, as
well as an established potential to repay loans in the future.  Relationship-building and
networking required the capabilities of all involved actors.
 
 Table 18: Important activities/resources for financial activity and resource chain and
actors providing capabilities. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project
documents

 Activity/Resource Areas Links  Actors Providing Capalities
Relationship connection and facilitation            >>
Relationship building; accessing multi-actor
capabilities                                                          >>

 IVO
 
 IVO, MOE, ECG, MOF

 Financial Assets                                                  >>
 Financial Planning                                              >>
 Loan repayment potential                                   >>

 FEC, FINNIDA, MOF
 FEC, FGB, FINNIDA, MOF
 MOF

 Negotiation capabilities                                      >>  FEC, FGB, FINNIDA, MOF
 Relationship-building and maintenance             >>  All involved

 Project Design and Planning
 The project negotiation phase was one of preliminary project design and planning.
Figure 19 summarizes the activity and resource chain, and the actor net regarding
project design and planning.
 

 TE’s initial design parameters were absorbed by IVO.  However, IVO’s engineers also
studied the project areas together with ECG/MOE and ATP and adapted the design
parameters, particularly taking cognisance of their own suppliers.  Both the original and
new designs were done with the active contributions of MOE/ECG, and ATP.  IVO’s
design also took cognisance of the expected products to be received from the suppliers,
e.g., Nokia Cable’s ABC-AMKA products.  It carried out its own negotiations with the
suppliers to complete the design parameters.  As Table 19 shows, inspite of the fact that
the responsibility for project design was in principle IVO’s, IVO, ECG, the consultants
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as well as MOE cooperated from the beginning to provide varied input into the design
process.  As a result the version that was finally presented by IVO International for
approval by ECG already had an input from the other partners.  As Figure 19 shows, the
main required resource/capability ties were relationship resources and relationship-
building links; technical and know-how resources and activity links in project planning
and design; and financial resources for initial project marketing investments.  Table 19
summarizes the actors providing specific capabilities to deal with some activity and
resource aspects of this activity chain.
 

 
 Figure 19: Activity and resource chain regarding project planning and design at project
negotiation phase. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents.
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 Negotiations
 Various negotiations took place for the main project contract, the wooden pole supply
agreement, the financial agreements etc.  Negotiations are a very important part of
project business, they are ongoing throughout the whole project and every party
involved in the project is involved at some point in negotiating with another party.
Negotiations are inherent in the financial and project-planning activity and resource
chains illustrated above.
 

 
 Figure 20. Activity and resource chain in connection with the price lists agreement at project
negotiation phase. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents.
 
 One can analyse, separately, the activity and resource chain required for each
negotiation situation, e.g. negotiations for the Price Lists (Figure 20).  In the
negotiations for the Price Lists, preliminary agreement was being made about project
components and supplier prices.  The reason was to get a good idea of the cost of the
project by aggregating the component prices and, thus, its total cost.  This would be the
basis for calculating the contract price, as a profit percentage would be added to the
calculated project cost to reach a mutually acceptable contract price.  The direct
negotiations were between MOE/ECG on the one hand and IVO on the other hand, but
the project consultants were also involved in helping MOE/ECG with their assessment
of the IVO’s proposals.  IVO, on its part, was negotiating with its suppliers to confirm
the proposed supplies.
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 Table 21 lists important activities/resources for the main contract negotiation activity
and resource chain and actors who provided capabilities for them.  In the main project
contract negotiations, the major actors were IVO, MOE, and ECG.  ATP/PD were
consulted in the background by MOE/ECG, and IVO consulted its suppliers.  In these
negotiations, the main required resource ties and activity links were relationship
resources and relationship-building links; technical and know-how resources and
activity links in technical designs; negotiation resources and activity links in
negotiations.  The table also shows that capabilities were provided by several actors.
 
 Table 20: Important activities/resources for main contract negotiations. Author’s
analysis based on interviews and project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
 Technical designs                                     >>  IVO/TE; MOE, ECG, ATP
 Costing and Financial Planning               >>  IVO; MOE, ECG
 Project Price and other negotiations         >>  IVO; MOE, ECG
 Relationship-building and maintenance   >>  All involved

 

 7.2.4 Underlying Governance Processes
 
 This chapter continues the analysis and summary of the governance processes at the
project negotiation phase, by looking at the underlying governance processes of the
phase.
 
 Mobilization
 After IVO took over the project marketing from TE in mid-1991, it took over TE’s
project network mobilization efforts.  TE still functioned as relationship facilitator and
can rightly be called a co-mobilizer with IVO in the earlier stages of IVO involvement.
Together, IVO and TE had employed a Ghanaian representative secretary who also acted
as a relationship facilitator.  This joint effort was easy and possible because TE was also
in the country marketing a project very similar to IVO’s, the purchaser of which was the
same as IVO’s.  On the other side, MOE and ECG led the purchasing mobilization
efforts.  They undertook mobilization at political and administrative levels within their
own outfits and within the political and administrative bureaucracy.  There was a
constant need to maintain the importance of the projects within the national budget and
to keep in touch with MOF concerning the financial aspects.  Their own internal
organizations were positioned for the various negotiations and activities concerning the
projects within the NES.  At the early negotiation stage, MOE and ECG helped IVO
officials to visit the project sites, where they were introduced to the local administrative
personnel and traditional rulers, as well as shown the terrain and helped to understand
the local context.  ATP was involved in this as well as in further technical mobilization
together with MOE.  IVO introduced the Ghanaian actors to the Finnish financing
network and facilitated communications, meetings and negotiations between them.
Several visits were made by IVO staff to Ghana and two visits were made by
delegations from MOE/MOF to Finland.  IVO received a list of approved sub-
contractors from MOE and collected more names on its own.  Initial contacts were taken
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by IVO with the sub-contractors in order to make a preliminary short list of suitable
ones.  The Price Lists and Proposal were completed during this phase as a preliminary
understanding of the contours of the project -- the materials to be installed and their
prices.  By the end of this phase, the project contract itself had been signed.  By so doing
network mobilization and formal-legal integration had been achieved to a large extent.
The remainder of network mobilization and formal-legal integration were achieved with
the completion of the credit agreement, which brought in the financial actors.  One
important aspect of mobilization was to remove bureaucratic hurdles towards the
importation of project-related equipment and IVO’s goods.  MOE wrote a letter to MOF
requesting official abolition of duties and taxes on such goods that would be imported.
 
 Integration
 This was an important phase for integration processes.  Integration processes were initial
but important to achieve both informal and formal-legal integration.  Formal discussions
and negotiations about the Price Lists and Proposals (agreements on the contours of the
project) and finally, the various projects contracts, were undertaken and brought to a
fruitful conclusion.  IVO/TE’s business integration efforts included giving information
about and helping to establish contact between the Ghanaian purchaser and the Finnish
financial network.  An example of the integration efforts of MOE/ECG was enlisting the
consultants (ATP/PD) and the wooden pole supplier, and introducing IVO to the sub-
contractors.  A preliminary specification of the membership of the project network was
done in the contracts.
 
 Coordination
 There were no insitutionalized norms and routines to build on as the partners were new
to each other.  Coordination was based on the negotiations and other interaction
processes.  Coordination was smooth as the partners achieved the aims of the
negotiations – the required agreements were reached – and furthermore, the level of trust
was high and growing.  This was furthermore aided by the positive level of cooperation
and adaptations.
 
 Recurrent Contracting
 Since this was the first project business between IVO/TE and MOE/ECG there was no
past contract to build on.  The contracts and agreements were all recurrent.  Before the
main project contract was signed the parties had negotiated broad material specifications
and prices which culminated in the Price Lists and the Proposal.  These were integrated
into the main project contract which had to await the credit agreement with the
financiers before the project could start.  The contracts made a broad specification of the
job configuration and specified part of the membership of the project network.  On the
whole, the contracts hoped that any disputes arising would be settled amicably between
the parties, in the absence of which the issue would be referred for arbitration to
specified impartial international arbitrators.
 
 Trust
 Trust or informal integration seems to have been high at this stage and continued to
increase throughout the stage.  The groundwork done by TE set a stage of trust to build
on.  Another basis of trust (and of cooperation) was the long-term relationship
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orientations of both IVO and MOE/ECG.  IVO wanted to do project business in the
country for an unlimited time.  MOE/ECG were equally well interested in a long-term
relationship, partly because this was believed to be good for the long-term development
aims of the sector, and the NES itself was a 30-year programme.  The two sides found
this aim to be mutual, and this strengthened their trust for each other at this early stage.
Furthermore, the presence of institutional actors in the network clearly helped to
establish a bond of security.  When the government is a buyer, the regulatory framework
is likely to be less problematic.  The institutional actors ensured that the necessary
regulatory framework would be created and also gave financial guarantees.  It is also
clear that TE/IVO were impressed about the situation in Ghana and became assured of
the sustenance of project business there.  The country was at that time enjoying
economic growth and was well governed, and this helped IVO to cement its long-term
strategy.  As Mr. J-E Johnsson (IVO) put it:

 The bureaucracy was quite efficient and easy to work with.  I can compare to some countries where
we have been, e.g., in the middle east, where we had lots of problems with the bureaucracy.  In
Ghana it was easy to get them to see our point of view and to do things together.  It was easy to
communicate in English.  For example, when we had a project in Mozambique communication was
difficult because we do not speak Portuguese and they spoke very little English.

 
 On an informal level it is clear from the interviews that a bond of mutual respect
developed early in the negotiations.  Dr. Oteng-Agyei (MOE) made this statement about
IVO:

 They knew what they were doing.  Some previous contractors have been much worse.  They were
very knowledgeable about electrification principles and as they came from a highly developed
country, they had technology that we did not have.

 
 On his part Mr. J. E. Johnsson said this about the experts of MOE/ECG and ATP:

 They were very easy to work with.  They were highly educated and many of them had studied
abroad.  For example Dr. Oteng-Agyei had just completed his Ph.D in Canada.  They also had
work experience.  We very much respected each others abilities.

 
 On one level, IVO/TE had a wealth of valuable experience in project business in
countries very similar to Ghana.  MOE/ECG had similar experience in dealing with
foreign project marketers.  In addition to the long-term relationship orientation, this
bond of mutual respect strengthened trust and adaptations, which are all intertwined
with cooperation.
 
 Cooperation
 IVO/TE were impressed with the high level of cooperation they received from MOE and
other parties in Ghana.  One aspect of this was MOE/ECG/ATP helping the TE/IVO
officials to get to know the project area.  MOE/ECG officials accompanied the IVO
officials to visit the project areas and showed them to local traditional leaders as well as
the District Secretaries (head of the local administration).  The idea, according to Dr.
Oteng-Agyei (MOE), was to show them to people who mattered and who could help
them solve problems that came up.  This view was confirmed by Mr. Vuorilehto (IVO):

 “we received a lot of help from MOE and ECG in making the technical designs; “they took us
around all the towns and villages and showed us to all who mattered in these places”
 

 Another manifestation of cooperation was the joint activities of IVO and MOE/MOF in
presenting the project to the Finnish financial network.  The Minister responsible for
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MOE visited Finland in July 1992 and presented the project to FEC/FINNIDA/FGB
together with IVO.  The CCS was meant to finance Finnish exports, and so the
unrelenting cooperation of the Finnish marketer was required.  In another area, MOE
agreed to help remove any bureaucratic bottlenecks in the way of the importation of
project items and IVO’s items.  Therefore, as soon as the project contract had been
signed, MOE sent a request to MOF to waive all duties and taxes on those items, a
request which was heeded.  As mentioned above in the case of trust, four factors which
underlay cooperation (and trust) were the mutual long-term relationship orientation, the
involvement of institutional actors, IVO’s positive view of the country, and MOE/ECGS
positive view of IVO.  IVO/TE wished to engage in project business in Ghana for a very
long time, and at the same time Ghana was doing everything to attract permanent, long-
term foreign investment into the country.
 
 Mutual Learning and Adaptations
 Learning from each other and from the project context and the consequent adaptations
were an important feature of the interactions already at this stage.  Despite the fact that
TE/IVO had high expertise and experience of the electrification project business, Ghana
was new to them.  Therefore, they needed to learn a lot about the project context.  IVO
needed to learn to know the real needs of the purchaser.  Moreover, the completed
project was expected to agree with Ghanaian standards, to fit in with the Ghanaian
electrification grid.  The owner of the grid, ECG, was therefore in a joint learning
relationship with IVO.  According to Mr. Vuorilehto:

 “they accepted our technology, but we also had to learn the situation, in particular in the project
areas and we had to learn the Ghanaian electricity standards.  There was good and effective
exchange of information and knowledge”

 
 In general the process of adaptation was achieved through bargaining and negotiations
which were the major activities undertaken at this stage.  Technical/technological
adaptations were achieved through the interaction with MOE/ECG.  IVO built on the
basic design framework done before it by TE and IVO and TE has a common engineer
based at TE who completed the technical drawings.  According to Mr. Danielsson (TE)
the final designs were strongly influenced by a basic design developed by Swede power
and “...... adapted to Ghana with the help of ECG”.

 
 Also Mr. Johnsson (IVO) stated that:

 Even though we were introducing the ABC technology, we had to adapt it to the Ghanaian
electricity standards.  Everything had to fit in with the (ECG's) standards and grid.  We learnt a lot
from them at the preliminary design stages and we had to learn to adapt to each other in various
ways

 
 About the interactions and negotiations with IVO and the financiers, Dr. Oteng-Agyei
(MOE) stated:

 The negotiations were basically give-and-take and cordial.  I think that basically, we were all
interested in achieving the project, so we were cooperating, taking cognisance of each others’ interests
and situation.  We wanted to help IVO to establish in Ghana, and IVO was helping us to get the loans
and interest subsidy from Finland.  We knew IVO’s capabilities and we wanted to learn their
technology.  I think they appreciated our capabilities, our knowledge and local contacts etc.  In the
negotiations and meetings we were both trying to adjust to each other.  When the appraisal committee
was here they informed us about what they expected of the project in Finland and they helped us to
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frame our approach.  With the financial negotiations, as soon as they established our financial
credibility, we were mainly exchanging information and knowledge to frame the application properly
and to agree on the best solutions.

 
 Summary
 The project negotiation phase covers the period from early  1990 to March 1993.  It
started when TE took contact with the Ghanaian parties regarding the AEP.  TE was
initially interested in two projects: the AEP, and EEP.  By September 1991, TE opted
out of the negotiations for the AEP and passed on its interest to its new owner, IVO.
IVO entered the negotiations, and with it came the possibility of a loan from the Finnish
institutional project financing network.  By the end of the phase, the project contract,
wooden pole supply agreement, and loan agreement had been completed to allow the
commencement of the implementation phase.  By this time the contours of the business
network had been established and some partners had already been selected.  The activity
pattern and resource constellation show the contribution of multifaceted resources by
various project network partners.  The major activities at this time were various
negotiations and consultations which required, in addition to negotiation capabilities,
relationship and networking capabilities, technological capabilities, and
organizational/managerial/entrepreneurial capabilities.
 

 7.3 Project Implementation Phase: Testing Network Capability
 
 The mode of presentation here is similar to the foregoing on the project negotiation
phase.  Firstly, the web of actors and their capability contributions are presented.  Then
the governance processes are analysed by first looking at some major activity
links/chains and resource ties/chains followed by the underlying governance factors.
This stage can be sub-divided into two parts: the initial phase and the later
(construction) phase.  In some parts of the presentation and analysis, a distinction is
made between the initial and later project implementation phases in order to clarify
some differences in the different parts of the phase.
 

 7.3.1 The Job Configuration
 
 In summarizing the job configuration, a distinction is made between the initial and later
project implementation phases in order to clarify some differences in the nature of the
job configuration during the phase. A major difference was that the job configuration of
the initial phase involved more of activities related to project mobilization like logistics
planning; finalizing supply and sub-contracting agreements; establishing the project
office; and preparations for and doing initial construction jobs like network survey, and
initial forest clearing (Tables 21 and 22).  The later project implementation phase was
one of intense construction and, therefore, the job configuration was weighed in favour
of technical, managerial and relationship issues concerning the physical construction
and installation of project facilities (Tables 23 and 24).  In Tables 21 and 23 the job
configuration is summarized and exemplified for the initial and late implementation
periods respectively.  For example, they show that whereas project planning and design
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were ongoing during the initial implementation phase, they were completed early in the
later phase.  Also during the later phase the aspects of construction and installation of
project facilities were completed.  The schedules of aspects of the job configuration
(Tables 22 and 24) show that line network mobilization and line network survey were
completed before the end of the initial phase, and network design was completed early
in the later phase.  However, line network erection started late in the initial period and
continued almost to the end of the later stage, at which point line network testing and
commissioning was undertaken to end the stage.
 
 Table 21: A summary of the job configuration during the initial project implementation
phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents.
 Period: April 1993-April 1994
 Summary of
Job
 Configuration
 

 Project planning and design;
 Project management;
 Building project network
 Strengthening and improving capability of network members

 Examples of
 Assignments,
 Tasks and
 Critical Events

 Establishing IVO project office; Planning logistics, receiving
supplies;

 Specification of project materials, their approval and ordering;
Technical and economic planning and design meetings between IVO
and consultants and contact between the two and ECG/ MOE;
Contacts and planning as well as meetings with potential suppliers
and sub-contractors.

 Daily site meetings and monthly project management committee
meetings; Relationship-building: visits, meetings, getting to know
each other, adaptations, cooperation, and learning; Planning and
holding theoretical and practical technology transfer courses and on
the job training; Survey and pegging of line and township areas;
Preparation of line plans and profiles; Forest clearing
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 Table 22: A schedule of aspects of the job configuration during the initial project implementation phase. Period:
 1993-1994. Modified from project documents
  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr
 
 Mobilization

 

 
 Material handling

 

 
 Network Survey

 

 
 Design

 

 
 Network Erection
 
 Barekese-
Mankranso
 
 Kumasi- Manso-
 Nkwanta

 

 

 Continuing till January 1995

 
 Continuing till June 1994

 Continuing till September 1995

 Continuing till July 1994

 Continuing till November 1994
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 Table 23: A summary of the job configuration during the later project implementation
phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents.
 Period: May 1994-October 1995
 Summary of Job
 Configuration
 

 Project construction
 Project management
 Maintaining business network
 Strengthening and improving capability of network members

 Examples of
 Assignments,
 Tasks and
 Critical Events

 Relationship-maintenance, adaptations, cooperation, and learning
 Completion of design
 Daily site meetings and monthly project management
 Committee meetings
 Planning logistics, receiving supplies
 Specification of project materials, their approval and ordering
 Completion of project construction and installation of project facilities
 Testing and Commissioning of completed lines

 Source: Author’s own illustration based on Interviews and Project Documents
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 Table 24: A schedule of aspects of the job configuration during the later project implementation phase. Period: 1994-1995.
 Modified from project documents
 Job Configura-
tion item

 May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sept  Oct  Nov

 
 Material
handling

 

 
 Design

 

 
 Network
Erection
 
 Bechem-Tepa
 
 Barekese-
Mankraso
 
 Kumasi-Manso
–Nkwanta
 
 Obuasi-New
Edubiasi
 
 Nkoransa-
Sekyedumase

 

 Testing and
 Commi-
 ssioning
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 7.3.2 Major Governance Processes: Web of Actors, Activity Pattern, and
Resource Constellation
 

 7.3.2.1 Web of Actors and Capability Contributions
 
 The presentation of actor bonds in this sub-chapter is limited to describing the various
actors who were involved in the interactions and relationships, their activities in
connection with the project and the resources/capabilities they contributed at this stage.
Their general relationships to each other during this phase of the project are also
presented.  The brevity of this sub-chapter is due to the fact that these issues are further
discussed in other sections to which they are closely related and relevant.  For example,
capabilities/activities contributed to the network are discussed to some extent in the
discussion of the activity pattern and resource constellation, while other aspects of actor
bonds like issues of formal and informal trust are discussed separately under governance
factors.  The reason is that while it is conceptually useful to clearly separate actor bonds,
activity links and resource ties in the conceptual discussion (Chapter 3.1.4), empirically,
they are so intertwined that it is impossible to strictly separate them.  Therefore, we are
avoiding repetition by being brief here.
 
 Table 25 shows the actors and capabilities contributed at the initial implementation
phase, and Figure 21 shows the network at the construction phase.  The wide range of
actors contributed varied capabilities.  For example, while all actors contributed
marketing and negotiation expertise, not all of them have contributed to the political
contacts capability.  The issue of political contacts, for example was useful in both the
purchasing and marketing national contexts – both in Ghana and Finland.  Actors like
MOE and ECG in Ghana maintained the relevance of the project within the national
context, while IVO and FINNIDA made the project possible within the Finnish context.
The knowledge of Ghana’s electrification network and electrification priorities was
mainly the preserve of the ECG, MOE and ATP.  IVO, on its part, brought its modern
technological expertise like the ABC technology and its project management expertise.
Figure 21 also shows some of the most important activity links during the
implementation phase.  In terms of network membership there has been no change from
the list of the negotiation phase.  However, the bonds have been strengthened by legal
agreements, increased trust, adaptations and cooperation.   The general list of activities
undertaken in connection with the project and the capabilities contributed are discussed
in more detail in the following sub-chapters on various aspects of the job configuration
and the governance factors.
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 Table 25:  Actors and sample capability contributions at initial project implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and
project documents.
 Main Ghanaian Network
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in
network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed
Capabilities

 Ministry of Energy
 (MOE),
 (Purchaser)

 Bureaucratic support to IVO in securing tax-free and easy clearance of imported
project items; Membership of Project Management Committee; Support for IVO in
relationship-building and solving critical events; Support for and participation in
theoretical technology transfer seminars; Support for IVO in contacts with sub-
contractors; Liasing with ECG

 Technical/Technological; Human;
Marketing and negotiation;
Relationship/Networking;
Reputational

 Electricity Corporation of
 Ghana (ECG)
 (Project Owner)

 Liasing with MOE; Membership of Project Management Committee; Technical
consultation; approval of project designs and specifications; Support for IVO
during study visits to project areas; Support for IVO in relationship-building and
solving critical events; Support for and participation in theoretical technology
transfer seminars; Support for IVO in contacts with sub-contractors

 Technical/Technological; Human;
Marketing and negotiation;
Relationship/Networking;
Reputational

Ministry of Finance (MOF)
(Financial Partner)

 Financial Guarantee  Financial planning and
knowledge; Marketing and
negotiation expertise

 Asare Tsibu and Partners
(ATP) (Main Consultant)
 and Power Dok (Other
Consultant)

 Liasing with MOE/ECG; Membership of Project Management Committee;
Technical consultation; Approval of project designs and specifications; Support for
IVO during study visits to project areas; Support for IVO in relationship-building
and solving critical events; Support for and participation in theoretical technology
transfer seminars; Support for IVO in contacts with sub-contractors

 Technical/Technological; Human;
Marketing and negotiation;
Relationship/Networking
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 Ghanaian Supplier and Sub-Contractors62   

 Sub-contractors 1, 2, 3,
 and 4

 Completion of contract and negotiations with IVO; Membership of Project
Management Committee; Participation in theoretical technology transfer seminars

 Marketing and negotiation;
Human; Technical/Technological

 Wood Company
 (supplier)

 Completion of contract and negotiations with IVO  Marketing and negotiation;
Human; Technical/Technological

Finnish Business Actors
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed
Capabilities

IVO International
(Project Marketer)

 Establishing project office in Ghana; Completion of project design;
Relationship-building with project purchaser, sub-contractors, local
population; Completion of sub-contracting and supply contracts;
Coordinating sub-contractors and suppliers; Visiting project areas to get
better acquainted with them

 Technical/Technological; Human;
Marketing and negotiation;
Relationship/Networking

 Finnish suppliers (Nokia
Cables, ABB Strömberg, Potila
 (Suppliers)

 Completion of contract and negotiations with IVO  Technical/Technological; Marketing
and negotiation

 
 Finnish Parastatal Company/Organization
 Company/Organization
 (Main function in network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed
Capabilities

 Finnish Export Credit (FEC) (Financier)
 

 Financial Resources and Planning  Financial

 Finnish Guarantee Board (FGB) (Financier)  Guarantee  Financial
 Finnish International Development Agency (FINNIDA)
 (Financier)

 Financial Resources and Planning  Financial

                                                

62 Sub-contractors are treated collectively because their capabilities and activities were very similar at this stage.
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Individual Foreign Business Actors

 Company/Organization
 (Main function in
network)

 Activities in connection with AEP at this stage  Summary, Core Contributed Capabilities

Trans-Electric
(IVO’s Subsidiary)

 Liasing with IVO in EEP and AEP  Marketing and negotiation expertise
 electrification technology

 British Suppliers
 (Suppliers)

 Completion of contract and negotiations with IVO; Supply of project
items

 Technical/Technological; Marketing and
negotiation; Relationship/Networking
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 Figure 21: Project network during construction phase. Author’s illustration based on interviews and project documents.

 MOE
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 FINNIDA
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 ATP

 IVO supervises
 and coordinates
 sub-contractors

 Daily Close
contact for

 construction
 supervision and

 coordination

 ATP reports regularly to
 MOE/ECG

 Contact  between financiers and
 loan recipient, over semi-annual
 payments to IVO for job done

 MOE confirms progress of
 work

 FEC transfer loan directly as
 payment to IVO semi-annually, on

confirmation of work done
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 7.3.2.2 Activity Pattern, and Resource Constellation
 
 In this chapter, some major activity and resource chains during this phase are analysed
and finally the activity pattern and resource constellation is summarized.
 
 Establishing the Project Office
 In the summer of 1993, IVO International established a project office in Ghana, in view
of the imminent start of construction work, which was expected to take two years.  The
first Project Manager, Mr. Jan-Erik Johnsson, went to Ghana in August 1993 to
establish the project office and make preparations for the commencement of the project.
It should be recalled that IVO had a Ghanaian Resident Representative in Ghana who
was involved in maintaining contacts and logistics for his employers.  During the first
few months further negotiations and contacts between IVO, MOE, ECG, the
Consultants and the Sub-contractors were undertaken.  Now the network had to move
from plans on paper to implementation, to dealing with critical events, and daily ”real-
world problems”, i.e. to testing the capability of the business network that they had been
building over the course of nearly three years.
 
 IVO’s resident Project Manager was soon to be followed by two more permanent
Finnish staff -- the Construction Manager and the ABC System Instructor.  The Project
Engineer in Finland would also visit the project “every now and then”.  There was also
close coordination with TE and mutual help between them (TE had separate staff at the
EEP project in the neighbouring Eastern Region).  A common design engineer for both
projects was resident at the TE project office.  The project office was established in
hired premises in Kumasi, the Ashanti regional capital.  Mr Johnsson was easily able to
find suitable premises on his own by contacting real estate agents in the city.  By this
time he felt himself very knowledgeable of the country through his visits and contacts.
The implementation phase formally started in September, 1993.
 
 Planning Logistics
 This was done with the help of the MOE.  Some of IVO's foreign-origin-supplies started
arriving at this time.  Under the new investments laws, project items and the personal
property of expatriate staff would be allowed into the country tax and duty-free.
However, the help of MOE was absolutely necessary for this to be achieved, as well as
to speed up the otherwise very time-consuming clearance regime that was prevalent at
the Ghanaian ports at that time.  In fact, at the insistence of IVO, a clause had been
included in the project contract stating that MOE would assist IVO to secure exemption
from any taxes and duties on the import of its materials, failing which MOE would bear
the cost of any such taxes and duties.  When IVO’s goods were shipped it would make a
request in writing to MOE with the Bill of Lading attached.  MOE wrote requests to the
National Revenue Secretariat of MOF for such exemptions.  The requests mentioned
that a refusal to grant the exemptions would imply that MOE would bear the cost of the
taxes and duties and argued that such funds would eventually come from the national
budget.  All the required exemptions were provided and IVO took care of the clearance
of the goods by itself.
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 Coordinating the Ghanaian Suppliers and Sub-contractors
 In order to reduce its perceived uncertainty of supplies and guarantees from the
Ghanaian wood pole supplier, IVO had insisted that MOE should sign the contract as
the supplier.  The original wooden pole supply agreement, just as the main project
agreement, had been signed in December, 1991.  As the legal supplier was MOE, IVO
rid itself of the need to manage any direct contact with the wooden pole supplier.  The
level of guarantee for supplies and compensation in case of any problems was, thus,
raised considerably as the guarantor of supplies was, effectively, MOE.  At this stage,
IVO held meetings with several sub-contractors before and after the four were selected.
The Consultants were involved in the coordination with the sub-contractors.  The
meetings and communication with the sub-contractors focused on apportioning work to
them, outlining, confirming, and improving their capabilities.  According to Mr.
Johnsson (IVO),

 “As we had to submit our proposal initially we had had preliminary contact with some sub-
contractors in order to complete our proposals.  Then after I went to Ghana to start project
mobilization I contacted some of them.  Some of the contact names were provided by MOE and
ECG.  Others heard about our project through ECG and took contact with us.  Altogether, I had
contact with about 20-30 sub-contractors who showed interest in our project.  Out of them I pre-
selected 6 better ones.  Then I prepared the tender documents for them, they made offers and based
on that I selected four.”

 
 There were four construction sub-contractors in all.  Sub-contractor 1 did construction
only (civil and electrical works) and was initially allocated about 70% of the
construction sub-contracts.  Sub-contractor 2 did construction (civil and electrical
works) as well as surveying, and was initially allocated about 30% of the construction
and 30% of the surveying sub-contracts.  Sub-contractor 3 did surveying only and Sub-
contractor 4 did forest clearing only.  Sub-contractor 3 was initially allocated about 70%
of the survey sub-contracts and sub-contractor 4 did all the forest clearing work.
 
 Coordinating the Foreign Suppliers and Sub-contractors
 The monetary value of equipment being ordered from the foreign suppliers was
relatively small.  However, with three different suppliers, success could not have been
taken for granted.  Contacts were kept up and the deals concluded by phone and fax
between IVO Head Office (Helsinki) and the suppliers.  Exact delivery dates were
agreed on with reference to the project time-table.  The goods would be shipped directly
by the supplier to Ghana in the name of IVO as the buyer and the MOE as consignee.
An agreement was reached between IVO and MOE for this arrangement in order that
clearance would be made easier as the consignee was a government ministry.  Through
that arrangement, the supplies could be cleared through customs faster and more
cheaply.
 
 Completing the Job Configuration
 Some aspects of project design and specifications as well as allocation of work to
network members were incomplete at the time of the establishment of the IVO Project
Office.  In fact, at the signing of the project agreement, only the general contours of the
project had been agreed upon.  The general design specifications had been based on
existing information, e.g. the last national census as well as on estimates of population
and economic growth in the project areas.  The line routes had been agreed upon in
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general, but neither exactly drawn nor fully surveyed.  This led to some critical events in
the following phases (see Chapter 7.6).  The IVO Project Manager arrived in the country
in August 1993 and the implementation phase formally started in September 1993.  He
proceeded to complete the selection of local contractors and did further work on
planning and designing the job configuration.  These were done with the intense
cooperation of the consultants ATP/Power Dok, the ECG, and the MOE.  This was, in
the earlier stages, more of a drawing-board activity with a closer look at the more
specific information like current topographical maps; population, and demand
conditions for consumer connections; the capabilities of employed sub-contractors and
final agreements with suppliers.  Some information on the socio-economic as well as
geographical statistics of the areas was delivered by MOE/ECG and jointly interpreted
with the consultants.  Together with the consultants, IVO made visits to the project areas
to collect on-site geographical data.  IVO was obliged to send its project designs to
MOE and ECG for approval.  ECG approval was to ensure that the materials,
installations and facilities conformed with its standards and system.
 
 Formation of Project Management Team (PMT)
 It had been agreed in the negotiations to use a joint PMT to oversee project
management.  The PMT was made up of representatives of the project marketer (IVO),
project purchaser (MOE), project owners (ECG and VRA), the consultants (ATP and
PD), and the Ghanaian construction sub-contractors (sub-contractor 1 and 2).  It held
site meetings once every month to evaluate the progress of the project and find solutions
to problems.  The PMT was formally constituted at the first meeting on December 30,
1993.  The senior consultant (ATP) was the chairman of the committee and the junior
consultant was the secretary.  The meetings were regularly held in Kumasi.  They started
at the IVO office and the members later moved to the site to inspect work and deal with
problems.
 
 Planning and Implementing Technology Transfer Seminars and Training
 Technology transfer and training was an important part of the project.  It started just
before the start of construction of the electrical installations and continued through most
of the project.  A programme of both theoretical and practical training was drawn up by
IVO, discussed with ATP/Power Dok, and approved by MOE/ECG for the training of
personnel of MOE, ECG and the sub-contractors in Ghana.  The training was to enable
them to acquaint themselves with the ABC-AMKA system, some aspects of IVO’s
technology and the system to be installed under the AEP, as well as work schedules and
standards expected within the project.
 
 A series of theoretical training seminars were held at premises provided by the ECG in
January-February 1994.  It consisted of classroom seminars and exposure to tools and
equipment.  The classroom seminars were divided into three courses.  Course One
consisted of 4 x 4-hour seminars and was held in January 1994.  It discussed the basic
design principles of low voltage (LV) networks with special emphasis on the AMKA
system.  Its aim was to train the participants to be able to independently design new
radial lines and extensions fulfilling technical, economic and safety requirements.  The
participants were design engineers or technicians from the ECG and the sub-contractors.
Course Two consisted of 2 x 4-hour seminars in January 1994.  It was to train engineers,
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technicians, grid operators, or linesmen from the ECG and engineers, technicians and
foremen from the sub-contractors.  The course was to introduce them to the AMKA
system, its equipment, tools and working methods.  Operation, maintenance and
troubleshooting procedures were also to be reviewed.  Course Three consisted of 2 x 4-
hour seminars in January 1994.  It was meant for the same groups as in Course Two.  It
reviewed the equipment, tools and working methods to be used for the 33 kV lines and
also those used by the ECG.  Operation, maintenance and troubleshooting procedures
were also to be reviewed.
 
 Practical training consisted of two parts; an introductory part and continuous on-the-job
training. They were done in relation to the following four functional areas: construction
of AMKA lines; 2) construction of transformer sub-stations; 3) construction of
consumer connections; 4) Construction of 33 kV lines. Materials and tools for the
AMKA lines, maintenance and troubleshooting procedures were presented in 1-2 day
courses separately to each sub-contractor and ECG after which training continued on-
the-job till June 1994.  The participants were design engineers, technicians, grid
operators or linesmen from ECG and engineers, technicians, foremen and linesmen from
the sub-contractors.  The participants had prior practical experience of LV network
construction and consumer connection construction.
 
 Among the IVO staff was a site manager and a ABC system instructor.  The two moved
between the construction sites, supervised the sub-contractors, and gave them
continuous practical training.  Likewise the IVO Project Manager travelled together with
the consultants through the sites, supervising the work, instructing the sub-contractors,
and helping to solve critical events.
 
 The aim of the training programme was, thus, to prepare the participants from the sub-
contractors for the on-coming job of construction by introducing theoretically as well as
practically, both the ABC-AMKA and the 33 kV bare overhead system to them.  It was
also to transfer knowledge of the ABC-AMKA technology to the whole Ghanaian
network including the sub-contractors, ECG, MOE, and ATP/PD.  The aim was to train
the Ghanaian network actors to be able to design and construct ABC-AMKA lines on
their own.
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 Table 26: Actor capability contributions for technology transfer. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents
 Company/Organization
 (Function in Network)

 Activities in Connection with Technology
Transfer

 Summary, Core Capabilities Contributed

 IVO International
 (Marketer)

 Preparing technology transfer programme;
Coordinating the contributions of its network
partners; particularly concerning ABC technology;
Planning technology transfer; Implementing
technology transfer – theoretical seminars and
practical training

 Technological/Technical; Human;
Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial

 Ministry of Energy  (MOE)
 (Central Purchaser)

 Approval of technology transfer package; Providing
knowledge on Ghana’s electrification system

 Technological/Technical; Human;
Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial

 Electricity Corporation
 of Ghana (ECG)
 (Project Owner))

 Approval of technology transfer package; Providing
knowledge on Ghana’s electrification system;
Providing premises for technology transfer seminars

 Physical; Technological/Technical; Human;
Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial

 Asare Tsibu and
Partners/Power Doc
 (Consultants)

 Consultation on package with MOE/ECG
 Providing knowledge on Ghana’s electrification

system

 Technological/Technical; Human;
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 Table 26 summarizes the actor capability contributions towards technology transfer.  It
shows that despite the fact that technology to be transferred had been developed or was
owned by IVO or its partners, the Ghanaian technology recipients had to be co-opted
into the planning and implementation of the programme, to make it successful..
 
 Construction
 Construction started in the spring of 1994.  This was the stage where network capability
was to be put to the test.  The previous phases can be said to have involved the planning
for and organization of network capability.  The project negotiation phase involved
agreeing on the conditions for, and sources of capabillity inputs for collective network
capability.  The initial stages of project implementation involved planning and
organising the logistics for and the installation of project resources, as well as
completing the job configuration.  The initial technology transfer activities of the
implementation phase can be said to have been one of improving the resources and
capabilities of the network actors through technical and management training, as well as
learning.  At this stage of construction, most issues of resource ties and activity links are
at their most intense.  Some underlying issues testing the strength of network capability
at this stage were:
 1) the ability of sub-contracting suppliers to deliver on their promises, as well as
logistics in Ghana.  Since suppliers were located in several countries, there were many
company-specific and contextual issues affecting their success.  When suppliers deliver,
logistics need to be coordinated up to the construction site.  In the AEP there were three
suppliers from Britain and three from Finland.  All the Finnish suppliers were old
network partners of IVO International.  Two of the foreign suppliers were previously
known to IVO, another previously known to TE.  The suppliers were very important for
the project since IVO did not produce any equipment of its own.  IVO had some
technological patents of its own, but its business idea had been to source equipment and
technology from network partners.  There was, thus, the issue of coordinating the
clearance and transportation of supplies from the ports to the project area: a distance of
about 350 kilometres.  Another important supplier was a Ghanaian manufacturer of
wooden poles.  IVO had reduced its uncertainties regarding wooden pole supplies by
insisting on the agreement with MOE as the formal supplier.
2) the ability of construction sub-contractors to deliver on their promises.  There were
four construction sub-contractors in all.  One did construction (civil and electrical
works) and surveying; another did construction only; a third did surveying only; and the
fourth did forest clearing only.  With, at the most, only five expatriate Finnish staff in
Ghana at a time, IVO had sub-contracted all the works, and was playing only
supervisory and technology transfer roles.  In that sense, the capabilities of the sub-
contractors was crucial.  There were also network coordination issues regarding the sub-
contractors.
3) the smooth functioning of network governance – both formally coordinated and
informally coordinated issues had to function smoothly to ensure success.
 
 During the later project implementation phase the job configuration consisted of
relationship and networking issues as well as technical and technological issues of
project construction and technology transfer.  Issues of the project construction
timetable, costs, budget, and promptness were very urgent here.  At this stage supplies
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had been ordered and were arriving.  The later project implementation phase has the
highest intensity of resource commitment.  Committed resources are both fixed and
liquid assets, as well as personnel.  Therefore the non-performance of one link in the
activity pattern or resource constellation can spell doom for successful results.
 
 Organising the Process of Construction
 In this sub-chapter, the marketing management issues in the process of construction are
discussed.  The sub-chapter will narrate how the construction was organized and
managed and the interactions and relationships of interest for network capability.
 
 Tables 21-24 show schedules of the job configuration during the implementation phase.
The construction jobs themselves were preceded by mobilization which started in
September, and material handling, line network survey, and line network design which
started in November, 1993.  The field construction and installation of facilities was
planned to go on simultaneously at two sites within the construction period.  Table 28
shows the schedule for line network erection.  It started in April, 1994, by which time
the technology transfer theoretical seminars and a few months of practical training of the
sub-contractors and others had taken place.  Line network erection was planned to start
on Line 2 and 3 and continue in the case of line 2 until the end of July 1994.  As Line 2
was being completed, construction of Line 1 would start.  Construction of Line 3 would
end in November, 1994 at which time Line 4 would start.  By the time Line 1 ended in
January, 1995, Line 5 would start and continue with Line 4 until September, 1995.
Testing and commissioning would then be finally carried out up to October, 1995.  As
the table shows, it was planned that two lines would be constructed at the same time.  It
was planned to work simultaneously on different lines, but not to take too much work at
a time.  It should be mentioned that the lines were not adjacent geographical areas, but
were all within a radius of about 100 kilometres.  As discussed in more detail below
(Project Management and Supervision), IVO and the consultants visited the project sites
daily to supervise and solve any outstanding problems.  This method of organizing the
job configuration was also mentioned as one of the reasons for project success by many
of the interviewees.
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 Table 27: A schedule of aspects of the construction job configuration (Line network erection). 1994-1995. Modified from project documents
 Job
Configuration
Item

 April  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec  Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sept  Oct

 
 Network Erection
 
 Bechem-Tepa
(Line 1)
 
 Barekese-Man-
kraso (Line 2)
 
 Kumasi-Manso
Nkwanta (Line 3)
 
 Obuasi-New
Edubiase (Line 4)
 
 Nkoransa-
Sekyedumase
(Line 5)

 

 Testing and
 Commissioning
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 Figure 22 shows the organization of the construction job configuration among the
actors. The main actors are, on the one hand, IVO (turn-key contractor) and ATP/Power
Dok (consultants), and, on the other hand, the sub-contractors.  The job of ATP/Power
Dok was to supervise the construction.  The consultants were professional referees and
expert advisers both for IVO and for the sub-contractors.  They were present with IVO
staff at the project site during all working hours.  Site meetings were held every day
before the start of work and after the working day between all the parties at the site.  The
meetings discussed the schedule and progress of work for the day and discussed steps to
redress any imbalances.  There were three IVO construction site officials – the ABC
System Instructor, the Site Manager, and the Project Manager.  The first two were
constantly on site supervising and instructing the sub-contractors.  The IVO Project
Manager and the ATP/Power Dok consultants visited different project sites and
followed up the progress of work and helped to solve tasks and critical events.  The
Project Manager also did administrative work at the project office.  Construction took
place simultaneously at two sites and therefore not all these officials were always
present together at the same place.
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Figure 22. Organization of the construction job configuration. Modified from project documents
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Project Management

The project management arrangement was on three levels: IVO’s internal project
management; daily joint project management between IVO and the consultants who
were representing MOE/ECG in that regard; project management at the level of the
Project Management Team (PMT).

IVO as the turnkey contractor was legally and primarily responsible for the successful
completion of the job configuration allocated to it in the contract.  Thus, even though all
the jobs were sub-contracted, it was IVO’s responsibility to supervise the sub-
contractors.  In the same vein, despite the involvement of the project management team
in project management and in dealing with critical events, final responsibility for
performing IVO’s job configuration rested with the latter.  Figure 23 reflects IVO's
"project staff" organization.  It shows the division of jobs within IVO's purview during
the construction phase, and the staff situation of IVO.  In effect IVO itself was mainly
doing supervision, technology transfer and project marketing/management.  All the
surveying, forest clearing, and construction/installation jobs within IVO’s purview were
sub-contracted.  Excluding Trans-Electric staff, there were, at most, five IVO staff in
Ghana at a time.  There were the Project Manager, the ABC System Instructor, the Site
Manager and the Planning and a Design Engineer based at the Trans-Electric Office
who worked for both projects.  Additionally, the Project Manager from Helsinki visited
the project for a few short periods, or to replace the Project Manager during the latter’s
holidays outside Ghana.

However, the fact that IVO was legally the turnkey contractor bearing responsibility for
the performance of its sub-contractors did not in any way mean that IVO was left to its
own best luck.  The consultants, representatives selected by the purchaser to follow up
and oversee day-to-day project management, were expected to work closely with IVO.
MOE/ECG/VRA as well as the whole PMT were obliged to help IVO to their best
ability and resources.  Some important tasks, like oversight and approval of designs,
supplies, and equipment were done jointly between IVO, ATP/PD and ECG.  On a daily
basis, project management was coordinated together with the consultants (ATP/Power
Dok) during the daily morning and evening meetings and supervisory, marketing and
management rounds.  The consultants were the representatives of the project owner and
purchaser (MOE/ECG) as regards the daily project management tasks and were
expected to be on site daily to help IVO with all aspects of its job configuration. The
consultants prepared official monthly and semi-annual reports to MOE and ECG as well
as the creditor, the loan guarantor, and financier (FEC, FGB, and FINNIDA
respectively).  The consultants’ monthly and biannual reports were required for the
process of instalment payments to be made by the financial network to IVO and interest
payments to FEC.  These reports described the progress of work; critical events that had
arisen and if they had been fully dealt with; as well as how any outstanding issues would
be dealt with in the next period.  The reports confirmed the level and quality of work
that had been completed at that time.  At the end of the implementation phase, the
consultants had to finally certify the completion and quality of work by preparing the
Project Completion Report, a document as important as the monthly and biannual
reports.  The consultants were responsible for maintaining communication with
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MOE/ECG.  Project documents like designs that had been fowarded by IVO with or
through the consultants and that needed approval, had to be followed-up by the
consultants.

Figure 23: IVO's project management and staff organization. Modified from IVO project
organization chart.

As Figure 24 shows, overall project management was divided between IVO and the
Project Management Team (PMT) (see above on “Formation of PMT”).  The PMT
consisted of representatives of all the actors mentioned in Figure 24.  The senior and
junior consultants were chairman and secretary respectively of the PMT.  Project
management meetings were held once every month, with all the actors in Figure 24,
present.  They were held at the IVO offices in Kumasi, and they discussed progress of
work and ways to address any imbalances.  The team later moved to the site to acquaint
themselves with the issues presented at the meeting and to meet concerned parties like
landowners and community leaders and deal with problems and critical evens that had
arisen.  Recommendations were made at the meetings and instructions given to various
parties to deal with issues.  The minutes of each meeting were duly recorded and
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adopted at the subsequent meetings.  Parties who had been tasked at previous meetings
to deal with issues reported their actions, which were discussed and reviewed.  The
project management team was very successful in dealing with the issues of the project.
A four-man delegation of the Project Management Team visited Finland, Sweden,
Ireland, and England from May 22—June 17, 1994 to undertake on-site inspection of
suppliers’ premises.  The visit was considered important to satisfy the team of the
quality of supplies before the bulk of it would finally be shipped to Ghana.

Figure 24: Management organization chart for the AEP. Author’s analysis based on
interwiews and IVO project organization chart

This form of project management was in agreement with the FIDIC principles (see
Chapter 2.6) that suggest close consultation and cooperation between all the parties in
the project.  The reason behind the arrangement was to regularly bring all the parties
involved around a table to discuss progress of work, outstanding issues and to deal with
critical events.  This project management method was also mentioned as one of the
reasons for project success by many of the interviewees.
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Completion of Construction and the Project Completion Report
Construction of all project facilities was completed about two weeks ahead of schedule.
As shown in Table 27 the job configuration was designed in such a way that two of the
four lines were completed before the end of 1994.  All the lines were energized
(connected to the live power grid) by the middle of October, 1995.  One of the final
parts of the job configuration of this phase was the energizing of the Obuasi-New
Adubiase line which had been awaiting completion by the ECG of the new Obuasi
switching station (see Critical Events, Chapter 7.6.2.5).  At this point a final inspection
of facilities was undertaken by the consultants.  A project completion report (PCR) was
issued on the basis of the consultants' assessment of the completed facilities.

Legally the network had been dissolved as soon as the Project Completion Report (PCR)
confirmed the completion of the job configuration of the previous phase.  The last
meeting of the PMT was held on October 27, 1995.  At that meeting the PMT chairman
officially informed the meeting about the successful completion of the project
construction by IVO and that the work of the team had been completed successfully.
Each of the members thanked the others for their cooperation which had ensured a
successful project.  Among others, a letter of commendation was given by MOE/ECG to
IVO and ATP/PD for commendable technical and project marketing expertise.  On its
part, IVO commended the Ghanaian actors for cooperation as well as technical and
project management expertise.

7.3.3 Analytical Summary: Major Governance Processes

Analytical summaries of the activity and resource chains and the nets of actors involved
are illustrated in this sub-chapter for the most important aspects of the job configuration
at the project implementation stage: technology transfer; project planning, organization
and coordination; project management; logistics and project construction.  The summary
is meant to enable further within-case analysis.

Technology Transfer (TT)

Figure 25 shows the net of Actors, Activity and Resource Chain in connection with
Technology Transfer at the Project Implementation Phase.  Table 28 further clarifies the
chain by showing the actors providing capabilities for the most important activities/resource
aspects of the chain.  The diagrams show that technology transfer was planned by IVO in
consultation with ECG, MOE, and ATP.  IVO or its own network partners were the owners
of much of the technology to be transferred. However, the project purchaser and owner
needed to be consulted on the type and mode of transfer.  Moreover, there were some aspects
of the project (local grid issues) in which the project owner and consultant were the experts
and IVO was in a position of learning from them.
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Figure 25. Activity and resource chain in connection with technology transfer at project
implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents.

Additionally, some facilities to be used for the transfer were owned by ECG.  Some of
the proposed participants were connected to ECG/MOE and the latter’s contacts were
needed to keep them well-managed.  The sub-contractors, who in theory were recipients
of technology transfer, had capabilities of their own which were important for the
success of technology transfer, e.g knowledge of the local electricity grid issues.  Mutual
learning was confirmed by the interviewees.  The IVO interviewees were quick to point
out that their capabilities were enriched by participating in the Ghana project and
interacting with the Ghanaian actors.

 Table 28: Important activities/resources and actors providing capabilities for technology
transfer chain at the implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and
project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Planning technology transfer                              >>
Approval of technology transfer programme      >>
Implementing technology transfer                      >>

 IVO ECG/MOE/ATP
 IVO, ECG, ATP, Sub-contractors

 Negotiations and coordination                            >>  IVO, MOE, ECG, ATP
 Relationship-building and maintenance             >>  All involved

The activities required technical, networking and relationship-building, organizational,
managerial, and entrepreneurial capabilities among the actors.
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    Planning mode of TT program
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(Project
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ATP/PD
(Consultants)
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Project Planning and Mobilization: Completing the Construction Job Configuration (PM)

Figure 26: Activity and resource chain in connection with completion of the job
configuration. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents.

Figure 26 shows the activity chain in connection with planning and mobilization,
particularly completing the job configuration of the implementation phase.  Table 29
also shows some important activities and resources and the actors who contributed
capabilities for the activity and resource chain.  IVO had the primary responsibility for
completing the specification of the job configuration.  In certain aspects IVO consulted
with ATP/PD.  The completion of project design started with physical surveying of the
line areas which was done together with ATP/PD.  MOE/ECG’s approval was required
in many aspects of design and specifications.  These were often discussed first with
ATP/PD and then forwarded to ECG for approval to be given.  Within its own net, IVO
had to communicate and decide with its sub-contractors and suppliers.  All these
required technical, networking and relationship-building, organizational, managerial and
entrepreneurial capabilities among the actors.  The job configuration with the wooden
pole supplier had to be finally specified and its achievement required joint consultation
within the Project Management Team.

Resource Ties and Activity Links
Organizational/ Managerial/Entrepreneurial

Establishing Project Office
Networking, Relationship

Positive networking, interactions
Technological,

Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial
Completing Project Design
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 Table 29: Important activities/resources and actors providing capabilities in connection
with completion of the job configuration at the implementation phase. Author’s analysis
 based on interviews and project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Completion of project planning and design   >>
Completion of job configuration with sub-
contractors and suppliers                                >>
Completion of job configuration with wooden
pole supplier                                                   >>

 IVO, ATP/PD
 
 IVO, Sub-contractors, Suppliers
 
 IVO, ECG/MOE/ATP/PD, Wood
Company

Managerial and technical mobilization          >>  IVO, MOE, ECG, ATP/PD, Sub-
contractors

 Formation of project management team        >>  IVO, MOE, ECG, ATP/PD, Sub-
contractors

 Relationship-building and maintenance         >>  All involved

Logistics

Figure 27: Activity and resource chain in connection with logistics at project
implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents.

As Figure 27 and Table 30 show, IVO received the help of MOE in gaining tax
abolitions and reduction of clearing bottlenecks.  It was agreed to remove the logistics’
bureaucratic hurdles of IVO by active support from MOE.  The ministry took contact

Resource Ties and Activity Links
Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial

Arranging Supply and Logistics in Ghana and 
from abroad 

Networking, Relationship
Positive Networking, Interactions

Using relationships to arrange reduction of 
bureaucratic hurdles

IVO/TE
(Project Marketer)

MOE
(Project Purchaser)
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with MOF and the Customs, Excise and Preventive Service to ensure the necessary
clearances for IVO from customs duties, taxes and other bureaucratic hurdles.
MOE/ECG and ATP/PD were also involved in solving IVO’s worries and problems
regarding wood pole supply.
 Table 30: Important activities/resources and actors providing capabilities in connection
with logistics at the implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and
project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Arranging tax abolitions and reduction of
bureaucratic hurdles against clearance of
goods at ports                                                >>
Ensuring correct wooden pole suppliers       >>

 
 
 MOE
 IVO, ECG/MOE/ATP/PD, Wood
Company

 Relationship-building and Networking        >>  All involved

All these required networking and relationship-building, as well as organizational,
managerial and entrepreneurial capabilities among the actors.  Networking capabilities
included political contacts and influence.  Networking and relationship-building
capabilities enabled the actors to overcome the hurdles that had started to crop up,
particularly regarding wooden pole supplies.

Project Management (PM)
The project management team (PMT) took formal charge of project management.  Day-
to-day management was undertaken by IVO with the support of ATP/PD. Issues in point
are the daily site meetings and dealing with critical events that arose.

Figure 28. Activity and resource chain in connection with project management at initial
project implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project
documents.
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Then the PMT held monthly meetings and took up issues concerning the project.  The
PMT discussed and reviewed progress of work during the previous month and helped to
solve any outstanding problems.  The PMT became a very important organ of project
management.  As all the parties mentioned in Figure 28 were members, its meetings
provided fora for jointly discussing and dealing with outstanding issues.  Its dynamics,
pervaded by cooperation, trust, and commitment, enabled mutual disagreements and
conflicts to be dealt with easily and amicably.  It was in the power of MOE/ECG to
approve of project specifications and designs, to complete certain connecting facilities,
and, among others, to provide and arrange for the necessary wayleaves (permissions
with regard to access to some areas of land) etc.  Thus IVO was, in some areas,
dependent on ECG's efficiency, and links and ties between them were inevitable.
Therefore, an important part of project management was the connected activity in those
administrative areas.  These required networking and relationship-building, as well as
organizational, managerial and entrepreneurial capabilities among the actors.
MOE/ECG had to use their political contacts to secure wayleaves.

Table 31 shows some important activity/resource aspects and actors providing
capabilities to deal with the activity and resource chain of project management.  It
shows that while IVO and ATP/PD were in charge of the day-to-day project
management, an important input was the PMT meetings whose wheels were oiled by
networking and relationship management capabilities of the parties.

 Table 31: Important activities/resources and actors providing capabilities in connection
with project management at the implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on
interviews and project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Daily site meetings                                           >>
Daily supervision and coordination of sub-
contractors                                                        >>
Monthly project management meetings            >>

Administrative tasks regarding, e.g approval of
project designs and products, and provision of
way-leaves                                                        >>

 IVO, ATP/PD
 
 IVO, ATP/PD
 IVO, MOE, ECG, VRA,
ATP/PD Sub-contractors.
 
 
 ECG/MOE

 Networking, relationship-building and
maintenance                                                      >>

 
 All involved
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Project Construction (PC)

Figure 29: Activity and resource chain in connection with project construction at project
implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents.

Figure 29 summarizes some of the activity links and resource ties in connection with the
construction tasks at the implementation phase.  IVO and ATP/PD worked very closely
on project construction.  ATP/PD were present daily on site helping to supervise and
coordinate the sub-contractors and supervising and advising on construction,
management and organizational issues.  Apart from IVO’s Project Manager and the
consultants, the sub-contractors were supervised on the ground by two IVO staff, the
site manager and the ABC-AMKA instructor.  Several critical events that arose
regarding construction needed the support of ATP/PD to solve.  Another important
aspect of construction was connecting facilities to be constructed, technical information
and instruction to be provided, as well as administrative tasks like approval of designs
and products to be done by ECG.  There were delays and critical events on some of
these, which were appropriately handled by the PMT.  The PMT went to site after every
meeting and met the necessary aggrieved parties on site to solve critical events.  All the
construction tasks were undertaken by sub-contractors.  The sub-contractors had useful
capabilities of their own which were improved by the technology transfer training
provided.  As Table 32 shows, one important capability that the sub-contractors
posessed was knowledge of local grid, terrain, and culture.  It was important for ECG to
complete the required connecting facilities in time in order not to delay other work.
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 Table 32: Important activities/resources and actors providing capabilities in connection
with construction at the implementation phase. Author’s analysis based on interviews
and project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Daily supervision and coordination of
contruction                                                      >>
Site inspection and problem-solving of PMT>>
Technology transfer and training for sub-
contractors on site                                          >>
Provision of technical information for project
construction, e.g for earth resistance
construction                                                   >>
Construction of connecting facilities like sub-
stations and lines                                            >>
Knowledge of local grid, terrain, and culture >>

 
 IVO, ATP/PD
 IVO, MOE, ECG, VRA, ATP/PD
Sub-contractors.
 IVO
 
 
 ECG
 
 ECG
 ATP/PD, Sub-contractors

 Networking, relationship-building and
maintenance                                                   >>

 All involved

7.3.4 Underlying Governance Processes

Mobilization
After the contract was signed, full-scale mobilization begun.  At this stage, mobilization
can be classified on two levels: project business network (managerial) mobilization; and
project construction mobilization.  Managerial mobilization had started during the
previous phase, and construction mobilization was now picking up.  After initial
construction mobilization activities in Finland, IVO’s project manager moved to Ghana
to set up the project office and complete contacts with Ghanaian partners.  Initial
construction mobilization activities in Finland included contacts with the proposed
Finnish and foreign suppliers.  The IVO project office in Ghana was set up formally in
September, but construction jobs started in November, 1993.  In Ghana both business
network and construction mobilization continued with the cooperation of MOE/ECG
and ATP/PD, as well as the sub-contractors.  A part of business network mobilization at
this stage was IVO’s final contacts with its foreign suppliers.  In addition, IVO had to
complete the agreements with local subcontractors.  This aspect of business network and
construction mobilization had been left largely to this stage.  Consultations were held
with many sub-contractors, and agreements were reached with the final four.
Concerning construction mobilization, at this stage ATP/PD became more important
and their interactions with IVO were on a daily basis and became more intense.  An
important part of construction mobilization and integration was the theoretical
technology transfer seminars which were also followed, in the later spring, by on-the-job
training.  IVO completed project design work based on the basic design initially done by
TE and with input from ECG and ATP/PD.  ECG had the power to approve all project
design and equipment and to ensure that they would fit in with the existing system.
ATP/PD were to supervise and interact with IVO to achieve that aim.  ATP/PD
interacted with IVO on a daily basis.  Final survey and initial construction jobs
(survey/pegging, plan profiling, and forest clearing) were started on all routes as well as
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some LV pole erection in two project areas in the initial construction period (November
1993-April 1994).  Intensive construction continued up to the end of the phase (May
1994-October 1995).  At the beginning of the implementation phase, four permanent
IVO staff were at post: the project manager, the site manager, the ABC instructor, and
the design engineer (together with TE) (see IVO’s Project Staff Organization, Figure
23).  During this period the formal project management structure was put in place.  ATP
was present at site daily helping IVO with the mobilization and coordination of sub-
contractors, planning and executing jobs and solving critical events that arose.  They
held daily site meetings both before and after the days’ work.  The monthly meetings of
the PMT discussed all problems, successes, and outstanding issues of network and
construction mobilization.

Integration
 By signing the project agreements, a large part of the integration processes had been
given legal form.  The broad membership of the business network had been specified
and many specific actors named.  The most important integration processes that were
given legal form were the role of the consultants (ATP/PD); the relationships between
IVO and the sub-contractors; the project management arrangements between IVO,
ATP/PD, and MOE/ECG; and the Project Management Team (PMT).  The consultants
were required to be available daily at site to work with IVO in all issues of project
construction and management.  The consultants prepared daily, monthly, and biannual
reports that informed all concerned about the progress and status of the project.  They
maintained the link between ECG and IVO, and between the network in Ghana and the
financial actors in Finland.  IVO had final responsibility for the work of the sub-
contractors.  Perhaps the most important event in business network integration was the
formation of the project management team (PMT).  The team was formally in charge of
project coordination and integration in a broad sense which included engendering and
maintaining cooperation, trust, and smooth interactions.  It consisted of representatives
of all network members: the project marketer (IVO/TE); the project purchaser and
owners (MOE/ECG/VRA); the consultants (ATP/PD); and the subcontractors.  The
team met once every month and discussed the monthly project reports.  It discussed
solutions to problems and other issues of interest for the project.  The PMT was an
important solution to misunderstandings that arose between network members.
Outstanding issues were raised and discussed, neutral members present could give their
informed and neutral opinion of the problem.  The PMT suggested solutions to
problems and tasked specific parties to deal with them.  For example when
disagreements arose between IVO and ECG or when IVO accused ECG of delaying
wayleaves or other important documents or activities, the representative of MOE was
able to take a neutral position and help the PMT to task specific parties to deal with the
problem.

Coordination
 Coordination was based on negotiations and other interaction processes, both formal and
informal.  Formal coordination mechanisms included the required monthly PMT
meetings and constant, intense interaction between the consultant and IVO, as well as
the monthly and biannual project reports.  Reporting was among the most important
aspects of project network coordination.  The consultants wrote official monthly as well
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as biannual reports detailing progress of work, critical events and how they were solved.
The reports were sent to the project purchaser, project owner, and the financiers, and
copied to the purchaser.  They were also presented at the monthly meetings of the
project management team.  The monthly and biannual project reports were statutory to
confirm progress of work and allow payments of the loan from the Finnish bank directly
to IVO as well as interest payments by FINNIDA and MOF.  The monthly PMT
meetings provided an invaluable forum for discussing solutions to critical events that
had cropped up.  The team usually went straight after the meeting to visit places and
investigate issues that had created critical events.  It also gave orders to responsible
actors to remedy problems, and followed up on such orders at subsequent meetings.
Informal coordination processes included trust; cooperation; learning and adaptations
which are discussed further in this chapter.

Relational and Recurrent Contracting
At this stage the resource commitments of the parties was at their highest due to the start
of construction.  The relationship was strongly governed by contracts and agreements,
both written and unwritten.  Partners were expected to respect the various agreements
and the consensus reached during daily site meetings, monthly PMT meetings and other
interactions. There were the major written agreements connected to the loan and grant,
the payments to be made to IVO as well loan repayments. Despite the written contracts
and other agreements, (e.g., minutes of PMT meetings), the desire of the actors for
future projects and their relationship strategy, coupled with the high sense of trust and
cooperation, meant that the network was governed also by relational contracting
variables.  The work of the PMT further confirmed the desire for managing its affairs
through respecting the unwritten rules and conventions of networking and relationship-
building/maintenance. Deliberations and decisions of PMT meetings were formalized in
the minutes of PMT meetings which were scrutinized and accepted at the subsequent
meeting.

Trust
As discussed for the earlier stage, there seemed to be strong bases for and a good level
of trust in the network.  Here, only a brief presentation will be made about of some
incidents that strengthened or weakened trust at this stage and how they affected the
level of trust.  Critical events, which are likely to have more profound effects on trust,
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7.6.  The PMT took serious steps to ensure the
existence of trust between the project network members.  For example, at the PMT
meeting of April 29, 1994, the representative of MOE asked the IVO Project Manager if
there were any problems between them and the Consultant.  The Project Manager
answered that the two “….have created a very healthy working relation conducive to
satisfactory work output”.  This question was asked at several other PMT meetings
during the implementation phase.  It was reportedly asked to confirm that all was well,
as a routine inquiry and not due to any specific suspicion that some problems may have
existed.  On the other hand, IVO seems to have maintained a lingering worry about the
dependability of wooden pole supplies.  The problem of dependable wooden pole
supplies was a constant danger for a good level of trust in the project network.  The first
supply of poles were defective.  IVO agreed to repair the defects on its own, but insisted
on subsequent factory inspections, which were assigned to ATP/PD.  Furthermore, IVO
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requested MOE to liase with the wood pole supplier to ensure that future supplies were
prompt and according to correct specifications.  MOE agreed to the request, and later
assured IVO that it had confirmed that all future supplies would be dependable (see
Critical Events, Chapter 7.6.2.4).  Two events relating to ECG reduced the level of trust
in the project network at this time.  One concerned the completion of wayleaves
(permission for access to land for construction), and another concerned the construction
of the Obuasi 11 kV sub-station.  IVO had reason to complain at several PMT meetings
that wayleaves had been delayed and that if delays continued its work might be delayed.
ECG explained that the delay in wayleaves was due to reasons beyond its control, as in
many cases the wayleaves could not be granted without permission of landlords or local
communities.  Its effect was, however, to reduce the level of trust IVO had for ECG to
some extent.  Moreover IVO had to complain at several PMT meetings about the delay
in the construction of the Obuasi 11 kV station which was very important for IVO’s
timetable (see Critical Events, Chapter 7.6.2.5).  ECG’s explanations did not attract the
least understanding by IVO.

On the other hand, there were events that strengthened the level of trust.  On the whole,
the capabilities of the Ghanaian actors in helping to solve critical events regarding land
access was very much appreciated by IVO.  The level of cooperation exhibited by all
actors (discussed below) was very much appreciated and commented on by the
interviewees.  The good level of cooperation helped to further cement trust.

Cooperation
The minutes of the project management team at this stage confirm the statements of an
atmosphere of cooperation between the network partners.  The reported problems,
delays, and misgivings about the performance of other actors were discussed in an
atmosphere of mutual understanding and support.  Despite the fact that IVO had always
been apprehensive of the pole supply situation, and despite its repeated statements that
the prompt and problem-free supply of poles was important for keeping to the project
time-table, it took a conciliatory position regarding a problem in pole supply that it
reported at the meeting of January 28, 1994.  Wood Company had supplied poles with
wrong hole specifications, but IVO agreed to accept the poles and to make alterations on
site.  As a result it was agreed that the consultant would, in future, inspect the poles at
the factory before they were delivered to site.  Reported critical events that IVO and
ATP/PD could not solve on their own were immediately acted on by the team.  The
team went together to visit sites and meet concerned people and groups, e.g. the
Kwadaso Methodist Women’s Training Centre and meet officials there to solve the land
access problem.  Therefore, there was a strong sense of working together to ensure
IVO’s success.  Despite the fact that IVO was a turnkey contractor, it was never left on
its own to solve its problems, but the problems were jointly dealt with by the PMT, of
which the most active seemed to be MOE and ECG.

Mutual Learning and Adaptations
Managerial, and technical learning, adaptations, and flexibility are critical factors at this
stage for the project to be successful.  Technical/technological learning and adaptations
were in the form of the theoretical technology transfer programme at the initial stage of
the on-the-job technology transfer activities.  Learning had been built into the
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interactions as a symbiotic process in which the Ghanaian actors learned IVO’s design
and management know-how and IVO learned about the Ghanaian grid and context.
Strict deadlines made it important to be able to promptly solve the unique situations that
arose.  There was constant technical and managerial learning and adaptations in the
interactions between IVO, the consultants and the sub-contractors, and in dealing with
critical events (see Chapter 7.6).

In general the process of adaptation was achieved through bargaining and negotiations
which were among the major activities undertaken at this stage.  There were several
formal forums for bargaining and negotiations: the daily site meetings between IVO and
the consultants; the communication channels between IVO and ECG/MOE; and the
monthly PMT meetings.  For example IVO mentioned its worries about the prompt
supply of wooden poles to the PMT and complained about wrong specifications that had
been supplied but agreed at the PMT meeting of 1.3.94 to accept the wrong poles and
made alterations at its own expense.  At a certain point, as a result of supply problems
faced by the pole supplier, IVO agreed to change its work schedule in order to work
more on other jobs while awaiting the pole supplies for other areas.  IVO started work
on the LV lines instead of the MV lines because the MV poles had not been supplied
yet.  Another example was with the cross-arms for overhead lines.  IVO’s design, which
was IVO’s standard. was rejected by ECG which wanted shorter cross-arms.  IVO’s
cross-arms had already been ordered and changing them would be at extra cost.  After
initially refusing to budge, IVO later agreed and changed the cross-arms.

Summary
At some stages in this discussion a differentiation has been made between the initial and
later phase of project implementation.  The aim has been to show clearly the different
aspects of the job configuration of the phase.  The initial phase involved more of
mobilization and preparatory construction jobs while the later phase involved more of
construction and installation of project facilities and testing/commissioning of
completed facilities.  As noted earlier, this was the phase of most intense interaction,
where time and budget limitations were most severe, and therefore the governance
processes were most strongly tested.  Therefore, the analysis has taken up, among
others, three aspects of the governance and capability contributions relating to
construction and using the network’s capabilities.  The analysis has shown the wide
range of capabilities accessed. One important aspect of this stage is critical events and
their governance which are taken up separately in Chapter 7.6.  The implementation
phase ended with the completion of construction in October, 1995.  At the end of the
same month, the last meeting of the PMT was held and the project completion report
was presented.
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7.4 Operational Phase
The presentation and discussion of this phase is short in relation to the preceding two
phases.  This is mainly because there was much less project activity at this time.  As
explained in more detail below, the project relationships were being disentagled, and
there were just a few major activity chains left to complete.

7.4.1 The Job Configuration

As noted earlier, construction of all project facilities was completed and all the lines
were energized (connected to the live power grid) about two weeks ahead of schedule
(i.e. by mid-October, 1995.  A Project Completion Report (PCR) was issued on the
basis of the consultants' assessment of the completed facilities. First of all, the PCR was
a legal confirmation that the required facilities and resources had been installed.  It did
not, however, free the marketer and sub-contractors from liability.  Rather, it started a
one-year guarantee period during which the performance of the installed project
facilities and resources were to be evaluated.  During the guarantee period, IVO
(marketer) was liable for any misfunctions of facilities for which it was responsible.
The rules of the guarantee period required that the marketer should maintain a
representative in the country or, otherwise, be very easily accessible to deal speedily
with any malfunctions or complaints.  IVO had its own guarantee arrangements with its
sub-contractors, but these were secondary, as IVO was the responsible party as far as the
demands of the purchaser were concerned.  As a result of a new-one-and-half year
project business contract which started three months after the operational phase of the
AEP had ended, an IVO Project Manager remained in the country and was available to
deal with issues that came up.  As TE also remained in the country on another project, it
was also committed to dealing with any issues on behalf of IVO both before and after
the material supply contract period.

The project network was legally dissolved at the beginning of this period.  As Table 33
shows, there were two aspects of the job configuration left to deal with at this stage:
observing the guarantee period, and completing the  financial arrangements for
payments to IVO as well as loan repayments.  During this period IVO was primarily
responsible for correcting any malfunctions of project facilities installed under its
turnkey contract.  In the same way, the sub-contractors and suppliers were responsible to
IVO.  The supplier exception was the Ghanaian wood pole supplier, which was legally
agreed to be MOE.  In this case, any problems would be the responsibility of MOE.
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Table 33: A Summary of the job configuration during the operational phase. Author’s
analysis based on interviews and project documents Period: October 1995—October
1996.
Summary of Job
Configuration

 Observing the guarantee period
 Completing loan and payment arrangements

 Examples of
 Assignments,
 Tasks and
 Critical Events

 Relationship-maintenance
 Communication regarding malfunctions of project facilities
 Repairs or replacements of any malfunctioning parts
 Communications regarding loan and payment arrangements
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Table 34: Actors, their activities and contributed Resources during the Operational Phase.  Author’s analysis based on interviews
and project documents

Ghanaian Institutional and Business Network
Company/Organization
(Function in Network)

Activities in connection with AEP at this
stage

Summary, Core Contributed Capabilities

Ministry of Energy (MOE),
Including VRA (Central Purchaser)

 Observing the guarantee period; Maintaining
relationships related to the project

 Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Relationship/Networking

Electricity Corporation of
Ghana (ECG) (Project Owner)

 Observing the guarantee period; Maintaining
relationships related to the project

 Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Relationship/Networking; Technical capabilities

 Ministry of Finance (MOF)
 (Financial Supervisor)

 Maintaining relationships related to loan
repayment

 Financial planning and knowledge capabilities

Asare Tsibu and Partners (ATP)
(Main Consultant)

 Observing the guarantee period; Maintaining
relationships related to the project

 Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Relationship/Networking; Technical capabilities

Power Dok (Trainee Consultant)  Observing the guarantee period; Maintaining
relationships related to the project

 Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Relationship/Networking; Technical capabilities

Ghanaian Sub-Contractors and Supplier
Sub-contractors  Observing the guarantee period  Relationship/Networking; Technical
Wood Company (Supplier)  Observing the guarantee period  Relationship/Networking; Technical

Finnish Business Network
Company/Organization
(Function in Network)

Activities in connection with AEP at this stage Summary, Core Contributed Capabilities

IVO International
(Project Marketer)

 Observing the guarantee period;
 Maintaining relationships related to the project

 Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Relationship/Networking; Technical capabilities

Trans-Electric
(IVO’s Subsidiary)

 Observing the guarantee period;
 Maintaining relationships related to the project

 Organizational/Managerial/Entrepreneurial;
Relationship/Networking; Technical capabilities
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 Finnish Institutional Network
Company/Organization
(Function in Network)

Activities in connection with AEP at this stage Summary, Core Contributed
Capabilities

 Finnish Export Credit (FEC)
 (Creditor)

 Maintaining relationships related to loan
repayment

 Financial

 Finnish Guarantee Board (FGB) (Gurantor) Maintaining relationships related to loan
repayment

 Financial

 Finnish International Development Agency
(FINNIDA) (Financier)

 Maintaining relationships related to loan
repayment

 Financial
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7.4.2 Major Governance Processes

7.4.2.1 Web of Actors and Capability Contributions

Observing the guarantee period required maintaining sleeping relationships.  Active
relationships in connection with the AEP had ceased for many of the actors, but they
were expected to maintain a preparedness to deal with any malfunctions regarding their
supply and sub-contracts.  For a short interim period before IVO’s own new material
supply and project management contract started, it was represented in the country by
TE, which was working on another project in the country.  IVO’s Project Manager
returned soon to the country to manage a new project business contract that the company
had received.  The other major job configuration concerned the financial arrangements
for paying IVO its contract price and for loan repayments by Ghana’s MOF.  The
network of that configuration included the Finnish institutional financial network and
MOF.  As Table 34 shows, the capabilities used at this stage were mainly organizational
/ managerial / entrepreneurial; relationship / networking; technical / technological; and
financial capabilities.  Relationship/networking capabilities were used by the various
actors to maintain the sleeping relationships at that stage.  In the case of IVO it had to be
able to maintain a representative office and react speedily to any problems.  This was
linked to relationship capabilities through which the parties’ contacts and relationship-
building capabilities were used to maintain the relevant contacts.  Financial capabilities
included those of the financial network that maintained the adequate loans and loan
repayments.

7.4.2.2 Activity Pattern and Resource Constellation

Areas of activity links and resource ties between the actors are presented in this sub-
chapter.  As with similar previous sections, the areas are first presented, followed by an
analysis of them.

Defects and malfunctions during guarantee period
There were two main problems with the functioning of installed project facilities during
the guarantee period.  These were “a few” transformer misfunctions and problems with
earth resistance contacts constructed for transformers.  These problems were speedily
communicated by MOE/ECG to IVO representatives.  The transformers were promptly
replaced by IVO and the Ghanaians were satisfied.  The problem was not considered
serious and its prompt replacement prevented it from becoming critical.  According to
Mr. Kofi A. Kyeremeh (ECG):
Transformer misfunctions are a common problem.  The problem is not always the quality of transformers.
In Ghana it is difficult to correctly predict the level of power consumption in residential areas because in
some areas the rate of new settlement and buildings can exceed expectations and people seem to acquire
electrical gadgets beyond our expectations so the electricity use load becomes too heavy for the
transformer.  As soon as they replaced them, there was no further problem.
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The other problem was one in which the earth resistance contacts constructed for some
transformers were found to be inadequate after testing as those areas were found to have
a higher level of earth resistance than IVO estimated.  The story of this activity chain is
summarized in the statements below by Mr. Kofi A. Kyeremeh (ECG):

There were defects in what IVO constructed.  However, the real problem was that there was high
earth resistance in some areas.  In such areas we needed to change the earthing design that IVO had
built.  However, the liability became ECG's.  ECG repaired the faults.  The IVO people said that
we had not clearly told them which areas had high ground resistance and which did not.  They
argued that we had briefed them on how to construct the earth resistance contacts but we had not
detailed them adequately on the different levels of earth resistance in various areas.

As stated above, as part of the planned mutual capability contributions, ECG had been
expected to map out the resistance of line areas and provide them to IVO.  ECG agreed
that it had not provided all the required information and, therefore, accepted liability to
repair the mistake.

Financial Arrangements and Loan Repayments
The financial arrangements provided for payments of the loan amount to be made in
instalments by the lender directly to IVO upon a clarification of the work done by IVO
through the consultant’s biannual report and its acceptance by MOE/ECG.  The final
payments were made to IVO after the PCR had been completed.  The remaining
financial links were of loan repayments by MOF on behalf of MOE, and the interest
subsidy payments to be made by FINNIDA to FEC.  The first loan instalment repayment
was done in April 1995, ca. 6 months after the completion of construction, and were to
be made in 16 more successive semi-annual instalments, covering a period of almost
nine years in all.

7.4.3 Analytical Summary: Major Governance Processes

A summary of the activity and resource chains and the nets of actors involved is
illustrated in the following chapter for the most important aspects of the job
configuration at this stage: observing the guarantee period, and financial arrangements
and loan repayments .  The summary is meant to enable further within-case analysis.

All except the financial actors were involved in this activity and resource chain as
shown in Figure 30.  On the marketing side, IVO was responsible for the proper
functioning of the facilities installed under its turnkey contract.  Of great importance for
IVO in this regard was its own guarantee arrangements with its suppliers and the sub-
contractors.  Even though the PMT as a whole had helped to coordinate and supervise
the sub-contractors, any malfunctions of work done by them would be IVO’s
responsibility. On the purchasing side, the wooden pole supplier was closely connected
to MOE, due to the supply arrangement in which MOE became the legal wooden pole
supplier.  The chain was put to the test into two cases: transformer defects and defects in
the construction of earth resistance contacts.  After discovering the problems ECG/MOE
contacted IVO and agreement was speedily and amicably reached on how to deal with
them.
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Observing the guarantee period

Figure 30: Activity and resource chain concerning the observance of the guarantee
period. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents..

The necessary replacement of facilities and construction were undertaken by both IVO
and ECG with the necessary business and technical contacts with their suppliers and
sub-contractors.  The general capabilities required were organizational, networking and
technological.  Table 35 shows some important activities/resources related to this
activity chain and actors providing capabilities for them.  Among others, it implies that
all the major parties (ECG, MOE, IVO, ATP/PD) were legally obliged to maintain a
preparedness to deal with any defects and malfunctions.

 Table 35: Important activities/resources for the observation of the guarantee period
resource chain and actors providing capabilities. Author’s analysis based on interviews
and project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Replacement of faulty transformers                    >>
Correction of earth resistance contacts                >>

 IVO, Sub-contractors
 ECG/MOE/ATP/PD

Managerial and technical mobilization               >>
Contact and communication regarding the defects
and their solution                                                 >>

 ECG, MOE, IVO, ATP/PD
 
 
 ECG, MOE, IVO, ATP/PD

 Relationship-building and maintenance              >>  All involved

IVO

Resource Ties and Activity Links
Organizational/ 

Managerial/Entrepreneurial
Contact and administrative communication 

regarding defects to be corrected
Networking, Relationship

Positive networking, relationships
Technological, Technical

Construction techniques and technology 
for dealing with defects

Foreign 
suppliers

Wooden pole
supplier

MOE ECG

Sub-
contractors
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Financial arrangements and loan repayments

Figure 31: Activity and resource chain concerning the financial arrangements and loan
repayments

By the end of the implementation phase, FEC had completed the scheduled payments of
the credit amount to IVO. The loan repayment period started a few months before the
completion of the implementation phase.  MOF would continue to make biannual
repayments to FEC over a period of almost nine years.  FINNIDA’s interest subsidy
payments to FEC would be made according to the same timetable as MOF repayments.
FINNIDA would continue to pay the monthly interest subsidies to FEC on behalf of
MOF.  The role of ATP/PD ended with the submission of the project completion report
which established the completion of the project and paved the way for final payments to
be made.  The general capabilities required as shown in Figure 31 were organizational,
financial, and networking/relationship capabilities.  Table 36 shows some specific
activities/resources of this stage and the actors providing capabilities to manage them.  It
shows that the activity and resource chain was solved in some cases by the capabilities
of several actors as well as single actors in others.

FECFGB FINNIDA

ATP/PD

Resource Ties and Activity Links
Financial

Loan repayments and interest subsidy
Networking, Relationship

Positive Networking, Interactions
Organizational/ Managerial/Entrepreneurial
Contacts and communication regarding legal 

requirements for financial transactions

MOF
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 Table 36: Important activities/resources and actors providing capabilities in connection
with financial arrangements and loan repayments activity chain during guarantee period.
Author’s analysis based on interviews and project documents

 Activity/Resource Areas  Actors Providing Capabilities
Project Completion Report                              >>  ATP/PD
Contact and communication regarding the
repayments                                                        >>

 MOF, FEC, FGB, FINNIDA

 Repayments                                                      >>
 Interest subsidy                                                 >>
 Continuing guarantee                                        >>

 MOF
 FINNIDA
 FGB

7.4.4 Underlying Governance Processes

Mobilization
Most mobilization plans and requirements had been completed at this stage.  In fact,
with regard to this particular project, the network was being de-mobilized.  However, at
the same time, much of the AEP network was in the initial stages of being re-mobilized
for a continuing business relationship regarding follow-up projects.  For the AEP, the
remaining issues of mobilization would arise in cases of malfunctions and defects.  In
the case of the malfunctioning transformers, MOE/ECG informed IVO and it was
agreed that if IVO replaced them the problem would be finished.  Mobilization on this
issue was done separately within the MOE/ECG/ATP/PD net and the IVO-suppliers-
subcontractors net.  Within the former net, mobilization was very minor and was limited
to ascertaining the extent of the problem, the decision to inform IVO, and the follow-up
inspection.  Within the IVO-supplier-subcontractor net, mobilization was concerned
with IVO ascertaining the nature of the problem, ordering supplies and getting them
installed by the subcontractor.  In the case of the problems with the earthing
construction, after contact within the MOE/ECG/ATP/PD net and contact was taken
with IVO, the latter rejected responsibility for the problem.  Finally, ECG accepted its
liability and dealt with the problem.  The maintenance of sleeping relationships at this
stage can be called sleeping mobilization.  Each of the major nets (MOE/ECG/ATP/PD
and IVO-suppliers-subcontractors) maintained its sleeping mobilization within it, i.e.
rituals and other efforts at managing discontinuity.  More importantly, continuing
projects within and between the two nets created mobilization in other projects and
thereby some level of relationship continuity, rather than discontinuity.

Integration
Disintegration rather than integration was the required process at this stage of the AEP.
The network was legally dissolved except for necessary mobilization regarding
guarantee issues.  As above, the maintenance of sleeping relationships at this stage can
be called sleeping integration.  Each of the major nets (MOE/ECG/ATP/PD and IVO-
suppliers-subcontractors) maintained its sleeping integration within it, i.e. rituals and
other efforts at managing discontinuity.  More importantly, continuing projects within
and between the two nets created integration in other projects and continuity rather than
discontinuity.
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Coordination
Coordination requirements were minor and were easily taken care of as malfunctions of
installed facilities arose.  Coordination was undertaken through personal contact with
IVO representatives in Ghana and telephone as well as written communication.
ATP/PD took care of the practical coordination with the two nets in order to ensure that
the required replacements and repairs were done according to the project contracts and
in the interest of all parties.  Here too, the maintenance of sleeping relationships at this
stage can be called sleeping coordination.  Each of the major nets (MOE/ECG/ATP/PD
and IVO-suppliers-subcontractors) maintained its sleeping coordination within it, i.e.
rituals and other efforts at managing discontinuity.  More importantly, continuing
projects within and between the two nets created coordination in other projects and
continuity rather than discontinuity.

Recurrent and Relational Contracting
The remnants of the project contracts dealt with the guarantee and the financial
arrangements.  The financial arrangements were to continue about nine years after this
stage in the form of loan repayments by MOF to FEC, and interest subsidy payments by
FINNIDA to FEC, as well as the guarantee arrangements between FGB and MOF.
These financial arrangements meant that some coordination potentially remained in case
of problems of one of the parties in meeting their responsibilities.  The possibility of
relational contracting arose with the new projects contracts between MOE/ECG and
IVO/TE.  Several new projects were undertaken by the two between the end of the AEP
and the beginning of the year 2002 (Table 37).

Trust
Issues of trust were still important for the guarantee period.  IVO was present in the
country and contacts were available on three levels: IVO’s representative secretary; TE
which was completing the EEP and negotiating for a new project; and IVO’s negotiation
team for the supply and consultancy project which was due to start soon.  This level of
contact was said to have helped to maintain contacts and trust between MOE/ECG and
IVO.  According to Mr. J-E Johnsson:

“Nothing had happened to change the high regard and trust between us and MOE/ECG.  On the
contrary, we were negotiating this new project and things looked positive.  Our subsidiary, TE was
also on the way to receive new contracts.  In fact things were okay between us”.

On his part Mr. Kofi A. Kyeremeh (ECG), said that:
“We were very satisfied with their work and we wanted to continue working with them. We had
nothing to complain about.  Their technical competence impressed us.  Everything had gone fine
between us.  We worked out the few disagreements well and I can say that we trusted them as
business partners”.

Cooperation
A good level of cooperation was manifested in the ease of agreeing to deal with the two
technical malfunctions that arose during this period.  Here too, the fact of continuing
negotiations for upcoming projects, the contacts it engendered, and the trust maintained
were also positive input for continued cooperation.  As relationship cooperation was
continuing in the new projects, the opportuinity to coordinate in dealing with any
problems arising many years later with the AEP was good.  As mentioned in the relevant
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headings above, in case of the need for maintenance works, retraining and other post-
project business, it was easy to cooperate as access was easier.

Learning and Adaptations
Adaptation processes were easy as the actors easily solved the malfunctions that came
up.  IVO easily agreed to replace the damaged transformers and ECG agreed to
reconstruct the earthing contacts.  Relationship learning and adaptations were ongoing
in the new projects being negotiated and implemented, and could be of use in the post-
project phase in case of activities linked to the present project like repairs, retraining or
further technology transfer.

Summary
The operational phase was concerned with observing the performance of installed
facilities for any defects.  IVO/TE and MOE/ECG/ATP took care of the technical
performance of facilities.  The financial network got active again in implementing the
payments and repayments of the loan amounts to the necessary parties.  The positive
relationship and networking, organizational / managerial / entrepreneurial, as well as
financial capabilities of a wide range of actors enabled the parties to solve the two
defects that arose as well as the financial requirements.

7.5 Post Project Phase

This phase will be discussed only briefly.  During this phase, the AEP is legally
completed, and the project network activity are formally terminated.  However, I briefly
describe the general state of relationships between the main actors in order to illustrate
the end stage of the relationships for the AEP, particularly between the Ghanaian
purchasing net and IVO.  The research purposes of this study are adequately achieved by
the foregoing discussion of the previous stages and narration of the general post-project
relationships done here.  From the beginning both IVO and the Ghanaian purchasing
network wanted to maintain good relations to position themselves for future projects.
IVO and the Ghanaian network seemed to have built very successfully on the
relationships within the AEP.  According to Mr. J-E Johnsson (IVO):

“We had always been expecting more business in Ghana.  Despite the end of the (AEP) project, we
were not in any way withdrawing from the market.  Before the end of our current projects both we
and our subsidiary TE were negotiating new projects.  We also have a Ghanaian representative
(relationship facilitator) and so we would continue to remain in the market or at least have contact
with our partners.  Fortunately both of our expected projects materialized –TE’s and ours, by the
end of 1995”.

In the same vein, Dr. Oteng-Agyei (MOE) stated that:
“As we were very satisfied with the work of IVO/TE, we wanted them to remain in the country.  As
we are able to get concessional credit through their export banks and as the quality of their work
was good, we had no reason to want them to leave.  So we were discussing their participation in
forthcoming projects and both IVO and TE were actually awarded some more contracts.

A new material supply and management consultancy project agreement was signed
between IVO and MOE/ECG in January 1996, just three months after the completion of
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the AEP.  This agreement could be said to reflect the successful establishment of
relationships between IVO and the Ghanaian purchasers.  IVO would supply materials
and equipment to the MOE/ECG, transfer technology to them as well as to sub-
contractors constructing facilities, and assist them in managing and supervising the
project.  It is worthy of note that this project resurrected much of the previous network.
It was mainly financed by a loan from the FEC and guaranteed by the FGB, with interest
support from FINNIDA.  All IVO’s foreign suppliers in the AEP remained in this
project.  As this was a supply and management contract, IVO did not have to employ its
own sub-contractors.  IVO was training the sub-contractors and assisting in project
management but was not a turnkey contractor in this case.  As Table 37 shows, TE also
continued with a similar material supply and management consultancy project.

After the material supply contract ended IVO has continued to be involved in projects in
Ghana through TE, its fully-owned Swedish subsidiary.  On its part, TE has been
present in Ghana uninterrupted since 1989 up to the end of 2001.  Both IVO’s Resident
Project Manager in Ghana during the AEP and the Project Manager in Helsinki, who
spent short periods on the AEP, spent time working on the subsequent TE projects in
Ghana since IVO’s own last contract ended in 1997.  The last TE-project was completed
in the middle of 2001 and currently IVO and TE have no ongoing projects in Ghana but
are maintaining relationship contacts there.  To meet the requirements of the operational
phase, TE has maintained a representative office in Ghana since the implementation
phase of the last project ended and intends to continue to maintain the representative
secretary in the country.  Eltel Networks63 is maintaining its marketing interests in
Ghana.  They consider the present situation financially difficult (see Appendix 2), but
are optimistic that they will continue to win contracts in Ghana in the near future.
Besides electrification, the company now has additional interests in telecommunication
network projects64.

Remaining ties between IVO and the Ghanaian institutional network
Strong ties have remained between MOE/ECG, and IVO/TE (Eltel Networks).  As
shown in Table 37, IVO/TE continued to do project business in Ghana up to the end of
2001.  Both companies continued with material supply and management consulting
contracts.  TE continued with two major projects.  Both the resident IVO Project
Manager in Ghana, and Project Manager in Helsinki for the AEP worked on the TE
projects in Ghana.  Therefore, active relationships have been maintained in the post-
AEP period.  The interest of Eltel Networks in the Ghanaian electrical and
communication project industry has been maintained by active project-marketing
activities.  Officials of Eltel Networks have visited Ghana since their last projects ended
to discuss new business plans.

                                                

63 As stated earlier in Chapter 6.1, IVO International was re-organized into IVO Transmission
Engineering (IVO-TE) within the Fortum Group in 1998.  Recently (summer 2001) the former merger has
been replaced by a new buy-out which has merged IVO-TE into Eltel Networks.  The name IVO
International is not used anymore, but Trans-Electric (TE), its Sweden-based fully-owned subsidiary that
has that has also been active in project marketing in Ghana since 1989, is still used. (Chapter 6.1).

64 In addition to electrification Eltel Networks markets communication projects.
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Table 37: IVO/TE projects in Ghana in the post- (AEP) project phase. Author’s
illustration based on interviews and project documents.
Project Specification Period
Material Supply and
Management Consultancy
(TE)

Material supply and  technology transfer
for 540 km of lines with transformer
substations and consumer connections

1995-1996

Material Supply and
Management Consultancy
(IVO)

Material supply and technology transfer
for 360 km of lines with 64 transformer
substations and 7320 consumer
connections

1996-1997

Greater Accra Regional
and Volta Regional
Electrification Projects
(TE)

Design, material supply, and
construction of 555 km of lines, 162
transformer substations and 8120 service
connections.

1996-2001

Summary
At the post-project phase this study is interested in the remnants of the AEP
relationships and how any outstanding issues from the focal project were dealt with at
this time.  The analysis is brief because for this phase because the AEP had legally
ended.  The new material supply and management contracts as well as later project
contracts were mentioning because they were built on the success of the AEP
relationships, and they represent a continuation of the general business relationships
between the actors..

7.6 Critical Events

7.6.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses some crucial events and tasks that arose within the project phases
for which the capabilities of two or several network actors were needed to deal with.
Not all the critical events that occurred in the course of the project are discussed here,
but the sample of events here are selected for analytical and illustrative purposes.  These
events may have been unexpected or expected and planned for but that developed
unexpectedly difficult characteristics, and whose successful performance was crucial for
the success of the project relationships.  Critical events are either problems or
opportunities that can make or unmake the project relationships.  As mentioned above,
the job configuration is planned and divided up in broad outlines in advance among the
actors.  The network made efforts to 1) pre-empt any negative contingencies and critical
events, and 2) minimize their effects by agreeing in advance on procedures as well as
conflict-resolution measures.  The contract documents gave written legal bases that
clarified rights, responsibilities, procedures, and conflict resolution measures.  The main
contract document signed on December 19, 1991, were the Price Sheet dated December
5, 1991 (a list of agreed-to prices), and the Proposal dated October 18, 1991 (an initial
bid and project design submitted by IVO).  There was also the credit agreement signed
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on March 3, 1993 (see Chapter 7.2.2.3.3 for a narration of the contents of the foregoing
three documents).  As noted, the project contract was required to clarify the nature and
scope of the project in order to pave the way for the credit agreement.  The steps taken
to avoid contingencies and to minimize their effects are summarized as follows:

Clarifying the job configuration
The broad contours of the job configuration were laid out in the project contract.  The
project contracts (main project contract encompassing the price sheets and the proposal;
the wooden poles supply contract; and the credit agreement) defined, in general, the
major actors in the network, the capabilities they were expected to contribute, and how
some of the activity links would look like and be coordinated.  In the main project
contract, the major actors explicitly defined were: the purchaser (“employer”); the
marketer (“contractor”); and the engineer.  Since the contract was clearly stated to be
based on accepted practices of FIDIC, it meant an implicit recognition of the engineer’s
representative, suppliers and sub-contractors as co-network parties.  On its part the
credit agreement defined the marketer (“supplier”); the purchaser (“buyer”); the
financier (“lender”); the borrower; the interest subsidizer; and the guarantor.  The
project contract stated that the marketer (supplier) would perform all the works required
for the successful completion of the project in a period of 24 months starting from the
beginning of construction.  The employer would pay promptly according to an agreed
timetable, help to clear the project imports for the contractor, and arrange to clear
bureaucratic hurdles like taxes, work and resident permits.  The consultant was expected
to provide engineering guidance, consultation, and refereeing.  These broad job
configuration contours were further clarified and specified as soon as the credit contract
has been signed and the initial construction (mobilization) stage had started.
Furthermore, IVO employed sub-contractors and suppliers.  The contract recognized
that possibility, but the responsibility for their correct performance rested with IVO.
The exception was the wood pole supply contract for which responsibility for correct
performance lay with the purchaser (MOE).  The general work schedule was specified in
detail for the various contractors by IVO.  The consultant was required to be present
daily to help the marketer to solve problems on the ground.  Provision was made for
daily site meetings, monthly project management meetings and procedures for
consultation in-between those periods.  The letter and spirit of the FIDIC rules required
active cooperation, and participation of the purchaser as well as project owner and their
support for the marketer in its work.

Pre-empting and Solving Critical Events
IVO and the core actors detailed the actors, their resources and capabilities as well as
procedures for work in order to pre-empt critical events.  The FIDIC rules include
detailed pro-active measures at avoiding and solving critical events.  As mentioned in
Chapter 2.6  they suggest the creation of a project network accessing varied capabilities,
within which cooperation, trust, and interdependence would be paramount.  In addition,
provision was made in the contracts for solving the critical events when they arose.  The
governing law was agreed to be Ghanaian law.  However, in case of disputes “which
cannot be settled amicably” they were to be referred to arbitrators “in accordance with
the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law” and such arbitration would
be held in Geneva, Switzerland.  For the credit agreement the governing law was
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Finnish law and arbitration would be done by the International Court of Arbitration in
the Hague, Netherlands.  The credit agreement detailed the mode and procedure of
payment of the loan amount directly to IVO and the mode and procedure of repayments
by MOF to FEC.  The monthly and half-yearly reports of the consultants, if not
disputed, would be accepted as confirming the amount of work done by IVO.  After
each specific amount of work completed, a percentage of the loan would be transferred
to an agreed IVO account.  A specific schedule for payment of the loan amount was
agreed for loan repayments.  The arrangement for direct transfer of money to IVO was
an important arrangement to avoid delays in payment of the contract fee that could be
caused by financial or other instabilities of the purchaser/the Ghanaian state.  Other
aspects of the CCS like the obligatory credit guarantee provided by FGB and the interest
subsidy granted by FINNIDA were both important steps to avoid instability for the
project process.

In summary, the specifications of the job configuration, parties to provide capabilities,
and the shape of the business network provided in the contracts were broad outlines that
were later specified when project mobilization started in the initial implementation
phase.  In the contract and during project mobilization, further efforts were made to
clarify those pre-emptive and precedural measures for dealing with critical events.
Some were written rules and others would be based on non-contractual governance
processes like trust, adaptations, and cooperation.

7.6.2 Critical Events

The narration that follows describes the events as well as analyses how the network
dealt with them.  Our interest here is in the evolution of the events, their effects, and the
actors, activities and resources/capabilities for dealing with them.  The treatment of
(actor bonds, activity links, and resource ties) in this chapter is much less detailed than
for the project phases.  Moreover, the underlying governance factors are not treated
separately here at all.  This is because the detailed treatment for the various stages
covers these aspects (major and underlying governance factors) in a general way in
relation to critical events too.  The information regarding the critical events were inputs
for the discussion of the various stages which contained detailed illustration of the
governance factors.  In this chapter the events are narrated, and the actors, activities, and
resources/capabilities for dealing with them are summarized.

Some of the listed events were recognized by the respondents, others by the researcher.
As noted, the questionnaire included requests to the respondents to recollect critical
events -- issues that were important, decisive, unexpected, or difficult to deal with.  In
addition to the critical events mentioned by the respondents, I made my assessment
based on the insights into the network interactions and relationships I gained as well as
the conceptual framework discussed earlier (Chapter 3.1.5).  Critical events are defined
here as very important or critical opportunities or problems that must be dealt with or
solved for the network to move forward.  If properly dealt with they have a positive
effect, but if unsuccessfully dealt with they may lead to a detorioration in the network
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relationships or failure for the network.  Dealing with critical events would, therefore,
require a high level of capability, network coordination and successful governance.

7.6.2.1 The Performance of Sub-Contractors

As all the construction works were actually sub-contracted to Ghanaian companies, the
four expatriate IVO staff were, in essence, engaged in doing project management,
technology transfer and supervisory jobs.  Therefore, the importance of the sub-
contractors’ performance cannot be overemphasized.  There were four sub-contractors
in all: one doing forest clearing only, another doing survey only, a third doing survey
and line construction, and a fourth doing line construction only.  In general the
performance of three sub-contractors is described as “good”, but a fourth (Sub-
contractor 2) doing survey and electrical works, caused many critical moments for
project success.  Some of its job performances were considered of unsatisfactory quality
or were delayed.  For example one of their survey drawings was wrong which caused
delays for pole erection and wiring on the Obuasi-New Adubiase route.  Furthermore,
the sub-contractor was not attending monthly PMT on-site meetings and was ordered to
do so by the project management team on 25.11.1994.  A representative of the company
assured the PMT at a meeting a month later that it had solved all its problems and that
its performance had improved, an assurance that was confirmed by the IVO Site
Manager.  However, the situation deteriorated again and was discussed at the PMT
meeting of 24.2.95.  This meeting tasked the Consultants (ATP/PD) to send an official
query to the company about their unsatisfactory work and lack of attendance at monthly
PMT site meetings (the sub-contractor was absent at this meeting).  A representative of
the company attended the PMT meeting of two months later and again promised to
improve their performance, in the midst of stern advice from MOE/ECG to the
company.  In addition to its management flaws, like lack of attendance at site meetings
and PMT meetings, the company had a serious resource problem which was not
apparent at the time it was employed.  The company’s owners/engineers were known to
be highly experienced, capable, retired engineers.  However, the PMT later found out
that the company had inadequate resources to pre-finance its jobs.

Despite the concern and efforts of the PMT as a whole, and particularly ATP/PD as well
as MOE/ECG, the responsibility for the satisfactory performance of sub-contractors lay
with IVO, as the turnkey contractor.  IVO felt itself forced to take punitive action, and to
seek the help of the PMT in solving the problem
According to Mr. J-E Johnsson (IVO):

Yes we had problems with Sub-contractor  2. They were doing survey and electrical construction
and they were originally to work on three areas while Sub-contractor 1 would work on two areas.
But we continuously had problems with the standard and speed of their work and we continued to
discuss the issues with them.  We also took up the issues at the meetings of the PMT and other
PMT members like ATP, MOE/ECG were actively concerned and involved.  However, we were
forced to apply penalty clauses by refusing to pay some of their invoices due to unacceptable
standard or speed of work.  In the final analysis we revoked their initial contract and gave one of
the areas to Sub-contractor 1, so they worked on two areas instead of three.  Even then we did not
fully enforce the penalty clauses, but wanted to bring them into line without punishing them too
much.
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Table 38: Activity links, resource ties and actors providing capabilities regarding the
unsatisfactory performance of some sub-contractors.  Author’s analysis based on
interviews and project documents.
Critical Event Activity Links Resource Ties

(Capabilities Used)
Actors
Providing
Capabilities

Unsatisfactory
performance of
Sub-contractor.

PMT meetings; Decisions
and efforts of PMT
members particularly IVO,
ATP/PD, MOE/ECG.

Relationship;
Financial;
Organizational and
Managerial

PMT members,
particularly IVO,
MOE/ECG,
ATP/PD

As Table 38 shows, the problem of unsatisfactory performance of sub-contractor 2 was
dealt with not by IVO alone, but also through the PMT.  ATP/PD, as the consultants
present on site, were involved in the initial consultations with the subcontractor.  The
issue was presented to the PMT by both IVO and ATP/PD.  Informal contacts were
taken on the issue by ATP/PD, MOE and ECG with sub-contractor 2 and personal
relationship lines were used by them to improve the situation.  MOE was particularly
very stern in its  verbal condemnation of the subcontractor at PMT meetings.  On a
strategic level, MOE/ECG wielded a big stick over a Ghanaian subcontractor regarding
future business within the NEP, as the large part of NEP business was actually awarded
by MOE/ECG within the Ghana Government/rural community-financed Self-Help
Electrification Projects (SHEPS).  Therefore, in addition to IVO’s legal power of
sanctions, MOE/ECG's influence was non-legal but very effective both in the short and
long-term.  As shown in the table, the activity links were the PMT meetings, and the
decisions and efforts of PMT members particularly ATP/PD, MOE/ECG.  The resource
ties were relationship, financial, organizational and managerial.

This event exemplifies the extent to which individual actors within the network can
threaten the success of the whole project network.  Clearly, the performance of just one
out of four subcontractors in the AEP could have delayed the project and sent the budget
sky-rocketing.

7.6.2.2 Dispute over Design of Cross-Arm for Overhead Lines

The ECG had to approve of all designs and equipment for the project.  The final design
of cross-arms for overhead lines was done after the start of the late project
implementation phase.  A dispute arose between IVO and ECG over the design of cross-
arms for overhead lines.  IVO had suggested a longer cross-arm than ECG thought was
right.  The dispute was about both technical standards and also about who would pay for
the higher cost of the new design that ECG was requesting.  ECG believed that the
shorter cross-arms were technically better, and fit better with the specifications used in
the Ghanaian grid.  IVO requested compensation for installing the shorter cross-arms as
it had already budgeted for the longer cross-arms.  IVO initially refused to budge but
later agreed to change the design and adopted ECG’s suggested shorter cross-arm.
Interestingly, the dispute itself was never taken up at the PMT meetings, even though it
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was mentioned to me without hesitation in the interviews as a critical event.  My view is
that it was considered sensitive and divisive and involved two of the most important
PMT members.  Only the initial request from IVO to ECG for approval of the cross-arm
specifications was mentioned at the PMT meetings and minuted.  Apparently the actors
wanted to solve the issue in informal discussions.

Table 39: Activity links, resource ties and actors providing capabilities regarding the
dispute over design of cross-arms for overhead lines. Author’s analysis based on
interviews and project documents
Critical Events Activity Links Capabilities Used

(Resource Ties)
Actors
Providing
Capabilities

Dispute over Design
of Cross-Arms for
Overhead Lines

Negotiations between
IVO, ATP/PD,
MOE/ECG; Networking,
relationship maintenance

Technical;
Relationship

MOF, ECG,
IVO, ATP/PD

The dispute mainly involved a disagreement between IVO and ECG but, as Table 39
shows, the ATP as consultant and MOE as purchaser were involved in solving it.  It was
short, but intense, and potentially very serious.  In the view of all the actors, its easy
solution reflected the level of cooperation, trust, and adaptations, as well as a long-term
relationship orientation as expressed in the quotation in the summary to this chapter.  As
shown in the table, the activity links were informal negotiations between IVO, ATP/PD
and MOE/ECG, as well as networking and relationship maintenance.  The negotiations
were done outside the official PMT meetings in order to avoid publicizing the problem
between two of the major PMT members unnecessarily.  The resource ties were in
technical and relationship aspects.

This event exemplifies the extent to which just one of many activity links within the job
configuration can threaten the whole project.  With its power of approval, ECG could
approve of or reject aspects of the project design.  Without the spirit of cooperation,
trust, adaptations, and long-term relationship orientation mentioned earlier, such a minor
detail in the project design could have threatened the network.

7.6.2.3 Problems with Land Access

General line routes had been agreed upon in advance at the project negotiation stage.  At
that time, members of the design net had travelled through the project areas acquainting
themselves with the terrain etc.  However, as mentioned above, exact line route surveys
and drawings were made by IVO in cooperation with ATP/PD at the start of the
construction phase in November, 1993  Only then did several problems with land access
become clear.  Other problems became apparent as the forest clearing and surveying
sub-contractors went about their work.
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Land Access and Clearances in Built-up Areas
In several cases, land on which line routes were being planned were found inaccessible
due to dense settlement.  A basic issue was that all the lines were extensions from the
existing national grid, so that the take-off points were usually existing high tension lines
or line stations.  Therefore, the route alternatives of the designers was limited to some
extent.  The Kumasi-Manso Nkwanta line was planned to go through Kwadaso, a
densely populated suburb of Kumasi.  Several problems of land access arose here from
the very beginning.  As the exact line routes were being planned and designed by IVO
and ATP, it became evident that in certain parts of Kwadaso, it would be impossible to
build overhead lines.  Before the final decision on using an underground cable was
made, the PMT had discussed a suggestion for an alternative route made by an ECG
engineer and decided that it was unfeasible.  Again, as forest clearing was proceeding on
the same line, the sub-contractors were denied access to the compound of the Kwadaso
Methodist Women’s Training Centre, a private educational complex.  IVO and ATP
arranged a meeting with the Principal of the school and reported their discussions to the
PMT meeting on January 28, 1994.  The team visited the Training Centre immediately
after its meeting and met the Principal, who suggested another meeting for later that day
at which other officials of the Centre were present.  The latter meeting was very
productive and the officials of the Centre promised that a positive response would be
made to a formal written request to be submitted the same day by ATP.  The problem
was easily and cordially solved due to the cooperative attitude of the centre, their
positive view of the electrification project, and the influence of MOE/ECG and other
official actors, since the school was publicly funded.  Furthermore, MOE/ECG accepted
to meet a request by the school to install more street lighting in the compound of the
school.  In a similar situation on the same route involving St. Peter’s Educational
Centre, a private educational complex, the problem proved itself more difficult to solve
despite the reasonably cooperative attitude of the school’s proprietor.  In May 1994, the
proprietor sent a letter to IVO complaining about the proposed use of the school
compound for work on the project.  At a meeting between him and IVO/ATP he rejected
the siting of an overhead 33 kV line through the school but offered that an underground
cable could be laid.  Moreover, the school was putting up additional buildings, which
blocked the very route that IVO/ATP were wishing to use.  The PMT visited the site on
29.6.1994, immediately after its monthly meeting, and decided that an alternative route
would have to be used.  The proprietor had refused to agree to the 33 kV line, and his
acceptance of the underground cable was no use because of the school’s new
construction project.  The newly planned alternative route would involve building the
new 33 kV line in the path of the existing 11 kV line and shifting the 11 kV line to the
other side of the road.  This involved many new financial and technical issues.  A
composite-pole construction that was suggested as a technical solution was initially
rejected by the Regional Director of ECG who preferred an underground cable on a
redrawn line.  The cable solution was rejected mainly due to a fear that it would delay
the project timetable.  Again, due to the possible effects on the project timetable and the
fact that the old line was owned by the ECG, it was agreed that the new design would
have to be constructed by ECG, to be paid by IVO from the contract fee paid to IVO.
Later, at several times during ECG’s work, IVO was requested by the PMT to loan some
materials from its stock to the contractor employed by ECG, pending replacement from
new supplies.  This project fell behind schedule about which the IVO Project Manager
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complained and solutions were discussed at several PMT meetings.  It was finally
completed over one month behind schedule, but did not negatively affect the whole
project timetable as a result of a replannning of the project schedule to address that
delay.

Several similar issues of land access with local inhabitants included one with the
Veterans Association of Ghana (VAG), who sent a written complaint to IVO about the
proposed line that would pass through their settlement about 4 metres from the house of
one of their members.  IVO/ATP/PD informed the PMT at the meeting of March 30,
1994 about the petition.  The PMT charged ECG/ATP/PD to contact the association to
resolve the problem.  The situation was resolved about two months later when the
Chairman of the PMT (ATP) and the Site Manager of IVO met the residents of the VAG
community together with the Secretary/Treasurer of the Association and assured them
that the line would not pose any health hazards to the inhabitants of the community.
According to Mr. Asare (ATP):

We informed them that we were using ABCs which, being covered overhead cables, did not pose
any health hazards compared to bare conductors.  One point that seemed to be very effective was
when we argued that having the line running near the community would make it easier for them to
connect for future industrial projects.  Also ECG assured them of cooperation in the future if they
wanted to connect electrical power for industrial projects.

Another prominent case where land on which line routes had been planned were found
inaccessible due to dense settlement was in Obuasi township on the Obuasi-New
Adubiase line.  ATP informed the PMT meeting of March 25, 1994 that it seemed
difficult to get a corridor for the 33 kV line through the town.  The PMT requested a
more detailed survey report.  The survey was delayed but was finally completed and
reported to the PMT meeting three months later.  The alternative of either an overhead
or underground line was studied and discussed over several months by IVO, ATP, ECG
and within the PMT.  Finally, IVO proposed an underground cable of 1.8km for that
area, which was accepted by the PMT and constructed by IVO’s sub-contractors.  This
created an extra cost which would be borne through the contingency fund.  An
excavation permit and wayleaves for work on the underground cable was later requested
from ECG by IVO.  The permit was submitted late, an issue that IVO commented on at
two subsequent PMT meetings.

In a few other cases land owners opposed the building of installations on their land.
During construction there were two instances of local people claiming that the land on
which IVO and some sub-contractors were working was private land.  The locals
concerned asked for work to be stopped.  Both of these disputes were only solved
through political pressure and negotiations involving local political and traditional
leaders as well as government officials.

The reasons for the land access problems in general are explained by Mr. Kofi A.
Kyeremeh (ECG) as follows:

The problem with such projects is, in the first place, that the period from conception to appraisal to
implementation is long.  Usually we plan the route in general during project conception and initial
design.  However, as in the case of the AEP, by the time we get down to implementation, structures
may have sprung up in the way.  Furthermore, previously when ECG was a state corporation, we
had so much political clout that we could put the lines anywhere we found fit without having to pay
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compensation.  It became more difficult, of course, where buildings had been put up.  These were
the reasons why the wayleaves (clearances for land access in cases of access disputes) to IVO were
delayed.  We could not issue wayleaves until we had solved the problems with parties who were
disrupting land access.

Despite the fact that some land access problems are anticipated in general, the source,
number, extent or intensity of such problems is usually unknown.  As the foregoing
statement clarifies, not much is done before contract signature or the project
implementation stage, because of insecurity regarding implementation.  Therefore the
land access problems can be critical.

Table 40: Activity links, resource ties and actors providing capabilities regarding
problems over land access.  Source: Author’s analysis based on interviews and project
documents.
Critical
Event

Activity Links Resource Ties
(Capabilities
Used)

Actors
Providing
Capabilities

Dispute
over
Land
Access

PMT meetings;
Decisions and efforts of
PMT members particularly
IVO, ATP/PD, MOE/ECG;
Negotiations; Political
pressure

Relationship;
Reputational;
Organizational
and
Managerial

PMT members,
particularly MOE,
ECG, ATP/PD;
landowners, property
owners and other
stakeholders

As Table 40 shows, several actors were involved in contributing capabilities to deal with
the critical events surrounding land access.  The problems were discussed at PMT
meetings and on several occasions the PMT went to visit the sites to study the problems
at first hand.  The most active actors in this issue were MOE, ECG and ATP/PD.  They
negotiated with the various stakeholders, but they also implicitly brought their influence
and reputation as government representatives (MOE and ECG) to bear.  These were
aspects of the relationship between the stakeholders and MOE/ECG that IVO could not
have matched.  Furthermore, MOE/ECG was able to promise rewards to some
stakeholders, like the offer to install better street lighting in the compound of the
Methodist Women’s Training Centre.  Activity links were concerned with negotiations,
political pressure and relationship marketing and the capabilities were relationship,
reputational, organizational and managerial.

The land access problems are examples of tasks that were anticipated, but that became
critical events because their nature and extent could not be exactly anticipated.  The
bases of these problems are usually beyond the influence of the project planners and
managers, and it is not possible to remove the sources of such problems even by higher
authorities in the short-term.  Local land owners and interest could rightfully fight the
siting of lines on their land because, as individuals, they incur economic losses from it.
However, the helpful mix of local development enthusiasm, cooperation, and the
political and moral influence of MOE/ECG in cooperation with local officials and
traditional leaders, helped to manage these problems satisfactorily.
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7.6.2.4 Delays and Misunderstandings in the Supply of Wooden Poles

IVO would have wished to purchase wooden poles from Finland, as the company had
trustworthy suppliers there and as it considered Finnish wooden poles to be of the
highest quality.  According to the company, Ghanaian wooden poles were as expensive
as Finnish ones and it, therefore, considered the Finnish poles to be better on a
price/quality comparison.  As noted earlier, purchasing the poles from Ghana was done
as a relationship-building strategy since Ghana Government policy strongly
recommended it.  Wooden poles turned out to be the only input product that would be
purchased from Ghana.  Due to its experiences that delays in the supply of such input
equipment could become a bottleneck in project success, IVO has asked for a special
arrangement in which the poles were legally being purchased from MOE and in which
sanctions for problems in supply would be borne by MOE.  It became clear very early in
the implementation phase that the supplier was having problems supplying some pole
specifications.  The first problem arose in the form of wrong specifications supplied by
the company, Wood Company Ltd.  The poles had five drilled holes according to old
local specifications instead of one, as required for IVO’s ABC wiring.  At the PMT
meeting on 1.3.1994, IVO made a concession by promising to accept the supplied poles
and to make alterations itself but insisted that coming deliveries should meet the correct
specifications. Delays in pole supply were discussed again at the following PMT
meeting and IVO requested MEM to intercede to ensure that the supplier provided it
with a reliable time-schedule for coming deliveries.  IVO also had reason to remind the
team of the importance of deliveries on schedule.  IVO stressed that problems with pole
supply would jeopardize the whole project timetable.  However, delays came up again
and the PMT agreed at the subsequent meeting that IVO should write a formal letter to
MOE repeating the negative consequences of delays in pole supply.  Eight months later,
at a PMT meeting, IVO informed the team that 65 HT poles were as yet unsupplied, but
the supplier insisted that it had completed the supplies.  As a result the MOE and
ATP/PD arranged a meeting with Wood Company and got it to agree to supply the 65
poles claimed by IVO.  Yet still, by the time of the meeting on 24.2.1995 (three months
later), the HT poles had not been supplied, and 61 MV/LV poles supplied by Wood
Company had been deposited at a wrong site.  However, in the final stages of the project
the supplier improved its performance considerably.  An urgent need for 30 additional
MV poles which was mentioned by IVO with a request to ATP/MOE to help negotiate
the supply with Wood Company was promptly met by the company in less than a
month.  The initial problems with pole supply were considered very serious, but by later
stages the situation had improved considerably and IVO was very impressed by the
speed of supply of the extra uncontracted request.  According to the marketing manager
of Wood Company, the company had faced temporary supply difficulties at that time
due to shortages of raw materials on the Ghanaian market and due to bad supplies of
temperate poles that had been ordered from Finland, among others, to meet the demand.
Later, as the situation improved, it was possible for it to make the additional supply at
very short notice.
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Table 41: Activity links, resource ties and actors providing capabilities regarding the
supply of wooden poles.  Source: Author’s analysis based on interviews and project
documents.
Critical
Event

Activity Links Capabilities Used
(Resource Ties)

Actors
Providing
Capabilities

Delays and
misunder-
standings
in the supply
of wooden
poles

PMT meetings;
Decisions and efforts of
PMT members
particularly
IVO, ATP/PD; OE/ECG;
contact by MOE/ATP
with Wood Company

Relationship, and
Networking;
Organizational, and
Managerial

PMT, IVO,
MOE,
ATP/PD, ECG

As Table 41 shows, the PMT, particularly IVO, MOE, and ATP/PD were involved in
solving the several problems with wooden pole supply.  On various occasions IVO
formally complained at the PMT meetings after initially discussing it with ATP/PD, and
making informal contacts with MOE on that matter.  IVO offered to correct some wrong
specifications at its own expense, and to make changes to the construction schedule in
order to mitigate the negative effects of supply irregularities.  Both MOE and ATP
contacted the supplier to see to correct the problems and MOE offered assurances to
IVO that it would ensure the regularity and correctness of suppliers.  On a legal level,
MOE as legal supplier assured IVO of compensation in case of losses from this issue.
Therefore, the capabilities were relationship and networking, organizational and
managerial capabilities.

7.6.2.5 Completion of the Obuasi 11KV Substation by ECG

The Obuasi-New Adubiase line was to be connected to a new 11KV substation to be
built by ECG at Obuasi.  Without the station’s completion, a completed IVO line could
not have been energized.  Furthermore, knowledge of the nature of  the proposed
substation was important for IVO to design the exact nature of the connection points.
The issue caused several reminders and notices to be given to ECG about completion on
time in order not to delay IVO’s project schedule.  IVO made a minuted reminder to
ECG at the PMT meeting at the end of June, 1994 to supply, as a matter of urgency,
drawings of the proposed substation to IVO.  When the drawings were supplied they did
not include adequate technical details, and this caused IVO to raise the issue at two
subsequent PMT meetings.  At the second meeting in question, IVO also felt it
necessary to remind ECG of the need to include the necessary space for a step-up
transformer and auxiliary equipment in its substation design, as the submitted drawings
at that stage were not adequate to assume that the issue had been taken account of.  The
station was considered delayed, and after several notices at monthly meetings, MOE
decided to write an official reminder to ECG about the importance of speeding up work
on the station.  By the end of June, 1995 the station was still not complete and the PMT
tasked IVO several times to send administrative notices to ECG and MOE about the
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delay, as well as to arrange meetings with them to discuss solutions to the problem.
IVO went so far as to threaten that its solution would be to complete its line and leave
the connection (to the substation) job to ECG.  At the July 28, 1995 meeting ECG
promised that the station would be completed by August 18, but it was not until that
October the station was completed.  This meant that the Obuasi-New Adubiase line
could be energized only during October, the last month of the construction stage.  Mr.
Kofi A. Kyeremeh (ECG) explained that:

“The delay was due to reasons beyond our control.  We had financial problems with purchasing the
necessary equipment for the sub-station, but we finally completed it and it wasn’t a serious
problem”.

On the other hand the delay was quite critical from the point of view of meeting the
project deadline.  The August completion was not too late, but the initial plans were to
complete it in good time to ensure that energization and testing of the line would be
done in good time.  Had it been delayed and had IVO followed up on its threat to
complete its line and thus leave it to be connected by ECG the result may have been a
dent on the trustworthiness of the parties.  Moreover, had it been delayed and IVO
forced to delay completion work, some compensation would have been due to IVO.  As
Table 42 shows, the activity links were PMT meetings, and contacts undertaken by
some PMT members with ECG.  The capabilities used could be summarized as
relationship and networking; organizational, and managerial; and technical.

Table 42: Activity links, resource ties and actors providing capabilities regarding the
completion of the 11kV sub-station. Author’s analysis based on interviews and project
documents.
Critical
Event

Activity Links Capabilities Used
(Resource Ties)

Actors
Providing
Capabilities

Completion
of the Obuasi
11kV sub-
station by
ECG

PMT meetings;
Decisions and efforts of
PMT members
particularly IVO,
ATP/PD,  MOE/ECG;
Contact by MOE/ATP
with ECG; Negotiations

Relationship-building
and Networking;
Organizational and

  Managerial; Technical

PMT; IVO,
MOE, ATP/PD,
ECG

The PMT, particularly IVO, MOE, and ATP/PD were involved in solving the problems
with construction of the Obuasi 11kV sub-station by ECG.  IVO formally complained
on various occasions at the PMT meetings after initially discussing it with ATP/PD, and
informally with ECG.  However, IVO was cooperative and adaptive to the situation
which avoided unnecessary wrangling.  For ECG, the problem was partly due to issues
“beyond its control”.  However, it understood the need to meet the expectations and
maintain the project timetable.  Therefore, the activity links were negotiations,
cooperation, networking and relationship maintenance, and the resource ties were
network /relationship, organizational/managerial, and technical.  This event exemplifies
the potential problems in activity links and resource ties even between the major actors
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with a lot of stake in the success of the project network.  Whereas the previous case of
subcontractor is of a small, private company that has much less to lose in case of its
inability to meet its capability promises, the ECG is the project owner and would stand
to lose very much in case of delays or non-performance of its capability promises.
However, this and some other aspects of activity links in which ECG was expected to
supply knowledge, permission or approval were delayed, causing worries for IVO.

7.6.2.6 Consumer Connections

An important part of the project was to connect the lines to consumers’ homes and
businesses.  However, these technically easy assignments and tasks turned out into a
critical event that was described by ECG’s Divisional Manager (Projects) in charge of
AEP as having been “....to some extent, serious”.  Mr. Kofi A. Kyeremeh (ECG)
summarized the problem as follows:

“The main issue was that the number of customers that were estimated initially was woefully
inadequate.  The populations of the areas had increased far more than we had anticipated and, in
the final analysis, a lot more people were interested in connecting than we had estimated. The
whole issue was due to our miscalculations, partly to reasons beyond our control.  We had a
general estimation that about 30% of the population would connect to the grid initially.  These
were the customers who would be connected within the current project (pioneers).  For the rest of
the population, they would usually connect with the ECG after the current project, so we did not
need to consider them in the current one.  Our estimation of 30% turned out to be too small.  The
initial connection rate turned out to be nearly 90%.

Basically, the problem was due to wrong estimates of the number of connecting
customers given to IVO by ECG.  There were three other background causes in addition
to the problem of wrong estimates by ECG; the lack of continuous and exact population
statistics; politico-social decisions made by the government concerning consumer
connections; and the prevailing scepticism of rural communities for government policy.
In the first place the government had decided to subsidize the connections costs of the
pioneer customers. According to Dr. J. Oteng Agyei (MOE):

“The deposit of 5000 cedis65 to be paid by them was so low that everybody could afford it.  The
cost of connecting on their own later would be up to 50 times more”.

The pioneer customers were expected to wire their houses and pay a deposit for the
connection fee in advance.  However, the third background cause – the fact that rural
communities were sceptical about promises to provide them with socio-economic
infrastructure, made people hesitant about wiring their houses and paying the connection
fee until they had seen the lines reach their community.  According to Dr. J. Oteng
Agyei (MOE):

“The problem is that people do not pay their  deposit early.  The time from project
inception/appraisal, when the community is informed of the forthcoming project, to project
implementation is long and people do not want to deposit their money or wire their homes for a
project they are not sure about.  You see, people have experiences of politicians promising projects
that never happen”

                                                

65 5000 cedis is the equivalent of about 2 euros at that time.
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As project construction started and ECG went to confirm estimates of pioneer customers
they found out that the absolute community populations were much higher than
anticipated.  Besides, there was, initially, no hint of the need to change the 30% pioneer
customer estimate.  However, as the locals saw the lines reaching their communities
they rushed to wire their houses and pay their deposits.  At this stage when the lines
routes had been designed and they were being built, there was not much that could be
done to change their direction or capacity.  According to Mr J-E Johnsson (IVO):

“We had to wait a long time before people registered so we did not know exactly how many
customers would be wanting to get connected in each community.  So we did not adequately electrify
many communities.  We did not connect an adequate amount of lines to many communities.  So that
in some communities we built lines to directions that we did not know exactly who and how many
would get connected”.  MOE and ECG agreed that we should use the contingency funds to connect
more customers, but we could not satisfy all who later wanted to get connected.  We actually did not
have enough material to do that”.

These issues were discussed at many PMT meetings.  Initially, MOE/ECG, ATP/PD
were tasked to collect current data and canvass the locals to register their interest.  At
one meeting, the PMT was informed that “the ECG team had to visit the towns several
times to explain the need for the houses to be wired before some measure of response
could be obtained”.  IVO expressed sympathy with the situation and flexibility about the
solutions. The PMT meeting of 30.9.1994 agreed to IVO’s submission to connect as
many customers as the project contingency funds allowed and leave the rest to be dealt
with later.  Therefore, not all willing customers could be connected because the
contingency was inadequate, and orders from suppliers had already been made.  A
potentially explosive problem with customer connections concerned customer metres,
that ECG was to test and certify before installation by IVO.  After IVO submitted the
metres, the testing of them was delayed.  After several complaints, IVO informed the
PMT just eight months before the scheduled project completion date that it could not
wait any longer and threatened to leave the metre installation undone.  The problem was
solved when the following month’s PMT meeting was informed that ECG had tested
and released a substantial number of the metres to IVO.

Table 43: Activity links, resource ties and actors providing capabilities regarding
consumer connections.  Source: Author’s analysis based on interviews and project
documents.
Critical
Event

Activity Links Capabilities Used
(Resource Ties)

Actors
Providing
Capabilities

Problems
with
customer
connections

PMT meetings;
Decisions and efforts of
PMT members
particularly IVO,
ATP/PD; MOE/ECG;
Contact by MOE/ATP
with ECG; Negotiations

Marketing,
Relationship and
Networking;
Organizational, and
Managerial

PMT, IVO, MOE,
ATP/PD, ECG
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Table 43 shows a summary of the activity links, resource ties and the actors providing
capabilities regarding consumer connections.  Some of the bases of the problems
encountered with customer connection were not the cause of the project actors.  There
were issues of lack of trust by local communities for government infrastructural project
plans that had developed over time, or issues of national policy beyond the influence of
the project network actors.  However, the project actors worked together connecting
their capabilities to solve the problems.  At this point, ECG took their field work
seriously.  PMT meetings discussed problems and solutions to them.  Most of the tasks
and problems directly involved IVO, ATP/PD and ECG.  MOE played the role of arbiter
and adviser at this point.  Capabilities used were marketing, relationship and
networking, organizational and managerial.

Summary and Discussion
The presentation of CEs above gives examples of the range that the project network had
to deal with.  CEs ranged from problems and potentialities due to the project’s national
and industrial context; those due to omissions or commissions in project management;
those resulting from the project management and planning model adopted; those arising
in the multi-actor interactions; or those caused by omissions or commissions of certain
actors within and outside the project network.  On another level, some of the CEs are
related to the uniqueness and complexity (U-C) features of project business (see Chapter
2.1.3).  The  assumption is that such features are an inherent part of project business and
CEs resulting from them are to be expected, even though their exact nature and direction
cannot be predicted in advance.  For example, problems of land access are due to a wide
range of factors – the national land tenure system, the regulations for land acquisition
for public use, even the strength of local interests and lobbying vis-à-vis national
interests.  In Ghana, for example, these may be expected considering the land tenure
system and rules of land use and acquisition by government departments and parastatal
companies. However, the nature of the project business process means that these
problems arise only during the implementation phase, at a time when temporal
limitations are severe. The problem of supply bottlenecks in supplies made by the
purchaser or its preferred actors is due to the complex arrangement in project business
where, sometimes, the roles of purchaser and marketer may be played simultaneously by
the purchaser and marketer (Chapter 2.1.3). This arrangement arises because the
purchaser wants to benefit as much as possible through the project, and the marketer
agrees to the complex arrangement because of long-term relationship considerations. As
a result, the activity links and resource ties are more complex. The marketer has less
control over its own project timetable, because of interdependence on each others’
capability contributions. The project management model of multi-actor capability
contributions that was used, which was designed to pre-empt critical events or to solve
them, raised its own complexities of activity links and resource ties, leading to certain
CEs of their own. For example, the issue of customer connections is one whose
planning is outside the purview of the project marketer.  In this case the project
purchaser/project owner made clear efforts to manage it properly.  However, many
aspects of the issue are too unpredictable to be sure of its exact course.  There were
other aspects of activity links and resource ties where the project purchaser/owner was
expected to approve specifications or arrange permissions that are beyond the
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marketer’s power or capability. Therefore, the range of complexity is wide.  It is clear,
from the ways the events have been dealt with, that the range of required capabilities is
wide, and that a foreign project marketer would not have all the required capabilities to
deal with them.  Thus, the model suggested in this study – a temporary project network
drawing on the capabilities of the purchaser and other local actors, as well as the
necessary financial actors -- is necessary to manage the complex job configuration and
to deal with critical events that arise.

The types of capabilities drawn upon have covered almost the whole range of required
capabilities in project business.  Physical and financial capabilities have enabled the
actors to maintain their participation in the project, and they have had to apply
technological; human; marketing; reputational; organizational, managerial, networking
and relationship capabilities to manage activity links needed to deal with the critical
events arising within the job configuration.

Therefore, any impression given by studies of marketer-centred project marketing to the
effect that the all-capable, all-knowing marketer solves these problems on its own is
negated by the presentation above.  The CEs arising in international project business are
best dealt with through the multi-actor network model.

7.7 Summary and Discussion of the Case Study

This chapter summarizes and discusses the case study only.  A further summary and
discussion of the implications and contributions of the whole study is done in Chapter 8.

The Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP) (with a contract price of US$ 12.7 million in
1992) presented in this study is a small project within Phase 1 of the 6-phase National
Electrification Scheme (NES) (US$ 729 million in 1990) of Ghana.  It involved the
construction of electrical extension lines covering a distance of nearly 400 kilometres,
including consumer connections and necessary tranformer and service stations.  The
scheme was launched in 1990 to rehabilitate and expand the country’s electrical power
infrastructure.  In 1989, TE started marketing its expertise for two sub-projects within
the NES: the AEP and the EEP.  After the purchase of TE by IVO in 1989, the latter
took over marketing for the AEP.  Negotiations for the projects continued until the
beginning of 1993.  By the middle of 1993, contracts for project construction had been
signed and both companies had started initial construction mobilization activities, and
construction started by the end of the year.  Despite being a small project, the AEP is
interesting from the point of view of the uniqueness and complexity (U-C) features that
it presented to IVO.  Uniqueness and complexity existed in the project’s national and
local context, geographical and economic/financial context, as well as organizational
and network context.

The project’s core business network consisted of the following: the project marketer,
IVO; IVO’s subsidiary, TE, that was marketing another project of its own and that
pioneered the Ghana business; the project purchaser, MOE; the project owner ECG; the
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consultants ATP and PD; and four Ghanaian sub-contractors.  In addition, there was one
Ghanaian supplier and there British as well as three Finnish suppliers.  There was also
the financing parties consisting of the MOF of Ghana and the FEC, FGB, and FINNIDA
in Finland.   An important stakeholder group that cannot be included in the business
network but that impacted strongly on the network’s success was the various local
communities and interest groups in the areas in which the lines were to be constructed.

TE had taken the initiative, in 1989, of marketing its project expertise in Ghana.  After
showing interest in two sub-projects within Phase 1 of the NES, it later passed over its
interest in the AEP to its new owner, IVO.  After a series of interactions between IVO
and MOE/ECG, an initial agreement was reached which was based on the possibility of
concessional export loans being received from Finland. By mid-1993 the loan
agreements had been reached and construction mobilization started.

Some aspects of the project marketing and management were planned to follow the
internationally-recognized FIDIC principles that were mutually-accepted among the
parties; others were due to the demands of some parties like the lender and purchaser for
safeguards and measures to ensure their security and/or benefit.  Furthermore, the
project marketing and management model included arrangements to pre-empt critical
events and to put in place arrangements to manage those that would arise.  Above all, a
joint, multi-actor project management arrangement was made in the belief that it was the
best way to manage the project.  The crux of the project management model was,
therefore, the creation of a project business network accessing the capabilities of many
actors.  Activity links and resources ties were, therefore, established and the project
marketing over the phases was a series of joint or interdependent activities of several
actors.  Despite the fact that IVO was formally awarded the contract as a turnkey
contractor, it was not to be left to its own good luck in a project context that was unique
and complex.  Rather the consultants (appointed by the project owner); the project
owner, the purchaser, and the subcontractors were well involved in various activities
linked to project success.  While IVO’s technical/technological, financial, project
marketing etc. capabilities were without doubt, and its technological pre-eminence in
many areas were clear, the capability contributions made by the other actors like the
consultant, the project owner, and the purchaser were important and helped to overcome
critical events.  Even though the job configuration had been well planned and much of it
documented in advance, critical events arose as a result of factors within the industrial,
national, and local community project context, as well as due to omissions or acts of
some actors.  The governance processes that created collective network capability were
not only the contract-based processes but the positive development of interactional
processes like mobilization, integration, trust, adaptions, and cooperation.

Primary data for this study were collected and analysed through qualitative research
techniques.  Personal face-to-face and a few phone interviews were based on semi-
structured questionnaires.  The data collection was based on a longitudinal study
approach, and covered several years and beyond the project’s marketing life-time.  In
addition project documents including minutes of all PMT meetings, some
correspondence, monthly and biannual progress reports as well as contract and appraisal
documents were received.
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In the analysis I have not just extensively narrated and illustrated the case story, but I
have also analysed it using the concepts and frameworks developed and presented in the
theoretical part.  Firstly, the case story has been presented according to the phases of the
project.  For each phase, the presentation starts with the job configuration and the actors
who contributed capabilities for dealing with it.  Then the evolution of collective
network capability is traced by narrating and analysing the major and underlying
governance factors.  Throughout the case, the concentration is on actor bonds, activity
links, and resource ties (inter-actor relationships, joint and interrelated activities and
resource usage), and the factors that made these possible.  The aim of the analysis is to
trace the creation of the business network for the AEP, and how the success of the
network was achieved by accessing and combining the different capabilities of several
actors.

Why Project Success?
The idea of success of the AEP emerged from the interviews.  The interviewees
described the project network, interactions, and project management as successful.  This
evaluation was also stated in the official project completion report.  The reasons given
for success can be summarized as cooperation among the network actors, the
development of a sense of trustworthiness between them, and the existence of a long-
term relationship strategy orientation.  As a result of these, the industrial network
coordination and integration processes developed smoothly.  In the interactions, the
actors made necessary adaptations to iron out any differences.  The interactions were
based on recurrent contracting; however, there were a good deal of aspects based on
trustworthiness, adaptations, and a long-term relationship strategy orientation. Initially,
network mobilization, integration and coordination were done simultaneously by the
marketer and purchaser until the project network was formed, after which point a formal
project management arrangement was made.  After the creation of the project
management team, joint project management was formalized.  It is important to note
that the work of the project management team would not have been successful without
the governance factors mentioned above.

Therefore, the project business network can be said to have developed synergies from
the combination of multi-actor capabilities.  We could justifiably say that success was
due to their ability to create collective network capability, i.e. the synergistic
combination of multi-actor capabilities.
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PART FOUR: SUMMARY, CONTRIBUTIONS, RELIABILITY AND
VALIDITY OF THIS STUDY

As Table 44 shows, the study is concluded in this part by first summarizing its lessons,
discussing its theoretical and managerial implications, contributions and propositions as
well as making suggestions for further research.  Chapter 9 then concludes this part by
discussing issues of scientific reliability, validity and generalizability of the study.

Table 44: Chapters in Part Four
Chapter Summary of Contents
8 Summary of whole study, theoretical and managerial implications,

contributions and propositions as well as suggestions for further research
9 Reliability, validity and generalizability of the study

8. SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONTRIBUTIONS

8.1. Summary

The conceptual models were summarized in one main model in Chapter 4.4.  The case
study was also summarized in the preceding chapter (7.7).  Therefore, this chapter will
only comment on the study as a whole, and will not go into specific details of the
conceptual frameworks or repeat the summary of the case study as such.

The aim of this study was to analyse how collective network capability is created in
international project business and how it evolves through the course of a project.
Thereby greater understanding would be created of the phenomenon leading to explicit
conceptualization and practitioner understanding.  The scope is the multi-actor
interactions in the course of a single project.  In other words, this study analyses how a
group of disparate business and institutional actors created and governed a project
business network to which they contributed their multi-actor capabilities.  The
theoretical framework and case study present and analyse project business over the
various phases starting from the initial phase where the marketer takes contact with a
purchaser, through the stages of business network formation to the dissolution of the
network.  As the business network was successful in its stated aims, this study,
therefore, implicitly looks at the role of the used project marketing and management
model in the success achieved.

This study is justified by the gaps in the knowledge of, and in research into international
project business, business networks, and international marketing.  Previous research into
project business within INA have not explored the phenomenon of collective network
capability and have mainly concentrated on a marketer-centred analysis.  The number of
studies with a network and relationship approach is increasing, but the necessity of
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further studies and conceptualization has been recognized by many scholars.  To avoid
the limitations of some previous studies and to achieve its stated aims, this study takes a
holistic focal network perspective, where the roles and interactions of all the focal
network actors are analysed to create an understanding of the real dynamics of the
network.  Therefore, this study integrated the roles of project marketer, purchaser,
project owner, consultants, subcontractors, financial parties, and other influential actors
within or around the focal network.

Part of the study concentrated on presenting the theoretical bases of the concept since it
has been explicitly conceptualized previously only by two known authors related to
INA, but not yet accepted within mainstream INA theory.  Therefore, the first part
concentrated on showing the abductive theoretical-empirical grounds of the frameworks
developed by this study whilst the case report illustrated and analysed the case in
relation to the phenomenon.  Qualitative and abductive research methodology has been
used to develop understanding of and insight into the phenomenon.  Theoretical tools
were developed and improved as longitudinal data collection proceeded, and a greater
understanding of the subject was achieved.  This dissertation has presented and
discussed relevant literature, and has borrowed from a moderate range of relevant
literature.  Justifications for borrowing concepts and models, and their relationship with
the final models developed have been discussed.

8.2. Theoretical and Managerial Implications, Contributions, and
Propositions 66

It should be noted here, as in the foregoing sub-chapter, that this chapter will only
provide summary implications and contributions of the study as a whole, and will not go
into details of the contributed conceptual framework and lessons of the empirical study.
The conceptual models were summarized in one main model in Chapter 4.4.  The case
study was also summarized in the preceding chapter (7.7).

The implications, contributions, and propositions discussed here are applicable to both
national and international project business networks.  They are also relevant, not only
for project business networks, but all business networks whose aims are to establish
some kind of collective capability, or that undertake network governance to achieve
individual parochial, sectional, or joint interests of the network.  Additionally, the
implications are relevant beyond the temporary, tight, and goal-conscious project
business networks into other industrial networks characterized by spontaneous and
evolving network interaction.  The contributions and implications are summarized in the
seven propositions at the end of this sub-chapter.

                                                

66 General aspects of some contributions of this study are briefly discussed in Chapter 1.5: Justifications
for this Study.
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Theoretical Implications and Contributions
The major conceptual contribution of this study is collective network capability, that is
capability created for a network of firms through accessing varied multi-actor
capabilities and governing their combinations.  It suggests that the achievement of
collective network capability is a critical aspect of network dynamics.  It is the primary
goal not only of the temporary but goal-conscious project network, but also of looser
business network formations with very few or no pre-planned or written rules for
network structure and interaction.  The formation of the temporary network is the
essence of project marketing and purchasing.  Furthermore, this study emphasizes the
strategic implication that it is possible to succeed as a marketer (consultant or
contractor) in project business by network and relationship strategies concentrating on
accessing multi-actor capabilities and on successful network governance.

This study shows the wide variety of capabilities needed in project business and details
ways of accessing them.  It emphasizes the justifications of networking and relationship
marketing in international project business.

A perspective of project business as a search for resources through mutual capability
contributions and network governance is modelled in this study.  Thereby, theoretical
tools are provided for further studies, conceptualization and management implications.

The study contributes a framework and understanding of collective network capability.
The framework is well positioned in the Industrial Network Approach to business
marketing.  It can provide useful input also to studies in other related theoretical
schools, like relationship marketing, and inter-organizational theory.  Sub-frameworks
developed in this study that explicate parts of the major framework deal, among others,
with the job configuration, success factors in international project business, governance
factors, and a capability and resource typology.

The resource and capability typology provides a way of analysing the resources and
capabilities of parties in international project business.  Therefore, it provides a basis for
a resource/capability audit of the specific company.  Such an audit can allow strategic
planning for all network parties, as well as for the different stages.
Relationship/Networking capabilities have been shown to be important at all stages.  In
agreement with INA and RM, it is found to be a primary capability.

The study provides a conceptual framework detailing the creation and evolution of
collective network capability over the phases of the project.  The framework shows the
role and nature of the governance factors as they interweave with actor intitiatives,
interaction and relationship-building.  These create network dynamics in which parties
develop activity links, resource ties and actors bonds, establishing and completing
activity and resource chains, and the dynamics of bonds.  Critical events are among the
important intervening processes and, as they are successfully dealt with through the
intermediation of the governance factors, collective network capability is created
allowing the project network to achieve its joint aims.
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A contribution to the knowledge of critical events is that they can arise from several
areas: 1) within the organizations of the parties involved in the network, 2) within the
interactions as a result of human, organizational, cultural differences or opportunities, 3)
as a result of the national economic contexts of the project recipient country or the home
countries of other project actors, 4) as a result of the social, economic, or legal context
of the project recipient country.  The best way to deal with critical events is to plan for
and use the capabilities of a multi-actor business network.

Finally, an important implication for reformulating received theory of international
market entry is that a company does not have to necessarily be in the late stages of
internationalization to be successful in project business.  A prospective project company
does not have to go through the internationalization path of received theory .  The path
of received theory states that internationalization of companies goes along two major
paths: 1) starting from countries that are geographically or culturally nearer and then
moving to distant countries, 2) from less risky to more risky modes of foreign market
involvement.  The logic of this path is that internationalizing companies must gradually
pick up market knowledge and resources through less risky and less involved modes.
Therefore, the typical path starts from exporting, through licensing before going into
project marketing.  Finnish project marketers were found to have mostly entered project
marketing in later stages of their internationalization when they have acquired enough
know-how, knowledge and experience.  Because the internationalizing company is
assumed to depend almost wholly on its own resources, its international marketing is
driven mainly by risk aversion and a perception of psychic distance from certain
markets.  However, on the basis of showing the ability to access multi-actor capabilities
through a business network, this study suggests that project business can be a strategic
choice from the very beginning; a form of business a company enters by choice from the
beginning.  A company that enters project marketing would possess a deep expertise in
at least one area of project marketing: project design and construction; technical
consulting; management consulting; project management; marketing knowledge and
relationships; financial knowledge and relationships; or international marketing
expertise.  The company would bid for projects and succeed in project marketing by
network and relationship strategies to create collective network capability.

To summarize, a change is suggested to the received internationalization path.  In the
new path, project business is not necessarily a late stage of internationalization, but
possibly a first or middle stage mode.  Project business will also have to be explicitly
added to the list of modes of international market entry (Owusu, 2002).  The theoretical
implications are further encapsulated in the propositions below.

Regarding research method and methodology, this study provides an example of a
longitudinal and holistic network research.  Many previous researchers have noted the
contradiction that, whilst they consider a dyadic or network approach revelant to making
useful contributions, they have limited their data collection to only one party or the
dyadic parties, and have extrapolated the roles of other actors from the information
gathered from the one or two actors in question.  Admittedly, the type of research
exemplified by this study is laborious and expensive.  However, the lessons of this study
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enable me to suggest that it is worth the effort as it enables us to achieve both a deep
and broad understanding of business network dynamics.

Managerial Implications
By giving both the project marketer and purchaser a holistic understanding of network
dynamics from the point of view of the other parties, this study improves the
understanding and abilities of managers of the two major actors in the project business
network.  On the bases of this study, managers would now better appreciate the
usefulness of a long-term relationship orientation based on cooperation, adaptations, and
business network interactions for success in project business.  Therefore, project
marketing or purchasing should not be seen as a single-project strategy because that
could create failure even for the single project.  A short-term project orientation would
mean limited cooperation and adaptations which would negatively affect the trust,
coordination, integration, and mobilization willingness of the other actors.

This study shows that the uniqueness and complexity of project contexts in distant
foreign markets like developing or poor African countries is not a barrier to business.
On the contrary, through networking and collective capability creation, the project
marketer can successfully do project business over the medium term in such markets.
Managers are cautioned to recognize the capability possessions of the local actors,
particularly in the relationship area and to detail up-to-date modes of accessing them.

Firms looking at international market entry should see project business as a distinct, but
lucrative mode of international business that enables a firm to do business in markets
where they are unwilling to invest permanantly (Owusu, 2002).  Project business as a
mode of international market entry differs from its nearest cousins exporting and
establishment of a local subsidiary.  Compared to exporting, project business commits
more of the marketer’s resources to the recipient market for a pre-ordained period, as
well as demands the physical placement of resources there and thus enables the marketer
to gain close hand knowledge and relationships that are useful experience for that
specific or other markets.  On the other hand, compared to the establishment of a local
subsidiary, project business commits the marketer less resource-wise.  Therefore, project
business should be seen as a strategic choice for companies that can be at any stage of
internationalization.  It allows companies to do profitable business in otherwise unstable
or inadequately attractive markets.  By so doing, they will be establishing a wealth of
experience and relationships that will be useful for continued presence on the market in
question or other international markets.

In the final analysis, managers are advised to view project business as network-building
and network management, in which network governance is the most important
requirement for success.  The managerial, and theoretical implications are further
encapsulated in the propositions below.
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Propositions
The propositions below summarize the results of this study and its theoretical and
managerial frameworks and implications that have been discussed in Chapter 4.4 and in
the foregoing sub-chapters (7.7; 8.1) as well as above in this sub-chapter.

Proposition 1
Project business is a search for partners for resource exchange.
Proposition 2
Each of the parties in a project network contributes specific core capabilities.  Therefore,
each party is important for the success of project business.
Proposition 3
The success of project business depends on the ability to create collective network
capability, that is, to be able to synergistically combine the capabilities of all the
network actors
Proposition 4
Success in creating collective network capability depends on successful network
governance of which the core processes are actor bonds, activity links, and resource ties
and core underlying processes are cooperation, learning and adaptations, and a long-
term relationship orientation of the actors
Proposition 5
In unique and complex project contexts it is not possible to fully envisage or pre-empt
critical events. Solving critical events depends on the capabilities of a range of the
network actors.
Proposition 6
Project business is a distinct mode of international market entry that suggests a
reformulation of received internationalization theory.  It provides a mode for successful
business in unstable or otherwise unattractive markets.
Proposition 7
Through project business, the marketer can gain experience and relationships in unstable
markets.  Such experience and relationships will be useful for continued business in the
specific or other market.

8.3 Suggestions for Further Research

There is the need for more studies of the creation of collective network capability in
project business and other business contexts to more deeply understand the dimensions
of the phenomenon.  As stated in the summary above (Chapter 8.1), in this study it was
necessary to justify the approach and concept of collective network capability since it
has been explicitly conceptualized previously only by two known authors related to
INA.  Therefore, the first part concentrated on showing the abductive theoretical-
empirical grounds of the frameworks developed by this study whilst the case report
illustrated and analysed the case in relation to the phenomenon.  As a result, whilst I feel
that the contributions of this study have been adequately demonstrated and justified, the
concepts and frameworks need further study and deepening.  Some questions that could
be researched in this area are: what is the effect of the type of governance structure on
the formation of collective network capability?; to what extent is the achievement of
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collective network capability dependent on a long-term relationship orientation vis-à-vis
a single project focus strategy?; what is the effect of power balance as compared to
power inequality among the major actors on the achievement of collective network
capability; what is the effect of the extent of legal contracts used as opposed to informal
trust-based approaches?  Research questions could also be related to the nature and role
of critical events.  Using, e.g the framework of criticality of critical incidents (cf.
Edvardsson and Strandvik, 2000), one could explore and deepen knowledge of the
characteristics of critical events that lead to the inability to achieve collective network
capability.  Further studies could compare the nature and intensity of critical events as
well as solutions to them across project networks characterized by industrial network
governance, or networks characterized by situations of power inequality among the
actors and see to what extent cooperation vis-à-vis control affects the success of the
network in dealing with critical events.  Regarding the concepts of resources and
capabilities, a general model of required capabilities in project business was suggested
in this study, as well as specifications of which particular capabilities were needed to
solve different types of critical events.  Further research could concentrate on
categorizing resources/capabilities for different types of project contexts in order to
generate knowledge on which types of capabilities are most relevant for different types
of project contexts.

There are aspects of this case study that can be generalized across relevant situations.
Also the theoretical and managerial implications have relevance beyond this very case.
However, the level of uniqueness that exists in this case calls for more case studies to
confirm the similarities or differences in different case situations and thereby contribute
to the continuous development of a metatheory of the subject.  For example, more case
studies of project business revealing uniqueness and complexity and how these are
managed by the project marketer should be carried out.

One difference between this study and many previous studies of project business is the
focal network analysis, which means that the focus is put on the interaction between the
whole range of focal network actors, i.e the marketer, purchaser, project owner, and
consultants, and not from the perspective of the marketer only.  This highlights the
separate roles of the purchaser and project owner (who are often different in
infrastructure projects).  It was shown in this study that the purchaser does not withdraw
and become passive after the legal contract is signed.  Therefore, researchers need to
study the purchasing function as much as the marketing function.  In fact the purchasing
function is recently being studied and conceptualized more in the INA school (see
Gadde and Håkansson, 2000; Gadde and Håkansson, 1993).  Researchers should more
deeply study the project cycle of the purchaser, the nature of the buying centre, and
negotiation strategies.  Researchers should develop strategic advice for purchasers just
as they have for marketers.

The propositions above provide ground for quantitative studies where they are
developed as hypotheses that would be studied across large samples of companies to
establish the extent to which they hold in different project business and general business
contexts.  The nature and effect of relationship orientations, cooperation, adaptations,
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and governance structure and processes could be studied across large samples of firms.
Well conducted quantitative studies would increase the generalizability of the findings.
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9. OBJECTIVITY, RELIABILITY, VALIDITY, AND
GENERALIZABILITY OF THE STUDY

Academic studies are subject to evaluative criteria for determining their quality.  They
provide bases for qualitative researchers to ensure that their studies meet acceptable
scientific standards.  A detailed narration of data collection and analysis methods is
given in Chapter 5.1, whereas the theoretical bases of the chosen research approach is
discussed in Chapter 1.7.  In this chapter, the subject is further discussed by
concentrating on the ways in which the chosen methods and methodology have
improved the reliability, validity, and generalizability of this study.

9.1 Reliability of Data Collection and Analysis Techniques

Reliability is concerned with making sure that the data collection, data analysis and
conclusions are dependable and are clearly stated in the report (Miles and Huberman,
1994; Yin, 1993). The two main methods of data collection used in this study have been
interviews and project documents.  On the whole, interviews are considered a valuable
source of information for case studies because of the ability to collect facts and views
from the necessary informants about the issues focused on (Yin, 1994; King, 1995).  All
the interviewees were officials of the participating companies and organizations who
had been directly involved in the project business negotiations, planning, and/or
construction/installation of project facilities.  As noted earlier in Chapter 5.1, the
interviews were mainly face-to-face, and each interview took between 1-2 hours.
Following the logic of longitudinal/processual studies, a total of 30 interviews spanning
a period of 6 years at different stages of the project were undertaken,.  Basically, the
interviews were about collecting information from the interviewees who were involved
in the business relationships about the issues I needed to know to answer my research
questions.  Therefore, semi-structured questionnaires were used.  The dilemma of
qualitative interviews is that, in general, if the questions are too structured we might
confine the interviewees to a rigid frame of answers and we may not give them a chance
to tell us all they know about our enquiry.  On the other hand, going to interview
company officials without any structure at all about what to find out, might lead to an
unfruitful use of each others’ time.  The semi-structured questionnaire provides a
balance between, on the one hand, a rigid and structured set of questions, and on the
other hand, no structure at all.  Just as with the questions, there is no prepared structure
of responses given to the respondents.  Instead each respondent is allowed to narrate
their answers and the interviewer might ask for more clarifications, follow leads or
move on to the next relevant issue.  In some cases interviews might provide answers to
other questions that were to come later and the interviewer would have to skip those
accordingly.  Therefore, the method is considered a good trade off between the scientific
demands of structured questions/answers and its disadvantages (Maxwell; 1996; King,
1995).
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There are several sources of possible bias and contamination in face-to-face
interviewing.  These include interviewer skills and bias, issues of social interaction, and
interviewee bias (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991).  In face-to-face
interviewing, bias and contamination may arise from bad personal “chemistry” between
interviewer and interviewee, the mode of administering the interview, and the mode of
recording interviews (Aaker, Kumar and Day, 1995; Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, 1991).
Regarding the issue of personal chemistry between interviewer and interviewee, there
are difficult personality issues involved and, basically, the most important factor is that
the researcher has to get the trust as well as respect of the interviewees.  I am convinced
that I achieved these over the course of the research.  From the beginning I introduced
myself to the interviewees with an official introduction signed by my head of
department and did everything to establish a positive personal interaction based on the
cultural values of the country.  In Ghana, a relaxed friendly atmosphere was easily
developed partly due to our common cultural, national, and social background, as well
as my use of social contacts and networks that enabled me to establish a positive rapport
very easily (cf. Laurila, 1997).  This was useful in overcoming the fear of Ghanaian civil
servants in talking to “researchers” in a political party atmosphere where journalists and
political opponents are known to prey on such information for political benefit.  In
Finland it was necessary to be more formal in the beginning, to show oneself to be
trustworthy and respectable.  After achieving this the interviewer really melts the
“Finnish ice” and the door is open to open-minded, friendly and sympathetic officials.
To avoid the problems of administration, I administered all the interviews myself.
Administering the interviews myself most likely ensured that whatever problems that
existed in this regard would have been the same across the various interviews.  None of
the interviewees objected to the recording of interviews which enabled me to
concentrate on achieving a flowing and natural interview which, I believe, the
interviewees also found interesting.  I was actually lucky to deal with very international,
friendly and welcoming interviewees, particularly from IVO.

One way of improving the reliability of data collected from interviews is to use the
Critical Incident Method, CIT (see Chapter 5.1.4).  The method and the accompanying
concept have played a triple function: 1) as a method for eliciting recollections of past
business interactions, 2) as a method for probing and analysing the development of the
business relationships, and 3) as a conceptual tool for differentiating between different
components of the job configuration facing a project business network.

The project documents I used consisted mainly of 23 sets of minutes of the monthly
meetings of the project management group, 6 monthly progress reports, 4 biannual
progress reports, contract documents, and a mix of communication and miscellaneous
documents.  I am quite convinced that one possible problem of documents – author bias
(Yin, 94: 80) -- was very minimal in the case of the project documents as opposed to
individual actors’ organizational documents.  The project documents, including monthly
project reports, biannual project reports, minutes of the meetings of the project
management group, and project completion report were authored by the consultant who
was an impartial arbiter, and who was legally compelled to present a true and fair view
of the situation.  Others like the contract documents were legally binding documents that
were mutually drafted and signed.
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Thus an attempt was made to achieve triangulation, which has been suggested as a way
of improving the reliability of data collection and analysis, as well as validity of the
study (Yin, 1994; Maxwell, 1996; Max and Huberman, 1994; Dawson, 1997).  In other
words, triangulation was achieved through the use of multiple sources of data –
interviews of key informants, as well as the use of project documents.  Some important
aspects of the analysis have been the iterative, abductive, analytical process which have
included a constant comparison of the information from different interviewees and
sources, comparison of theory and previous research with the emerging stories of the
empirical study, and corroborating the interview information with the available
documentary information, thus achieving some level of verification and validity (see
Miles and Huberman, 1994, 11).  The project documents gave details of and clarified
many issues that had been unclear in the interviews, as well as gave armour for critical
incident technique (CIT) questions.

Another important aspect of data analysis used in this study is the structure of the whole
study itself – pre-understanding that guided the formulation of the research questions
and conceptual framework and that guided data collection, data display and conclusion
drawing and verification.  The point is that the collection, final presentation and analysis
of the data followed the aims and structure set out in the research questions and
framework finally developed (cf. Miles and Huberman, 1994: 11; Yin, 1994).
Qualitative content analysis has been the basic sub-process for the analysis.  To lay the
foundation for reliable qualitative content analysis, the interviews were tape-recorded
and the transcribed texts have been kept for reference.  Not least in the process of
improving the reliability of the study, has been the very many occasions where this
study, or its derivatives, has been presented and discussed at departmental and external
seminars, workshops and conferences.

Another aspect of reliability should be the objectivity of the researcher.  Objectivity
would require the researcher to be explicit about procedures and methods used, to
consider all sides of an argument or evidence, to be open-minded to competing
hypotheses and to be neutral and approach the research setting only from the platform of
a scientist seeking knowledge and understanding (Miles and Huberman, 1994).  The
research approach, its theoretical bases, and their relationship to the research questions
are discussed in Chapter 1.7.  In Chapter 5.1 the data collection and analysis methods
and their rationale are discussed.  In this vein empirical information has been collected
from all the actors in the focal network and triangulation has been done with project
documents.

As this is a process study, the study of dynamism and processualism had to be
paramount.  Therefore, the data collection and analysis concentrated on unearthing the
“what, why and how of some sequence of individual and collective action” (Pettigrew,
1997: 337), and was longitudinal.  The analysis and report have concentrated on
describing, analysing and explaining the what, why and how of phenomena related to
the research questions (see Pettigrew, 1997: 338; Dawson, 1997).  The underlying
processes have included following the development of phenomena over time;
scrutinizing the links and ties between actors and how they change; examining the
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factors causing change and dynamism; and investigating the relationships between
change and activities/resources of actors.

9.2 Validity of Study

According to Maxwell (1996: 87), validity refers to the “correctness or credibility of a
description, conclusion, explanation, interpretation, or other sort of account”.
Therefore, we are concerned with to what extent the descriptions, explanations, and
causal relationships presented in the study, as well as theories developed from the study
can be accepted as correct, fitting the evidence and acceptable.  Miles and Huberman
(1994) distinguish between two aspects of validity – internal and external validity.  This
sub-chapter will deal with internal validity, as external validity is equivalent to
generalizability and will be treated in the following sub-chapter.

On one level, the primary aspect of validity should be a scientific as well as logical
conformity between research questions, research approach, conceptual framework and
data analysis.  Scientific conformity is the primary basis for unearthing the right
information, for making correct conclusions, and for correctly placing the conclusions in
the theoretical and empirical contributions.  The scientific justifications and logic of this
study have been treated in Chapter 1.  In that chapter, the relationship between, on the
one hand the research questions and the research approach chosen, and on the other
hand between the research questions and the data collection and analysis methods were
discussed.  It was shown that the research questions suggest a qualitative study, and the
research approach, data collection and analysess have all been designed according to the
scientific rules of fit.  The reasons for selecting the specific conceptual inputs used were
justified, and their relationship with the research questions and with each other was also
discussed (Chapter 1).  Therefore, the scientific and logical grounds of this study have
been exhaustively discussed.

Maxwell (1996), looks at specific threats to validity on three levels of analysis –
description, interpretation, and theory.  The main threat to description –
misrepresentation and inaccuracies in reporting of information -- is solved by tape
recording and transcribing interviews, which I did and which, therefore, provides
continued reference for confirming and cross-checking the reported conclusions.  Within
interpretation, threats can arise from deliberately or non-deliberately imposing the
researcher’s framework or meanings on the views of respondents, in other words not
being objective, neutral and intellectual enough as discussed in the foregoing.  Another
source of such problems would be a questionnaire that asks “leading, closed, or short-
answer questions that don’t give the participants the opportunity to reveal their own
perspective” (Maxwell, 1996: 90).  Another problem linked to this is “reactivity” -- the
effect of the researcher on the situation or respondents (Maxwell, 1996: 90).  These
problems were avoided in administering the interviews, as explained in detail in Chapter
5.1.2.  Maxwell’s (1996), third problem area is where the researcher suggests baseless
theories because of inadequately considering alternative explanations.  I am convinced
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that I have avoided this problem by the explanation made at the end of the foregoing
paragraph.

Eisenhardt (1989) emphasizes that validity and generalizability are enhanced by linking
the emergent contributions of a study with the existing literature and theories.  By so
doing the limited number of case studies done in a qualitative case study is no
disadvantage.  As in this study the conceptual implications as well as the lessons from
the empirical study have all been related to existing studies and theory.

Another aspect of validity is a more intuitive one: Do our account and conclusions make
sense?  Are they convincing or plausible? (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 278).  For a
qualitative study, one solution is to make context-rich, and thick descriptions and
explanations (Maxwell, 1996).  The report should be seen to be objective, balanced, and
to consider counter-explanations.  Furthermore, part of this solution lies in the clarity of
the report as a whole.  Therefore, the business interactions and relationships have been
analysed with reference to contextual factors, and care has been taken to narrate the
relevant issues in as much detail as possible with due regard, however, to the need to
take account of the caution shown by the respondents about publicizing their business
strategies.  The main strategy used to ensure balance and objectivity was to interview
respondents from all the focal actors.  For every issue of interest to this study,
information and views were collected from all the focal actors.  This, in addition to
project documents, was not only a way of triangulating, but also of balancing views and,
thus, ensuring objectivity.  One way of justifying the conclusions of, and enriching this
study, is the use of quotations from the interviews in various parts of the text.  To ensure
clarity, thickness, and richness of presentation, a wide range of qualitative presentation
methods are used – text, figures, diagrams, matrices, and network displays (Miles and
Huberman, 1994).

On the whole, this study delved into the creation and evolution of collective network
capability.  The research questions emerged from the pre-understanding gained from my
M.Sc. thesis.  They were based directly on the views of all respondents about the
reasons for project business success.  Its aim was not a statistical or mathematical
model, hypotheses or conclusions.  Its main aim was to delve deeper into a business
phenomenon that was discovered in the earlier M.Sc. study and was found to be
inadequately conceptualized and studied.  Therefore, a qualitative, process study,
concentrating on conceptual and model development was the logical choice.  It was also
necessary to fully connect the contributions to the existing conceptual field.  This
necessitated a thorough review of the existing field and presentation of the conceptual
framework.

9.3 Generalizability of Study

As a qualitative research, this study cannot be generalized in a statistical sense.  The aim
of this study is not to attach quantitative values to phenomena relating to the research
questions but rather to analyse their processes, mechanisms, and interrelationships.
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With the rich and deep knowledge gained of the processes, mechanisms and
interrelationships of the variables, it is has been possible to develop frameworks and
theoretical propositions which illuminate the area and provide armoury for further
studies, both qualitative and quantitative (cf. Pettigrew, 1997; Alasuutari, 1995; Yin,
1994; Miles and Huberman, 1994; Eisenhardt, 1989.).

Generalization of qualitative studies as this one can be made within certain boundaries.
To clarify these boundaries, Maxwell (1996: 97) distinguishes between “internal” and
“external” generalizability.  Internal generalizability is the ability to generalize within
the context of a study, and external generalizability is the ability to generalize beyond
that context.  The ability to correctly generalize a study for similar contexts and
phenomena depends, of course, on the validity and reliability of the study (discussed
above).  This kind of generalization is the usual stuff of qualitative research (Hartley,
1994; Yin, 1994).  In our context, it means that if the conclusions of this study are
reliable and valid, then they can be generalized for similar project business situations.
External generalisation implies being able to generalize our conclusions for other
business relationships, and temporary networks in other contexts.

Before making final comments on the generalizability of this study, the following
quotation by Alasuutari (1995: 145) is revealing: “The very notion of generalizability
implies the assumption that, instead of trying to explain a unique event or phenomenon,
the results of a study should apply to other cases as well”.  Furthermore, Alasuutari
(1995: 152) adds that “there are different levels of generality”.  Again, as we have
discussed above, qualitative generalization is different from statistical generalization,
i.e. in qualitative research we are not expected to be able to estimate percentages, and
frequencies, nor to state error percentages to achieve valid generalization.

Two ways suggested to improve the generalizability of qualitative research are:
purposive sampling, and theoretical sampling.  Purposive sampling means selecting a
case for study because we know from pre-understanding that it “illustrates some feature
or process in which we are interested” (Silverman, 2000: 104).  In theoretical sampling
the choice of an appropriate case is based on its fit with the research questions, the
theoretical position and analytical framework of the study, and the contributions that the
study expects to make.  “Theoretical sampling is concerned with constructing a sample
which is meaningful theoretically, because it builds in certain characteristics or criteria
which help to develop and test your theory and explanation” (Mason, 1996: 94; see also
Maxwell, 1996; Eisenhardt, 1989). These two kinds of samples are not convenience
samples in any sense.  The case study of this dissertation falls into these two.

In the final analysis, the relevant question is: which findings/conclusions of a study can
be generalized and which cannot be generalized?  A study like this one has many
findings/conclusions which differ from each other in terms of their theoretical,
methodological or empirical grounding.  The findings/conclusions might be based on
different levels/aspects of the study like the theoretical framework, methodology, and
empirical study.  Therefore, there might be different levels of generalizability for
different findings.  The propositions of this study discussed in Chapter 8 are
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generalizable within business networks but not all the implications, contributions, and
propositions presented are generalizable.

In this study the link between the research questions, theoretical framework, and
research approach has been clearly  shown.  The selection of case has also been
explained to have been based on its being interesting for the research questions,
theoretical framework, and the types of contributions that were envisaged.  Adequate
measures were also taken to ensure the reliability of data collection and analysis.
Therefore, the levels of reliability and validity can be said to have been high.  As a result
the internal generalizability of this study is high.
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Table 45. Interviewees and dates
Total number of interviews: 30
First round of interviews (12 interviews)
Organization/Person/Position Place and date of interview
IVO: Mr. Jukka Vuorilehto, Project Manager;
Mr. Jan-Erik Johnsson, Project Manager

Kumasi: October 1996

TE: Mr. Mats Danielson, Project Manager Phone Interview: June 1996
MOE: Dr. Joe Oteng Agyei, Director of Power
Mr. Francis Gbeddy, Deputy Director, NES
(the two were interviewed separately)

Accra: October, 1996

ECG: Mr. Kofi Anane Kyeremeh, Manager, Sub-
Transmission

Accra: October, 1996

ATP: Mr Samuel K. Asare, Partner Tema: October, 1996
Subcontractors 1, 2, 3, and 4; Wood Company67

(the five were interviewed separately)
Accra and Kumasi, October, 1996

TE: Mr. Mats Danielson, Project Manager Stockholm: November 1998

Second round of interviews (10 interviews)
Organization/Person/Position Place and date of interview
IVO: Mr. Jan-Erik Johnsson, Project Manager Helsinki: May, 2000
MOE: Dr. Joe Oteng Agyei, Director of Power
Mr. Cheslove Abeasi, Principal Programme Officer
(the two were interviewed separately)

Accra: August, 2000

ECG: Mr. Kofi Anane Kyeremeh,
Regional Manager

Accra: August, 2000

ATP: Mr Samuel K. Asare, Partner
and PD: Mr. Kwarteng Dwira, Partner

Tema: August, 2000

Subcontractors 1, 2, 3, and 4; Wood Company
(the five were interviewed separately)

Accra and Kumasi, August, 2000

                                                

67 Details of sub-contractors and wood company withheld due to a request from the companies.
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Second round (Follow-up interviews) (8 interviews)
Organization/Person/Position Place and date of interview
IVO: Mr. Jan-Erik Johnsson, Project Manager Helsinki: November, 2001
MOE: Dr. Joe Oteng Agyei, Director of Power
Mr. Cheslove Abeasi, Principal Programme Officer
(the two were interviewed separately)

Accra: November, 2001

ECG: Mr. Kofi Anane Kyeremeh, Manager,
SubTransmission

Accra: November, 2001

ATP: Mr Samuel K. Asare, Partner
and PD: Mr. Kwarteng Dwira, Partner

Tema: November, 2001

Ministry for Foreign Affairs, Department for
International Development Cooperation, Finland: Peter
Parkkonen, and Mr. Harry Sallinen
(the two were interviewed separately)

Telephone interviews, Helsinki,
Jan.-Feb. 2001

Finnvera: Ms. Raija Rissanen, Program Officer Telephone interview, Helsinki,
April, 2002
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APPENDIX 1: GHANA'S NATIONAL ECONOMIC AND PROJECT
BUSINESS CONTEXT (1985-1996), AND THE CURRENT
SITUATION68

This chapter briefly presents Ghana's economic and political history, current economic
situation, and project business context.  The aim is to give an overview of the national
economic and project business context of the AEP and the current situation.

Introduction and Economic History
With a population of about 18.5 million (2000) Ghana is the second most populous
country in West Africa, and the second largest economy after Nigeria.  When Ghana
gained independence from British colonialism in 1957, she became the first African
country south of the Sahara to join the ranks of independent nations.  Through the
efforts of small scale farmers the country was producing and exporting almost half of
the world’s cocoa, as well as timber and many other tropical forest and farm produce.
The country also exported gold, diamond and manganese making it one of the wealthier
countries in Africa south of the Sahara.  However, substantial problems existed in the
country’s economic and social structure.  Population growth was high69, the country
produced mainly agricultural and mineral exports whose prices varied substantially and
were on a downward trend.  Worse still, lack of education during the colonial period and
a deliberate, but covert policy of the colonial government of slowing down the
development of native financial, economic and technical expertise, meant that there was
a serious shortage of skilled manpower for the modern economy.  In the high optimism
and fervour of independence, this lack of educated and skilled manpower was not
apparent to the country’s leaders.  From the period just before independence when a
Ghanaian elite was appointed into the cabinet including a Ghanaian "Leader of
Government Business", the country massively expanded its infrastructure and industry.
In the process, the country’s foreign reserves were drawn down and some foreign debt
was incurred.  Worse still, the local elite that took over the management of the economy
both at the policy making and company level was very inexperienced, and economic
mismanagement, worsened by unfair terms of international trade, brought with it
poverty and political instability.  Ghana, which in 1957 epitomized the optimism of a
newly independent sub-Saharan Africa, came, in the early 1980s, to typify its failure and
pessimism.  Following a coup in 1981, the Economic Recovery Programme (ERP) and
the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP) were started to repair the country’s
economy.

Macro Economic and Political Trends after 1985
The ERP and SAP were praised by, among others, the World Bank for having
substantially improved the country’s economy.  The country’s exports more than

                                                

68 The feasibility planning and implementation period for AEP.

69At independence in 1957 the country´s population was about 5 million. The population was estimated at
about 18.5 million in 2000, i.e a fourfold increase in about 45 years.
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doubled from 1983 to 1991 and has continued to increase since then70.  Production
increased in all sectors of the economy.  The improvement in social and economic
infrastructure was evident.  Inflation fell from 66% in 1984 to just under 14% in 1992
and hovered around 25% in 1994.  The annual growth rate in GDP averaged about 5%
up to the mid-1990s71.  An example of the improved business and investment climate as
well as management expertise was epitomized by the country’s biggest mineral
producer, the Ashanti Goldfields Corporation, whose Managing Director was a self-
taught Ghanaian.  Before the changes in economic policy at the beginning of the 1980´s,
the company was almost collapsing.  An overvalued currency and lack of incentives
made production unprofitable.  After the ERP and SAP, however, the company has
invested in new equipment, technology and its work force.  Production tripled between
1986 and 1993 and the company was being described as one of the world’s most
efficient gold producers.  By 1994-95, the company was one of a handful of companies
in the world producing more than 1 million troy ounces of gold a year.  Gold is now the
country’s leading export and increased revenue is enabling the country to expand its
production and infrastructure.  International investors were thrilled when, in 1994, the
government of Ghana announced it was selling half of its shares in Ashanti Goldfields.
An investment assessment report described Ghana as having small political risk, being
"a relatively stable country run by a sensible government", and a darling of the World
Bank which has enjoyed several years of growth.  It was said about investing in Ashanti
Goldfields that "one just does not get investment opportunities of this quality every day
of the week".72  The company has become Ghana’s first multinational, buying up and
starting mines in other parts of Africa73.

However when comparison is made with the fast growing Asian economies it is said
that the growth was not spectacular enough.  There was, however, no doubt that the
country’s economy has improved.  Discussions with ordinary people in  the country in
1995 showed that there was a sense of improvement of living standards even though it
was agreed that more was yet to be done to rid the country of poverty.

An important recent success in developing country terms was the successful transition to
elected constitutional rule.  Ghana’s Fourth Republican Constitution was completed and
approved in a national referendum in 1992.  Elections to parliament and for president
were held late that same year.  The new parliament and president took office in January

                                                

70 Since  the early to mid-90s period that this study covers, the  economy has not been performing equally
well.  The increase in the price of crude oil, coupled with the sumultaneous fall in cocoa and gold world
market prices since late 1999 have been worsened by the debt burden and have reduced the fortunes of the
Ghanaian economy.

71See Ishan Kapur et al., Ghana: Adjustment and Growth 1983-91 and Budget Statements for 1992 and
1993 and the yearly UN Human Development Reports (e.g 1999).

72See Newsweek, November 3, 1994 for a discussion of Ghana´s economic situation at that time.

73 It is interesting to note that the company prides itself in having a Ghanaian Chief Executive.  Ashanti
Goldfield’s good performance fell on the rocks in 1999, after the sales of gold reserves by several highly
developed countries sent the prices of gold crushing and put the company in financial turmoil.
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1993.  The following election was held on schedule in 1996 and the last one in
December, 2000 brought the opposition into power.  Democracy has been burgeoning in
the country and this, coupled with the liberal and positive government policy towards
investors, has provided security of investment for private capital and foreign business in
the country.

Ghana's Current National Economic and Project Business Context
Economic Situation
Between 1999 and 2001, however, the country’s economy has suffered from a number
of external events totally beyond the control of the government.  The prices of three
major exports – gold, cocoa, and timber fell, at the same time as the price of one of the
major imports – crude oil – doubled.  These followed the heels of the Asian economic
crisis in 1998, which affected Asian countries that were gradually becoming important
investors in Ghana.  Therefore, overall GDP growth was 4.4% in 1999, which was 1.1%
lower than originally estimated74.  Despite the recent fall in prices of imported crude oil,
the prices of the country’s major exports remain at rock bottom.  Therefore, economic
growth has reduced and the country had now been saddled with debt repayments.  The
debt funded growth of the late 80s-early 90s has gone bust.

New Government and Economic Policy
The country’s democratic development has continued unabated.  A new government was
democratically elected into power in January 2001.  The successful elections brought
positive headlines and reviews for the country.  The new government announced that the
economy was in bad shape, and it announced a change in economic policy thrust
(Budget Statement, 2001 and 2002).  There has since been a concentration on achieving
macro-economic stability, reducing budget deficits and borrowing.  Moreover, it was
announced that external debt repayment demands were too high and the country joined
the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) plan of the World Bank and rich industrial
nations.  The implication of the joining the HIPC is that the country will receive relief
from debt payments.  An HIPC country is allowed to make less loan repayments and
required to use the savings for nationally beneficial socio-economic programmes.

At the moment a good level of macro-economic stability has been achieved, and
economic performance has improved.  Inflation had fallen from over 40% in 2000 to
just over 20% at the end of 2001, the national currency has maintained its value against
foreign currencies, and government borrowing has been reduced.  The rate of economic
growth in 2000 was 3.7%, and just over 4% in 2001.

                                                

74 “Economy and Finance” pages in www.ghanaweb.com .  Also ww.ft.com/ftsurveys/country/ghana/htm
(Financial Times country surveys)
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Table 46: Some economic statistics of Ghana
Year 1999 2000 2001 2002 (Projected)
Average Annual
GDP Growth Rate

4.6% 3.7% 4% 5.8%

GDP Per Capita (PPP) $1,881: (compare) Finland, $23,096 (1999)
Position in Human Development Index: 119/162: (compare) Finland 10/162
Population 18.5 million (2000)
Total External Debt: $5.5bn (2000)
Debt Service Ratio: ca. 25%
Sources: “Economy and Finance” and Ministry of Finance pages in
www.ghanaweb.com.  Also www.ft.com/ftsurveys/country/ghana/htm (Financial Times
country surveys); Economist Intelligence Unit (2000).

Ghana’s Dual Face epitomized during the visit of U2’s “Bono” and U.S. Treasury
Secretary O’Neal in May, 2002
Ghana’s recent economic history was brought to world view during the visit of world-
renowned rock star U2’s Paul Hewson, alias Bono, and U.S Treasury Secretary Paul
O’Neal to four African countries including Ghana.  Bono, a campaigner to cancel
Africa’s crippling foreign debts had convinced the Treasury Secretary who is an
opponent of debt cancellation to see how African countries can develop with debt
cancellation.  On May 21, the iterenary of the two visitors revealed the dual face of
Ghana, on the one hand poverty and urban misery, and on the other a hopeful modern
economic sector.  Bono visited the urban ghetto of Nima where the level of urban
misery surprises even Ghanaians.  At the same time, the Treasury Secretary spoke at the
recently-built Accra International Conference Centre where he praised Ghana’s “smart
people”.  Quotes from Mr. O’Neal’s speech:

“With its growing history of democracy and stability, Ghana is showing that it can
offer continuous rule of law, even with a change in power.  At the same time Ghana
has been opening its economy to trade and investment, and continuing with the
economic reform process....”  “Already, investors and entrepreneurs are responding
to Ghana’s improved stability and economic reforms”.  I want to share in Ghana’s
political and economic success, so I can share the best of your experience with your
neighbours and the world”.

The visit of the two epitomized the reality of the country’s economic and social
situation: improved and optimistic economic and political performance against the
background of widespread rural and urban poverty.

The Current Project Business Context in the Energy Sector
The country’s major energy producer, the parastatal Volta River Authority (VRA) is at
the moment facing serious financial crises similar to that which the Electricity
Corporation of Ghana (ECG), the major power retailer, is facing  Both corporations had
been facing a number of problems including mismanagement, corruption and negative
government policies.  According to them their main problem is that they have been
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prevented by the government, for political reasons, from charging customers profitable
tariffs for electricity.75.  As a result of consumer charges being lower than the cost of
production, both corporations have not been able to break-even for a long time
[ghanaweb.com/ (04.03.2001)]76

Recently, both the VRA and ECG have been re-organized into profit making companies,
with the Government of Ghana owning the majority shares.   ECG has made noticeable
changes in its management and retailing operations.  Some increases in electricity tariffs
have been allowed by the government which has promised to allow the companies to
charge profitable rates in the future.

The NES is proceeding according to plan and is entering its third phase now.
Construction of electrical power facilities has been going on moderately.  Relatively
bigger projects are usually awarded to foreign project marketers, partly due to the need
to arrange foreign loans.  Locally-financed electrical projects called Rural Electrification
are usually awarded to Ghanaian contractors, but some foreign contractors including
IVO-TE have been involved in material supply and project management project within
rural electrification.

The country’s power sector will continue to provide many potential projects.  The
problem is the lack of financing.  The country’s dependence on the Akosombo and
Kpong hydro-electric dams has been seen to be precarious due to their dependence on
good rains.  However, a third major hydro-electric dam is being planned for Bui in the
central part of the country.  New thermal energy production facilities have been
constructed and others are slated.  The most significant new energy project is the West
African Gas Pipeline (WAGP) to supply gas from Nigeria to much of West Africa for
power production.

The continued implementation of the NES means the availability of projects.  The
country’s energy production is still lower than the demands of industry and the growing
population and imaginative project marketers will find an insatiable market.

There is, however, a wait-and.-see attitude at the moment due to the insecurity about the
fruits of the debt resettlement and cancellation provided by the HIPC arrangement.
According to Eltel Networks they continue to follow the situation and have been
continuing discussions with the relevant actors in Ghana.

                                                

75 More refs will be provided [ghanaweb.com/ (04.03.2001)]

76
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APPENDIX 2: FINLAND’S CURRENT CONCESSIONAL CREDIT
SCHEME AND PROJECT EXPORT FINANCING
The major change in the scheme is that the Finnish content of exports should be at least
50%, and not 85% as previously required.  Higher domestic content may be demanded
in cases of higher risk countries.  The scheme is still meant to finance exports to lower-
middle income and low income countries.  A list of eligible countries is regularly made
by the OECD.  The requirements for projects to have socio-economic development
consequences and to be environmentally positive are maintained.  The loan itself can be
taken from any bank within the European Economic Area.  The generous part of the
scheme is the interest subsidy given by the Development Cooperation Department of the
Ministry for Foreign Affairs.  The loan can also be given by the Finnish bank FEC and
guarantee from Finnvera.  In effect the commercial aspects of the loan itself are
maintained.  Now the loan can be granted by any EU commercial bank, however, the
interest subsidy will be paid by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs as development aid77.

                                                

77 For information e-mail Harri.Sallinen@formin.fi (Foreign Ministry) and Anja.Vastamäki@finnvera.fi
or Raija.Rissanen@finnvera.fi (Finnvera (FEC).
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APPENDIX 3: INTERVIEW GUIDES78

Interviews done for my M.Sc. thesis on different research questions but relating to the
same case project were spread between 1992 and 1993.  They were at the project
negotiation and early project implementation stages.  They provided a good pre-
understanding of the project issues in general.  The research questions of this
dissertation were built on that pre-understanding.  As a result, the interviews done later
for this dissertation did not need to go into finding out basic issues about the project.

Below are summaries of the interview guides.  A summary of the pre-1996 interviews is
included.  Those interviews were limited to the marketer, purchaser, project owner and
the consultants.  At this stage the interviews were relatively varied for different actors
The post-1996 interviews, made specifically for the research questions of this
dissertation, were made on two major themes.  The first round, spread between 1996-98
was aimed at finding out the changes that had occurred in the network during the
project, issues relating to the guarantee period, the nature of relations at that stage, and
specific aspects of interaction like technology transfer and project management issues.
The second round was first done in 2000.  Follow-up interviews were done in 2001 to
clarify further aspects, and to find out about the nature of relations up to that point.
They concentrated mainly on the management of critical events, governance issues, and
relationships up to that stage.  One summary for each round is included here: the initial
interviews which were more of a general kind, and the later interviews to probe specific
aspects of the interactions of interest for this study.

Pre-1996 Interviews for Project Marketer (IVO and TE)
A. General information about company
History of company, general project business history and project business experience

B. History of international project business involvement in Ghana and Africa

C. General project marketing strategy

D. Initial Information about project
-how did company/organization get to know of the Ashanti Electrification Project (AEP)

E. Strategy for AEP
What strategy did company pursue to secure the contract for the AEP?
-personal contacts.
-contact with consultants.
-development of technical specifications.
-suggestions of financial help to the buyer
-visits to Ghana and from Ghana (dates and issues)
-negotiations in Ghana and Finland
-some thorny issues in the negotiations and how they were dealt with (dates and issues)
                                                

78 Interviewees and dates of interviews are included in list of references above.
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-success factors for company/organization in securing the contract

F. The Project
 Contract information. What do the projects entail?
-construction, know-how, export of goods, design, and training?
-turnkey or turnkey plus?
-obligations in the contract on use of Ghanaian workers, companies, products?
-comparison of contract and project with previous ones in Africa and elsewhere.

G. The role of FIDIC rules
-how binding are FIDIC rules in contract preparation?
-to what extent were FIDIC rules applied in the Ghana projects?
-were the rights, responsibilities, roles of employer, contractor, engineer determined
with reference to the FIDIC rules?
-was calculation of prices and profit based on FIDIC rules, as a fixed %age or a sum
above costs?

H. Project Actors
Buyer
-who are the project buyers?
-what role has the buyer in the project, apart from paying for the project? i.e. are you
obliged to buy something in return, or is the buyer sub-contracting something?
Suppliers.
-who supply what?
Sub-contractors in Ghana.
-who are they and what do they do?
Other actors in Finland, Ghana, and in other Countries.  Resources and Activities
contributed.
-other actors in Finland
-other actors in Ghana
-actors in other countries
-resources contributed
-project activities of actor

I. Involvement of Finnish, Swedish and Ghanaian governments
-any meetings with politicians or government appointees?
-government financial or legal aid or legal impediments?

J. Technology Transfer and Adaptations
Technology transfer
-any materials, machinery and know-how being used on the project which is new to the
Ghanaians?
-training, courses and seminars organized for the Ghanaians?
-technology transfer issues in project design?

K. Adaptations undertaken to secure project
-adaptations in technical specifications?
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-adaptations in management and organizational routines?
-adaptations in profit and goal orientation?

L. Long-term relationship orientation
-relationship orientation from the beginning and how it developed over the course of the
project
-would you say that these projects have been profitable in themselves or would you
characterize them as only investments in the future?

M. Relationship Development and Management with the key Actors
-history of relations with the other actors.
-type and number of contacts with other actors concerning this project.
-nature of negotiations with other actors.
-nature of social, product, technical, informational and financial exchange.
-any problems that have arisen with the buyer and how they have been solved.

N. Atmosphere with buyer, suppliers, sub-contractors, and other network members.
-cooperation and conflict
-power/Dependence
-trustworthiness

O. Negotiations
-where, when were negotiations undertaken
-subject of negotiations
-negotiating parties
-results of negotiations

P. Business or cultural similarities and differences that impinged on interaction.

Q. view of buyer at the beginning and how it changed

R. Construction so far
-problems in construction and why?
-success factors in construction

S. Project management in Ghana
-actors’ project organization in Ghana
-on site project organization in Ghana
-success factors in project organization

T. In what ways do the FIDIC rules affect project organization?

Pre-1996 Interviews for Project Purchaser and Project Owner
The same interview guides were used for the project purchaser and project owner.  The
guides were the same as those of the marketer (shown above) except for adjustments to
solicit information regarding the purchaser’s/owner’s own organizational information
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and efforts with regard to the AEP.  One aspect of the guide concentrated on getting
information about the genesis and development of the NES and AEP.

Pre-1996 Interviews for Project Consultants
In the same vein these guides were very similar to those used for the project marketer,
purchaser and owner except for adjustments to solicit information regarding the
purchaser’s/owner’s own organizational information and efforts with regard to the AEP,
and their participation in the NES and AEP.  The same questions were requested on all
the interaction and relationship variables requested from the other interviewees.

Current Research Questions
Round 1 Interviews: 1996-1998
A. General
-when was your work on the AEP completed?
-was it on schedule?  What were the reasons for completing it before/after schedule?
-Can you recall anything remarkable concerning the completion of the project?

B. Changes in the Project Network during the course of the Project
-what new partners were introduced?
-what partners left the network?
-what were the reasons for the exit or entry of partners
-Can you recall any other remarkable thing concerning changes in network membership?

C. Changes in Financial Agreements
-were there changes in financial arrangements for the project?
-why were such changes made
-can you recall any other remarkable thing concerning changes in financial
arrangements?

D. Changes in Project Organization
-were there changes in project organization during the course of the project?
-why were such changes made?
-can you recall any other thing remarkable concerning changes in project organization?

E. Remaining Contacts with the business actors
-which of the former business partners do you still have business contacts with?
-social contacts with?
-describe the nature of these contacts
-which do you no more have any contacts with?
-why do you and why do you not have contacts with these partners?
-are there any plans for future business contacts with any of these partners?

F. Remaining contacts with the institutional actors
-which of the former institutional actors do you still have business contacts with?
-social contacts with?
-describe the nature of these contacts
-which do you no more have any contacts with?
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-why do you and why do you not have contacts with these partners?
-are there any plans for future business contacts with any of these partners?

G. Problems and complaints during the operational period and how they have been
handled
-any problems and complaints from your side?
-any problems and complaints from other actors?
-How were they handled?
-Was the handling satisfactory? Why?

H. Plans for Future Projects?
-are there any plans for future business contacts with any of these partners?
-the usefulness of establishing relations with institutional actors in this regard.

I. Assessment of role of the project network relationships for future business
-what is the usefulness of the relationships established within the AEP project network
for future project sales

J. Continued monitoring of project
-what arrangements exist for your continuous monitoring of or participation in the
maintenance of the project?

K. Price Lists, Proposal
-what are they?
-how were they negotiated?
-who were involved?

L. Foreign Suppliers
-more about BOWTHORPE, LUCY, HAWKER SIDDELEY

M. Setting up the project office in Ghana
-process of establishment of a project office in Ghana
-hiring the office: who were involved; how did they help, issues and critical events

N. Selection of sub-contractors and suppliers
-process of selecting sub-contractors in Ghana
-process of selecting sub-contractors abroad

O. Continuing project design and specifications
-project design after opening of project office during the initial project implementation
phase
-signing of contracts with sub-contractors

P. Technology transfer on the job
-Describe technology transfer on the job and during the implementation phase
-how long did TT on the job and during the implementation phase take?
-how was TT on the job and during the implementation phase organized?
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-the role of IVO
-the role of sub-contractors
-the role of consultants
-the role of ECG
-the role of MOE
-compare statement that IVO used TE’s blueprint with statement that ATP, ECG were
actively involved in preparing designs
-a narration of interactions in technology transfer with a concentration on issues like
capability contributions, critical events, role of the project context, and uniqueness

Q. Project Management Team
-Was the PMT required by the contract or by the FIDIC rules?
-How was chairmanship and meeting protocols of the PMT meetings and procedure
decided?

R. Operational Phase
-At what stage was the Project Completion Report (PCR) done?
-What was the role of the PCR
-How was news of the misfunctioning transformer relayed?
-What other issues of interaction concerning project aspects arose at this stage?
-Was they dealt with alone or together with other actors?

S. Project management and Coordination
Coordination between actors
-How well did you and the others work together?
-How easy or difficult was it to agree on technical design details and their
interpretation?
-Could you narrate any specific cases of ease or difficulty of working together?

T. On-site meetings -
-What was the order at the daily site meetings?
-Describe a -daily on-site meeting
-Describe a typical day at site
-Describe an unusual day at site

U. Project Management Meetings
-What issues were discussed at the project management meetings
-What was the nature of decision-making? consensus or otherwise?
-How would you characterize the usefulness of the project management meetings in
solving problems that came up and in planning and implementing decisions?

V. Trustworthiness, cooperation and conflict, power/dependence
-the nature and development of trustworthiness, cooperation, power/dependence during
the course of the project
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Round 2 Interviews: 2000-2001

A. Delay in the start of construction?
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event - compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

B. Problems with land access at Kwadaso Methodist Women’s Training College:
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event  -compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

C. Problems with Peter’s Educational Centre :
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event  -compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

D. Problems with Veterans’ Association of Ghana (VAG) :
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event  -compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

E. Dispute over design of cross-arms for overhead lines?
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event  -compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

F. Problems with Wood Company
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
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-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event  -compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

G. Problems with construction of the new 11KV substation at Obuasi by ECG:
-how did it arise?
-what were the issues involved?
-what steps were taken to resolve the problem?
-was it a very difficult issue to solve? Why?
-role of PMT members
-other actors involved in the event  -compounding the problem or helping to solve it?

H. Relationships with network members, follow-up projects, and future project plans
-what have been the nature of relations since the end of AEP?
-what follow-up projects have been consummated?
-forthcoming project plans
-NES at the moment



APPENDIX 4: MAP OF PROJECT AREA

Project Area:
Four disjointed lines mainly in the Ashanti region.

 (Line 1) Bechem--Tepa
 (Line 2) Barekese--Mankraso
 (Line 3) Kumasi--Manso Nkwanta
 (Line 4) Obuasi--New Edubiase
(Line 5) Nkoransa--Sekyedumase
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